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Abstract 
 
Background:   Inflammation and angiogenesis are hypothesised to be key contributors to the tumour 
microenvironment (TME) in vestibular schwannoma (VS) but few in vivo studies of this 
microenvironment or its response to radiotherapy have been performed. In this thesis we sought to 
interrogate the inflammatory and microvascular microenvironment in sporadic and 
neurofibromatosis type II (NF2) related VSs through a combined PET, MRI and neuropathology 
based approach.   
 
Methods:  28 sporadic VS patients were recruited and underwent prospective imaging with the 
TSPO PET tracer 11C-(R)-PK11195 (19 patients) and a comprehensive MRI protocol including high 
temporal resolution dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI (24 patients). An intertumour 
comparison of 11C-(R)-PK11195 binding potential (BPND) across different tumour growth cohorts 
was undertaken and immunohistochemistry used to confirm the cellular source of TSPO expression.  
Diffusion MRI and DCE-MRI datasets in 24 sporadic VSs and 20 size matched NF2-related VSs 
were then compared and regression analysis used to evaluate the effect of tumour size, pre-treatment 
tumour growth rate and tumour NF2 status on each imaging parameter. Tissue from 17 imaged 
sporadic VSs and a separate cohort of 12 previously resected NF2-related VSs were examined with 
immunohistochemistry markers for vessels (CD31), vascular permeability (fibrinogen), macrophage 
density (Iba1), and proliferation (Ki67). VEGF /VEGF receptor 1 (VEGFR-1) expression in both 
tumour groups was also evaluated through immunohistochemistry, western blotting and double 
immunofluorescence. Finally changes in the TME of five growing sporadic VSs undergoing 
stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) were evaluated through longitudinal multimodal MRI incorporating 
DCE-MRI, diffusion tensor imaging and a spiral 23Na-MRI acquisition for estimating tumour total 
sodium concentration (TSC).   
 
Results: Compared with static tumours, growing VSs displayed significantly higher mean 11C-(R)-
PK11195 BPND (p=0.020). Immunohistochemistry demonstrated that within growing VSs TSPO is 
predominantly expressed within tumour associated macrophages (TAM) and that TAM rather than 
Schwann cells accounted for the majority of Ki67+ proliferating cells. DCE-MRI-derived 
microvascular characteristics were markedly similar across imaged cohorts of sporadic and NF2-
related VSs with Ktrans (p<0.001), ve (p≤0.004) and tumoural free water content (p≤0.003) increasing 
with tumour size and pre-treatment tumour growth rate. Tissue analysis confirmed the imaging 
metrics and demonstrated that amongst both resected sporadic and NF2-related VSs there was 
consistent TAM infiltration,  a close association between tumour vascularity and Iba1+ TAM density 
(r=0.55, p=0.002) and VEGF/VEGFR-1 expression by TAM. Interrogation of changes in the VS 
TME post SRS demonstrated marked reductions in the tumoural microvascular metrics Ktrans  

(p<0.001) and vp (p<0.001) at 6 months post-treatment and demonstrated that changes in tumour 
microvasculature, microstructure and tumour TSC could be detected as early as 2 weeks following 
treatment.  
 
Conclusions:   Inflammation is a key contributor to the tumour microenvironment in sporadic and 
NF2-related VS and is associated with tumour growth. Within growing VSs, TAM rather than tumour 
cells account for the majority of proliferating cells and are likely instrumental to angiogenesis. In 
vivo this inflammatory microenvironment can be imaged using 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET and DCE-
MRI, and following radiotherapy early changes in tumour microvasculature, microstructure and 
cellular viability can be quantified using advanced MRI techniques. The data presented within this 
thesis provide compelling evidence for consideration of inflammation as a therapeutic target in VS 
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and provide early data in support of clinically applicable imaging biomarkers for quantifying and 
monitoring this intratumoural inflammation in vivo.   
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Chapter 1: Overview and format of 

thesis  
 

“That is the essence of science: ask an impertinent question, and you are on the way to a 
pertinent answer” – Jacob Bronowski 

 

1.1 Overview and structures of the thesis 
The overarching aim of this thesis is to garner a greater understanding of the tumour 

microenvironment in vestibular schwannoma (VS) and its response to therapy through novel 

imaging-based approaches. The experiments contained within each of the four included 

experimental chapters, however, address a particular hypothesis or set of hypotheses 

regarding this tumour microenvironment and/or the imaging thereof. For this reason the 

alternative format has been adopted and at time of writing, two of these chapters are 

published in whole (chapter 4 and 5) and the third experimental chapter (chapter 6) is being 

prepared for journal submission. In addition the experimental work presented within the 

appendix chapter (Appendix A) has recently been submitted for publication and parts of 

chapter 2 (research background) and chapter 7 (summary and future work) have been 

incorporated into two joint first-authored review articles. The thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides a review of VS pathobiology, its contemporary clinical management 

and the challenges thereof, and an overview of recent literature regarding the inflammatory 

microenvironment in these tumours. In addition in introduces the key concepts behind the 

PET and MRI techniques utilised throughout the thesis.  This chapter defines the context and 

rationale of the research questions to be answered in the remainder of the thesis, and parts 

of this chapter have been published as a joint first authored review article entitled “The 

inflammatory microenvironment in VS” (Neuro-oncology advances).  

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the PET, MRI and tissue analysis methodology utilised 

in experimental chapters 4 to 6. Whilst methodological detail specific to each study is 

provided within the respective experimental chapters, this chapter provides an introduction 

to the methods used throughout the thesis, their comparative strengths and limitations.  

Portions of the methods presented within this chapter have been published as supplementary 

methods alongside the work presented in chapter 4 and 5.  
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Chapter 4 is entitled “Inflammation and vascular permeability correlate with growth in 

sporadic vestibular schwannoma” and is a published work in Neuro-oncology (Feb 2019). 

The work presented in this chapter is a prospective combined imaging and neuropathology 

study of 19 patients with sporadic vestibular schwannoma. Using an established TSPO PET 

tracer for inflammation 11C-(R)-PK11195 and DCE-MRI derived vascular biomarkers this 

work demonstrates, for the first in vivo, that increased inflammation and vascular 

permeability correlate with growth in sporadic VS. An included tissue analysis demonstrates 

that intratumoural inflammatory cells, namely tumour associated macrophages (TAM) were 

the major source of increased 11C-(R)-PK11195 binding within growing VSs, and that within 

these tumours macrophages rather than Schwann cells accounted for the majority of 

proliferating cells. Supplementary tables and figures are included as part of this chapter.  

Chapter 5 is entitled “The microenvironment in sporadic and neurofibromatosis type II 

related vestibular schwannoma (VS): the same tumour or different? A comparative imaging 

and neuropathology study” and is a published work in the Journal of Neurosurgery (May 

2020). The work presented in this chapter seeks to build upon the findings of chapter 4 and 

extend the study of the microvascular and inflammatory microenvironment in VS to the 

related but distinct group of neurofibromatosis type II related tumours.  Through a DCE-

MRI and neuropathology study of 20 NF2-related and 24 size matched sporadic VSs it is 

demonstrated that both VS groups are markedly similar in their microvascular characteristics, 

that these microvascular characteristics are reflective of TAM infiltration in these tumours, 

and that in both sporadic and NF2-related VSs VEGF/VEGFR-1 expressing TAM are a 

potential targetable driver of this inflammatory tumour microenvironment. Supplementary 

tables and figures are included as part of this chapter. 

Chapter 6 is entitled “Temporal changes in vestibular schwannoma cytoarchitecture and 

microvasculature following stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS): a multimodal MRI study” and 

is under revision in Nature Scientific Reports. This chapter seeks to build upon the work so 

far regarding the tumour microenvironment in VS and the imaging thereof, and asks the 

question what happens to this microenvironment after an established treatment for these 

tumours, stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). In this pilot longitudinal multimodal MRI study, 

changes in tumour microvasculature, microstructure and cellular architecture post SRS 

treatment are evaluated in five patients through the use of 23Na-MRI, diffusion tensor 

imaging and a novel high spatial resolution DCE-MRI analysis approach which is outlined 

in Appendix A. The data presented demonstrate, for the first time in vivo, that changes in 

tumour sodium homeostasis and tumour microvascular metrics occur in VS as early as 2 
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weeks following SRS treatment and set the framework for future studies investigating these 

metrics as early biomarkers of VS therapy response. Supplementary tables and figures are 

also included as part of this chapter. 

Chapter 7 summarises the key findings, extends the discussion of the experimental chapters, 

and plans future work pertaining to both the imaging and tissue results presented. Finally an 

overview of the future potential clinical implications of the thesis work is provided. Parts of 

this chapter have been incorporated into two joint first-authored review articles.  

 

1.2 Role of the author in the thesis  
My role in each of the experimental chapters included project planning, patient recruitment, 

clinical supervision of PET and MR imaging, analysis of imaging and tissue data, 

preparation of results and writing/preparation of manuscripts for submission. Specific details 

of my involvement in each chapter are provided below and at the start of each experimental 

chapter. 

The study presented in chapter 4 was conceived and designed prior to commencement of 

my PhD programme by Prof Alan Jackson, Prof Andrew King, Mr David Coope and Mr 

Omar Pathmanaban. At time of my appointment ethics for the study was already in place 

and seven out of the nineteen patients had been recruited and scanned by Mr David Coope 

and Dr Erjon Agushi. My personal contribution to the project was as follows: recruitment 

and scanning of the remaining 12 patients within the study cohort; processing and analysis 

of PET data for all 19 patients; processing and analysis of the MRI data for all 19 patients; 

and tissue analysis on all 8 resected tumour specimens. In addition, I was responsible for the 

preparation of results; statistical analysis; and preparation of both the original and revised 

manuscript for submission. For the tissue sectioning, immunohistochemical staining and 

tissue analysis I received technical support and guidance from Mr Ricky Williams (biobank 

technician), Mr Dominic Mosses (research associate), and Prof Federico Roncaroli (Chair in 

Neuropathology).  

The study presented in chapter 5 was conceived and designed with the help of both my 

supervisory team and Prof Federico Roncaroli. Imaging data from the 12 NF2 patients 

included in the study had been previously collected already as part of a previous study (Li et 

al, 2016). In addition to the patients outlined in chapter 4 a further nine patients were 

recruited and scanned under a pre-existing ethics protocol (REC reference 13/NW/0247).  
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Alongside study conception and recruitment of patients with sporadic VS my personal 

contribution to the project was as follows:  processing and analysis of the diffusion MRI  and 

DCE-MRI datasets for all 36 patients; quantitative tissue analysis on the 29 resected VS 

specimens; preparation of results; and preparation of  both the original and revised 

manuscript for submission.  The VEGF/VEGFR-1 western blotting and VEGF/ Iba1 

immunofluorescence results presented within this chapter were obtained with the help of Dr 

Carmine A Donofrio and Dr Claire O’Leary and CAD is listed as co first author on this 

manuscript in recognition of this contribution.  

The study presented in chapter 6 was conceived and designed with the help and guidance of 

my supervisory team. Ethical approval for the study was not in place at the time of my PhD 

enrolment and I was responsible for applying for and gaining full ethical approval from both 

the REC/HRA and local research committee to undertake this study. I was subsequently 

responsible for all aspects of the study including:  patient recruitment, MR image analysis, 

preparation of results and writing of the original manuscript.  The 23Na-MRI sequences used 

were subject to extensive internal method development using both phantom studies and 

cohorts of healthy volunteers prior to commencement of this study. This method 

development was undertaken by both Damien McHugh (MRI physicist based at the 

University of Manchester) and myself.   

The work presented in appendix A of this thesis has been produced as a collaborative project 

between myself and Dr Ka-loh Li, a senior research associate in MRI based at the University 

of Manchester, who is responsible for the mathematical theory and data analysis approach 

presented within this chapter. My personal contribution to the project was as follows:  co-

design of the novel DCE-MRI acquisition presented, recruitment and scanning of patients 

for the in vivo study, tumour delineation and analysis of the DCE-MRI data, tissue analysis, 

statistical analysis and writing of the manuscript. At time of writing (April 2020) portions of 

this manuscript are under consideration for publication in Magnetic Resonance in Medicine.  
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Chapter 2: Research background  
 

 

2.1 Vestibular schwannoma: an overview  
Vestibular schwannomas (VS) are benign tumours, which arise from the myelin-forming 

Schwann cell layer lining the vestibular portion of the vestibulocochlear or eight cranial 

nerve1. They have a lifetime incidence of approximately 1 in 1000 and account for  

approximately 8% of all intracranial tumours and 85% of all cerebellopontine angle tumours 

in adults2–5 . In 95% of cases VS occur as a unilateral, sporadic entity but they can also occur 

bilaterally as part of the dominantly inherited tumour syndrome neurofibromatosis type 2 

(NF2) i . More rarely, they can also occur unilaterally as part of LZTR1-related 

schwannomatosis2,6.  

VS are regarded as a histologically benign tumour by the World Health Organization (WHO), 

but their location and anatomical proximity to eloquent brain structures leads to morbidity 

from both the tumour itself and the treatment thereof7. They most commonly present with 

otological symptoms (unilateral hearing loss and tinnitus) but as tumours grow larger, 

adjacent cranial nerve and brainstem structures can be compressed producing cerebellar 

symptoms, progressive cranial nerve dysfunction and hydrocephalus4. In the contemporary 

era, radiological diagnosis is commonly made by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which 

demonstrates an avidly contrast enhancing tumour within the cerebellopontine angle (CPA), 

and through widespread adoption of MRI, the reported incidence of VS has risen 

significantly to around 15-20 per million per year 2,3.   

Both sporadic and NF2-related VSs are thought to share a common genetic origin through 

biallelic inactivation of the NF2 gene on chromosome 22 1,8–10. They also, however, present 

well known macroscopic phenotypic differences11,12. Sporadic tumours are thought to arise 

as a single, encapsulated tumour from the vestibular nerve. Although these tumours were 

initially thought to arise from the glial-Schwann cell transition zone (aka Obersteiner-

Redlich zone)13,14, this exact site of origin is now refuted with many studies suggesting that 

these tumours can instead arise anywhere at any point along the intracanalicular portion of 

 
i It is recognised that in older individuals (>70yrs) synchronous and metachronous bilateral VSs can also arise 
outside of NF2 through chance mutation events alone (lifetime risk = 1 in 2 million).   
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the VIII cranial nerve14–16. NF2-related tumours by comparison are often multi-lobulated, 

appearing ‘bunch of grapes like’ in appearance and arising as multi-focal tumours along the 

VIII cranial nerve11,12,17,18. This in turn creates unique treatment challenges in this patient 

group.  At the microscopic level both sporadic and NF2-related VS display two concurrent 

and distinct histological patterns, so called Antoni type A and Antoni type B regions19. 

Whereas Antoni type A regions are characterised by densely packed interdigitating cells, 

Antoni type B areas are loosely cellular with often prominent areas of microcystic change 

(Fig.2.1)19.   

 

Fig.2.1 Vestibular schwannoma (VS) 

A: Post-contrast T1-weighted (T1W) image demonstrating a unilateral left sided sporadic VS (arrow). 
B: Post-contrast T1W image displaying bilateral VSs associated with neurofibromatosis type II. Note 
the brainstem compression associated with the large bilateral VSs (arrows). C: Haematoxylin and 
eosin (H&E) stained sections from the sporadic VS shown in panel A demonstrating Antoni type A 
(top) and Antoni type B (bottom) areas. Note the low cellularity, increased extravascular- extracellular 
space (long arrow) and microcystic change (short arrow) in the Antoni type B area.  
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2.2 Management of VS growth: a clinical dilemma 
A key challenge in the management of sporadic VS is their unusual and often unpredictable 

natural history. Whereas approximately one-third of sporadic VSs demonstrate significant 

growth over their lifetime, two-thirds remain stable or less commonly shrink20,21. Most VSs 

identified to be growing are likely to continue to grow on subsequent serial imaging and 

whilst the majority of growing tumours have grown from the outset, a demonstrable cohort 

of VSs can have a period of no growth followed by demonstrable growth20–22.  VS 

themselves may be extremely small (1-2 mm in diameter) and entirely within the internal 

meatus, or they can grow to considerable size, occupying the CPA and distorting the 

brainstem (Fig.2.2)4. At present there is no method for identifying which tumours will grow 

and which will not. 

There are three main management strategies for managing sporadic VS: radiological 

observationii, surgery and stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). For growing or larger tumours 

over 2cm, treatment either with surgical excision or stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is 

recommended4,23,24. For smaller tumours, however, considerable debate exists as to the 

diameter at which the initial management should be active treatment rather than a period of 

‘watch, wait and re-scan’ and tumours between 1.5 and 2.5cm in size present the greatest 

treatment dilemma for those managing VS23.  Left untreated, growing tumours will 

eventually produce brainstem and cerebellar compression, cranial nerve dysfunction and 

hydrocephalus. Surgery-related morbidity, of which facial nerve paralysis is the main risk, 

is less when tumours are diagnosed and treated while they remain small4,23.  Predicting 

growth in an individual VS early or even at presentation would therefore enable earlier 

intervention and optimize outcomes4,23.   

The multifocal and bilateral nature  of NF2-related VSs makes management of these lesions 

through surgery or radiotherapy especially challenging12,18.  Facial nerve preservation rates 

and hearing outcomes from microsurgery have long been shown to be inferior in patients 

with NF2 when compared with those from sporadic cases25,26.  In addition the higher tumour 

recurrence rates observed following surgery for NF2-related VSs may reflect new primary 

tumours or tiny tumourlets that were not visible to the surgeon at the time of surgical 

resection25,26. Several case series suggest inferior rates of local control for NF2-related VSs 

as compared with sporadic VSs after radiosurgery, and whilst reasons for this are poorly 

 
ii Patient hearing status can also influence treatment decisions in these patients, see section 2.3 below.  
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understood, inadequate treatment of multifocal lesions at the margins of the tumour and 

radiation field may be one explanation11,12,27–29.  

 

Fig.2.2 Koos grading system of vestibular schwannoma (VS) 

VS can be stratified based on size, extracanalicular extension and compression of the brainstem 
using the Koos grading system (grade I-IV)30,31. As a classification system it provides a quick, 
subjective assessment of VS size with high intra- and interrater reliability31. Images shown of different 
patients with VSs, clockwise from top left: Grade I tumour involving only the internal auditory canal, 
grade II tumour extending into the CPA but not encroaching on the brainstem, grade III tumour filling 
the CPA and encroaching on the brainstem but not displacing it; and grade IV tumour displacing the 
brainstem and cranial nerves. Post-contrast T1W images from recruited VS patients shown. Note the 
avid contrast enhancement in all four VSs shown, indicative of the high vascular permeability or 
‘leakiness’ seen in these tumours and the associated extravasation of gadolinium based contrast 
agent (GBCA) into the tumour extravascular-extracellular space (EES)32.  

 

2.3 Hearing loss and VS growth 
As described above the most common presenting symptom in VS and the cause of 

considerable patient morbidity is sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), occurring in up to 95% 

of affected patients33,34. In NF2-related bilateral VSs hearing outcomes are of particular 

concern due to the added morbidity and social isolation incurred through bilateral loss of 

functional hearing. There is therefore a pressing need for novel therapeutics in the 

management of both sporadic and NF2-related VSs for not just controlling tumour growth 

but also addressing the cause behind this hearing loss.  
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It had been previously thought that VS cause SNHL through compression and distortion of 

the adjacent cochlear nerve. Previous studies have demonstrated, however, that hearing 

function in the affected ear is a poor predictor of both tumour size and tumour growth rate, 

with audiometric threshold shifts still observed in patients with both slow growing and static 

tumours33. There is instead emerging evidence that direct damage to the cochlea through 

secreted factors from the tumour itself may in part underlie the SNHL seen33–35.  Patients 

with VS demonstrate decreased amplitude and increased latency of auditory brainstem 

responses (ABR) indicative of cochlear nerve dysfunction, but also reduced distortion-

product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) amplitudesiii suggestive of cochlear outer hair cell 

(OHC) dysfunction33,36. The recent demonstration that patients with sporadic VS and 

abnormal ipsilateral  hearing loss also show progression to moderate hearing loss in the 

contralateral ear further supports the role of tumour secreted factorsiv rather than direct 

mechanical compression as the driver of the SNHL in these tumours37.  

Despite the weak association between tumour size and hearing loss in VS, the degree of 

SNHL can still influence clinical decision making in these patients. In patients with sporadic 

VS and serviceable hearingv, early hearing preservation surgery (via the retrosigmoid or 

middle cranial fossa approach) can be considered and studies have shown that hearing 

preservation rates are improved when operating on intracanalicular and smaller tumours 

(<1.5cm in diameter)4,38.  In NF2 where hearing outcomes from surgery are poorer and where 

the treatment focus is on maintenance of quality of life, the considerations are different18. In 

patients with small intracanalicular VS and serviceable hearing, hearing preservation surgery 

can be attempted although many centres would conversely justifiably advocate for delaying 

surgery as long as there is useful hearing18. At the other extreme in the presence of rapid 

tumour growth, large tumour size and/or brainstem compression surgery is likely essential 

to minimise the threat to other neural structures irrespective of whether or not useable 

hearing is still present18.  

 
iii Decreased DPOAEs are seen in VS patients with even mild SNHL (hearing threshold < 40dB), suggesting 
that cochlear hair cell dysfunction could be an early primary event in VS associated SNHL rather than 
secondary to cochlear nerve fibre loss33,36. Post mortem histopathological findings of patients with untreated 
sporadic VS also support this demonstrating greater neuronal and hair cell loss, within the cochlea of poor 
hearing ipsilateral ears compared to the contralateral side523.  
 
iv In particular the role of pro-inflammatory mediators has been implicated with tumour expression levels of 
both TNFα (tumour necrosis factor α) and the cytosolic multi-protein complex inflammasome NLRP3 
demonstrating an association with poorer hearing in affected patients33,34 – see section 7.3 for further discussion.  
 
v “Serviceable” or “useful” hearing is defined by a word recognition score of ≥50% and a pure tone average or 
speech response threshold of ≤50 dB HL. It is equivalent to AAO-HNS class A-B or Gardner-Roberston grade 
I-II524. 
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2.4 Determinants of growth in vestibular schwannoma 
Loss of the NF2 gene product, the tumour suppressor protein Merlin, is thought to be the 

primary molecular event responsible for inducing Schwann cell neoplasia in VS and over 

the past two decades considerable progress has been made in deciphering the downstream 

molecular pathways involved1,8,9,39.  A number of key outstanding questions nonetheless 

remain, however, such as how these molecular alterations at the Schwann cell level 

translate to VS formation in vivo and the highly varied growth rates seen within these 

tumours 40.  

In other tumours, cellular proliferation indices such as the Ki67 labelling index have a 

demonstrable relationship with tumour progression, malignant transformation and growth41. 

Ki67 is a nuclear protein vital for cellular mitosis and cell cycle progression but studies in 

VS have generally shown an inconsistent association between cellular proliferation indices 

and tumour growth rates41–44.   In  an early, albeit small and limited study of VS growth and 

cellular proliferation rates, six out of seven VSs resected for documented growth were 

classed semi-quantitatively as having moderate to high Ki67 expression45. Subsequent 

studies, however, have shown generally low expression of Ki67 in VS and a poor correlation 

between tumour growth, tumour size and cellular proliferation indices42–44.  In earlier studies 

non-significantly higher proliferation rates were demonstrated in NF2-related VSs compared 

to sporadic tumours46–48. In a recent study by Tamura et al, however, there was no 

statistically significant differences in either the Ki67 proliferative index  or the nestin 

positive cell ratio , a purported marker of neural cancer stem cells, between sporadic and 

NF2-related VS, despite the observed higher recurrence rate amongst NF2-related VSs49.   

A key limitation of the literature to date is the low number of included samples in each study 

and the variability across each individual studies with regard to the number of growing VSs 

included and the technical staining procedure used43. Differences in the growth phase of 

included VS at time of sampling might also have contributed to the observed differences. As 

discussed above, studies have shown that VS can demonstrate both linear and non-linear 

growth, with alternating periods of both significant growth and non-growth or indolence. 

There is, however, a general consensus that VS growth predominantly occurs within the first 

5 years following diagnosis, with the highest probability of growth occurring within the first 

year, and tumour growth beyond 5 years being rare16,22,50. Earlier studies demonstrated an 

association between a shorter duration of clinical symptoms and higher Ki67 proliferation 

rates at time of tumour resection, and one hypothesis is that Ki67 expression is increased 
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during periods of rapid tumour growth, and decreased in small non-growing tumours and 

older, quiescent tumours that have undergone growth arrest after a period of expansion51,52.  

A caveat to these findings and the above hypothesis, however, is that the relationship 

between duration of clinical symptoms such as SNHL and rapidity of tumour growth is not 

clear (see section 2.3 and 2.6)33,53. In addition within larger tumours, it is possible that 

sampling biases can occur and as will later be shown within this thesis there can be 

considerable intratumoural heterogeneity in Ki67 expression within very large VS (Chapter 

5)54.  Perhaps the biggest limitation to our understanding of how Ki67 expression and tumour 

cell proliferation in VS relates to tumour growth is the lack of information within reported 

studies as to phenotype of the Ki67+ proliferating cell population. There had been an 

assumption that within growing VSs proliferation occurred solely within the neoplastic 

Schwann cell population but as will be demonstrated in chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis it is 

likely that immune cells, namely macrophages may also play a key role in driving periods 

of VS growth55,56.  

Alongside tumour cell proliferation cyst formation has also  been postulated as a driver of 

growth in some VSs and across the literature rates of macroscopic cystic change within VS, 

observable on acquired MR imaging, range from 5% to 48%57,58. Compared to non-cystic 

tumours cystic VSs often display a relatively rapid increase in tumour volume but the 

mechanisms responsible for this cyst formation are currently unclear58,59. Intratumoural 

microhaemorrhage has been postulated as a potential cause in some tumours60 but tissue 

studies have shown that macrocystic tumours often contain enlargements of Antoni type B 

microcystic change surrounded by a membrane-like structure composed of Antoni type A 

tissue52,58. It is possible therefore that cyst formation is itself a manifestation of an underlying 

pathological process, and that rather than representing distinct tissue states, Antoni type A 

and B instead represent waypoints on a disease spectrum. Studies have shown increased 

abundance of Antoni type B tissue within larger VSs compared to smaller tumours43. 

Furthermore the demonstration in an early study, that within the cyst fluid of 24 cystic VSs 

there is expression of the basement membrane degrading collagenase enzyme MMP2 (matrix 

metalloproteinase 2) may support this notion of a progressive degeneration of tissue structure 

in growing/ cystic VS43,61. A pertinent question therefore is what is the underlying disease 

mechanism that drives this evolution of the tumour microenvironment (TME) in VS and one 

candidate, which has gained increased attention over recent years is inflammation.  
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2.5 Inflammation in the tumour microenvironment (TME)  
In many solid tumours, the immune response has been shown to be a key player in driving 

progression and growth62–64. Tumour associated macrophages (TAMs) in particular have 

served as a paradigm for understanding cancer related inflammation and have received 

considerable attention as key drivers in the progression of many solid organ tumours63,64.  

TAMs are thought to originate from bone-marrow derived circulating monocyte, which 

infiltrate the tumour stroma through the vasculature63,64. Once within the TME they regulate 

numerous pathophysiological processes including angiogenesis,  tumour growth and tumour 

invasion63,64. Within the CNS TAM have been found to comprise 30-50% of all cells within 

resected high grade glioma specimens65 and even in benign tumours such as meningioma, 

studies have shown that TAM comprise up to a fifth of all cells within the TME66 .   

Evaluation of the microenvironment in solid organ tumours has demonstrated that there is 

marked heterogeneity in the phenotype, activity and expression profiles of TAMs64,67.  This 

functional heterogeneity is driven through differential cytokine expression within the TME, 

but as a broad division TAMs can be divided into two different categories, the classically 

activated pro-inflammatory M1-like and the alternately activated immune regulating, M2-

like 63,67. M1-like TAM are by their nature pro-inflammatory and anti-tumourigenic, they 

secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-12 (interleukin-12), IL-6 (interleukin-6) and  

TNF-α (tumour necrosis factor α) and initiate cytotoxic responses against tumour cells63. 

M2-like TAM by contrast are immune regulating, antagonizing antitumour activity and 

orchestrating a tumour-promoting, tissue repair response. They produce the cytokine IL-10 

(interleukin-10), reducing antitumour cytotoxic responses and facilitate tumour angiogenesis 

through the secretion of pro-angiogenic mediators such as basic fibroblast growth factor and 

vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A) 63,64.  

This dual yin yang influence of TAM on tumour growth translates to the clinical setting. A 

predominance of M1-like or CD163+ expressing M2-like macrophages portends to better  

and worse clinical outcomes  respectively in  systemic  cancers and previous studies in high 

grade glioma have similarly demonstrated an association between increased density of 

intratumoural M2-like macrophages and shorter overall survival68–73.  In meningioma over 

80% of infiltrating TAM are thought to be the pro-tumourigenic M2-like and there is a 

demonstrable increase in the M2:M1 TAM ratio in recurrent meningiomas compared to 

primary tumours66.  A question therefore is what role do TAM also play in the growth of VS? 
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2.6 The role of TAM in VS progression and growth  
It was Nils Antoni who first demonstrated that within resected VS tissue there are 

inflammatory cells, especially within the aforementioned Antoni type B tumour areas19,74.  

It is only over the past two decades, however, that the functional significance of these 

inflammatory cell infiltrates in VS began to be interrogated56. In one of the earliest such 

studies, Labit-Bouvier et al  measured the extent of immune cell infiltrates in sixty-nine 

sporadic VS tissue specimens through  immunostaining for the common leukocyte antigen 

CD45, and demonstrated that the extent of intratumoural immune cell infiltrates correlated 

with the duration of clinical symptoms75. De Vries et al in a subsequent study found that 

immunostaining for CD45 (a pan-leucocyte marker) and CD68 (a monocyte/macrophage 

marker) was significantly positively correlated with both tumour size and the tumour growth 

index (maximal tumour diameter divided by patient’s age)42.  Although this was the first 

study to potentially link TAM influx to VS growth the use of the tumour growth index and 

related clinical growth index (maximal tumour diameter divided by duration of patient’s 

symptoms) as measures of VS growth are debated in the literature42,53,75,76. In particular their 

assumptions that tumour growth is linear over time and that the length of clinical history or 

patient age reflects the time a given VS has been growing is contested. As such these 

measures are no longer widely adopted as tools to measure growth in these tumours53.  

In a subsequent study of twenty VS specimens and in the first study assessing the role of 

TAM polarity in VS growth De Vries et al. demonstrated higher expression of the M2-like 

TAM marker CD163 in a cohort of fast growing VSs compared with slow-growing tumours. 

De Vries et al also compared the degree of neovascularization between these 2 groups using 

CD31 immunostaining (a marker of vascular endothelium) and the Chalkey point overlap 

technique for microvessel density. They found that microvessel density was significantly 

higher in fast-growing tumours compared with slow-growing tumours and suggested that 

within VS there may exist a significant relationship between M2 TAM abundance and 

tumour angiogenesis42,77.  

A summary of ex vivo studies examining TAM and immune cell expression in VS is provided 

in Table 2.1.  Whilst there is growing evidence therefore that M2-like macrophages may 

play a role in VS growth, recent studies have perhaps challenged this perhaps overly 

reductive model. Perry et al, for example, in a study of 46 sporadic VSs undergoing sub-

total resection demonstrated higher TAM infiltration in tumours that subsequently 

progressed post-operatively and a lower not higher M2/M1 macrophage ratio78. The outcome 

measures in these studies differ and a limitation of all the above studies is their small, ex vivo 
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nature56. Their diverse findings nonetheless highlight the evolving nature of our 

understanding of the inflammatory microenvironment in VS and the imperative need for 

further studies in this area79.  

 

2.7 The inflammatory microenvironment in NF2-related VS: is there a 
difference?  
Compared to sporadic VS, there has been comparatively less research into the role of TAMs 

in NF2-related tumours. Small histopathological studies have demonstrated Iba1+ and CD68+ 

TAM expression in  NF2 schwannoma samples80,81 (Table 2.1). One key unanswered 

question, however, is to what extent does the immune microenvironment in NF2-related VSs 

compare with sporadic tumours? Such questions are pertinent, not least because there is an 

equal if not greater need for novel therapeutics against NF2-related VSs, but also because 

whilst both VS groups are comparatively similar histologically, there are nonetheless 

differences which may impact on TME development. One such difference is that whilst 

sporadic VS arises through somatic mutation events, in NF2 the presence of a germline 

mutation inexorably leads to a number of distinct second ‘somatic’ mutations and the 

formation of separate clonal tumours9,11,82. This polyclonality is thought to not only result in 

the observed multifocal, multilobular nature of NF2-related VS compared to their sporadic 

counterparts but may also impact on the development of the microenvironment in these 

tumours11,12.  

There has, to date, however been a comparative paucity of studies examining differences in 

the inflammatory microenvironment between both VS groups and a key limitation in 

comparing the TME of both VS groups through tissue data alone is that sporadic and NF2-

related tumours are often resected at very different points in their natural history9,18,24. 

Whereas surgery is considered a reasonable option in any growing or moderately sized 

sporadic tumour, as discussed in section 2.3 the cornerstone of modern NF2 management is 

conservation of function with the mainstay of treatment in many centres globally being 

conservative management, unless tumours are large, rapidly growing or all functional 

hearing is lost18,25. For perhaps this reason, previous surgical series have demonstrated that 

resected NF2-related VS are comparatively larger than their sporadic counterparts25,83,84.  

In a recent paper (published after completion of the experimental work contained within this 

thesis), Tamura et al compared the number of CD163+ M2-like macrophages, CD8+ 

cytotoxic T cells and Foxp3+ regulatory T cells in 21 sporadic and 22 NF2-related VSs. They 
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demonstrated that the number of CD163+ TAMs and CD8+ T cells was significantly higher 

in NF2-related VSs compared to sporadic schwannomas, and that alongside HIF1 expression, 

a tissue marker of hypoxia, both the number of CD163+ cells and the CD163/CD8 ratio was 

significantly associated with shorter progression in NF2 schwannomas. Whilst the findings 

of this study are interesting, and highlight our evolving understanding of the TME in these 

tumours, many of the observed differences between VS groups were of borderline statistical 

significance. In addition the absence of reported clinical variables (i.e. tumour size, tumour 

growth rate) shown to have an association with TAM abundance in VS (in both preceding 

studies42,77 and the following chapters54,55) makes interpretation of the reported differences 

between sporadic and NF2-related schwannomas difficult.  
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Table 2.1:  Recent ex vivo tissue studies examining immune cell populations in VS 

Author N  Cell marker Key findings 

Labit-
Bouvier et 
al, 2000 

69  sporadic VSs CD45 • CD45 index significantly correlated with duration of symptoms 
when lasting > 1 year.  

• Clinical growth index was significantly positively correlated with 
microvessel density. 

De Vries 
et al, 2012 

67 sporadic VSs CD45, 
CD68 

• CD45 and CD68 expression correlated with tumour size and 
clinical tumour growth index.  

• Tumours with a high number of CD68+ cells displayed a 
significantly higher microvascular density than tumours with low/ 
absent CD68+ cells.  

De Vries 
et al, 2013 

20 sporadic VS s CD163 • CD163 expression and microvessel density were significantly 
higher in a cohort of 10 fast-growing VSs compared to 10 slow 
growing VSs.  

• Tumours with higher CD163 expression had significantly greater 
microvessel density. 

Schulz et 
al, 

2016 

30 sporadic 10 
NF2-related VSs 

CD68, Iba1 
MMR 

(macrophage 
mannose 
receptor, 
CD206) 

• CD68 and Iba1 expression in 28/30 sporadic VSs, 9/10 NF2-related 
schwannomas and 4/4 Schwann cell tumours associated with 
schwannomatosis.  

• M2-like macrophage marker MMR/CD206 was expressed in both 
sporadic and NF2-associated schwannomas. 

Wang et 
al, 

2018 

10 NF2-related 
VSs 

CD3 , 
CD20, CD8, 
and CD68 

• CD68 in 9/10 NF2-related VSs studied, CD3 and CD8 expression 
in all 10 VSs.  CD20+ B lymphocytes were absent (9/10 samples) 
or sparsely present in perivascular regions (1/10). 

Sagers et 
al, 

2019 

22 sporadic VSs, 
7 control great 

auricular nerves 
(GANs) 

CD68 • 19/22 VSs demonstrated moderate to high immunohistochemical 
staining for CD68+ macrophages. VSs from patients with poor 
hearing demonstrated a non-significant trend toward increased 
CD68 positivity compared to patients with good hearing using 
blinded semiquantitative scoring. 

Perry et 
al , 

2019 

46 sporadic VSs 
undergoing 

subtotal 
resection (STR) 

CD68, 
CD163, PD-

L1 

• Increased CD68 macrophage density amongst tumours that 
progressed and patients who had an unfavourable House-
Brackmann grade III–VI facial nerve post STR 

• CD163 percent positivity and M2 index (no. of CD163+ cells/no. 
of CD68+ cells) were significantly increased among tumours that 
remained stable post STR compared to tumours that progressed.  

• PD-L1 percent positivity was significantly elevated in both tumours 
that progressed and tumours associated with an unfavourable facial 
nerve outcome (HB III–VI) post STR.  

Tamura et 
al, 2020 

21 sporadic VSs, 
22 NF2-related 

VSs 

CD163, 
CD3, CD8, 

PD-L1, 
Foxp3 

• Density of CD3
+
 (p=0.016) and CD8

+
 T cells (p=0.041) was 

significantly higher in NF2-related VSs compare to sporadic 
tumours. 

• Number of Foxp3+ regulatory T cells (Tregs) were similar in both 
VS groups (p=0.27). 

• Density of CD163
+
 cells was significantly higher in NF2-related 

VSs compare to sporadic tumours (p=0.047) but there were no 
differences of the CD163/CD8 ratio (p=0.16) and the Foxp3/CD8 
ratio between NF2 schwannomas and sporadic schwannomas 
(p=0.38).  

• Number of PD-1
+
 cells in in NF2-related VSs was similar compared 

to sporadic tumours (p=0.19) but there was a significant difference 
in the distribution of the semiquantitative PD-L1 score between 
NF2 and sporadic schwannomas (p<0.001). 

• Number of CD163
+
 cells, (p=0.03) , CD163/CD8 ratio (p<0.001),  

nestin positive cell ratio (p<0.001), and HIF-1α  (p=0.034) 
expression were significantly associated with shorter progression-
free survival in NF2 schwannomas. 

Goncalves 
et al 2021 

923 
sporadic VS  
(189 tumours 
with complete 
growth data) 

CD3, CD8, 
CD68, 
CD163 

• Larger tumour size and faster volumetric tumour growth (cm3/yr.)  
was associated with a higher semi-quantitative expression score of 
CD3, CD8, CD68 and CD163. No such association was seen, 
however, when using percentage relative increase in tumor 
volume/yr.  

Adapted from: “Hannan C*, Lewis D*, O’leary C, et al. The Inflammatory Microenvironment in Vestibular 

Schwannoma. Neuro-Oncology Adv. 2020;2(1)”. Findings detailed within this thesis omitted from table.  
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2.8 Angiogenesis and inflammation 
There is therefore growing evidence from ex vivo tissue studies that TAM infiltration may 

be a key component of the VS TME. But as outlined above, these TAMs are thought to arise 

from circulating monocytes in the blood and we therefore need to consider another 

pathophysiological mechanism that has risen to prominence in  the VS literature - 

angiogenesis76,77,85,86.  Due to the diffusion limit of oxygen and nutrients, tumours can grow 

to a size of approximately 1–2 mm3 before their metabolic demands are restricted87. The 

growth of any tumour beyond this size is therefore dependent on new blood vessel formation 

or angiogenesis87.  A number of pro-angiogenic mediators are thought to drive this 

neovascularisation, the most widely investigated of which is vascular endothelial growth 

factor (VEGF)85,88,89. Previous studies have documented expression of VEGF and the VEGF 

receptor 1 (VEGFR-1) in resected VS tissue specimens and demonstrated an association 

between increased levels of VEGF/VEGFR-1 and increased rates of tumour 

growth47,76,85,86,90,91.  These observations led to early successful trials of VEGF inhibition 

strategies in NF2-related VS using the anti-VEGF monoclonal antibody bevacizumab 

(Avastin) and Avastin is now established as a treatment alternative to surgery in NF2 patients 

with rapidly progressive tumours76,77,85,86,92,93 .   

Within the TME, VEGF is known to promote vasodilatation, increase vascular permeability, 

and induce angiogenesis85,89. Indeed pharmacologic inhibition of VEGF in murine xenograft 

models of central and peripheral (sciatic nerve) schwannoma led to decreased vessel 

permeability, reduced vessel diameter and length, and increased pericyte coverage, 

consistent with vascular normalization94,95. Wong et al in one such study found that 

following 2 weeks of bevacizumab treatment there were significant increases in cellular 

necrosis in tumours derived from the human schwannoma cell line, HEI193, suggesting that 

cell death results at least in part from inadequate vascular supply rather than a direct 

cytotoxic effect leading to apoptosis94. They furthermore showed that within both the 

HEI193 cell line and the murine Nf2−/− cell line there was downregulation of the semaphorin 

3/neuropilin axis compared to normal human Schwann cells. The author’s hypothesised that 

loss of functional Merlin in neoplastic Schwann cells led to this downregulation in 

Semaphorin 3 signalling and that anti-VEGF therapy may in part control tumour growth by 

re-establishing a natural balance between VEGF and semaphorin 3 signalling resulting in 

vascular normalization94.   

In many human solid tumours there is a close and intricate relationship between angiogenesis  

and inflammation63,64. This is an ever evolving field but there is a growing body of evidence 
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in malignant tumours that in addition to its angiogenic effects VEGF also acts as a potent 

chemoattractant for circulating VEGFR-1 expressing monocytes89,96–99. Furthermore there 

is evidence that once these cells are in the TME,  VEGF serves to steer monocytes towards 

the pro-angiogenic, tumour promoting M2-like TAM phenotype100–102.  Few studies have 

interrogated the relationship between angiogenesis and inflammation in histologically 

benign tumours such as schwannoma, however, and a key question is to what extent does 

this intimate relationship between inflammation and angiogenesis also occur in VS49. 

 

2.9 The injured nerve hypothesis  
A key question is what are the molecular and cellular events, which trigger the development 

of the inflammation seen in VS, and previous authors have suggested that one possible 

mechanism triggering TAM infiltration into these tumours is Schwann cell injury80,103,104.  

There is growing evidence from both in vitro and in vivo peripheral nerve studies that 

Schwann cells may play an active role in driving the infiltration of immune cells, including 

macrophages, into the nerve microenvironment following injury104. Primary denervated 

Schwann cells in culture induce macrophage chemotaxis through secretion of IL-6 and 

leukaemia inhibitory factor, and in murine sciatic nerve ‘crush injury’ models of peripheral 

nerve injury Schwann cells upregulate the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α following 

injury104,105. Previous literature suggest that Schwann cell gene expression  may be altered 

by both loss of axonal contact and diffusible molecules released by degenerating nerve axons  

but it is currently unknown whether and to what extent these injury repair mechanisms also 

operate in VS104,106. 

In one of the first such studies to examine the role of nerve injury in schwannoma formation, 

Schulz et al demonstrated that mice bred to have a combined heterozygous Nf2 deletion in 

both Schwann cells and neurons (P0-Cre;Nefh-Cre;Nf2fl/+) almost uniformly developed 

Sciatic nerve schwannomas at 8 months of age following crush injury80. The authors 

demonstrated that within these post-traumatic schwannomas there was increased expression 

of numerous pro-inflammatory cytokines including IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-α  and infiltration 

of arginase-1 expressing M2-like macrophages80. The authors propose that schwannoma 

formation in vivo may follow mechanical irritation or local nerve injury and a subsequent 

dysregulated injury repair mechanism driven in part by M2-like TAM infiltration80,107. In 

support of this theory, the authors argue, are the fact that NF2-related schwannomas often 

occur at localizations where peripheral nerves are in close proximity to bony structures such 
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as the intervertebral foramen and the finding that the majority (>90%) of sporadic and NF2-

associated human schwannomas within their study demonstrated CD68+ TAM presence80.  

There are, however, key limitations which at present limit acceptance of dysregulated nerve 

repair as a mechanism of VS growth. A significant limitation of the studies cited above is 

their focus on schwannoma formation in peripheral nerves, and as such the applicability of 

these injury models to the different local environment in which VS arise is currently unclear. 

Other genetically engineered mouse models of NF2 pathogenesis such as the Schwann cell 

Nf2 conditional knockout model demonstrate that nerve injury is not a requirement for 

cranial schwannoma formation in vivo56,108. Given their anatomical location, it can be 

supposed that direct injury to the vestibular nerves is much less likely to occur than 

peripheral nerves12 and as such the overwhelming predilection of the vestibular nerve for 

sporadic and NF2-related schwannoma growth remains incompletely explained by this 

theory. Furthermore, the relative absence of schwannoma formation on other cranial nerves 

that are anatomically confined within a bony environment such as the facial or seventh 

cranial nerve questions the relevance of direct local nerve injury in driving VS progression109.  

Overall, further studies are required to better understand the relationship between Schwann 

cell injury and VS formation in vivo and to evaluate this interesting but at this stage 

preliminary hypothesis.     

 

2.10  In vivo biomarkers of the VS tumour microenvironment  
The benefit of the tissue studies mentioned thus far is that they demonstrate that VS are not 

simply a benign proliferation of Schwann cells but instead a complex microenvironment of 

both tumour and inflammatory cells. The challenge going forward, however, is to better 

understand the dynamics of this tumour microenvironment in vivo and its relationship to VS 

growth. A key limitation of the aforementioned work is that these studies are based solely 

on ex vivo tissue specimens. The generalizability of these ex vivo findings to non-growing 

tumours, which do not typically undergo surgery, and tumours that regress spontaneously is 

therefore uncertain. In addition, and perhaps of greater importance, the demonstration that a 

particular tumour has high intratumoural inflammation or microvascular characteristics 

favourable to anti-inflammatory and anti-angiogenic therapy is of limited clinical value once 

the tumour has already been resected, and the patient exposed to the aforementioned risks of 

surgery. Due to their eloquent anatomical location, tissue biopsy of VS is not practical. What 

is needed therefore is a biomarker, which can quantify in vivo the inflammatory and 
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microvascular characteristics of a particular tumour and through this stratify patients who 

are likely to respond to immune targeting or anti-angiogenic therapy.  

 

2.10.1   Peripheral biomarkers   
One option which has been explored is to look for a peripheral blood biomarker for probing 

the VS tumour microenvironment, and in the context of non-invasively evaluating tumour 

angiogenesis and response to anti-angiogenic therapy, this has had some success. Blakeley 

et al in a study of 14 patients with NF2 undergoing 3 weekly Avastin (7.5 mg/kg) therapy 

demonstrated very high baseline serum VEGF levels, comparable to levels seen in 

glioblastoma, and a decrease in free serum VEGF at all post-treatment timepoints relative to 

pre-treatment levels110,111. In addition they demonstrated a transient decrease in the levels of 

Angiopoetin 2, another angiogenic factor, which is known to be upregulated in many cancers 

but to date has not been extensively investigated in VS (Fig.2.3)112–114     

 

There has been comparatively less research into peripheral biomarkers of inflammation in 

VS, however. In patients with extra-cranial malignancy the neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio 

(NLR) has been investigated as a potential  marker of subclinical inflammation, with studies 

demonstrating an association between high NLR and reduced overall survival in patients 

with solid malignant tumours115–117.  Within the CNS, a recent meta-analysis of 1431 patients 

with glioblastoma demonstrated that a low NLR predicted longer overall survival in patients 

(Hazard  ratio: 1.29, 95% CI: 1.13–1.47), although the risk of  publication bias and the lack 

of tumour mutational status limited interpretation of these results118.   

 

The extent to which this systemic subclinical inflammatory response also occurs in 

histologically benign tumours is currently unclear but in a study of 222 meningiomas (169 

WHO grade I), peripheral neutrophilia was an independent predictor for later recurrence 

after controlling for histological grade, tumour size and extent of resection119. In the only 

such study in VS Kontorinis et al measured the NLR ratio in blood samples within 12 months 

of initial diagnosis from 161 patients with sporadic VS120. NLR values higher than 5.3 were 

only noted in patients with growing VSs (8/79 patients) and there was a positive association 

between NLR and probability of later VS growth.  Whilst the authors argued that the findings 

of this study supported the theory of subclinical inflammation as an underlying mechanism 

for VS growth their study had significant limitations due to its retrospective nature, 
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incomplete documentation of associated co-morbidities and concurrent medical illnesses, 

and lack of assessment of changes in NLR ratio values over time120.   

 

 
Fig.2.3  VEGF as a peripheral biomarker of VS bevacizumab (Avastin®) response 

Line graphs showing changes over time in plasma free vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
and angiopoietin in 14 patients undergoing 3 weekly Avastin (7.5 mg/kg) treatment. Adapted from: 
“Blakeley JO, Ye X, Duda DG, Halpin CF, Bergner AL, Muzikansky A et al. Efficacy and biomarker 
study of bevacizumab for hearing loss resulting from neurofibromatosis type 2-associated vestibular 
schwannomas. J Clin Oncol 2016; 34: 1669–1675”.  Reprinted with permission. © 2020 American 
Society of Clinical Oncology.  All rights reserved. 

 

2.11  Imaging the inflammatory microenvironment in VS  
It is clear that further research is required to fully elucidate the association between systemic 

blood markers of inflammation and VS growth. It is, however, also possible that being a 

predominantly benign tumour without underlying tissue invasion, that the inflammatory 

response in VS is predominantly localised within the tumour itself, without a significant 

systemic response. As such, another biomarker of intratumoural inflammation is required, 

and one modality that has been explored for doing this is positron emission tomography 

(PET).   

 

2.11.1  Overview of PET imaging  
Compared to other imaging modalities (e.g. CT/MRI) PET has the unparalleled ability to 

both probe physiological and biochemical processes within tissues at the cellular and 

subcellular level, and detect binding of specific receptor ligands at the nano- and picomolar 
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level121. For these reasons PET has been adopted into the diagnosis and treatment pathways 

for a selected number of neoplasticvi and non-neoplastic conditions122–127.  

In brief, PET imaging relies upon the injection of a biologically relevant compound (e.g. 

receptor ligand or cellular metabolites such as FDG) which are labelled with a short-lived 

radionuclide such as 18F (half-life, t½ = 109.8 min) or 11C (t½ = 20.4 min)121. These 

radionuclides are produced in a cyclotron by bombarding stable target nuclei with protons 

accelerated to relatively high energies (~11 MeV). Following intravenous injection, the 

radiolabelled tracer is carried in the blood to the tissue of interest, where in the case of 

receptor ligands (e.g. 11C-(R)-PK11195, 11C-Raclopride, 11C-Flumazenil, 68Ga-DOTA-

TATE127) it can undergo either specific binding to the receptor/protein of interest or non-

specific binding to other non-receptor tissues. The TSPO (peripheral benzodiazepine 

receptor) PET ligand 11C-(R)-PK11195 for example demonstrates both specific binding to 

the TSPO protein and non-specific binding within areas such as the cerebellum (see section 

2.11.6 below).     

An overview of PET and 3D PET image reconstruction is provided in Fig.2.4 below. 

Throughout both blood transit and binding within the tissue of interest, nuclear decay of the 

radionuclide occurs resulting in emission of a positron, the anti-particle of the electron, from 

the decaying nucleus121. Carbon-11 for example undergoes β+ nuclear decay to boron-11 

resulting in emission of both a positron and an associated electron neutrino121. As this 

emitted positron courses through the surrounding tissues, it quickly loses its kinetic energy 

through a series of electrostatic (Coulomb) interactions with the electrons in matter. The 

distance the positron travels from the point of emission (the positron range) is in the 

millimetre range, and is determined by the density of the tissue, the effective atomic number 

(Z) of surrounding atoms, and the positron energy121,128. The positron, now at much lower 

thermal energies,  combines with a free electron,  and this matter-antimatter interaction 

results in the mutual annihilation of both particles with the generation of two coincident 

511keV gamma ray photons as per Einstein’s concept of mass-energy equivalence 

(E=mc2)121.  For 18F and 11C tracers these photons are emitted at almost 180 degrees to each 

other, hence, it is possible to localize their origin along a straight line, the so-called line of 

response (LOR), using photon detectors.   

 
vi For a specific discussion on the use of PET in vestibular schwannoma (both sporadic and NF2-related) see 
section 2.11.2 below. 
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The PET scanner itself consists of an array of radiation detectors (scintillator crystals) and 

signal processing electronics that are tuned to detect these 511keV gamma emissions and 

determine whether or not both gamma rays from the annihilation event are detected within 

a narrow timeframe window of each other, so called prompt events.  Photons that do not 

arrive ‘together’ (i.e., within a timing-window of a few nanoseconds) are ignored. Whilst it 

cannot be determined exactly where along the LOR the annihilation occurred, the tracer 

concentration at any given point can be derived as it is proportional to the number of LOR 

that intersect at that point129.  

 

A ‘true’ coincidence or prompt event occurs if the LOR is defined from two photons from 

the same annihilation reaching the detectors without any interaction in the body. Not all 

prompt events, however, are ‘true’ coincidence events and this can lead to incorrect 

localisation of the annihilation event129,130. For example, as the emitted photons travel though 

the tissue, it is possible for one or both of them to undergo Compton scattering (scattering 

of a photon by a charged particle, most commonly an electron), leading to a scatter event. 

The line connecting the two detected photons will not be the same as the true LOR and the 

annihilation event will be incorrectly localised. A random coincidence event can also occur 

when two photons originating from different annihilation events are incorrectly recorded as 

a coincidence pair because their arrival at their respective detectors occurred within a 

coincidence timing window. It is then incorrectly assumed that the photons originate from 

the same interaction and an LOR that connects the two detectors is wrongly assigned129,130.    

 

Following data acquisition considerable pre-processing of the PET data is therefore 

required129. In particular in addition to correcting for scatter and random coincidences 

acquired PET data also needs to be corrected for both photon attenuation and scanner dead 

timevii,viii. These pre-processing steps and the subsequent modelling of PET tracer uptake to 

 
vii Emitted photons travel a certain distance within the tissue before reaching the scintillator detector and during 
this journey both photoelectric effects and Compton scattering can lead to photon attenuation. The degree of 
attenuation depends on the distance travelled (x) and the attenuation coefficient of 511 keV photons in the 
particular type of tissue (µ) and without attenuation correction denser tissues or tissues  located in the centre 
of the body will incorrectly appear to have a lower radioactivity concentration. Attenuation correction with 
either a preceding transmission scan using a radioactive source (Germanium-68 or Caesium-137), or a CT 
transmission scan in the case of PET/CT scanners, is therefore required. For further details on the attenuation 
correction approach used for the 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET data in this thesis see section 3.2.3.    
 
viii Dead time refers to loss of measured counts due to saturation of the scintillator measurement apparatus 
(including electronics) and a new photon arriving within the scintillator before the scintillation light from the 
previous event has decayed. Dead time effects scale with increasing radioactivity counts.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_charge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron
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derive meaningful physiological parameters about the tissue under study data are covered in 

chapter 3.   
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Fig.2.4  Overview of PET and 3D image reconstruction  

A: Following intravenous injection, the 11C labelled radiotracer is carried in the blood to the tissue of 
interest. β+ nuclear decay occurs resulting in emission of a positron and after a certain distance (the 
positron range) an annihilation event occurs with a free electron, generating two coincident 511keV 
gamma ray photons that are emitted at 180 degrees along the line of response (LOR). B: Scintillator 
crystals (i.e., dual layer lutetium oxyorthosilicate, LSO / lutetiumyttrium oxyorthosilicate, LYSO in the 
case of the HRRT) within the scintillator ring produce a measurable fluorescence following absorption 
of the high energy gamma ray photons. All the measured LORs from a point source (e.g., LORs A,B, 
C and D) can then be plotted on a sinogram where the x-axis indicates the displacement from the 
centre of the scanner gantry (r) and the y axis the relative angle of the LOR to the horizontal plane 
of the FOV. C: Attenuation correction is performed from acquired transmission data obtained using 
transmission source (137Cs). The distribution of random and scatter events is estimated and 
accounted for during reconstruction together with dead time correction and detector sensitivity 
correction (normalisation) ix. D: PET image reconstruction is performed using an iterative algorithm 
method such as MLEM (maximum-likelihood expectation maximisation) and OSEM (ordered-subset 
expectation maximisation)x.  Iterative method starts with an initial image estimate of the radioactivity 
concentration distribution, which is forward projected to generate corresponding projection data. The 
estimated projection data are then compared to the measured projection data using a goodness of 
fit measure and updated accordingly. The updated projection data are then back-projected to 
produce an image and the process is repeated until a predefined condition is met i.e., a maximum 
number of iterations or a minimum difference for two consecutive datasets. At this point the estimated 
projection data are back-projected to produce the final reconstructed image. Final images are then 
converted into quantitative units (kBq/ml) using a scanner specific dose-calibrator correction factor. 
E: Example of a final reconstructed 11C-(R)-PK11195 radioactivity concentration image, summed 
from frames 2 to 18 of the dynamic image series.  

 
ix In the case of filtered back projection (FBP) reconstruction acquired sinograms are corrected prior to image 
reconstruction as FBP assumes that all events are ‘true’ events. With iterative image reconstruction, the 
corrections can be incorporated both before and within the reconstruction algorithm (i.e., OP-OSEM, ordinary 
Poisson OSEM).   
 
x OSEM is an accelerated, less computationally demanding version of MLEM in which the sinogram is 
partitioned into subsets and only one subset of the sinogram data is used in the reconstruction algorithm. The 
smaller dataset, however, increases the probability of converging to the wrong value and as such a balance 
between reconstruction time and number of subsets is determined. For details on the OSEM reconstruction 
approach used in this thesis see section 3.2.3.  
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2.11.2  PET imaging in VS 
One PET tracer that has been investigated in VS is 18F-FDG44,126,131. Tumour cells, both 

malignant and benign, are thought to preferentially accumulate 18F-FDG due to a number of 

factors including: increased glucose membrane transporters, increased expression of the 

enzyme hexokinase and a tendency to favour the more inefficient anaerobic pathway 

resulting in greater metabolic demand, the so called Warburg effect126. 18F-FDG has become 

established as part of the diagnostic work-up for a  number of systemic malignancies but it’s 

use within the central nervous system had historically been limited due to constitutively high 

uptake within the normal brain124,125.  In an early pilot study of 18F-FDG PET in VS, five 

patients with tumours larger than 1cm underwent imaging, and tumour PET uptake, 

normalised to contralateral cerebellum activity was compared with tumour size and Ki67 

proliferative activity on resected tissue specimens. The authors found that all the tumours 

had a low proliferative index (<5%), showed less activity than the cerebellum, and that there 

was a poor correlation of 18F-FDG uptake with both Ki67 proliferation index and tumour 

size44.  

PET imaging with radiolabelled amino acid tracers has also been studied in VS131,132. Nyberg 

et al examined the accumulation of the radiolabelled amino acid PET tracer, 11C-methyl-l-

methionine (Met), in twelve patients with VS and six patients with skull base meningioma132. 

They found that whilst meningiomas had a high homogeneous uptake of 11C-Met, VSs had 

a much lower and more heterogeneous uptake. Sakamoto et al reported similarly 

disappointing results using both 18F-FDG and 11C-Met PET in  six patients with VS131. 

Similar to previous findings there was poor tumour uptake of 18F-FDG and whilst half of the 

VSs imaged patients had uptake of 11C-Met PET, cystic tumours could not be identified44. 

Alongside radiolabelled amino acid tracers, there have been isolated case reports of uptake 

of the radiolabelled phosphatidylcholine precursor, 18F-choline in VS but to date no large 

studies have been performed133,134.  

In the most comprehensive evaluation of metabolic and proliferative PET tracers in VS to 

date, Anton-Rodriguez et al evaluated uptake of both 18F-FDG and the cellular proliferation 

marker 18F-FLT (3’-deoxy-3’-fluorothymidine) in six NF2 patients using a high-resolution 

research tomograph (HRRT) and a Biograph TrueV PET-CT126. In contrast to the negative 

results in earlier studies, tumour uptake as measured through the standardized uptake value 

(SUV; radiotracer concentration at 75 minutes post-tracer injection within each tumour voxel 

normalized by the injected radioactivity dose and patient weight) was seen with both tracers 

and both scanners, irrespective of whether resolution modelling was used. Across the 11 
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NF2-related VSs imaged, uptake of 18F-FDG and 18F-FLT was significantly correlated and 

uptake of both PET tracers was significantly higher in rapidly growing VSs (as defined 

through serial MR imaging) compared to indolent or slow growing tumours (Fig.2.4).  

The cause for the apparent discrepancy between the negative results of earlier PET studies 

utilising 18F-FDG in VS44,131 and the positive findings of Anton-Rodriguez et al is likely 

multifactorial. Differences in injected radiotracer activity (<200MBq44,131 vs >200MBq126) 

and how tumour uptake was defined (maximum tumour activity at 45-50 mins post injection 

normalised to cerebellum/grey matter44,131 vs mean tumour SUV at 75 mins post injection126)  

may partly underlie this discordance. The comparatively poorer spatial resolution (≥4.5mm) 

of the PET scanners used in earlier studies44,131 may similarly explain the different findings 

although it is of note that in the study by Anton-Rodriguez et al comparable results were 

achieved across two scanners (HRRT and TrueV PET-CT) with different spatial resolutions 

(spatial resolution of 2.5 mm vs 4.5mm at full width at half maximum126).  

Perhaps another key explanation for the discordant findings across studies is patient 

recruitment, with the two earlier 18F-FDG PET studies predominantly included patients with 

sporadic rather than NF2-related tumours44,131. As discussed earlier, some tissue only 

analyses have shown higher cellular proliferation rates amongst NF2-related VSs compared 

to sporadic tumours46–48. Interpretation of any potential differences on 18F-FDG PET 

between these tumour groups is, however, hindered considerably by both small study 

numbers and a lack of reproducible tumour growth and/or size assessments across earlier 

studies. Compounding this issue is uncertainty as to the cellular source of the observed 18F-

FDG and 18F-FLT uptake in VS. Indeed, tissue obtained from later surgical resection of one 

of the rapidly growing VSs included in the study by Anton-Rodriguez above demonstrated 

prominent infiltration of Iba1+ macrophages (Fig.2.4, unpublished data), suggesting that in 

some VS at least, tumour Schwann cells were not the predominant source of 18F-FDG/18F-

FLT uptake. 

More recently authors have looked at utilising PET markers of inflammation135.  In a recent 

pilot PET/CT  study of six VSs (4 NF2-related, 2 sporadic) Breun et al demonstrated that 

the CXCR4 PET ligand 68Ga-Pentixafor demonstrates uptake in VS as measured through 

both the use of SUV and tumour to background ratios135. Whilst the cellular source of this 

binding in imaged tumours was only evaluated in three tumours, in a previous tissue-only 

study the authors demonstrated upregulation of the chemokine receptor CXCR4 at both the 

protein and mRNA transcript level within tumour Schwann cells136.  A clear limitation of 
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this study, which the authors acknowledge, is that the limited number of patients precluded 

robust conclusions regarding the effect of tumour size, tumour growth and tumour NF2 

status on the measured PET uptake135 . Larger studies are therefore required, and one 

promising molecular target for imaging inflammation in VS is the translocator protein 

(TSPO).    
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Fig.2.5  18F-FDG and 18F-FLT PET imaging of NF2-related VS 

A: Representative MRI and 
18

F-FDG/
18

F-FLT images. From left to right: co-registered T1- weighted 
post-contrast MRI demonstrating bilateral VSs in the cerebellopontine angle; axial PET FDG images 
taken at 30 minutes using TrueV PET-CT scanner without resolution modelling (RM); axial PET FLT 
images taken at 30 minutes using TrueV PET-CT scanner without RM. Top: 33 yr. old female with 
bilateral growing VSs (patient A) . Bottom: 21 yr. old female with right-sided growing VS and left-
sided slow growing (indolent) tumour (patient D). Each PET image shows the summed activity at 
approximately 75 to 105 minutes post injection. B: Intertumour scatterplot comparison of FDG versus 
FLT SUV for the TrueV PET scanner without RM. A line of best fit for proportionality is shown, along 

with the equation and R
2
 values. Lesions classified as rapidly growing are shown as solid circles, 

whereas slow growing/indolent lesions are shown as an open square. C: Representative 
immunostain (Iba1 = red) obtained from the subsequently resected right-sided growing VS show in 
panel A (bottom row) and labelled in panel B (arrow). Note the high numbers of Iba1+ TAM present 
in the tissue section (×20 HPF, immunoperoxidase).  Adapted from: “Anton-Rodriguez JM, Lewis D, 
Djoukhadar I et al. [18fluorothymidine and [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose PET Imaging Demonstrates 
Uptake and Differentiates Growth in Neurofibromatosis 2 Related Vestibular Schwannoma. Otol 
Neurotol 2019; 40: 826–835”. 
 

2.11.3  TSPO – a marker of inflammation  

PET ligands targeting the translocator protein (TSPO) have received considerable research 

attention as biomarkers of inflammation in the CNS137. TSPO or the peripheral 

benzodiazepine receptor (PBR) was first identified in 1977 as an alternative binding site in 

the kidney for the benzodiazepine diazepam138 . It is a 18kDa protein subunit found on the 

outer mitochondrial membrane of many cell types, which together with the adenine 

nucleotide transporter (ANT) and the voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC), forms a 

critical component of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (MPTP)139,140.  
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Functional inactivation of TSPO induces an early embryonic lethal phenotype in mice and 

as a protein it plays various crucial roles in cellular physiology including: cholesterol 

transport, steroid hormone synthesis, mitochondrial respiration, MPTP opening, apoptosis, 

and cell proliferation139,141,142.   

Outside the CNS TSPO is predominantly expressed in steroid synthesising cells such as 

within the adrenal glands and gonads, where  it regulates cholesterol transport from the outer 

to the inner mitochondrial membranes139. Within the CNS, TSPO expression is found in 

reactive astrocytes, microglia and infiltrating TAM139,143. In health, TSPO expression is low 

and limited to certain anatomical areas such as blood vessel endothelium and smooth muscle 

cells, ependyma and cerebellar grey matter139,144.  TSPO expression within reactive 

astrocytes, microglia and TAM increases significantly, however,  in response to a variety of 

both acute (stroke, traumatic brain injury) and chronic neuroinflammatory and 

neurodegenerative conditions145–148. This increased expression is often localised to the site 

of injury and is directly associated with the degree of damage thereby making TSPO a key 

marker of injury and inflammation within the CNS139. The purpose of this increased TSPO 

expression within activated microglia and TAM in response to these varying pathological 

insults is not clearly known. It is likely that within the CNS, upregulation of TSPO has 

varying effects on neuroinflammation and tissue regeneration depending on the exact 

pathological insult and that this effect changes throughout the time course of the insult139.  

For example, through altering interactions of the MPTP with proteins involved in the 

apoptotic cascade such as  Bcl-2 (B-cell lymphoma 2),  TSPO expression may downregulate 

apoptosis in microglia/ TAM thereby potentially prolonging cellular life spans in 

pathological conditions145,149.   

 

2.11.4  TSPO as a target for brain tumour imaging 
Within the context of CNS tumours, studies have shown that relative to normal brain TSPO 

is upregulated in grade III and IV glial tumours150–153. Su et al in a study of 22 patients 

demonstrated  that specific binding (BPND, see chapter 3) of the TSPO PET tracer, 11C-(R)-

PK11195 permitted  differentiation of high grade glioma from both low grade glioma and 

low grade olidodendroglioma143,152,153. An included neuropathology analysis demonstrated 

a statistically significant correlation between 11C-(R)-PK11195 BPND and TSPO expression 

in tumour sections. In surprising contrast to neuroinflammatory and neurodegenerative 

conditions, within both glioma and oligodendroglioma TSPO was predominantly expressed 
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within neoplastic cells rather than tumour associated macrophages and microglia (TAMM) 

and there was no TSPO expression seen in reactive astrocytes143. Tissue sections 

demonstrated that only a minority of TAMM (~ 16% overall) expressed TSPO, and that 

whilst previous animal models had documented reduced microglial TSPO expression after 

steroid administration,  oral steroid use was unlikely to be the cause in the patient population 

studied143.    

Outside of glioma, murine models of brain metastasis from breast cancer have demonstrated 

TSPO expression within both the neoplastic tumour cell population and within activated 

microglia and astrocytes at the site of metastasis implantation129. TSPO expression in benign 

CNS tumours such as meningioma and VS has not been extensively studied but meningioma 

cells in vitro are known to express TSPO and uptake of TSPO PET tracers such as 11C-(R)-

PK11195 have been observed incidentally in patients undergoing PET scanning at our centre 

for other reasons (Fig.2.5)153,154.  

 

2.11.5  TSPO expression in VS? 
Prior to the work presented in this thesis TSPO expression in VS had not been studied. In 

peripheral nerves earlier studies have demonstrated that in response to injury, TSPO 

expression is upregulated in axons,  Schwann cells, and in both tissue resident and infiltrating 

macrophages139,155–157.  In fact it is only when nerve regeneration is complete that TSPO 

expression returns to normal resting levels, suggesting that TSPO may have a key role in the 

nerve repair processes139,156,157. In the context of cranial nerve repair, Zwergal et al used the 

TSPO PET tracer 18F-GE180 to study changes in TSPO expression within both the vestibular 

nerve and brainstem nuclei in 28 Sprague-Dawley rats undergoing either unilateral chemical 

labyrinthectomy (n=14) or sham surgery (n=14)158. In vivo PET and ex vivo autoradiography 

demonstrated that compared to the sham surgery group and untreated contralateral side there 

was increased uptake and binding of 18F-GE180 in both the ipsilateral vestibular nerve and 

nucleus following chemical unilateral labyrinthectomy158.  

A limitation of the above study, however, is that the exact cellular source of increased TSPO 

expression in either the nucleus or nerve was not proven158. The cellular source of this 

increased uptake was presumed to be activated microglia, based on previous studies which 

have demonstrated microglial activation in the ipsilesional vestibular nucleus after inner ear 

damage158,159. It is possible, however, that within the nerve at least Schwann cells or 

infiltrating macrophages may be the source rather than activated microglia. Furthermore, as 
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discussed in section 2.9, whilst it has been suggested that peripheral schwannoma formation 

may represent an aberrant inflammatory nerve injury process it is unclear to what extent this 

translates to an intracranial tumour. The above studies nonetheless suggest that as a potential 

marker of inflammation in VS, TSPO may be a promising candidate.  

 

Fig.2.6  Uptake of the TSPO PET tracer11C-(R)-PK11195 in meningioma  

Representative MRI and PET images from an elderly patient with a right frontal convexity 

meningioma. Left: T1W MRI image; Right: co-registered parametric map of 
11

C-(R)-PK11195 specific 
binding (BPND) demonstrating high binding within the meningioma. With kind permission from Dr A 

Gerhard (University of Manchester), Prof C Holmes (University of Southampton) and INMiND study 
consortium 
 

2.11.6  Candidate ligands for TSPO PET 

A variety of different  synthetic ligands that bind to the TSPO protein have been developed 

but of these the classical synthetic ligand, the isoquinoline carboxamide 11C-(R)-PK11195, 

has received the most attention137,139. 11C-(R)-PK11195 has a number of features which make 

it a good potential radioligand for imaging TSPO receptor expression in VS. It is able to bind 

to the TSPO receptor with nanomolar affinity and the specificity of PK11195, in particular 

the (R) enantiomer, for the TSPO receptor means that non-specific binding within the CNS 

is limited to only a few areas such as the cerebellum145. The high lipophilicity of 11C-(R)-

PK11195 and its ability to cross the blood brain barrier ensures that tissue delivery is not 

solely dependent on endothelial permeability and permits use of the cerebellar grey matter 

as a ‘pseudoreference’ region for non-specific binding145,152.  

Due to its shorter radioactive half-life 11C-(R)-PK11195 compares favourably with other 

radiotracers such as 18F-FDG in terms of effective (mean whole body) radiation dose123,160. 
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The effective radiation dose associated with one 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET acquisition is 

4.8±0.4 μSv/MBq or ~3.6mSv per exposure (based on a target injected 11C-(R)-PK11195 

activity dose of 740MBq) with an equivalent organ dose in the brain of 2.5±0.2 μSv/MBq161. 

As a radiation exposure it is comparable to approximately 18 months of an equivalent period 

of natural background radiation (~2.2mSv/year, based on UK national average)162 with an 

estimated additional lifetime risk of fatal cancer of less than 1 in 5000 per adult patient 

exposure162.  

Over the past two decades second generation TSPO PET ligands such as 11C-PBR28, 18F-

GE180 and 18F-DPA-714 have been developed, which offer higher TSPO affinity, better 

signal-to-noise, lower non-specific binding and in the case of 18F tracers longer half-lives 

than 11C-(R)-PK11195121,163–165.  The use of these second-generation TSPO tracers, however, 

is complicated by a single nucleotide polymorphism (rs6971) in the TSPO gene, which, 

reduces binding affinity in mutants relative to wild type164,166. Such differences in binding 

affinity have not been seen with 11C-(R)-PK11195166,167. In the case of 11C-PBR28, tracer 

binding in so called low affinity binders is too low to produce a detectable signal allowing 

their post hoc identification at least. With other ligands such as 18F-DPA-714, however, this 

is not the case and many authors recommend that TSPO polymorphism and low affinity 

binders should be screened for at time of study recruitment164. For these reasons 11C-(R)-

PK11195 PET is still currently the most widely used modality for imaging 

neuroinflammation in humans (Fig.2.6). Furthermore, within Manchester we have 

considerable experience in its use and within the context of the preliminary study presented 

in this thesis it is an ideal first PET tracer for interrogating TSPO expression in VS.   
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Fig.2.7  TSPO PET imaging with 11C-(R)-PK11195 

Following injection, the TSPO PET tracer 11C-(R)-PK11195 circulates in the blood and is carried to 
the tissue of interest. Once within the tissue of interest its lipophilic nature allows it to cross the 
capillary endothelium and enter activated microglia/macrophages. It undergoes specific binding to 
the 18 kDa TSPO protein, which is located on the outer mitochondrial membrane and together with 
the voltage dependent anion channel (VDAC) and the adenine nucleotide transporter (ANT) forms 
the putative mitochondrial permeability transition pore. (MPTP). Radionuclide decay of the 11C 
nuclide leads to emission of a positron, which after travelling a short distance through the tissue 
combines with a free electron, resulting in annihilation and emission of two 511keV gamma ray 
photons at an angle of 180° from each other along the so-called line or response (LOR). The PET 
scanner detects both gamma rays from this annihilation event and from this a map of tracer 
concentration at each point within the imaged tissue can be  generated121,129,145.  Adapted from: 
“Venneti S, Lopresti BJ, Wiley CA. Molecular imaging of microglia/macrophages in the brain. Glia. 
2013;61(1):10-23”. 

 

2.12  Imaging the microvascular microenvironment in VS 
The classic technique in animal studies for quantifying blood flow (or perfusion) to a tissue 

of interest is to use the microsphere method, through which injected labelled particles too 

big to fit through the capillaries are delivered to each tissue element in proportion to the local 

blood flow168.  In human studies, however, such a method is not applicable and non-invasive 

imaging techniques are therefore required. One option for measuring perfusion in vivo is to 

use PET with diffusible tracers such as radiolabelled water, 15O-H2O, which are delivered 

to the tissue in proportion to local blood flow169. However, whilst such tracers are considered 

the gold standard non-invasive blood flow imaging measure, they are vulnerable to partial 

volume effects around small lesions and cumbersome to perform requiring local tracer 

production and continuous arterial blood sampling from the patient169.  A number of MRI 

based techniques have therefore also been developed to allow quantification of both 

perfusion and permeability in vivo, and such techniques have demonstrable value in the 
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study of CNS tumours allowing differentiation between low and high-grade intrinsic lesion, 

evaluating tumour progression, and differentiating treatment related response to anti-

angiogenic therapies170–172.  

MRI techniques for measuring perfusion and permeability can be broadly split into non-

contrast based methods such as arterial spin labelling (ASL) and gadolinium based contrast 

agent (GBCA) based techniques such as dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) and dynamic 

contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI169.  ASL works through application of a 180-degree inversion 

radiofrequency pulse, which in the case of brain imaging labels a block of inflowing water 

protons in the neck. Differences in signal intensity between a pre- and post-inversion image 

are then used to determine blood flow as inverted protons flow into the region of interest173.   

In dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) MRI the effect of  paramagnetic gadolinium (Gd) 

ions on the T2* relaxation time of nearby tissue water protons (1H) is exploited174.  Whereas 

T2 relaxation or ‘true’ T2 represents the decay of transverse magnetization due to atomic 

and molecular interactions such as dipole-dipole interactions,  T2* is the "observed" (or 

effective) T2 relaxation ratexi, during the MRI acquisition and represents the sum of both 

‘true’ T2 relaxation and transverse relaxation arising due to inhomogeneities in the main 

magnetic field175. Such inhomogeneities can result from intrinsic defects in the magnet itself 

or from susceptibility-induced field distortions. In the case of DSC-MRI as GBCA courses 

through the tissue vasculature, it creates local magnetic field inhomogeneities enhancing T2* 

relaxation effects in neighbouring tissue water protons175,176. Rapid repeated imaging of the 

tissue during the first-pass of the contrast agent using single-shot echoplanar imaging (EPI) 

or similar techniques  results in a series of images where the susceptibility induced T2* 

signal loss in each voxel is correlated with local contrast agent delivery176. From analysis of 

the region's signal intensity-time curve various parameters can be calculated including: 

rCBV (regional cerebral blood volume), rCBF (regional cerebral blood flow) and MTT 

(mean time to transit)175–177 By contrast DCE-MRI is a T1 based technique, which whilst 

also sensitive in part to T2* effects is predominantly dependant on the ability of gadolinium 

ions to  increase the T1 relaxation rate of nearby (within 0.5nm) water protons 169,174,178.  

 
xi In routine clinical MRI both T2 and T2* relaxation effects can be exploited in image generation. Acquisitions 
such as gradient echo (GE) and susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) are said to be T2*-weighted, 
accentuating local magnetic homogeneity effects and thereby aiding in the detection of haemorrhage or 
calcifications. T2* relaxation effects can conversely be counteracted through the use of a so called spin echo 
(SE) acquisition. Application of a 180° radiofrequency (RF) pulse during a SE acquisition refocuses non-
moving water protons whose phases have been scattered by static magnetic field distortions and 
inhomogeneities. True T2 relaxation effects occurring randomly at the atomic/molecular level are not, however, 
corrected by this pulse sequence and as a result a so called T2-weighted image is produced.   
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Perfusion in VS and other skull base tumours has previously been difficult to quantify. 

Previous studies have attempted to use pseudo-continuous ASL in skull base lesions, but the 

relatively low signal to noise ratio in comparison to DSC/DCE limits its use in smaller 

tumours. Indeed previous studies have demonstrated a generally poor correlation between 

ASL derived blood flow estimates and histological measures of microvessel area in resected 

VS tissue specimens179,180. Magnetic susceptibility artefacts around the skull base and 

leakage effects similarly limit the accuracy T2* based techniques i.e. DSC-MRI in these 

lesions180–183. To date therefore the only modality that has shown utility in evaluating the 

microvasculature in VS is DCE-MRI.   

 

2.12.1  Dynamic contrast enhanced MRI – an overview 
As outlined above DCE-MRI is a contrast based technique, which offers distinct advantages 

over both ASL and DSC-MRI in that it allows simultaneous evaluation of other permeability 

based microvascular metrics relevant to tumour progression and growth 184,185. Following 

injection of GBCA it is distributed to each tissue capillary bed in proportional to local tissue 

blood flow. In areas where the capillary basement membrane is disrupted, such as within the 

abnormal immature vessels of a tumour, some of this circulating GBCA subsequently leaks 

outs into the tissue extravascular-extracellular space (EES). The rate of this GBCA leakage 

is dependent on a number of factors including: the concentration gradient between the EES 

and blood plasma (GBCA is not thought to enter red blood cells), the capillary blood flow, 

the capillary permeability and the surface area of the endothelial membrane185,186. Contrast 

agent leaking into the EES will diffuse throughout it; as such the concentration of contrast 

within each voxel will also depend on the size of the EES. As the contrast undergoes renal  

and bile (<1%) excretion and leaks out of the vascular space into the EES its concentration 

will decrease, so that at a certain point the concentration gradient will reverse and contrast 

will begin to pass from the EES into the vessels185. Once within the EES, paramagnetic Gd 

ions contained within the GBCA molecules increase the T1 relaxation rate of nearby (within 

0.5nm) water protons through both inner and outer sphere relaxation, leading to increases in 

T1W signal intensity (Fig.2.7).  During a DCE-MRI acquisition a series of rapid T1-

weighted images are therefore acquired so that GBCA induced changes in signal intensity 

within the tissue of interest can be plotted over time.  

The simplest and quickest approach to analyse DCE-MRI data is to perform direct analysis 

of changes in image signal intensity (or calculated GBCA concentration, see chapter 3) using 
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one or more of a range of established semi-quantitative descriptors such as arrival time , time 

to peak enhancement of the tissue-concentration time curve and the initial area under the 

tissue-concentration curve (AUC)187,188.  Whilst such  parameters are easier to derive and do 

not require assumptions about tissue anatomy and physiology, a major disadvantage in their 

use is the difficulty in their interpretation187,188.  Initial AUC for example represents the 

amount of contrast agent delivered to and retained within the tumour in a certain time period 

and likely reflects multiple processes including blood flow, blood volume, endothelial 

permeability, and the  EES volume187,188.  

As a result of these shortcomings in subjective and semi-quantitative parameters, authors 

have developed more robust quantitative pharmacokinetic modelling approaches for 

interpreting acquired DCE-MRI data. Such models better approximate the physiological 

anatomical structure of the TME and are in theory more independent of acquisition 

protocol187,189–191.  Following image acquisition, sampled tissue signal intensity (SI) time 

curves are converted to contrast agent concentration time curves using calculated values of 

tissue longitudinal or T1 relaxation rate (R1). After extraction of a suitable vascular input 

function, derived tissue contrast agent concentration-time curves are then fitted to a suitable 

model such as the extended Tofts model so that  quantitative microvascular kinetic 

parameters such as Ktrans (transfer constant), ve (the extracellular-extravascular volume 

fraction) and vp. (the blood plasma volume fraction) can be derived185,192 (Fig.2.7).  Further 

details on the DCE-MRI acquisition and the modelling approaches used in this thesis are 

provided in chapter 3.  

 

Fig.2.8  Overview of dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI 
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2.13  Biomarkers of treatment related change in the VS tumour 
microenvironment  
As outlined above, both PET and MRI may serve as promising candidates for imaging the 

TME in VS but a second question is whether we can also use these biomarkers to evaluate 

treatment changes in the TME following either drug treatment or radiotherapy. One area 

where this has been investigated is in the use of anti-angiogenic therapies.  In a previous 

study of  twelve patients with NF2-related schwannomas undergoing bevacizumab 

(Avastin®)  therapy Li et al showed that changes in the tumour microvasculature during 

anti-angiogenic therapy could be imaged using a high temporal resolution DCE-MRI 

acquisition193. They demonstrated that high values of both Ktrans and the native (pre-contrast) 

tissue longitudinal relaxation rate R1N, a purported inverse correlate of tumour free water 

content, were independent and significant predictive of later tumour response. In addition 

they demonstrated that at 90 days post bevacizumab therapy, responding tumours 

demonstrated significant reductions in Ktrans and increases in R1N193. The observed 

reductions in Ktrans were postulated to reflect vascular normalisation within responding 

tumours, whereas increases in R1N the authors argued may reflect post-treatment reductions 

in tumour T1 and thereby extracellular or interstitial ‘free’ tumour fluid193.   

Previous studies using diffusion-weighted MRI have identified high ADC (apparent 

diffusion coefficient) values in large, solid VSs, suggesting the presence of high amounts of 

water in the tumour extracellular matrix194.  Plotkin et al in a study of 45 VSs undergoing 

bevacizumab therapy similarly found that high ADC values at baseline correlated with 

tumour volumetric response at 3 months, a finding replicated in the above later study by Li 

et al92,193. A confounder to the above studies is that ADC as a parameter does not solely 

reflect extracellular water content but may also be impacted by both cystic change and the 

presence of intratumoural haemorrhage195. Although none of the aforementioned studies 

reported macrocystic or haemorrhagic change in included tumours at baseline92,193(personal 

communication with Dr K Li), differences in sub-voxel microcystic change between tumours 

responding or not responding to bevacizumab cannot be excluded.      

One interpretation of the studies by Plotkin and Li et al is that NF2-related VS with a greater 

angiogenic drive as evidenced by increased endothelial permeability, increased local blood 

flow, and increased extracellular fluid (interstitial oedema), are more likely to respond to 

anti-angiogenic therapy; and that this volumetric response to treatment occurs through 

normalization of microvascular parameters and a subsequent reduction in interstitial tumour 

oedema92,193. Through their focus on NF2 patients being treated medically rather than 
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through surgery, a natural limitation of these studies is the absence of supporting patient 

tissue datasets to corroborate the imaging findings. As discussed in section 2.8, however, 

murine xenograft models of VEGF inhibition in central and peripheral (sciatic nerve) 

schwannoma94,95 support a role for vascular normalization in the mechanism of anti-

angiogenic treatment response94,95. What these patient studies do demonstrate is the potential 

ability of DCE-MRI and diffusion-weighted MRI to characterise the TME in VS and monitor 

changes in this microenvironment during tumour treatment. Further work is needed, however, 

to ascertain how well derived DCE-MRI and diffusion MRI parameters reflect changes in 

the TME at the tissue level and to what extent tumour size and tumour growth impact on 

baseline pre-treatment microvascular and diffusion characteristics.  

 

2.14  The challenge of predicting SRS treatment response  
As outlined above, insights into changes in the TME of NF2-related VS following anti-

angiogenic therapy have been gained through the use of multimodal MRI.  In sporadic 

tumours use of anti-angiogenic therapy is limited to isolated case reports, but one treatment 

modality which is used in this tumour group, and for which there are currently no effective 

treatment related imaging biomarkers, is stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS)196. High dose focal 

radiotherapy to the tumour in the form of stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) has emerged as an 

effective treatment alternative in selected patients with growing VS. SRS minimises injury 

to adjacent structures such as the facial and trigeminal nerves through the use of multiple 

convergent radiation beams (X-ray or γ-ray), and  can be delivered to any VS with a maximal 

diameter less than 3cm4. In contemporary practice it is usually delivered as a single fraction 

of 12-13Gy and as a treatment modality it offers several distinct advantages over surgical 

resection not least of which are the shorter recovery post-treatment and the avoidance of 

operative risks such as infection and facial nerve injury4,197. Indeed following SRS local 

control rates of over 90% at 10 years have been reported and trigeminal or facial nerve 

complication rates of below 5%4,197.  

There are, however, key challenges in the use of SRS as a therapy and unlike surgery SRS 

does not acutely reduce tumour volume but rather attenuates tumour growth over a variable 

period of many months to years198–203. In any given VS, the timeline to tumour volume 

response is unpredictable and there is a well recognized 10% of VS that demonstrate 

continued tumour growth despite treatment198–203.  Assessing success or failure of treatment 

is further complicated by the fact that reactive swelling or so called ‘pseudoprogession’ is 
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commonly seen for up to 3 years after irradiation and at present there is no way of 

determining whether this continued growth is treatment failure or reactive swelling4,204. 

Studies have suggested that up to 57% of tumours with transient swelling will demonstrate 

eventual tumour regression but this inability to differentiate two radically different responses 

to treatment means that cases of treatment failure are not recognized until after 3 years of 

continued growth, with the consequent challenges of managing a significantly larger tumour 

with potential scarring to adjacent cranial structures203–208.    

Fundamental to the challenge of predicting VS SRS response is our incomplete 

understanding of how and why these tumours respond to radiotherapy in the way they do. 

Radiotherapy as a treatment preferentially targets rapidly dividing cells but as described 

earlier the relationship between growth and cellular proliferation in VS is not clear20942,43. 

What is needed to better predict and monitor treatment responses in VS following SRS is a 

greater understanding of how the microenvironment in these tumours changes following 

treatment, and one advanced MR imaging biomarker which can be considered for this aim 

is sodium (23Na) MRI210. 

 

2.15  Sodium (23Na) MRI  
The 23Na nucleus gives the second strongest nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signal from 

biological tissues after the water proton (1H), and given the integral role sodium plays in 

many aspects of cell physiology being able to image and quantify sodium concentrations 

within tissues provides information on cellular physiology and tumour microstructure not 

obtainable with conventional proton 1H MRI210–215. In healthy, normal tissues viable cells 

maintain a trans-membrane sodium gradient with a high extracellular sodium concentration 

(~140 mM) and a low intracellular sodium concentration (~10mM)216. This transmembrane 

gradient is generated and maintained through the action of the 3Na+ /2K+ ATPase that 

exports 3Na+ ions out of the cell in exchange for 2K+ ions and is used to drive several other 

membrane-bound exchangers and co-transporters such as the Na+/H+ exchanger217,218. 

Numerous in vitro and ex vivo tissue specimen studies have demonstrated that neoplastic 

cells accumulate intracellular sodium as a result of malignant transformation, cell division, 

and as an effect of the altered trans-membrane channel activity within these cells219–226. In 

addition alongside increases in intracellular sodium concentration, many tumours also show 

an increase in the sodium rich extravascular–extracellular space secondary to either reduced 

cell packing, necrosis or intratumoural cystic change212,227–230.  For this reason many tumours, 
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both within and outside the CNS, display increases in total sodium content and quantifying 

changes in tissue sodium content through 23Na-MRI has been shown to be sensitive to 

therapy induced changes210,213–215,231.  

 

2.15.1  Challenges in 23Na-MRI 
With a nuclear spin of 3/2 and a gyromagnetic ratio of 1126 Hz/Gauss the overall NMR 

sensitivity of 23Na relative to water protons is approximately 4 fold lower211,212. This 

combined with the considerably lower concentration of 23Na in human brain meant that early 

attempts to quantify 23Na content in vivo using MRI were compounded by low signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR), poor spatial resolution and long imaging times212,232.  In contrast to water 

protons, which display mono-exponential T2 relaxation rate in tissue environments 23Na 

nuclei display a bi-exponential T2 relaxation rate, characterised by both a fast and slow 

component with separate decay constants233,234 . Whereas the slow component has a T2 of 

around 15-30ms, the fast component (T2F) which accounts for 60% of the signal, has a T2 

ranging from 0.5 -5ms232,235–237.  

 The bi-exponential relaxation behaviour of 23Na in vivo means that the use of conventional 
1H MRI sequences with their comparatively long echo times (TE) results in poor image SNR 
238,239. In recent years therefore a number of 23Na-MRI acquisition protocols with both ultra-

short TE (UTE, <1ms) and non-cartesian k-space filling methods for spatial encoding (e.g. 

Spiral, 3D cones acquisition, chapter 3)  have been developed in an attempt to capture the 

fast relaxation  component of the 23Na-MRI signal210,238–240 . These advances and the advent 

of high field MRI (≥3 Tesla) has meant that moderns scanners can achieve 23Na-MRI images 

of useable SNR in acceptable imaging times (<20 minutes)241–244. This in turn has stimulated 

renewed interest in MR derived estimation of tissue  sodium content in health and disease 

and one biomarker which has received considerable attention is tissue total sodium 

concentration or TSC.  

 

2.15.2  Total sodium concentration (TSC) as biomarker of tumour 
growth 

Tissue TSC represents the volume-weighted average concentration of both the intracellular 

and extracellular sodium compartments245.   Using a two-compartment model the TSC in 

any given voxel is the sum of the tissue cell volume fraction (CVF) weighted sodium 

concentration in the intracellular, [23Na]i , and extracellular, [23Na]e , compartments 
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respectively i.e., TSC = CVF. [23Na]i + (1 − CVF).[23Na]e.  In normal appearing grey and 

white matter previous studies have demonstrated TSC estimates of 35-45mM and 45-55mM 

respectively, findings consistent with an intracellular volume fraction of  approximately 80%  
210,231,246–248.    In the context of CNS tumours, 23Na-MRI derived TSC has been investigated  

previously as a biomarker of tumour growth and microstructure231,232,249.  Ouwerkerk et al 

in an early 1.5T MRI study of 20 patients with malignant glial tumours demonstrated that 

malignant glial tumours and surrounding brain tissue displayed significantly higher TSC 

compared to contralateral ‘normal’ brain tissue, an effect they hypothesized was due to both 

increases in extracellular volume fraction and neoplastic intracellular sodium 

concentration232. Nune et al demonstrated similar findings in a study of eight patients with 

treatment naïve glioma, demonstrating both higher TSC and higher estimated extracellular 

volume fraction in glioma relative to normal brain249.  To date few studies have investigated 

use of 23Na-MRI in benign CNS tumour such as meningioma and vestibular schwannoma239. 

Pilot data from a patient with a cystic sporadic VS imaged using a 3D cones 23Na-MRI 

acquisition are our institution, is, however, shown in Fig.2.8. It demonstrates that CPA 

tumours such as VS can be differentiated on derived TSC maps from surrounding CSF and 

secondly that areas of macrocystic change within these tumours could be visualised on 

generated TSC maps as regions of comparatively high sodium content250,251.   
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Fig.2.9  23Na-MRI in the study of CNS tumours 

Representative post-contrast T1W (T1+C) images shown alongside co-registered and fused total 
sodium concentration (TSC) maps derived from 23Na-MRI. A: 63 yr. old patient with a large cystic 
left-sided vestibular schwannoma. Note the high 23Na concentration within both the CSF and the 
intratumoural cysts and the comparatively lower total 23Na concentration within the brain and 
posterior solid component of the tumour (arrow). B: 72 yr. old female with a right frontal olfactory 
grove meningioma (Histology: WHO grade I meningothelial meningioma). Note the avid homogenous 
contrast enhancement within the meningioma on T1+C imaging and the region of hypointensity within 
the adjacent brain reflective of reactive vasogenic oedema.  The TSC map shows comparatively high 
sodium concentration within the vasogenic oedema relative to normal brain (arrow). TSC estimates 
within the tumour itself are comparable to normal brain. This likely reflects the low cellular proliferation 
rate seen in WHO grade I meningioma and the comparatively low extracellular space fraction seen 
in meningothelial meningioma subtype252,253. C: 28 yr. old patient with a histologically confirmed 
WHO grade II diffuse astrocytoma. Note the characteristic absence of contrast enhancement on 
T1+C imaging 254. On the right, the fused 1H FLAIR/ TSC map is shown. The TSC map demonstrates 
high 23Na concentration within the FLAIR hyperintense region (arrow) relative to contralateral normal 
brain in keeping with the increased extracellular space fraction, microcystic change and interstitial 
oedema seen within these tumours255. D: 69 yr. old male with a left temporoparietal WHO grade IV 
glioma. As can be seen in the T1W post-contrast image there is a heterogeneously enhancing lesion 
within the left temporoparietal region. There is a region of central hypointensity on the T1+C images 
with correspondingly high 23Na concentration on the TSC map (arrow) in keeping with a central 
necrotic cavity filled with sodium rich necrotic fluid and cellular debris256.   All imaging performed at 
3T (Phillips Achieva, Philips Medical System, Best, NL) using a 3D cones acquisition which is a 
variant on the spiral 23Na-MR acquisition utilised in chapter 6.  (D Lewis et al 2017, unpublished 
data). 
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2.15.3  TSC as a biomarker of tumour treatment response  

Early in vivo animal studies of temporal 23Na-MRI changes in glioma following 

chemotherapy suggest that TSC may also serve as an early marker of treatment response in 

this tumour group257,258 .  Schepkin et al evaluated 23Na-MRI as a marker of  gliosarcoma 

tumour response to BCNU (1, 3-bis (2-chloroethyl)-1-nitrosourea-) chemotherapy, and 

correlated changes in sodium signal with water diffusion through the use of ADC maps259–

262. At day 4 after BCNU treatment, 7 days prior to macroscopic tumour shrinkage, they 

demonstrated a statistically significant increase in both sodium concentration and ADC 

values in the treated tumour group compared to the untreated group, an effect they 

hypothesized was due to therapy‐induced loss of membrane integrity and later cellular 

necrosis259.  

In the first human clinical study, Thulborn et al interrogated voxelwise changes in TSC in a 

single patient with high grade glioma undergoing fractionated radiotherapy. They 

demonstrated that voxelwise TSC values were responsive to fractionated radiotherapy on a 

weekly time scale, with ‘responsive’ tumour regions displaying an early sharp increase in 

TSC following radiotherapy241. In a subsequent larger study the authors used tumour TSC 

to estimate changes in cell volume fraction and tumour cell killing in twenty high grade 

gliomas during post-operative fractionated chemoradiation, demonstrating considerable 

intratumoural heterogeneity with estimated CVF either decreasing as cancer cells continued 

to infiltrate brain parenchyma or increasing back towards normal as infiltrating tumour cells 

were killed231.  Tumour TSC changes following SRS have also been investigated and Huang 

et al215 in a study of a cerebral hepatocellular carcinoma metastasis at 7T demonstrated a 

dramatic increase in the 23Na-MR SI within the tumour at 48hrs post-treatment, an effect the 

authors postulated was due to radiotherapy-induced cellular apoptosis215,263. To date, 

however, no such studies have been performed in VS and a question is whether TSC could 

serve as an early biomarker of changes in cellular viability/ extracellular volume fraction 

following SRS treatment in these tumours.   

 

2.15.4  Reproducibility and repeatability of TSC 
A key concern in the development of any imaging biomarker such as TSC for monitoring 

treatment related changes are its reproducibility (variation in measurements made on a 

subject under changing condition) and repeatability (variation in measurements made on the 

same subject under identical conditions)264. Indeed both these parameters need to be 
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established early so that the significance of treatment related changes in subsequent studies 

can be established265. Early attempts at evaluating the reproducibility and repeatability of 

TSC were, however, limited by large differences in 23Na-MR acquisition protocol across 

different centres.  

In a recent prospective multicentre study, to which I was a contributing author, the short 

term repeatability and reproducibility of TSC estimates across two sites were evaluated using 

a matched 3D‐Cones 23Na-MRI protocol210. The brains of 11 healthy volunteers 

(32 ± 6 years) were scanned at both sites (Cambridge and Manchester) with two different 3T 

scanner systems (GE MR750, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI; and Phillips Achieva, Philips 

Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) respectively210. To assess reproducibility (intersite 

variation) scans for a given volunteer were undertaken at both sites from 1–41 days apart. In 

order to assess repeatability all the volunteers were scanned twice (<1 hour apart) at one site; 

and at the other site, seven volunteers were scanned twice and four once. Estimates of mean 

GM and WM TSC across the study cohort were 52.1 ± 7.1 mM and 41.8 ± 6.7 mM 

respectively, in line with previous literature values (Fig.2.9)210,231,246–248. The study 

demonstrated that the short-term reproducibility in TSC estimates across both sites was 

excellent with reproducibility CoVs (co-efficient of variation) of 2.7, 3.2, and 6.3% for atlas 

defined WM, GM, and CSF respectively.  The repeatability coefficient of variation (CoVs) 

for segmented WM, GM, and CSF were also excellent with CoVs of 1.8, 2.0, and 1.9% for 

site A and 4.2, 4.7, and 4.1%, for site B. 
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 Fig.2.10  Reproducibility and repeatability of TSC 

A: TSC maps from one volunteer scanned twice at sites A and B.  B:  Mean TSC ± SD segmented 
WM, GM, and CSF for the first scan visit across all volunteers for sites A and B. C: Bland–Altman 
plots of TSC repeatability in segmented brain regions, comparing scans 1 and 2 at each site. 
Individual data points represent the difference in mean TSC between scans for a given subject, 
plotted against the mean of the two TSC measurements. Adapted from: “Riemer F, McHugh D, 
Zaccagna F, Lewis D, McLean MA, Graves MJ et al. Measuring tissue sodium concentration: Cross-
vendor repeatability and reproducibility of 23Na-MRI across two sites. J Magn Reson Imaging 2019; 
50: 1278–1284”.
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2.16 Research questions 
The overarching aim of this thesis is to gain a greater understanding of the inflammatory and 

microvascular tumour microenvironment in vestibular schwannoma through both PET and 

MRI based approaches. In order to achieve this aim the following six research questions are 

addressed. 

1. Does the TSPO PET tracer 11C-(R)-PK11195 demonstrate detectable specific binding 

(BPND) within sporadic VS, as measured through use of the SRTM (simplified reference 

tissue model), and if so, are there differences in this specific binding between static, growing 

and shrinking VS groups?   

2. What is the cellular source of 11C-(R)-PK11195 specific binding within sporadic VS, and 

can this PET tracer be used a non-invasive imaging biomarker of cellular inflammation in 

these tumours? 

3. Are there differences between static and growing sporadic VS in their DCE-MRI derived 

microvascular characteristics, and to what extent do these differences reflect changes in 

tumour microvasculature and cellular inflammation at the tissue level? 

4. To what extent do sporadic and NF2–related VS differ in their microvascular and 

inflammatory tumour microenvironment, and can these similarities/ and or difference be 

quantified through multimodal MRI? 

5. What is the relationship between immune cell infiltration and angiogenesis in both VS 

groups, and what are the cellular/ molecular origins of this relationship? 

6. In growing sporadic VS undergoing stereotactic radiosurgery what changes occur within 

the tumour microenvironment and can we use multimodal MR techniques (23Na-MRI, 

diffusion MRI, DCE-MRI) to evaluate cellular, microstructural and microvascular changes 

in the post SRS VS microenvironment? 
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Chapter 3: Research methodology  
 

 

3.1  Patient population 
 

Data from four groups of patients with VS (38 sporadic and 22 NF2-related tumours) are 

presented in this thesis. 

 

I) Twenty-eight patients with sporadic VS who were prospectively recruited via the 

supraregional Manchester Skull Base Unit multidisciplinary team meeting at Salford Royal 

Hospital between December 2015 and August 2018.  19 patients (8 static, 7 growing, and 4 

shrinking tumours) underwent prospective imaging with both dynamic 11C-(R)-PK11195 

PET and a comprehensive MRI protocol, including high temporal resolution DCE-MRI in 

15 patients (REC reference 15/NW/0429).  A further 9 patients were recruited under a 

separate ethics protocol (REC reference 13/NW/0247) and underwent only the MRI 

acquisition.    

 

All patients had undergone at least two MRI acquisitions to establish tumour growth; 

including the study scan in 6 patients. The study MRI scan and the results of previous MR 

imaging were reviewed by the skull base multidisciplinary team at Salford Royal Hospital 

and tumours were classified as static/shrinking, growing, or sufficiently large to preclude 

monitoring of growth and mandate early surgical resection. This classification was based 

upon clinical decision making, with static or shrinking VS being offered a period of 

observation and growing VS being recommended for either microsurgery or stereotactic 

radiosurgery (SRS). Volumetric measurements of tumour size were additionally made for 

both the study MRI scan and the preceding clinical scan to confirm different growth 

behaviour between the tumour cohorts. 

 

II) Pre-treatment DCE-MRI data from twelve patients with NF2 which had been 

recruited as part of a previous study (REC reference 13/NW/0247) at our institution was 

retrospectively analyzed193. These patients had been recruited through the NF2 clinic in 

Manchester; UK and following imaging all patients underwent treatment with the anti-

vascular endothelial growth factor antibody (VEGFi) bevacizumab. All patients had 
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proven NF2 with at least one VS demonstrating a high growth rate, defined as an increase 

of 4 mm or greater in the maximal transverse diameter over a 12-month period193. Similar 

to the sporadic VS cohort volumetric measurements of tumour size were made for both the 

study MRI scan and the preceding clinical scan. 

 

III) Eleven  patients with VS including one patient with NF2 and bilateral VSs who 

were recruited pre-surgery between August 2018 and August 2019 for the purposes of 

evaluating a newly developed single injection low-dose dual temporal resolution (DTR) 

DCE-MRI acquisition (REC reference 15/NW/0429, Appendix A).  

 

IV) Five patients with growing sporadic VS who were prospectively recruited between 

February and June 2019 prior to undergoing single fraction stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) 

as the primary treatment modality. Patients were recruited via the skull base 

multidisciplinary team meeting at Salford Royal Hospital between February and June 2019 

(REC reference 18/NW/0094).   

 
Ethical approval was in place for all studies. Exclusion criteria across all studies included: 

lack of capacity to consent to study, age < 18 years, pregnant or lactating women, severe 

uncontrolled systemic diseases, specific contra-indication to MRI (e.g., pacemaker or a 

ferromagnetic implant such as intracranial aneurysm clip, and claustrophobia) and previous 

radiotherapy/SRS treatment to the VS or surrounding region.  For the PET study specific 

exclusion criteria included the use of medication likely to interfere with 11C-(R)-PK11195 

binding, such as steroids or benzodiazepines. In addition, due to the spatial resolution of the 

PET camera, only patients with sporadic VS larger than 7.5 mm diameter (>3× full-width 

half-maximum [FWHM] of the PET camera) in the cerebellopontine angle were recruited 

into this study. 

 

3.2  PET methodology  
 

3.2.1   11C-(R)-PK11195 production  
The radiotracer11C-(R)-PK11195 (1-(2-chlorophenyl)-N-methyl-N-(1-methylpropyl)-3-

isoquinoline carboxamide) was produced on-site using the cyclotron and radiochemistry 

facilities at the Wolfson Molecular Imaging Centre (WMIC), Manchester using previously 

described methods 266,267. Reaction of 11C-methyliodide with the precursor N-Desmethyl-
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(R)-PK11195 was used for the synthesis and following production, quality control and 

captive solvent radiosynthesis were performed to ensure radiolabelled impurities were not 

present267.  

 

3.2.2  High resolution research tomograph (HRRT) 
All nineteen PET scans in this study were performed on the High Resolution Research 

Tomograph (HRRT, Siemens/CTI, Knoxville, TE, USA), a dedicated PET brain scanner, 

which provides a superior intrinsic spatial resolution of approximately 2.5 mm throughout 

the (FOV, axial: 252mm, transaxial: 312mm)268. This high spatial resolution is mainly 

achieved by its unique design consisting of an octagonal arrangement of eight planar detector 

heads and a dual-layer lutetium oxyorthosilicate / lutetiumyttrium oxyorthosilicate 

scintillator crystals269. Scintillator crystals are used to measure the PET signal, producing a 

measurable fluorescence following absorption of the high energy gamma rays produced 

through positron annihilation (see section 2.11.1). The second layer of lutetiumyttrium 

oxyorthosilicate scintillator crystals produces a similar light yield from fluorescence as the 

first lutetium oxyorthosilicate layer but a slightly longer light decay time269. This difference 

in light decay time of the two scintillator layers allows the depth of interaction (the point in 

the detector crystal where the gamma ray photon interacts) to be quantified much more 

accurately than single layer systems270. From this, errors due to parallax error (uncertainty 

regarding the location of the annihilation photon interaction along the scintillator crystals) 

can be reduced. The improvement in depth of interaction estimation allows for considerable 

improvements in spatial resolution, especially at the periphery of the FOV thereby allowing 

small structures both within and adjacent to the brain to be imaged with greater spatial 

resolution270.  

 

3.2.3  PET acquisition and reconstruction 
Participants were allowed to eat and drink normally on the day of scanning.  After venous 

cannulation, subjects were positioned in the scanner head holder with straps placed across 

the forehead to reduce head movement.  Using a Caesium-137 point source a 7-minute 

transmission scan was acquired for subsequent attenuation and scatter correction. After the 

start of the emission scan, a target dose of 740MBq of 11C-(R) PK11195 was then injected 

intravenously by hand as a slow bolus (10ml) over approximately 15 seconds and flushed 

with 0.9% saline (10ml) at the same rate.  Emission data were acquired for 60 minutes post 
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injection and 18 timeframes of increasing length were generated: one background frame of 

variable length prior to the injection, then one 15s frame, one 5s frame, one 10s frame, one 

30s frame, four 60s frames, seven 300s frames and two 600s frames. Subjects’ head 

positioning was monitored (via a camera) throughout the scan and corrected when necessary. 

The multi-frame PET images were reconstructed using an ordered-subset expectation 

maximisation (OSEM) 3D iterative method271,272. 12 iterations with 16 subsets were used 

for the OSEM image reconstruction xii . Scatter correction and corrections for random 

coincidences, detector normalisation, attenuation correction, and dead time required for 

quantification were incorporated in the reconstruction algorithm. Attenuation correction was 

calculated from a reconstructed and segmented μ-map image using the total variation TXTV 

method126,273. To minimize the effects of patient motion particularly the deterioration of 

image resolution, image-based motion correction using frame-by-frame was also used where 

significant patient motion was observed126,274. The voxel size of the reconstructed PET 

images was 1.22mm×1.22mm×1.22mm and post-reconstruction 3D Gaussian smoothing 

filters were applied to the resulting images with 2mm and 4mm full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) kernels to reduce image noise on the voxel level. No partial volume correction was 

used.  

 

3.2.4  Simplified reference tissue model  
Using the simplified reference tissue model (SRTM) and atlas defined cerebellar grey matter 

as a ‘pseudoreference’ tissue input function, parametric maps of 11C-(R)-PK11195 binding 

potential (BPND) were calculated152,275.  

The SRTM was originally developed by Lammertsma and Hume and assumes a single-tissue 

reversible compartment for both the target region and a defined reference region (see 

Fig.3.1)275. Three parameters can be estimated from the SRTM: RI, K2 and BPND. RI is the 

ratio of influx (K1/K1’) where K1 and K1’ represent the ratio of tracer delivery from the 

vascular compartment to the target region and reference region respectively.  K2 and K2’ 

are the effective efflux rate constants from the target region and reference region respectively 

back to the vascular compartment. BPND (the binding potential of the tracer to the tissue or 

K3/K4 ) is the ratio of specifically bound radioligand over non-displaceable (free plus non-

specifically bound) radioligand in tissue at equilibrium275,276. BPND compares the 

 
xii See Fig.2.4 for an overview of iterative PET image reconstruction.  
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concentration of radioligand in receptor-rich regions, which display high specific binding, 

with the concentration of radioligand in receptor-free regions, which show only non-specific 

binding. The reference region devoid of specific binding is assumed in our use of the model 

to be the cerebellar grey matter. As such a BPND value of zero means there is no specific 

binding relative to the reference region, whereas higher values represent higher specific or 

displaceable binding relative to the reference tissue.  

The key advantage of using reference models such as the SRTM is that it avoids the use of 

an arterial input function, thereby considerably reducing the invasiveness and complexity of 

the scanning protocol and subsequent data analysis277. Indeed, within the context of this pilot 

study, an arterial input function was not used due to firstly, methodological issues such as 

achieving accurate estimation of the low free tracer fraction in blood samples; and secondly 

due to concerns that arterial cannulation may adversely affect patient recruitment and was 

an unjustifiable risk given the absence of prior evidence of 11C-(R)-PK11195 uptake in VS.   

The SRTM is an extension of the earlier full reference tissue model (FRTM), which through 

the use of two tissue compartments for the target tissue and one tissue compartment for the 

reference region, allowed direct estimation of four parameters including K3 (the rate 

constant for transfer from free to bound compartment, min-1) and K4 (the rate constant for 

transfer from bound to free compartment, min-1)278–281. Convergence rates from the FRTM, 

however, are slow and whilst estimation of binding potential is robust, estimates of the other 

parameters, including the rate of transfer from plasma to tissue has been shown to be 

imprecise.  Through elimination of one parameter from the fit the SRTM reduces variability 

in the parameter estimates278–281. Algorithms for rapid estimation of functional images with 

the SRTM model have also been developed using basis functions and adopted within this 

thesis278.  
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Fig.3.1  Simplified reference tissue model, SRTM.   

In the SRTM the target region consists of a specific bound fraction, a free fraction and non-specific 
bound fraction, which equilibrates rapidly with the free fraction. The reference region, in this case 
cerebellum, is assumed to be devoid of specific binding and have the same non-specific binding as 
the target region. K1 and K1’ represent the ratio of tracer delivery from the vascular compartment to 
the target region and reference region respectively. K2 and K2’ are the effective efflux rate constants 
from the target region and reference region respectively back to the vascular compartment.     

 

3.2.5  Assumptions and limitations of the SRTM 
Due to its ease of use and numerical robustness the SRTM has been widely adopted in the 

analysis of dynamic PET data280. Use of both the SRTM and related FRTM, however, are 

based a number of assumptions, that if unmet can lead to bias in binding potential 

estimates278–280. In particular it is assumed that there exists a reference region in the brain 

that is devoid of specific binding; that the uptake of the tracer in this reference region follows 

a one-tissue compartment model; and that the non-specific binding or non-displaceable 

volume of distribution is the same in both this reference region and the target region278–281.  

The SRTM in addition makes the assumption that the total volume of distribution (VT) in 

the target region can be approximated using a one-tissue compartment model278–281.  

In many studies total cerebellum or cerebellar grey matter (GM) has been successfully 

utilised by as a ‘pseudoreference’ region for the SRTM146,152,282–285. This assumption, 

however, that the reference region is truly devoid of specific binding and that the non-

displaceable volume of distribution is the same in both the reference and target region281. 

may not, however, fully hold in the cerebellum281. Firstly, as described in chapter 2, TSPO 

demonstrates constitutive expression within the brain, being expressed in not only the 

endothelial and muscle cells of intra-parenchymal and leptomeningeal arteries, but also 

within perivascular inflammatory cells286. These cells may act as a variable source of specific 
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binding within the cerebellum, thereby partly contaminating its use as a reference region. 

Secondly, and perhaps most pertinent to our study of VS, if increased inflammatory cell 

abundance is found within these tumours then this could have ramifications on TSPO 

expression and thereby 11C-(R)-PK11195 specific binding within neighbouring anatomical 

regions. In the context of TSPO expressing activated microglia, previous studies have shown 

that microglial activation occurs not just at the site of pathology but also along anatomically 

connected anterograde and retrograde axonal pathways146,287–290.  Indeed recent work in 

traumatic brain injury and ischemic stroke suggests that persistent microglial activation in 

regions connected to yet remote from the initial lesion occurs146,290. It is therefore not 

unreasonable to consider if increased locoregional microglial activation and concomitant 

TSPO expression within the adjacent cerebellum could occur in VS277.   

To address potential concerns therefore about use of cerebellum as a ‘pseudoreference’ 

region a model free approach using relative standardized uptake values (SUV) was also 

adopted.  For each VS studied a relative SUV value was determined by taking the average 

tumour tissue activity over the final 30 minutes of the dynamic PET acquisition and dividing 

it by activity within the segmented atlas defined cerebellar grey matter (SUVT/Gm)xiii or 

activity within a manually defined region of centrum semiovale bilaterally (SUVT/WM).  

Alongside concerns regarding use of atlas defined cerebellar grey matterxiv as a reference 

tissue an additional concern with the use of the SRTM is that specific binding of 11C-(R)-

PK11195 to the vascular endothelium within tumoural blood vessels may also impact on the 

BPND estimates. In particular high BPND within a tumour may not solely reflect increased 

binding to tumour/inflammatory cells but also increased vascular volume within the tumour.  

To validate the results acquired using the SRTM and to specifically assess if changes in 

vascular volume across different tumours influenced derived BPND values, we also generated 

BPND maps using the modified version SRTMV model which takes into account the tracer 

activity in the vasculature (see chapter 4)278,291.    

  

 
xiii See section 3.2.6 for a discussion of how this atlas defined cerebellar GM region is segmented and the 
potential errors that can arise during this segmentation process. 
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3.2.6  PET image processing pipeline 
An overview of the key stages in the analysis of 11C-(R)-PK11195 dynamic PET data and 

the potential error issues at each analysis stage is shown in Fig.3.2 below.  

First, a summed PET image consisting of the sum of frames 2 to 18 was generated from the 

2mm Gaussian smoothed (2mm FWHM kernel) PET images. This summed image was then 

co-registered with the T1W structural image using the software package FLIRT (FMRIB's 

Linear Image Registration Tool) by FSL (FMRIB software library), and the inverse 

transformation was performed so that the co-registered T1W MR image was transformed 

into PET space. FLIRT was chosen for this purpose as it is a fully accurate tool for linear 

(affine) inter-modal brain image registration, and in previous studies has given accurate co-

registration results using six degrees of freedom292.  

The largest potential source of error during any PET image acquisition and reconstruction is 

head motion and as outlined above subjects’ head positioning was fixed in a head holder and 

monitored throughout the scan via a camera, being corrected when necessary. As a further 

step to account for any gross head motion during data acquisition, frame-by-frame 

realignment of 11C-(R)-PK11195 dynamic scans was also performed prior to generation of 

the summed image. Despite the above, co-registration errors due to minor head motion 

and/or poor positioning of the subject within the scanner (e.g., cerebellum not fully within 

FOVxv) can still occur and for this reason the results of all co-registrations were inspected 

for accuracy prior to further use. 

For the next step in the process, Analyze version 11.0 (Biomedical Imaging Resource, Mayo 

Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA) was used to define a provisional cerebellar ‘pseudoreference’ 

region on the co-registered T1W MR image. This provisional reference region was then used 

to generate a provisional parametric BPND map using the SRTM and the MATLAB hosted 

in house program MICKPM (Modelling, Input functions, and Compartmental Kinetics – 

Parametric Map). This manually defined reference region was drawn within both cerebellar 

hemispheres in such a way as to avoid CSF and incorporate both grey (GM) and white matter 

(WM) voxels. Given the spatial resolution of the co-registered T1W MR image and partial 

volume effects, however, it is likely that a small minority of included voxels may have still 

contained some CSF (Fig.3.2). The brain mask required for generating these parametric 

 
xv Incomplete inclusion of cerebellar tissue within the FOV will also impact negatively on the accuracy of the 
TAC (time-activity curve) estimation from the cerebellar ‘pseudoreference’ region as described in later analysis 
steps.  
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maps was generated by smoothing the 2mm smoothed summed PET image with a further 

10mm Gaussian filter.  

Statistical parametric mapping (SPM, Functional Imaging Laboratory, Wellcome 

Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London, UK) was used for 

segmentation and normalisation. The segmentation algorithm used in SPM is based on a 

modified Gaussian mixture model, in which a Bayesian rule is used to assign the probability 

for each voxel belonging to each tissue class293. As part of the segmentation process the 

patient images are initially registered with population-derived tissue probability maps 

contained within SPM, which after registration represent the prior probability of different 

tissue classes being found at each location within the patient image xvi . These prior 

probabilities are then combined with tissue type probabilities derived from voxel intensities 

within the patient image, providing under Bayes theorem, a posterior probability map of any 

given voxel within each image belonging to a particular tissue class (e.g. GM, WM, CSF)293. 

SPM had been previously used for segmentation in previous PET and MRI studies at our 

centre and was found to give accurate tissue class segmentation. As part the segmentation 

process all T1W images were corrected for image intensity non-uniformity or bias294 and at 

the end of segmentation the thorough clean-up tool was used to further optimise the tissue 

partitions293. Despite these steps, however,  errors can still occur during segmentation due to 

either: poor quality of the source T1W MR image; co-registration errors either before or 

during segmentation; or errors during patient image voxel intensity classification due to 

partial volume effects (see Fig.3.2). Following segmentation all derived tissue probability 

maps (GM, WM, CSF) were therefore visually inspected for quality and accuracy before 

further use.  

After segmentation the next stage was to transform the Hammersmith brain atlas into 

individual PET space by using the inverse of the transform required to normalise to the co-

registered MR image. Using this brain atlas, now in individual PET space, a binary brain 

mask was then generated. This brain mask was then applied in Analyze to the provisionally 

generated parametric BPND map and carefully manually edited to avoid regions of high 

uptake not within the brain or tumour. This modified individualised brain mask was applied 

to the segmented GM and WM probability maps and thresholded at 50% to generate 

 
xvi These tissue probability maps are modified versions of the ICBM (International Consortium for Brain 
Mapping) Tissue Probabilistic Atlases. The data in these atlases was originally sourced from 452 T1-weighted 
scans, which were corrected for scan inhomogeneities, classified into GM/WM and CSF, and finally 
downsampled to 2mm resolution  during an affine registration to MNI (Montreal neurological index) template 
space.  
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individualised binary GM and WM masks (e.g., if a voxel value was higher than 0.5 in the 

GM probabilistic map, it was assumed to be GM and included in the binary GM mask). This 

50% threshold was based on previous 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET studies at our institution152,295, 

which demonstrated it was the optimum threshold for excluding erroneous WM or CSF 

voxels from the GM mask whilst keeping enough voxels for accurate TAC (time-activity 

curve) estimation from the cerebellar GM ‘pseudoreference’ region. It is likely, however, 

that than due to partial volume effects within the co-registered T1W MR image and the 

aforementioned segmentation errors (see Fig.3.2) that this GM mask still includes WM or 

CSF containing voxels not excluded by the threshold.  

 Before extracting PET TAC data from this atlas derived cerebellar GM ‘pseudoreference’ 

region, the individualised GM mask was amended to avoid any overlap with either tumour 

or cerebellum immediately adjacent to the tumour. Whilst reducing the size of the cerebellar 

‘pseudoreference’ region, this step was necessary to avoid contaminating the cerebellar 

‘pseudoreference’ region with potentially high BPND values from the tumour. A new 

parametric map could then be generated using the in house MICKPM software and atlas 

derived cerebellar region as a ‘pseudoreference’ input function for the SRTMxvii.  

 

3.2.7  Delineation of Tumour Region of Interest 
In order to manually define the tumour, the T1W post-contrast image was co-registered to 

the pre-contrast MR image in PET space using the FLIRT function within FSL. Vestibular 

schwannoma avidly enhance on post-contrast T1W MR imaging thereby making accurate 

delineation easier296. Using Analyze tumours were manually delineated on the co-registered 

T1W post-contrast image to create an object mask. For the 4 patients who had undergone 

imaging without contrast, the tumour was delineated on the non-contrast T1W structural 

image, and tumour segmentations were reviewed and where necessary edited by an 

experienced neuroradiologist. During tumour delineation, the size of the image voxels was 

considered and caution was taken to avoid nearby structures or surrounding CSF. Due to the 

downsampling of the T1W structural and post-contrast T1W images during co-registration 

into PET space (1.22 x 1.22 x 1.22mm voxel size), a small degree of error due to partial 

volume effects is inevitable, and such errors can be expected to be larger in smaller tumours. 

 
xvii For discussion regarding the assumptions and limitations of the use of cerebellum as a ‘pseudoreference’ 
input in the SRTM see section 3.2.5 above.  
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This is one of the reasons that throughout this thesis, whenever possible acquired PET and 

imaging parameters have been validated against acquired tissue datasets.  

The final tumour object mask was projected onto the BPND parametric map derived using 

the SRTM and SRTMV models for sampling the mean (BPmean) and maximum (BPmax) 

BPND value of the entire tumour. Similarly, manually defined object masks were applied to 

the DCE-MRI derived parameter maps to allow estimation of whole tumour Ktrans, ve, 

and vp values. 
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Fig.3.2  Key stages in processing and analysis of 11C-(R)-PK11195 dynamic 
PET data with overview of potential error issues at each stage 

BPND =Binding potential (the ratio of specifically bound radioligand over non-displaceable radioligand 
in tissue at equilibrium); FLIRT= FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool; FOV= Field-of-view; FSL= 
FMRIB software library; GM=Grey matter; MICKPM= Modelling, Input functions, and Compartmental 
Kinetics – Parametric Map; OSEM=Ordered-subset expectation maximisation; SRTM= Simplified 
reference tissue model; SRTMV= Modified simplified reference-tissue model that accounts for tracer 
vascular activity SPM= Statistical parametric mapping; T1W=T1-weighted; WM=White matter.  
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3.3  MRI methodology  
Imaging was performed on one of two Philips Achieva (Philips Medical Systems, NL) 

scanners. The 38 patients with sporadic VS and 13 patients with NF2-related VSs were all 

imaged pre-treatment at 1.5T.  For the 19 sporadic VS patients who also underwent 

prospective imaging with dynamic 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET, MR imaging was performed on 

the same day as the PET acquisition. For the 20 patients who underwent only the MRI 

acquisition, imaging was undertaken at a convenient time prior to surgery.  For the five 

patients with growing sporadic VS undergoing longitudinal imaging pre and post SRS all 

patients were imaged at 3T. Imaging was undertaken at the following timepoints: pre-

treatment (4 patients), 2 weeks post-treatment (5 patients), 8 weeks post-treatment (4 patients) 

and 6 months post-treatment (4 patients). Two patients underwent imaging at  four 

timepoints (pre-treatment, 2 weeks post-treatment, 8 weeks post-treatment and 6 months 

post-treatment) and three patients  were imaged at three timepoints. The MRI protocol 

consisted of the following sequences: 

1. Structural imaging: 

• High-resolution 3D T1W gradient echo sequence with full brain coverage. 

Acquisition parameters: echo time [TE] 3.2 ms, repetition time [TR] 8.6 ms, voxel 

size 0.9 x 0.9 x 1.2 mm (1.5T protocol); TE 2.3 ms, TR 5.2 ms, voxel size 1 x 1 x 1 

mm (3T protocol).   

 

• T2-weighted fast imaging with driven equilibrium RF reset pulse (T2W-DRIVE) 

Driven equilibrium (DE) is a technique in which a −90º "flip-back" pulse is used to 

help restore longitudinal magnetization at the end of an MR sequence in substances 

with long T1 and T2 values such as CSF297. It provides good visualisation of cranial 

nerves and lesions around the CPA such as VS298. Acquisition parameters: TE 250 

ms, TR 1500 ms, voxel size 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.7 mm (1.5T protocol); TE 237 ms, TR 2000 

ms, voxel size 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.5 mm (3T protocol). 

 

• Post-contrast high resolution 3D T1W gradient echo sequence for tumour delineation. 

Acquisition parameters: TE 3.2 ms, TR 8.6 ms, voxel size 0.9 x 0.9 x 1.2 mm (1.5T 

protocol); TE 2.3 ms, TR 5.2 ms, voxel size 1 x 1 x 1 mm (3T protocol). 

 

2. Diffusion-tensor imaging (DWI): 
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• Diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI, see section 3.4) was collected using a turbo spin-

echo (TSE) non-EPI based technique xviii . Diffusion data was collected using 6 

directions (1.5T scanner protocol) or 15 directions (3T scanner protocol) and three B 

values (0, 400, and 800 sec/mm3). Acquisition parameters:  TE 74 ms, TR 6056 ms, 

voxel size 1.8 x 1.8 x 3mm (1.5T protocol); TE 74 ms, TR 6056 ms, voxel size 1.8 x 

1.8 x 2mm (3T protocol).   

 

3. Microvascular/ permeability imaging: 

• Dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI data were acquired using an improved 

coverage and spatial resolution dual-injection dual temporal resolution (DTR) 

technique, termed ICR-DICE299. See section 3.5 for details. 

• In addition to the use of the dual-injection dual temporal resolution (DTR) technique 

outlined above, DCE-MRI data in eleven patients were collected using a newly 

developed, low-dose single-injection interleaved DTR DCE-MRI protocol (see 

Appendix A for details).  
 

4. 23Na Spiral MRI acquisition (longitudinal SRS study only, see chapter 6) 

• A spiral acquisition for total sodium (23Na) concentration was undertaken using a 

dual tuned 1H/23Na birdcage rapid headcoil (RAPID Biomedical, Rimpar, Germany). 

Acquisition parameters: TE=0.967ms (ultrashort TE,UTE); TR=100ms, number of 

averages, NOA=7; nominal isotropic voxel size= 4 mm; nominal field-of-view (FOV) 

= 240 × 240 mm2. The total acquisition time was approximately ~14mins. For further 

details on the spiral acquisition and processing of 23Na-MRI data see section 3.6. 
 

 
xviii Although previous studies have successfully utilised conventional EPI based DWI to study diffusion 

characteristics in VS525, non-EPI based techniques such as turbo spin-echo (TSE) DWI have a longer echo time  

and a higher signal-to-noise ratio than conventional single shot EPI based techniques and are thereby less 

vulnerable to magnetic susceptibility artefacts around the skull base526. The 1.5T DTI protocol was specifically 

chosen to match the imaging protocol implemented for a previous imaging study of twelve patients with NF2 

performed at our institution (REC reference 13/NW/0247). This was so that DTI derived metrics (i.e., mean 

diffusivity, fractional anisotropy) could be accurately compared across both VS cohorts.  
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3.4  Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI)  
Diffusion or Brownian motion is the random, microscopic movement of water and other 

small molecules due to thermal collisions300. In vivo, this movement of water within 

biological tissues can be imaged and quantified using diffusion-weighted MR techniques 

such as diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)300. In both 

these techniques paired magnetic diffusion gradients (DG) are applied either side of the 

radiofrequency (RF) pulse during the MRI acquisition, which act to simultaneously dephase 

and then rephase the transverse magnetization of water protons within the tissue of interest. 

Water molecules that move or diffuse between the application of these two gradients become 

dephased but not subsequently rephased leading to loss of transverse magnetization and 

thereby signal300,301.  

Acquired images from DWI are therefore said to be diffusion-weighted, with regions of 

higher water movement such as CSF or tumoural cysts demonstrating lower SI compared to 

regions of restricted water movement such as normal white matter or regions of densely 

packed tumour cells (Fig.3.3)300,301. In a typical DWI acquisition, the pulse sequence is first 

run with the diffusion gradients turned off, generating a set of so called b0 images that are 

primarily T2-weighted and which serve as a baseline for determining the tissue diffusion 

metrics. The same pulse sequence is then repeated with the diffusion gradients turned on at 

various strengths and time durations (so called b-values, whereby the higher the b-value, the 

stronger the diffusion effects) and in different directions, producing a series of DWI source 

images sensitized to diffusion in multiple different directions.  
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Fig.3.3  Overview of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) 

A: Sequence diagram of the Stejskal-Tanner pulsed gradient spin echo technique, which is the basis 
of modern diffusion-weighted pulse sequences. Paired magnetic diffusion gradients (DG) are applied 
either side of the 180-degree radiofrequency (RF) pulse during the MRI acquisition, which dephase 
and then rephase the transverse magnetization of water protons within the tissue of interest. 
Stationary water protons are not affected by the paired gradients, but diffusing water protons are 
dephased leading to loss of transverse magnetization and thereby signal. Sequence diagram 
courtesy of Allen D. Elster, MRIquestions.com. B: DWI images with diffusion gradients turned off 
(b=0) and turned on (b=800). Note the loss of signal seen in the CSF in the b=800 image reflecting 
the free isotropic diffusion of water protons. The b-value reflects the strength, duration, and spacing 
of the pulsed diffusion gradients. Images obtained using 1.5T Philips Achieva, University of 
Manchester.  

 

3.4.1   Measuring diffusion anisotropy  
In free fluids such as CSF, water diffusion is said to be isotropic or the same in every 

direction, and is characterized by a single diffusion coefficient300–302.  In biological tissues, 

however, the situation is more complex with multiple asymmetric barriers to diffusion such 

as nerve fibres, connective tissue etc. This creates so called diffusion anisotropy, or the 

preferential diffusion of water molecules in certain directions more than others300–302. For 

routine DWI this biological complexity is ignored and diffusion is reduced to a single 

average value, the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). A superior method, however, to 

model diffusion in anisotropic biological tissues is to use the diffusion tensor (D), a [3 x 3] 

array of numbers corresponding to diffusion rates in each combination of directions300–302. 

𝑫𝑫 = �
𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫
𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫
𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫

�           Eq.3.1: The diffusion tensor 

The three diagonal elements (Dxx, Dyy, Dzz) of this tensor represent diffusion coefficients 

measured along each of the principal (x-, y- and z-) laboratory axes and the six off-diagonal 

terms (Dxy, Dyz, etc) reflect the correlation between each pair of principal directions300,301. 
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Whilst the values for each tensor component (such as Dxx or Dxy) are in theory dependent 

on the (x-y-z) frame of reference chosen for measurement, an ideal frame of reference for 

viewing the diffusion tensor exists, and is based upon the principal diffusion direction or so 

called diffusion ellipsoid within a voxel300,301(Fig.3.4). The axes of this diffusion ellipsoid 

are defined by three orthogonal unit vectors or eigenvectors (ε1, ε2, and ε3). For each 

eigenvector there is a corresponding eigenvalue, which is proportional to the root mean 

square of the diffusion displacement in each direction. By convention the eigenvalues of the 

diffusion tensor or ellipsoid are labelled in descending order of magnitude (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3), so 

that whereas λ1 represents the strength of diffusion along the principal diffusion direction 

within each voxel,  λ2  and λ3 represent diffusion perpendicular to this 300,301.   

In order to characterize the diffusion tensor of a particular tissue voxel, water diffusion 

within that voxel needs to be measured in at least six directions and this is the basis of a 

variant on DWI called diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). The eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, 

and λ3) and eigenvectors (ε1, ε2, and ε3) derived from DTI can then be used to generate 

voxelwise maps of parameters reflecting various diffusion properties of a tissue.   One such 

parameter is mean diffusivity, which is simply the sum of the eigenvalues divided by three: 

𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝑫𝑫 =  (𝛌𝛌𝛌𝛌+𝛌𝛌𝛌𝛌+𝛌𝛌𝛌𝛌)
𝛌𝛌

                    Eq.3.2:  Mean diffusivity 

Another measure is fractional anisotropy (FA), which is an index measure for the amount of 

diffusion asymmetry within a voxel (Eq.3.3) and which ranges from 0 or isotropic diffusion  

to 1 or anisotropic diffusion.  

𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭 = �
(𝝀𝝀𝛌𝛌−𝝀𝝀𝛌𝛌)𝛌𝛌+ (𝝀𝝀𝛌𝛌−𝝀𝝀𝛌𝛌)𝛌𝛌+(𝝀𝝀𝛌𝛌−𝝀𝝀𝛌𝛌)𝛌𝛌

𝛌𝛌�𝝀𝝀𝛌𝛌
𝛌𝛌+𝝀𝝀𝛌𝛌

𝛌𝛌+𝝀𝝀𝛌𝛌
𝛌𝛌�

    Eq.3.3:  Fractional anisotropy 
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Fig.3.4  The diffusion ellipsoid  

The simplest frame of reference for measuring and viewing the diffusion tensor is to centre the 
coordinate system in each voxel with axes parallel and perpendicular to the principal direction of 
diffusion, in this case along tissue fibre bundles. This leads to a diffusion ellipsoid with three unit 
vectors or eigenvectors (ε1, ε2, and ε3) whose lengths or eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, and λ3) are proportional 
to the root mean square of the diffusion displacement in each direction . As the off-diagonal elements 
disappear in this frame of reference, the diffusion tensor matrix denoted by the symbol Λ ("capital 
lambda") contains only the 3 diagonal elements.  Image courtesy of of Allen D. Elster, 
MRIquestions.com. 

 

As single scalar measures of diffusion within a tissue, MD and FA have been shown to be 

sensitive to a broad spectrum of pathological conditions including stroke, demyelination, 

traumatic brain injury and CNS neoplasia. Compared to normal brain, many CNS tumours 

display increases in MD and corresponding decreases in FA due to a combination of reduced 

cell packing, disruption of normal cellular cytoarchitecture, microcystic change and necrosis. 

These diffusion metrics have also demonstrable utility in differentiating tumour subtypes 

with highly cellular tumours such as primary CNS lymphoma demonstrating comparatively 

lower MD and higher FA values than high grade glioma301. As outlined in chapter 2, in the 

context of VS, previous studies have demonstrated elevated ADC values in solid VSs 

compared to normal brain194. To date, however there has not been a comprehensive 

assessment of FA values in these tumours or evaluation of how well DTI derived diffusion 

metrics correlate with tissue markers of cellular density, tumoural microcystic change and 

the EES.  

 

3.4.2   Analysis of acquired DWI/DTI data 
Acquired DTI data for all patient cohorts was processed using the FSL 4.1 Diffusion Toolbox 

(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) through a standard multistep procedure that incorporated 
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both eddy current correction and brain extraction302,303. Eddy currents are relevant in DWI 

due to the strength and duration of the gradients used for diffusion encoding. They vary 

across different b-values depending on the strength and duration of the diffusion gradient 

applied, and without correction for them there will be misregistration between successive 

images. The “eddy-correct” tool in FSL corrects for this along with misregistration due to 

patient movement through registration to a non-diffusion-weighted b0 image.  

Following brain extraction, the diffusion tensor was estimated at each voxel using the 

“DTIFIT” tool within FSL. Using an ordinary least square regression voxelwise parametric 

maps of the eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues were calculated along with the 

scalar indices MD and FA. Tumour object masks, which were manually defined on the post-

contrast T1W image using Analyze version 11 (Biomedical Imaging Resource, Mayo Clinic, 

Rochester, MN, USA) could then be applied to these parametric maps to allow derivation of 

mean tumour diffusion metrics (MD, FA). In other studies tools such as “TOPUP” have been 

to utilised to estimate and correct for magnetic susceptibility distortions in acquired 

diffusion-weighted images304. Implementation of such techniques requires the application of 

reverse phase encoding gradients and additional scanning time. For this reason, this approach 

was not adopted in the presented studies.  

 

3.5  Dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI acquisition protocol 
An overview of DCE-MRI is provided in chapter 2. The DCE-MRI data presented in 

chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis was acquired using an improved coverage and spatial 

resolution dual-injection dual temporal resolution (DTR) technique, termed ICR-DICE299. 

This technique had been previously developed at the University of Manchester and consists 

of two parts. In the first part a high temporal (1.0 s), low spatial resolution sequence (voxel 

size = 2.5 x2.5 x6.35mm) with a low-dose of gadolinium-based contrast agent (0.02 mmol/kg; 

GBCA; gadoterate meglumine; Dotarem, Guerbet S.A.) (LDHT) is performed for both 

accurate measurement of the vascular input function (VIF) and derivation of high temporal 

but low spatial resolution kinetic parameters. In the second part a full GBCA dose (0.1 

mmol/kg), low temporal (∆t = 10 s) but high spatial resolution (voxel size = 1 × 1 × 2 mm) 

acquisition (FDHS) is performed to provide high spatial resolution data. Prior to both the 

LDHT and FDHS DCE series variable flip angle acquisitions (VFA; α = 2°, 8°, 15° and 20° 

at 1.5T// α = 2°, 6°, 12° and 16° at 3T ) were performed for native longitudinal relaxation 

rate (R1N) mapping. 
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The rationale for use of this DTR DCE-MRI protocol is as follows. For both accurate 

measurement of the VIF and accurate derivation of kinetic parameters through modelling, 

high temporal resolution (minimum ∆t < 1.5 s per frame) is required during sampling of the 

arterial phase of the GBCA tissue-concentration curve305. This high temporal resolution is 

essential if errors due to under-sampling at the bolus peak and temporal jitter uncertainty i.e. 

uncertainty in time alignment of the VIF and tissue uptake curves are to be avoided305. In 

theory the ICR-DICE technique and a reconstructed high temporal resolution VIF can also 

be used with the FDHS datasets to generate high spatial resolution pharmacokinetic 

parametric maps. However, because of the low temporal resolution (∆t = 10 s) of the 

acquired FDHS data, covariate fitting errors in derived kinetic parameter estimates (Ktrans, 

vp, ve) during data modelling occur (section 3.5.4)299. Such errors are not seen with kinetic 

parameter estimates derived using the LDHT DCE dataset, reflecting the increased 

parameter accuracy that is achieved through the use of high temporal resolution during data 

acquisition. For this reason and to ensure kinetic parameter accuracy, in both chapters 4 and 

5, the low-dose high temporal (LDHT) datasets have been used for subsequent tracer kinetic 

modelling and all reported parameters in these chapters are derived using these datasets.  

A disadvantage of this approach is that whilst the temporal resolution of the acquired LDHT 

data is high, the spatial resolution is comparatively coarse. In Appendix A an alternative 

approach for deriving accurate, high spatial kinetic parameter maps is therefore described 

and evaluated. This new approach termed the LEGATOS (LEvel and rescale the 

GAdolinium contrast concentrations curves of high temporal TO high Spatial) method, first 

concatenates the separately acquired high temporal (low spatial) and high spatial (low 

temporal) DCE-MRI datasets into a merged 4D GBCA concentration-time course before 

rescaling the high temporal arterial phase of this merged concentration-time course to match 

the ‘true’ high spatial one, prior to subsequent kinetic analysis. In chapter 6, this new high 

spatial DCE-MRI analysis approach is subsequently utilised in order to provide both high 

temporal and high spatial resolution characterisation of microvascular changes in VS post 

SRS therapy.  

 

3.5.1  DCE-MRI pre-processing  
The first step in quantitative analysis of DCE-MRI data is the conversion of sampled tissue 

SI time curves to GBCA concentration time curves using calculated values of tissue 

longitudinal relaxation rate (R1) both pre- and post-contrast injection. Using dedicated data 
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processing pipelines in IDL voxelwise maps of the equilibrium longitudinal magnetization 

(M) and native pre-contrast tissue longitudinal relaxation rate (R1N) were calculated by 

fitting the acquired signal during each pre-injection variable flip-angle gradient recalled echo 

(GRE) acquisitions (α = 2°, 8°, 15° and 20°) with Eq.3.4 below306,307.  

S = M.sin∝. 1- exp(-TR.R1N)

1-cosα. exp(-TR.R1N)
        Eq.3.4 

Where α is the flip angle, TR is the repetition time, R1N is the native longitudinal relaxation 

rate (R1N = 1/T1N), M is the equilibrium longitudinal magnetization and S is the acquired 

MR signal during data acquisition xix . From these calculated R1N maps and the signal 

intensity data from pre- and post GBCA injection dynamic T1W-GRE series, voxelwise 4D 

(x, y, z, time) post-injection longitudinal relaxation rate, R1(t), maps could then be calculated 

for each dynamic phase of the DCE acquisition using Eq.3.5 below: 

𝑺𝑺
𝑺𝑺𝟎𝟎

=  𝛌𝛌−𝑴𝑴𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆(−𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻.𝑻𝑻𝛌𝛌)
𝛌𝛌−𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒅𝒅∝𝑴𝑴𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆(−𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻.𝑻𝑻𝛌𝛌)

. 𝛌𝛌−𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒅𝒅∝𝑴𝑴𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆 (−𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻.𝑻𝑻𝛌𝛌𝑵𝑵)
𝛌𝛌−𝑴𝑴𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆 (−𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻.𝑻𝑻𝛌𝛌𝑵𝑵)

       Eq.3.5 

Where α is the flip angle, TR is the repetition time, R1 is the longitudinal relaxation rate 

post-injection and R1N  is the pre-injection native longitudinal relaxation rate306,307.   From 

these 4D voxelwise maps of pre- and post-contrast R1, 4D whole-brain voxelwise maps of 

GBCA concentration at each timepoint, C(t), could be derived using Eq.3.6 below:  

𝑪𝑪(𝒅𝒅) = 𝑻𝑻𝛌𝛌(𝒅𝒅)−𝑻𝑻𝛌𝛌𝑵𝑵
𝜸𝜸𝛌𝛌

            Eq.3. 6 

Where γ1 is the relaxivity constant of a gadolinium-based contrast agent at 37°C ( γ1 = 4.39 

s−1 mM−1  at 37°C and at 1.5T), R1 is the longitudinal relaxation rate post-injection and R1N  

is the pre-injection native longitudinal relaxation rate.  

 

3.5.2  Vascular input function estimation 
Accurate derivation of quantitative DCE-MRI derived kinetic parameters through modelling 

requires identification of a suitable vascular input function (VIF) 308–310.   One option is to 

introduce an arterial catheter into the subject and sample arterial blood during image 

acquisition311,312. Whilst this allows for very accurate characterization of the plasma GBCA 

concentration time course, Cp(t), its invasive nature and uncertainty regarding the actual time 

 
xix Equation shown is for a spoiled gradient echo (GE) acquisition with short echo time (TE << T2*, where T2* 
is the effective transverse relaxation time.  
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at which the sample was drawn makes its use impractical187.  Another option is to use a fixed 

VIF for all subjects, whereby a VIF is first measured in blood samples in a small cohort of 

subjects, and the resulting average VIF is then assumed to be valid for subsequent studies313. 

Although such an approach simplifies data acquisition, large variations can occur in the 

actual VIF between subjects and scan visits due to both technical (e.g. differences in 

injection timing and dose) and patient specific factors (e.g. cardiac output,  caffeine intake, 

atherosclerosis)187,309,313.  

Methods have therefore been developed that allow simultaneous measurement of plasma 

GBCA concentration changes in both the blood and tissue under study permitting VIF to be 

accurately measured on an individual patient basis168,187,313. For such methods a large vessel 

needs to be present within the field-of-view and the images must be acquired so that the 

acquired signal faithfully reflects variations in the plasma GBCA concentration rather than 

partial volume effects or in-flow artefacts168,313. Intracranially, Cp(t) can be obtained from 

voxels in either the internal carotid arteries (ICA) or the superior sagittal sinus (SSS). Use 

of the ICA, however, is vulnerable to partial volume effects especially in low spatial 

resolution datasets and a good approximation can be achieved by instead measuring the input 

function in the SSS (Fig.3.5). This was the approach adopted in the following presented 

studies314–316.  

This SSS VIF measurement technique has been previously described and uses a semi‐

automatic extraction method, to identify voxels within the SSS that display maximum 

enhancement during the first-pass of the GBCA bolus168.   In brief, a region of interest (ROI) 

was manually defined within the vertical portion of the SSS and the SI time course for all 

voxels within this ROI were extracted. For each voxel the area under the SI enhancing curve 

(AUC30) within 30 seconds of the bolus arrival time (BAT) was then calculated and a mean 

SI-time curve was calculated from the 20 voxels with the highest AUC30. This mean SI-time 

curve is then converted to a plasma GBCA concentration time curve Cp(t) and the first-pass 

data from this curve  are fitted using a gamma variate function (Fig.3.6)168.  As a final step 

prior to kinetic modelling the bolus arrival time (BAT) for each tissue voxel was estimated 

and the Cp(t) measured from the SSS time-shifted to align with the BAT of each tissue GBCA 

concentration-time curve. The BAT of the voxel Ct(t) curves was first estimated to the 

nearest integer value using  the linear–linear (L–L) model proposed by Cheong et al and 

these value estimates were then subsequently further refined during the kinetic fitting 

procedure317.  
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Fig.3.5  Use of ICA and SSS as a VIF  

Plasma contrast concentration curves, Cp(t), measured from the cavernous portion of ICA (solid line) 
and vertical portion of the SSS (dashed line), following a bolus injection of 0.1 mmol/kg of GBCA.  
Images from a patient with a glioma. First-pass data are fitted using a gamma variate function, which 
excludes GBCA bolus recirculation. Note that whilst there is a 4.7-s delay between the artery and 
vein the degree of dispersion or bolus widening between the ICA and VIF is minimal.  Adapted from: 
“Li KL, Zhu XP, Waterton J, Jackson A. Improved 3D quantitative mapping of blood volume and 
endothelial permeability in brain tumours. J Magn Reson Imaging 2000; 12: 347–357.” 

 

 

Fig.3.6  VIF estimation from superior sagittal sinus (SSS) 

A: ROI is manually defined within the vertical portion of the SSS and the SI time course for all 
voxels within this ROI are extracted. B: A mean SI-time curve is calculated from the 20 voxels with 
the highest AUC30 and converted to a plasma GBCA concentration time curve Cp(t). C:  The first-
pass data from the Cp(t) curve are subsequently fitted using a gamma variate function (solid line) 
and time-shifted to align with the BAT of each tissue GBCA concentration-time curve.   AUC30 = 
Area under the SI enhancing curve within 30 seconds of the bolus arrival time.  

 

3.5.3  DCE-MRI modelling – an overview 
After extraction of a suitable vascular input function, derived tissue GBCA concentration-

time curves can be fitted to a suitable model so that  quantitative biophysical parameters 
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about the tissue under study can be extracted185,186,192. In conventional DCE-MRI modelling, 

tissue is thought of  as comprising three key compartments: the intracellular space (including 

membranes and fibrous tissues), the extravascular-extracellular space or EES, and the 

vascular plasma space (Fig.3.7)186,192.  With MRI these compartments are obviously not 

visible at their natural microscopic scale, but instead they have aggregate bulk tissue 

characteristics, which can be imaged at the voxel or whole tumour ROI level. Conventional 

MRI contrast agents do not pass into the intracellular space due to their non-lipophilicity and 

size, and it is assumed in most modelling approaches that GBCA entering each compartment 

is instantaneously distributed uniformly throughout its entirety186,318.  The three 

compartments can be expressed as fractions of tissue volume, so that vi+ve+vp =1 and vp= 

vb (1-Hct), where vi is the fraction occupied by the ‘intracellular’ space, ve is the EES fraction, 

vp is the fraction occupied by blood plasma, vb is the fraction occupied by whole blood, and 

Hct is the haematocrit (typically about 0.4)186.  

Most modelling approaches assume that the factors, which influence GBCA distribution in 

the intravascular space and the EES are assumed to be restricted to the endothelial 

permeability surface area product PS (ml g–1 min–1) and blood flow Fp (ml g-1 min–1)184,187,319 . 

Whilst some approaches attempt to consider other factors such as the rate of GBCA 

distribution within each compartment, the degree of tracer diffusion in regions of necrosis 

or oedema, and GBCA movement due to lymphatic drainage, in general a simplified model 

of diffusive transport is assumed and these processes are viewed as confounding factors. 
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Fig.3.7  Compartmental modelling in DCE-MRI  

Tissue is thought of as comprising three key compartments: the intracellular space (vi), the 
extravascular-extracellular space (ve) and the vascular plasma space (vp). Clinically available MRI 
contrast agents do not enter vi. Contrast agent leakage is governed by blood flow, the concentration 
difference between vp and ve and by the endothelial permeability surface area product PS (ml g–1 
min–1).  Adapted from: “O’Connor JPB, Jackson A, Parker GJM, Jayson GC. DCE-MRI biomarkers 
in the clinical evaluation of antiangiogenic and vascular disrupting agents. Br. J. Cancer. 2007; 96: 
189–195”. 

 

3.5.4  The Tofts and extended Toft model (ETM) 
To date, two of the most widely used modelling approaches for the quantitative analysis of 

DCE-MRI data are the Tofts-Kermode model (TM) and later extended Tofts model (ETM). 

Both models have as their foundation the simple rate equation describing diffusive flux 

across a semi-permeable membrane, in this case the endothelial capillary wall, from a region 

of high concentration to low concentration186,320,321 . Whilst in reality the in vivo situation is 

considerably more complex than this, with multiple cell layers and basement membranes of 

differing permeabilities, the overall permeability of the capillary endothelium  to diffusive 

flux of the contrast agent can still be reduced to a volume averaged bulk first order 

parameter186.  In 1991 Tofts and Kermode therefore described a simple compartmental 

model for DCE-MRI analysis which consisted of one tissue compartment and one vascular 

compartment separated by a semi-permeable capillary membrane. In this model the rate of 

accumulation and wash-out of an extracellular contrast medium in the EES could be 

described using a variant on the general rate equation192,319, 

𝒅𝒅𝑴𝑴
𝒅𝒅𝑪𝑪𝑴𝑴(𝒅𝒅)
𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅

= 𝑲𝑲𝒅𝒅𝒕𝒕𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝒅𝒅((𝑪𝑪𝒆𝒆(𝒅𝒅) − 𝑪𝑪𝑴𝑴(𝒅𝒅))    Eq.3.7: Tofts-Kermode model 

where Ce is the GBCA concentration in the EES or ve; Cp is the GBCA concentration in the 

vascular plasma space or vp; and Ktrans is the volume transfer constant between vp and 
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ve186,192,319. At time of reporting, the biological applicability of this model was demonstrated 

by Tofts and Kermode through its use with DCE-MRI data obtained in patients with multiple 

sclerosis. In particular they demonstrated higher Ktrans in acute compared to chronic lesions,  

consistent with increased vascular permeability seen in these acute lesions319.   

A limitation of the model outlined above is the assumption that the tracer concentration in 

the tissue, Ct,  as a whole is not influenced by the GBCA concentration in the vessels, vp, but 

instead mostly reflects the EES (i.e. Ct ≈ veCe)186,192,319 . In normal or weakly vascularised 

tissues, this assumption holds187,192,310. In tumours such as VS, however, vascular volume 

can be much higher and failure to account for this increased vascular volume can lead to 

model fitting errors and artefactually high estimated Ktrans values within tumour blood 

vessels186,309. In subsequent models investigators have therefore sought to incorporate the 

effects of a significant vascular volume184,305,311,322 and the most straightforward and most 

widely used approach is to generalize the original Tofts model to allow for an intravascular 

contribution (𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝), or the so called extended Tofts model (ETM, Eq. 3.8).   

𝑪𝑪𝒅𝒅(𝒅𝒅) = 𝒅𝒅𝒆𝒆𝑪𝑪𝒆𝒆(𝒅𝒅) +  𝑲𝑲𝒅𝒅𝒕𝒕𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝒅𝒅 ∫ 𝑪𝑪𝒆𝒆
𝑰𝑰
𝟎𝟎 (𝒅𝒅′) 𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 �−𝑲𝑲

𝒅𝒅𝒕𝒕𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝒅𝒅�𝒅𝒅−𝒅𝒅′�
𝒅𝒅𝑴𝑴

� 𝒅𝒅′          Eq.3.8: ETM 

 

3.5.5  Physiological interpretation of Ktrans ( the transfer constant) 
In the original formulation of the Tofts-Kermode model, it was assumed that trans-

endothelial leakage was low enough and blood flow (Fp) high enough that there would not 

be significant local depletion of GBCA concentration in the capillary bed186,319. In this 

permeability-limited case (PS<< Fp), Ktrans is just the permeability surface area product per 

unit volume (PSρ), where, PS is the permeability surface area product per unit mass of tissue 

(ml g–1 min–1), and ρ is the tissue density (g ml–1). If, however, the delivery of the contrast 

medium to a tissue is insufficient (Fp << PS), blood perfusion will be the dominant factor 

determining contrast agent kinetics, and Ktrans approximates Fpρ(1-Hct)186,192. In high-

permeability situations therefore (where flux across the endothelium is flow limited), the 

transfer constant is equal to the blood plasma flow per unit volume of tissue.  Tracer uptake 

may conversely be limited by both blood flow and permeability186,192,323. In this case Ktrans is 

equal to EFρ(1-Hct), where E is the extraction fraction of the tracer (i.e. the fraction of tracer 

that is extracted from vp into ve in a single capillary transit)186,192.   

Sourbron et al explored conditions through which the TM and ETM are valid using 

mathematical arguments and simulations323. They demonstrated that in the case of the mixed 
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flow-permeability limited regime the interpretation of Ktrans is dominated by the smallest 

parameter i.e., if PS << Fp then Ktrans≈ PS, but if PS>> Fp then Ktrans ≈ Fp. As such whilst 

Ktrans has different physiologic interpretations depending on the balance between capillary 

permeability and blood flow in the tissue of interest, in the case of highly perfused tissues 

with a significant vascular component, the only possible interpretation for Ktrans is PS323.  

 

3.5.6  Alternative DCE-MRI models  
The number of clinical applications using the Tofts models has increased rapidly in recent 

years and both the Tofts model (TM) and the extended version (ETM)  are frequently 

recommended for tumour characterization190,191,193,299,323–325. A limitation to both the TM and 

ETM, however, is that Ktrans is a hybrid parameter of F and PS. For that reason, more complex 

second-generation models have been introduced, which attempt to separate perfusion from 

permeability. These second generation models can be broadly divided into compartmental 

models such as the two-compartment exchange model (2CXM) and plug flow models such 

as the adiabatic approximation to the Tissue Homogeneity Model (AAHTM) and the gamma 

Capillary Transit Time Model (GCTTM)310.  Further details of these alternative models are 

provided in Chapter 8, further work.  

Whilst these second-generation models have received increased attention within the DCE-

MRI community, in many studies of tumour biology such as the ones presented within this 

thesis, the ETM is favoured due to its simplicity and the straightforward definition of its 

parameters. Successful application of the AATHM, for example, requires a temporal 

resolution in the order of 1 s for accurate parameter estimation limiting its application in 

clinical trials. The presence of multiple parameters furthermore makes it unstable and highly 

sensitive to poor signal to noise in the underlying data186.  Within our institution we have 

considerable experience in using the ETM to analyse low-dose high temporal DCE MRI data 

in a range of CNS tumours from meningioma to glioma168,193,299,326. In the context of  VS as 

a disease a previous study utilising a dual temporal resolution technique (ICR-DICE) 

demonstrated that tumour Ktrans estimates derived from use of the ETM had strong predictive 

power in determining the treatment response of NF2-related VSs to bevacizumab (Avastin®) 

treatment193.  For these reasons the ETM was chosen as the primary model for studying 

DCE-MRI derived biomarkers of tumour microenvironment in VS.   
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3.5.7  DCE-MRI limitations  
Use of DCE-MRI data for the quantitative characterization of tumour microvasculature has 

increased rapidly in recent years190,191,323–325. There are, however, a number of key 

assumptions and limitations to the modelling of DCE-MRI data, which must be considered 

when evaluating the accuracy and biological relevance of derived kinetic parameter 

estimates using this method186. Because contrast agents occupy only the plasma 

compartment of the blood, one parameter that can impact on the accuracy of kinetic 

parameter estimates derived from DCE-MRI is blood haematocrit186. In the presented work, 

in line with many previously published DCE-MRI studies, a uniform blood haematocrit 

value of 0.4 was assumed, but such assumptions may be incorrect. This may be especially 

true in cancer studies which include unwell patients in the later/ terminal phases of illness 

with reductions in Hct compared to other patient groups. Even if these differences between 

patients are accounted for through blood sampling and measurement of peripheral blood Hct, 

differences in Hct between large vessels such as the ICA or SSS where the VIF measurement 

is performed and the microvasculature where GBCA exchange occurs may still exist186. In 

normal capillary beds Hct is approximately 0.7 of that in large vessels due to reduced red 

blood cell packing; but in tumours with poorly-formed and variably perfused vessels this 

difference may be considerably more or less186.  

 

3.5.8  Transcytolemmal water exchange- is it a problem in DCE-MRI? 

Another assumption that needs to be considered in DCE-MRI is that of transcytolemmal 

water exchange.  Unlike PET imaging, in DCE-MRI the concentration of GBCA is not 

measured directly but instead indirectly estimated through  changes in the longitudinal 

relaxation rate, R1, of water molecules in the tissue environment327. In biological tissues it 

is assumed that there is a linear relationship between GBCA concentration and R1 similar to 

that observed in homogenous water solutions. It has been known for many years, however, 

that this assumption may not hold and that water movement between different tissue 

compartments may impact on measured R1 values327,328. Water occupies four principal 

compartments in biological tissues: the intracellular space, the EES, the blood plasma space, 

and the inside of erythrocytes (red blood cells). It is generally accepted that whereas water 

exchange between erythrocytes and plasma is extremely rapid due to the high water 

permeability of the erythrocyte membrane, transendothelial or plasma-EES water exchange 

is relatively slow328. There is little agreement, however, about the rate of cellular-interstitial 
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(also known as transcytolemmal) water exchange and this may have implications for the 

measured R1 in tissue. If transcytolemmal water exchange is very fast i.e. occurs at the so-

called fast exchange limit then water exchange between tissue compartments can be 

neglected and we measure a single average tissue longitudinal relaxation rate, R1327–329. If, 

however, transcytolemmal water exchange is much slower a difference in the R1 of the 

intracellular space and  EES can occur resulting in an observed biexponential R1 and non-

linearity between R1 and GBCA concentration327,328,330,331.  

Both the Tofts and extended Tofts model assume infinitely fast transcytolemmal water 

exchange between the EES and the intracellular space and it has been argued by some 

authors that in these models unaccounted water exchange effects may result in 

underestimates in the measured tissue GBCA concentration328,332,333. As such previous 

authors have attempted to quantify transcytolemmal water exchange alongside tracer 

kinetics through models such as the shutter speed model and later variants327,328,331,334. 

Within the DCE-MRI community the shutter-speed model initially generated considerable 

interest as it was found in breast tumour studies to fit the data better than the standard one-

compartment Tofts model192,335–337. In addition it yields estimates of an additional parameter, 

τi, (mean intracellular water molecule lifetime), which was suggested to reflect important 

cellular characteristics192,335–337. Other authors have argued, however, that in a typical DCE-

MRI experiment the use of spoiled gradient echo sequences and larger flip angles, such as 

those used in the presented studies, are by design, water exchange-insensitive19328,337,338. 

Buckley et al furthermore demonstrated that both the shutter-speed and its parent model, the 

full two-pool water exchange model, are unable to produce accurate and reliable estimates 

of τi from noise-free simulated DCE-MRI data,  even when the flip angle is reduced to 8 

degrees to enhance water exchange327,328. They demonstrated that the shutter-speed model is 

ill-posed (i.e. no or unstable solution); has significant covariate fitting errors; and produces 

systematic errors in Ktrans and ve estimates with neglected vascular signal in the modelling 

being confused for water exchange327. For these reasons, the shutter speed and full two-pool 

water exchange models were not adopted for analysis of DCE-MRI data in this thesis.  

 

3.5.9  Derivation of tumour absolute blood flow estimates 
Alongside derivation of microvascular kinetic parameters using the ETM, in chapter 5 a 

previously developed T1W early time points method was also used to also derive voxelwise 

maps of absolute cerebral blood flow (CBFET) estimates from the acquired LDHT DCE-MRI 
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datasets. This method of deriving CBFET from DCE-MRI has been previously described and 

is based on the maximum gradient approach to blood flow estimation168. An average 

concentration (AC) based method, termed ACcomb was used for determining the maximum 

gradient of the early tissue-concentration time course, Ct(t) and CBFET. In a previous study 

Monte Carlo analysis and clinical data application demonstrated that this average 

concentration based method (ACcomb) for CBFET  displayed better reproducibility and 

provided more accurate estimates of absolute CBF in both GM (55.9 ± 13.9 ml/100ml/min) 

and WM (25.8 ± 3.5 ml/100ml/min) than conventional maximum gradient approaches168,339. 

For a more complete discussion of the technique see Li et al, 2018168.  

 

3.6  Tumour volumetric analysis 
As discussed in section 3.1 above, to confirm the MDT defined growth status of both the 

sporadic and the NF2-related VSs included in subsequent studies, volumetric measurements 

of tumour size were made. Whilst linear measurements of tumour size in two dimensions 

are widely used in clinical practice, because these tumours often assume complex shapes, 

linear measurements can inaccurately estimate tumour volume and many studies support 

volumetric analysis as a measure for quantifying VS growth340–344.  

Individual tumour volumes at each timepoint were determined through semi-automatic 

segmentation using the BrainLab iPlan software (BrainLAB, Feldkirchen, Germany)55,343.  

To evaluate tumour growth rates, volumetric measurements of tumour size were made for 

both the study MRI scan and the preceding clinical scan and growth expressed as annual 

adjusted growth rate in cm3/year. Post-contrast sequences are not commonly employed in 

the clinical radiological follow-up of sporadic VSs at our centre and for this reason acquired 

high spatial resolution T2W images (i.e., T2W-DRIVE) were used for tumour growth rate 

estimation. Where available T1W post–contrast sequences were used for corroboration of 

tumour volume changes measured on T2W images. For the NF2-related VS cohort, which 

undergo regular tumour growth assessment through contrast enhanced MRI as part of routine 

clinical follow up, tumour volumetric change was measured on acquired post-contrast 

sequences and corroborated where available against high spatial resolution T2W images.  

For specific comparison of tumour volumes between sporadic and NF2-related VSs the high 

resolution post-contrast 3D T1W gradient images, obtained as part of the study MRI protocol, 

were used (see chapter 5). For the longitudinal MRI study presented in chapter 6, VSs were 

imaged using a matched MRI acquisition at up to four different timepoints. To evaluate 
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tumour volumetric change over the study period post-contrast T1W imaging was used for 

all segmentations and where this was not available e.g., 8 weeks post-treatment, tumours 

were instead manually delineated on high spatial resolution T2W sequences. For all studies, 

the results of tumour segmentations were reviewed and where necessary, edited by an 

experienced neuroradiologist.   

 

3.6.1  Repeatability of volume measurements 
The repeatability of volume measurements is an important consideration and in preliminary 

work as part of this thesis the intra- and interobserver repeatability of VS volume 

measurements on high spatial resolution T2W (e.g., T2W-DRIVE) and post-contrast T1W 

images was evaluated. Imaging from nineteen patients with sporadic VS at two timepoints 

were used (study MRI scan and the preceding clinical scan). To evaluate intra-observer 

repeatability the VS volume on each image set was measured twice by the same observer 

(DL) in a blinded fashion, six-months apart. To evaluate inter-observer repeatability, two 

observers each trained and experienced in performing the volume segmentation measured 

each VS volume independently.  

The repeatability of tumour volume measurements across the 38 images was evaluated using 

the mean test–retest coefficient of variation (CoV), where for each subject, i, the CoV is the 

SD, σi, for all measurements on that subject, divided by the mean, μi, for the subject345,346. 

As a supporting measure of intra- and inter-observer repeatability the average measures 

intraclass correlation coefficient was also calculated using an absolute-agreement, 2-way 

mixed-effects model347.  Bland Altman analysis was used for evaluating the 95% limit of 

agreement within and between observers348. Finally in order to define a threshold value for 

significant VS volume change the least detected difference (LDD)349,350 for each MRI 

acquisition (T2W, T1W post-contrast), was determined using the following formula 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =

20.5  × 1.96 × 𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝑊𝑊 , where SDW = standard deviation of test re-test within or across 

observers.  

The results of this repeatability analysis are shown in Table 3.1 below. Intra- and inter-

observer repeatability of VS volume measurements on high spatial resolution T2W imaging 

was good with a mean (± SD) test–retest coefficient of variation (CoV) of 1.53% (±1.23) 

and 6.94% (±3.89) respectively and an ICC of >0.99. Whilst intra- and inter-observer 

repeatability was poorer for acquired post-contrast T1W images, potentially reflecting the 

coarser spatial resolution of these images, the mean test–retest CoV in both cases was < 10%.  
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Based on the results of the inter-observer repeatability study, the LDD in VS volume (i.e., 

the smallest volume change, not attributable to inter-observer measurement error, that can 

be detected) was 0.26cm3 (95% CI 0.18, 0.34 cm3) for the T2W images and 0.38 cm3 (95% 

CI 0.26, 0.52 cm3) for the post-contrast T1W imagesxx. 

Table 3.1:   Intra- and inter-observer repeatability of VS volume measurements 

 Repeatability 
estimate 

High spatial resolution  
T2W acquisition 

(n=38 images) 

Post-contrast T1W  
Acquisition 

(n=20 images) 

Intra-observer Inter-observer Intra-observer Inter-observer 

Mean CoV (%) ± SD 
1.53 

(±1.23) 
6.94 

(±3.89) 
5.22 

(3.36) 
9.24 

(8.45) 

ICC
a
 0.999 0.995 0.992 0.997 

95% Limit of Agreement -0.08, 0.08 -0.20, 0.38 -0.41, 0.47 -0.46, 0.07 

Mean LDD, cm
3
 

(95% CI) 
0.05 

(0.03, 0.07) 
0.26 

(0.18, 0.34) 
0.30 

(0.15, 0.44) 
0.38 

(0.26, 0.52) 
Mean (+/- S.D) test-retest coefficient of variation (CoV) values reported for both intra-observer and inter-
observer volume measurement comparison. 

a
Average measures ICC estimates are reported based on an 

absolute-agreement, 2-way mixed-effects model.  
 

 

3.7  Sodium MRI acquisition 
In conventional 1H MRI spatial encoding is performed by orthogonal phase and frequency 

encoding of refocused echoes of the MR signal351. In these conventional sequences, k-space 

(an image matrix within which this raw imaging data is stored) is filled sequentially as a 

rectangular box, one line at a time352. This method takes time, however, and this becomes an 

issue when ultra-short TEs are required such as in 23Na-MRI. An alternative is projection 

imaging, in which the phase encoding and frequency encoding gradients are not separate in 

time, but instead turned on at the same time, allowing phase and frequency information to 

be encoded into the signal using very short TEs352–355. A traditional disadvantage of these 

projection imaging techniques is that the centre of k-space, which contains the low frequency 

data is densely sampled whilst the periphery of k-space, containing the high frequency data 

 
 
xx A comparison of these calculated threshold volumes with the reported growth rates for the sporadic VSs 
included in Chapter 4 and 5 demonstrates that in the case of included shrinking tumours (median annual 
adjusted growth = -0.28cm3/yr., IQR= -0.09, -0.46 cm3/yr., n=4) and growing tumours (median annual adjusted 
growth =0.77cm3/yr., IQR= 0.59, 1.29 cm3/yr., n=12), the median VS growth rates exceeded the mean LDD 
threshold. In the case of static tumours, the growth rates were below this threshold (median annual adjusted 
growth =0.02cm3/yr., IQR= -0.02, 0.09 cm3/yr., n=8) corroborating the non-significant growth seen in this 
tumour population.  
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is undersampled. In MRI data processing, the lowest sampling density determines the spatial 

resolution meaning that many more projections are required to increase the sampling density 

at the periphery of k-space, resulting in longer total acquisition times236. This problem can 

be counteracted by modifying the k-space trajectory, and this has been shown to provide 

better sampling of the high spatial frequencies in both 2D356–358 and 3D236,359,360.   

One option to the problems outline above is to use a spiral acquisition, the approach adopted 

for measuring 23Na-MRI signal in chapter 6 of this thesis. The basis of the spiral acquisition 

is that spatial encoding gradients with increasing sinusoidal amplitudes are used to fill  k-

space with a spiral pattern, which starts at the centre and subsequently spirals outward as the 

gradient amplitude increases357,361,362. Through removing the requirement for separate 

applications of the phase and frequency encoding gradient, the spiral acquisition allows all 

of k-space to be filled in one spiral using gradient echo pulses with very short TRs and TEs.  

Use of spiral imaging and other non-cartesian k-space filling methods for spatial encoding 

have grown considerably in 23Na-MRI210,238–240. In healthy volunteer studies performed as 

part of the experimental work-up to this thesis,  use of the spiral 23Na-MR acquisition 

permitted acquisition of whole-brain 23Na-MRI images in clinically usable timeframes 

(<15mins), with adequate spatial resolution  (isotropic voxel size of 4mm3) and good SNR 

(Fig.3.8) 

 

3.7.1  Quantification of total sodium concentration 
Conversion of 23Na-MRI signal intensity to sodium concentration estimates requires 

calibration phantoms of known concentrations to be placed within the FOV and as outlined 

in chapter 6, two sodium calibration phantoms made from a stock of 60 mM and 120 mM 

sodium chloride (NaCl) in water with 4% agarose were used210. These phantoms were 

produced in Manchester and were cylindrical tubes of 30 ml capacity (physical dimensions 

2.45 × 8.9 cm; Dutscher, France), filled with the stock solution. These were placed beside 

the ear defenders/headphones worn by the subjects to include them in the imaging field-of-

view (FOV)210,237. Regular quality assurance scans using the phantoms and commercial 0.9% 

saline preparations (Baxter Healthcare Inc, Deerfield, IL, USA) as a calibrant demonstrated 

that the concentrations within both phantoms were stable over the course of the study, with 

mean concentrations of 56 ± 3mM and 123 ± 4mM.   

The spiral 23Na-MRI images were reconstructed on the scanner and the TSC maps were 

subsequently calculated offline based on the calibration phantoms placed in the FOV 
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using MATLAB 2015a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA)363. A power image noise 

correction was then applied to the reconstructed images, and the resulting images were then 

used for generating voxelwise maps of total sodium concentration (TSC, Fig.3.8). Noise 

correction of the sodium images was undertaken using the method described by Miller and 

Joseph. This correction involved squaring the signal in the image, measuring the squared 

mean pixel value from a ROI in the background (outside the patient) for each slice, 

subtracting this value from all pixels in the squared image and calculating the square 

root364,365. 

 

Fig.3.8  Spiral 23Na-MRI acquisition  

Images from a 31 yr. old healthy male volunteer imaged using a spiral 23Na-MRI acquisition (7 
averages, total acquisition time ~ 14 mins). From left to right: axial T1W image; axial 23Na-MRI 
image (voxel size:  4 x 4 x 4 mm3); calculated total sodium concentration (TSC) map.  Mean TSC 
values for GM, WM and CSF (lateral ventricle) were 41.3 ± 8.53, 39.4 ± 9.29mM and 114 ± 
9.41mM in line with previously reported literature values210. Images obtained using 3T Philips 
Achieva scanner, University of Manchester. 
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3.8  Tissue analyses 
Ethical approval was in place for all tissue analyses (REC reference 15/NW/0429 and 

10/H1008/74) and prospectively recruited patients were consented for later use of tumour 

tissue.  Across all studies (inc. Appendix A) tissue from 27 VSs that had undergone DCE-

MRI imaging and a separate cohort of 12 previously resected NF2-related VSs were analysed.  

Different approaches can be utilised for surgical resection of a VS and in the UK the 

retrosigmoid and translabyrinthine surgical approaches predominate. Less commonly 

employed operations are the middle fossa, the extended middle fossa and transotic 

approaches4. For the following studies all VS surgeries with the exception of one tumour, 

for which a retrosigmoid approach was adopted, were performed using a translabyrinthine 

surgical approach, which is the preferred surgical approach by the skull base neurosurgery 

team at Salford Royal Hospital.  

The translabyrinthine approach is typically performed as a joint procedure between ENT 

surgeons and neurosurgeons and following a retroauricular incision, a mastoidectomy and 

labyrinthectomy is undertaken to allow exposure to the internal acoustic canal (IAC) and the 

dura of the middle and posterior fossa4. The main advantages of the translabyrinthine 

approach is that it allows early identification of the facial nerve and tumour; avoids the need 

for cerebellar retraction; provides good access to a wide range of tumour sizes, and is 

associated with low rates of post-operative CSF leak4. Its major disadvantage is that it does 

not allow for hearing preservation, and is therefore most appropriate for patients with non-

serviceable or absent hearing pre-operatively366.  

For small VSs (Koos grade I/II) in this study, en bloc tumour resection was often possible 

allowing the tumour to be resected whole after dissection off the facial and vestibulocochlear 

nerves. For larger tumours (Koos grade III/IV), where this is not possible piecemeal 

dissection was undertaken. Acquired tissue blocks were reviewed by an experienced 

neuropathologist (Prof Federico Roncaroli) and representative tissue sections taken for 

downstream tissue analysis.  

 

3.8.1  Immunoperoxidase immunohistochemistry 
Tissues were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin in all cases. Frozen 

samples were collected for 10 patients (6 sporadic and 4 NF2-related VSs). Serial 5-µm 

sections were cut from each paraffin block and used for haematoxylin and eosin (H&E), 

immunoperoxidase immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence. For Iba1 (ionized 
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calcium-binding adapter molecule 1), CD31, Ki67, TSPO and fibrinogen immunostaining, 

single and double immunoperoxidase immunohistochemistry was performed using the 

Roche Ventana BenchMark Ultra autostainer (Roche, USA) following established routine 

diagnostic protocols (see table below for details of primary antibodies used). 

For VEGF and VEGFR-1 immunostaining, immunoperoxidase immunohistochemistry was 

performed manually. Sections were dewaxed in xylene and rehydrated through a graded 

alcohol series (100%, 90%, 70% alcohol) and distilled water. Endogenous peroxidase was 

quenched in 3% hydrogen peroxide in methanol for 30 minutes at room temperature. 

Sections were then incubated in normal horse serum for 30 minutes at room temperature. 

Primary antibodies were diluted in normal serum and were overlaid overnight at 4°C. After 

careful washings in PBS, slides were sequentially incubated with biotinylated secondary 

antibody diluted in normal serum for 30 minutes at room temperature; avidin-biotinylated 

peroxidase solution (VECTASTAIN® Elite® ABC HRP Kit PK-6101, PK-6102, PK-6105, 

Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA) for 30 minutes at room temperature; and 

peroxidase substrate solution (Vector® DAB, 3,3’-diaminobenzidine, SK-4100, Vector 

Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA; Vector® NovaRED™, SK-4800, Vector 

Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA) for 5 minutes at room temperature. Washing 

procedures between each step were performed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Slides 

were counterstained with haematoxylin, dehydrated through a graded alcohol series and 

xylene and finally coverslipped in DPX mounting medium. Negative controls were 

performed substituting the primary antibody with PBS. Normal tonsil and appendix tissues 

served as positive controls. Representative images of positive (+) and negative (-) controls 

for VEGF (1:250, x20HPF) and VEGFR-1 (1:200, x40HPF) immunohistochemical stains 

are shown in chapter 5, supplementary Fig.S1.  
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Table 3. 2:  Antibody technical details for immunohistochemistry/ immunofluorescence   

 

 

3.8.2  Quantitative and semi-quantitative tissue analysis 
For quantitative analysis of immunohistochemical stained sections, twenty representative 

images were taken at x20 magnification from the H&E stained sections and sections stained 

with Iba1, CD31, fibrinogen, VEGF and VEGFR-1 of each case using a 3D-Histech 

Pannoramic-250 microscope slide-scanner (3D Histech Ltd., Budapest, Hungary). All 

images were analysed with the ImageJ software (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). Quantification 

was performed by two independent observers (DL and DM for the results presented in 

chapter 4; DL and CAD for the results presented in chapter 5); inter-observer agreement 

was greater than 95% across all measurements. Results were further validated by an 

experienced neuropathologist (FR) by reviewing and quantifying random images from each 

case.  

 

Antigen 
Antibody 

(Company) 
Host 

species 
Monoclonal / 

polyclonal 
Antibody 

dilution 
Secondary 

antibody 
Peroxidase 

substrate 

Iba1 R 013-27691 

(WAKO) 

Rabbit Polyclonal 1:5000 Goat anti-

rabbit IgG 

NovaRED 

CD31 JC7QA (Agilent 

DAKO) 

Mouse Monoclonal 1:50 Horse anti-

mouse IgG 

DAB 

Fibrinogen A0080 (Agilent 

DAKO) 

Rabbit Polyclonal 1:1000 Goat anti-

rabbit IgG 

DAB 

TSPO PAB7095 

(Abnova) 

Goat Polyclonal 1:500 Rabbit anti-

goat IgG 

DAB 

Ki67 M7240 (Agilent 

DAKO) 

Mouse Monoclonal 1:50 Horse anti-

mouse IgG 

DAB 

VEGF NB 100-664 

(Novus 

Biologicals) 

Mouse Monoclonal 1:250 Horse anti-

mouse IgG 

DAB 

VEGFR-

1/Flt-1 

AF321 (R&D 

Systems) 

Goat Polyclonal 1:200 Rabbit anti-

goat IgG 

DAB 

https://imagej/
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3.8.3  Tumour associated macrophage (TAM) quantification  
Macrophages were identified using an antibody directed against the calcium dependent 

molecule Iba1. Iba1 is a widely recognised marker of macrophages and microglia and it is 

known to be expressed from the ramified, quiescent state to full activation80,143,367,368. Iba1+ 

macrophages were initially quantified through manual counting, and for the tissue results 

presented in chapter 4 this was the methodology used. Macrophages were manually 

counted in each tissue section by two independent observers (DL and DM) using the Kurt 

De Vos cell counter within the Image J program (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) and results were 

then verified by a consultant neuropathologist (FR). The density of Iba1 positive cells was 

reported as the mean and maximum absolute cell number across ten images in addition to 

the mean Iba1 positive cell ratio.  

In chapter 5, a semi-automatic thresholding method in ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) 

was used for Iba1 quantification. In brief, images were colour deconvoluted, the FastBlue 

channel discarded and the FastRed Channel automatically thresholded prior to watershed 

segmentation. The analyze particles tool was used to derive the Iba1+ % surface area (SA) 

coverage for each x20 magnification image and through use of an empirically derived fixed 

size threshold Iba1+ cell counts were derived.  

Counts and SA estimates were validated against previously established manual counts in 48 

representative images (chapter 5, supplementary Fig.S2). The mean Iba1+ cell percentage 

across the twenty images could then be determined for each tumour. As a supporting 

measure, the percentage of Iba1+ surface area coverage across the entire tumour block was 

also derived. Images of each whole tumour block were taken at low magnification and 

using the ImageJ pipeline outlined above the FastRed and FastBlue channel were 

thresholded and segmented to allow derivation of the percentage tumour surface area 

demonstrating either Iba1 positivity or negatively respectively. As shown in chapter 5, 

supplementary Fig.S2, with the exception of one outlier there was a good concordance 

between the Iba1+  cell count derived using the method outlined above and the whole 

tumour block Iba1+ SA estimates (r=0.79, p<0.001). Cell density in each tumour was 

quantified using a previously validated semi-automatic thresholding on the HE-stained 

sections and was reported as the mean cell density across the twenty images55.  

 

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
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3.8.4  TSPO and Ki67 quantification 
TSPO expression was quantified using optical density (OD) as a surrogate value of protein 

density. This approach has proven to be more accurate in correlating PET imaging data and 

TSPO expression in tissue than the measurement of TSPO positive cells as it reflects the 

levels of TSPO available in tissue to bind the imaging probe143.  Thresholding of 5% for 

TSPO was applied and the analyse particles tool used to quantify levels of protein 

expression OD was reported as the mean and maximum values obtained across ten 

representative images.  

Proliferation was calculated as the average Ki67 labelling percentage across 15 fields at 

x20 magnification (five images in each of the three highest Ki67 expressing regions). The 

phenotype of proliferating cells was characterised by combining Iba1 and Ki67 

immunostaining and quantified as describe above, being represented as the average ratio 

of the cells that were Ki67+/Iba1+. A similar double immunostaining approach was used to 

evaluate the number of Iba1+ cells that expressed TSPO. 

 

3.7.5  Microvessel surface area and vascular permeability 
quantification  
Microvessel area was measured in each section by manual outlining CD31 positive 

endothelial cells and it was reported as the mean percentage microvessel SA coverage across 

the twenty images. For analysis of CD31 staining, vessels were enlarged digitally and the 

outermost surface of CD31 positive endothelial cells outlined using the freehand draw tool. 

Outlined areas were added to the ROI manager tool through which the total area of the 

vascular lumens was quantified in each image.  

Several methods have been proposed to evaluate vessel permeability in tissue sections, 

including extravascular fibrinogen assessment. Fibrinogen is a large plasma glycoprotein 

(340 kDa) which is only detectable in areas that have significant endothelial 

disruption369,370. Multiple previous studies have demonstrated fibrinogen as an accurate 

marker of vessel permeability that correlates with other permeability markers such as 

immunoglobulin G369–371. Vascular permeability was therefore determined by measuring 

the OD of fibrinogen around vessels across twenty representative images. For OD 

measurements, images were deconvoluted, the red and green channels discarded, and the 

blue channel taken into consideration370,371. Thresholding of 2% was applied and the analyze 

particles tool was used to quantify fibrinogen levels55. In addition to assessing intertumour 
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differences in immunohistochemical parameters, intratumoural differences in CD31 

microvessel SA coverage, fibrinogen OD and Ki67 cell labelling index between areas of 

high and low Iba1+ macrophage density was also compared in chapter 5. Tissue sections 

from four large sporadic VSs were used for this comparison. Ten representative images were 

taken from each tumour from areas of high and low Iba1+ TAM density respectively. 

 

3.8.5  VEGF and VEGFR-1 quantification  
For IHC stained sections,  semi-quantification of staining intensity for VEGF and VEGFR-

1 was performed independently by two authors blinded to clinical data and the staining 

intensity was classified as: “+++” (strong staining), “++” (moderate staining), “+” (weak 

staining/staining in a few cells), and “0” (no staining).  

To further evaluate VEGF and VEGFR-1 expression at the protein level Western blotting 

was undertaken. Tumour samples were homogenised in RIPA buffer (50mM Tris, 150mM 

NaCl, 1% NP40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS) supplemented with protease 

inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, Gillingham, UK). Samples were incubated on ice for 30 

minutes, centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4°C, and the total amount of proteins 

quantified in the supernatant using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay kit (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).  Samples containing 3µg of whole protein extracts were 

separated on a 4-12% SDS-PAGE gradient gel (Novex™ Tris-Glycine, 4-12%, 

ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and transferred onto a nitrocellulose 

membrane. Protein transfer to the membrane was checked using Ponceau S staining. After 

blocking with 5% non-fat milk in TBS containing 0.1% Tween-20 (TBS-T) for one hour at 

room temperature, the membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C with anti-VEGF 

(NB100-664, Novus Biologicals, LLC, Centennial, CO, USA; dilution 1:1000), anti-

VEGFR-1 (AF321, R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA; dilution 1:2000) and anti-

β-actin (ab8227, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA; dilution 1:1000) primary antibodies. After 

washing with TBS-T, the membranes were incubated for one hour at room temperature with 

horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse (ab97023, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA; 

dilution 1:2000), anti-goat (P0449, Dako, Santa Clara, CA, USA; dilution 1:5000) and anti-

rabbit (ab205718, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA; dilution 1:5000) secondary antibodies. 

After additional washing in TBS-T, chemiluminescent signal was developed using Clarity 

western ECL substrate (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) and images were acquired using 

ChemiDoc MP Imager (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). 
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To evaluate if TAM were the cellular source of VEGF expression in tumour samples double 

immunofluorescence was performed on the four sporadic and four NF2-related VSs with the 

highest macrophage density. Deparaffinization and rehydration were carried out following a 

standard protocol. Sections were incubated with 10% goat normal serum for one hour at 

room temperature and then incubated overnight at 4°C with a cocktail of anti-Iba1 (013-

27691, FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corporation, Osaka, Japan; dilution 1:5000) and 

anti-VEGF (NB 100-664, Novus Biologicals, LLC, Centennial, CO, USA; dilution 1:250) 

antibodies diluted in goat serum buffer solution. VEGF was detected through a secondary 

goat anti-mouse antibody (Alexa Fluor® 488, A-11029, Invitrogen™, ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; dilution 1:1000) and Iba1 through a secondary goat anti-

rabbit antibody (Alexa Fluor® 594, A-11037, Invitrogen™, ThermoFisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA, USA; dilution 1:1000) after incubation for one hour at room temperature in 

the dark. All washing procedures were performed in TBS (1x Tris Buffered Saline, G 

Biosciences®, St Louis, MO, USA). Finally, sections were coverslipped using a mountant 

for fluorescence microscopy with DAPI (ProLong™ Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI, 

ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Images were acquired on a 3D-Histech 

Pannoramic-250 microscope slide-scanner using a 20x/0.30 Plan Achromat objective (Zeiss, 

Oberkochen, Germany). The DAPI, FITC and TRITC filters were set and images processed 

using CaseViewer software (3D Histech Ltd., Budapest, Hungary). Double 

immunofluorescence for Iba1/VEGFR-1 was attempted but we were unable to confirm the 

expression of VEGFR-1 in TAMs due to low signal of VEGFR-1 in immunofluorescence. 
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4.1  Personal contribution to project  
The study was conceived and designed prior to commencement of my PhD programme by 

Prof Alan Jackson, Prof Andrew King, Mr David Coope and Mr Omar Pathmanaban. At 

time of my starting ethics for the study was already in place and seven out of the nineteen 

patients had been recruited and scanned. My personal contribution to the project was: 

recruitment and scanning of the remaining 12 patients within the study cohort; processing 

and analysis of PET data for all 19 patients; processing and analysis of the MRI data for all 

19 patients; and tissue analysis on all 8 resected tumour specimens. In addition, I was 

responsible for the preparation of results; statistical analysis; and preparation of both the 

original and revised manuscript for submission. For the tissue sectioning, 

immunohistochemical staining and tissue analysis I received technical support and guidance 

from Mr Ricky Williams (biobank technician), Mr Dominic Mosses (research associate), 

and Prof Federico Roncaroli (Chair in Neuropathology).  

 

4.2  Significance of the study 
Previous evidence based on tissue analysis suggested that inflammation and angiogenesis 

may be relevant to sporadic VS growth, but no in vivo studies have ever been performed. In 

this chapter a prospective combined imaging and neuropathology study of 19 patients with 

sporadic vestibular schwannoma is presented. Using an established TSPO PET tracer for 

inflammation 11C-(R)-PK11195 and DCE-MRI derived vascular biomarkers this work 

demonstrates, for the first in vivo, that increased inflammation and vascular permeability 

correlate with growth in sporadic VS. An included tissue analysis demonstrates that 

intratumoural inflammatory cells, namely tumour associated macrophages (TAM) are the 

major source of increased 11C-(R)-PK11195 binding within growing VSs, and that within 

these tumours macrophages rather than Schwann cells accounted for the majority of 

proliferating cells. This study is the first to provide an estimate of the inflammatory 

contribution to static tumours as well as the growing tumours that have previously been 

characterized ex vivo, and the results of this work implicate further investigation of these 

imaging biomarkers as predictors of both tumour growth and inflammatory cell burden in 

VS. Further research into the role inflammation play in VS growth should be undertaken and 

through presenting early data on two potential imaging biomarkers for detecting 

inflammation in VS these results represent an important first step in the development and 

clinical testing of inflammation targeting agents against this disease.   
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4.3  Abstract  
 

Background: Inflammation is hypothesized to be a key event in the growth of sporadic 

vestibular schwannoma (VS). In this study we sought to investigate the relationship between 

inflammation and tumour growth in vivo using the PET tracer 11C-(R)-PK11195 and 

dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI derived vascular biomarkers.  

Methods: Nineteen patients with sporadic VS (8 static, 7 growing and 4 shrinking 

tumours), underwent prospective imaging with dynamic 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET and a 

comprehensive MR protocol; including high temporal resolution DCE-MRI in fifteen 

patients. An inter-tumour comparison of 11C-(R)-PK11195 binding potential (BPND) and 

DCE-MRI derived vascular biomarkers (Ktrans, vp, ve) across the three different tumour 

growth cohorts was undertaken. Tissue of eight tumours was examined with 

immunohistochemistry markers for inflammation (Iba1), neoplastic cells (S-100 protein), 

vessels (CD31), the PK11195 target Translocator protein (TSPO), fibrinogen for vascular 

permeability, and proliferation (Ki67). Results were correlated with PET and DCE-MRI data.  

Results: Compared to static tumours, growing VSs displayed significantly higher 

mean 11C-(R)-PK11195 BPND (-0.07 vs 0.47, p=0.020), and higher mean tumour Ktrans (0.06 

vs 0.14, p=0.004). Immunohistochemistry confirmed the imaging findings and demonstrated 

that TSPO is predominantly expressed in macrophages. Within growing VSs, macrophages 

rather than tumour cells accounted for the majority of proliferating cells.  

 Discussion:  We present the first in vivo imaging evidence of increased inflammation 

within growing sporadic VS. Our results demonstrate that 11C-(R)-PK11195 specific binding 

and DCE-MRI derived parameters can be used as imaging biomarkers of inflammation and 

vascular permeability in this tumour group.  

Keywords: Vestibular schwannoma, inflammation, TSPO, PET imaging, DCE-MRI 
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4.4  Introduction 
Vestibular schwannoma (VS) is a benign tumour arising from the vestibular component of 

the VIII cranial nerve.  They account for approximately 8% of intracranial tumours in adults 

with an incidence of 1 per 100,0002 and occur most commonly as a sporadic lesion. Sporadic 

VS are thought to be caused by inactivation of the NF2 gene and loss of the suppressor 

protein merlin1. Although regarded as a benign tumour in the World Health Organization 

(WHO) classification, VS can cause significant morbidity both in terms of the tumour itself 

and the treatment thereof. A specific challenge in the management of VS is that only about 

one third of sporadic VS grow while two thirds of them remain stable or less commonly 

shrink20. At present there is no method for identifying which tumours will grow and which 

will not. Treatment options include therefore conservative management of static tumours, 

and surgery or radiotherapy (often stereotactic radiosurgery) for growing tumours. Growing 

tumours, left untreated, will eventually produce brain stem and cerebellar compression, 

cranial nerve dysfunction and hydrocephalus, with potential risks including trigeminal and 

bulbar dysfunction, stroke, blindness and death. Treatment related morbidity, which includes 

this same list but in addition the specific risk of facial nerve paralysis, is less when tumours 

are diagnosed and treated whilst they remain small23. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is 

generally accepted to be a treatment option only for tumours smaller than 3cm in diameter23. 

Predicting growth in individual VS at presentation would enable early intervention and 

therefore optimize outcomes. 

The mechanisms that trigger and maintain growth in VS remain unclear. Previous studies 

have shown a poor association between classical markers of neoplasia such as cellular 

proliferation indices and tumour growth42.  While cyst formation may contribute to volume 

increase in some instances59, it has been suggested that inflammation and angiogenesis may 

also play a pivotal role42,77. In neurofibromatosis type II (NF2)-associated VS, angiogenesis 

has proven to be  sufficiently critical to tumour growth that it provides a specific therapeutic 

target with demonstrable response to the anti-angiogenic agent Bevacizumab86. 

Angiogenesis may also  play a role in sporadic VS growth75,76,85 with VEGF expression and 

other angiogenetic factors correlating with microvessel density76, tumour volume76 and 

tumour growth rate85,372. These studies, however, are inevitably based on tissue specimens. 

As such their generalizability to non-growing tumours that do not typically undergo surgery 

is less certain.  There is therefore a need for an in vivo metric such as an imaging biomarker 

to enable characterization of all VS patient groups and to facilitate longitudinal studies.  
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The immune response is integral to growth and invasion in malignant tumours62 but the role 

of inflammation in benign neoplasms including VS has been less widely investigated. 

Macrophages are commonly found in VS especially within Antoni B areas19 and their 

presence correlates with duration of symptoms75, tumour size42 and rapid growth77. 

Detection of inflammation with positron emission tomography (PET) has been the subject 

of considerable research including the development of several PET ligands targeting the 

18kDa translocator protein (TSPO)139. The full range of TSPO function is unknown but the 

molecule is expressed by inflammatory cells and its level increases significantly following 

their activation139,152,153. TSPO expression has not been previously studied in sporadic VS.  

Dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI non-invasively quantifies tissue microvascular 

structure by measuring the pharmacokinetics of intravenously administered gadolinium 

based contrast agents (GBCA)186,373.  GBCA concentration can be quantified and modeled 

through approaches such as the extended Tofts model (ETM)192  to derive a number of 

key tissue microvascular parameters including Ktrans, vp and ve.. Whereas vp and ve 

represent the proportion of each image voxel occupied by blood plasma or extravascular-

extracellular space (EES) respectively, the volume transfer constant Ktrans  is a composite 

parameter reflecting tissue blood flow, vessel surface area and vessel permeability186,192. 

Whilst a limitation in the widespread usage of DCE-MRI in clinical practice has been 

variations in acquisition protocols and modeling approaches across different studies191, 

DCE-MRI derived parameters have been shown to be reproducible324 and correlate in tissue 

validation studies with both vascularity markers374,375 and histological estimates of  the 

extravascular-extracellular space376,377. Vascular biomarkers derived from dynamic contrast 

enhanced (DCE) MRI have been utilized in other CNS tumours including neurofibromatosis 

type II (NF2) related tumours193, but their potential role in sporadic VS has not been 

previously studied.  

We hypothesized that tumour growth in sporadic VS is driven by intratumoural 

inflammation, and that inflammation could therefore represent a biomarker of tumour 

growth and a therapeutic target. We investigated inflammation using the TSPO PET 

ligand 11C-(R)-PK11195 and investigated vascular parameters including vascular 

permeability within these tumours using dual-injection DCE-MRI. Tissue analysis in the 

group of participants who subsequently underwent surgery was used to validate the PET and 

DCE-MRI imaging results.  
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4.5  Methods 

4.5.1  Study participants 
This was a non-randomized unblinded prospective study. Between December 2015 and May 

2017 twenty patients with sporadic VS were recruited via the supra-regional Manchester 

Skull Base Unit multidisciplinary team (MDT) meeting at Salford Royal Hospital. Nineteen 

patients completed the PET and core MRI acquisitions. Exclusion criteria included the use 

of medication likely to interfere with 11C-(R)-PK11195 binding such as benzodiazepines or 

steroids. Due to the spatial resolution of the PET camera, only patients with sporadic VS 

larger than 7.5mm diameter (>3x FWHM of the PET camera) in the cerebellopontine angle 

were recruited into the study. All patients underwent at least two MRI acquisitions to 

establish tumour growth; this included the study scan in two cases, where definite growth 

was evident.  The study MRI scan in addition to the results of previous MR imaging were 

reviewed in the MDT and tumours were classified as static, growing or shrinking. The 

median length of follow-up from diagnosis was 2.44 years (range 1.14-6.07) for the static 

cohort, 3.02 years (range 0.91-5.58) for shrinking and 0.71 years (range 0.16-2.37) for 

growing tumours reflecting the prompt decision to treat in this group.  The growth 

classification was based primarily upon clinical decision making in these patients with 

tumours classified as static or shrinking being offered a period of observation, and growing 

tumours being recommended microsurgery or SRS.  Volumetric measurements of tumour 

size were made for both the study MRI scan and the preceding clinical scan to confirm 

different behavior between the tumour cohorts (see supplementary data).  This project 

received ethical approval from the NRES Greater Manchester North West research ethics 

committee (REC reference 15/NW/0429) and informed consent was obtained for all patients.  

 

4.5.2  PET acquisition  
PET scans were performed on a dedicated High Resolution Research Tomograph PET brain 

scanner (HRRT, Siemens; FOV, axial: 252mm, trans-axial 312mm)268.  Dynamic data was 

acquired for 60 minutes after injection of a target dose of 740MBq of 11C-(R)-PK11195.   

PET images were reconstructed using an ordered-subset expectation maximization (OSEM) 

3D iterative method271,272 and corrected for attenuation, scatter, random coincidences, dead 

time and detector normalization as previously described 143,152 (see chapter 3 for PET 

acquisition and reconstruction protocol). The voxel size of the reconstructed PET images 

was 1.22mm×1.22mm×1.22mm and post-reconstruction 3D Gaussian smoothing filters 
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were applied to the resulting images with 2mm and 4mm full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) kernels to reduce image noise on the voxel level. 

 

4.5.3  MRI acquisition 
MRI data were acquired on a 1.5 Tesla whole body scanner using a dedicated head coil 

(Philips Achieva, Philips Medical System, NL). The following axial MR images were 

obtained: high-resolution 3D T1W (T1W) gradient echo sequence with full brain coverage 

(TE =3.2ms, TR 8.6ms, slice thickness 1.2mm) and balanced steady state gradient echo 

imaging of skull base (TE 250ms, TR 1500ms, slice thickness 0.7mm). Fifteen patients also 

underwent contrast enhanced imaging while four patients were unable to undergo contrast 

imaging due to concerns about uncertain renal function. DCE-MRI data were collected using 

a dual-injection technique as previously described299 (see chapter 3 for DCE-MRI 

acquisition protocol). A post-contrast high resolution 3D T1W gradient echo sequence of 

the whole-brain was also obtained at the end of the DCE-MRI sequence. 

 

4.5.4  PET Image analysis 
A summed PET image was generated from the 2mm smoothed PET images and co-registered 

with the T1W structural images. Parametric maps of 11C-(R)-PK11195 binding potential 

(BPND), representing the ratio of specifically bound radioligand over the non-displaceable 

one in tissue at equilibrium, were calculated using the simplified reference tissue model with 

atlas defined cerebellar grey matter providing a ‘pseudoreference’ tissue input function152,275. 

To address potential concerns about use of a reference region adjacent to the pathology under 

study for modeling, relative standardized uptake values (SUV) were also calculated as the 

average tumour tissue activity over the final 30 minutes divided by either cerebellar grey 

matter (SUVT/Gm) or a manually defined region of centrum semiovale bilaterally (SUVT/WM) 

(see supplementary data). To specifically assess if changes in vascular volume across 

different tumours influenced derived BPND values, we also generated BPND maps using the 

modified version SRTMV model which takes into account the tracer activity in the 

vasculature 278 (see supplementary data). 
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4.5.5  Analysis of DCE MRI 
The SI-time curves were converted to tissue contrast concentration curves using measured 

values of R1N 306. Using the VIF derived from LDHT-DCE, the LDHT-DCE tissue 

concentration time course curves were fitted to the extended Tofts model192. Estimated 

values of Ktrans, ve and vp were calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The generated maps were 

co-registered to the T1W structural images.  

 

4.5.6  Delineation of tumour ROI 
Tumours were manually delineated on the co-registered T1W post-contrast image to create 

an object mask. For the four patients who had undergone imaging without contrast, the 

tumour was delineated on the non-contrast T1W structural image. Care was taken when 

delineating the tumour to avoid partial volume effects from nearby structures or surrounding 

CSF.  The object mask was projected onto the BPND parametric map derived using both the 

SRTM and SRTMV model for sampling the mean (BPmean) and maximum (BPmax) 

BPND value of the entire tumour. Similarly, manually defined object masks were applied to 

the LDHT parametric maps to allow estimation of whole tumour Ktrans, ve and vp values.   

 

4.5.7  Tissue analysis 
Tissue was fixed in 10% buffered formalin and processed to paraffin embedding. In order 

to compare different immunostains in the same areas, serial 5-µm sections were cut from 

each block. The extent of macrophage infiltrates (anti-Iba1), Schwannoma cells (anti-

S100), TSPO expression (anti-TSPO), microvessel density (anti-CD31), vascular 

permeability (anti-fibrinogen) and proliferation (anti-Ki67) was assessed quantitatively on 

the tissue sections of eight tumours using immunoperoxidase immunohistochemistry 

following established protocols143,163 (see chapter 3 for detailed tissue analysis protocols).  

 

4.5.8  Statistical analysis 
Stata version 11 was used for all statistical analyses. Normality and homogeneity of variance 

for all individual data parameters was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk and Levene test 

respectively. One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction was used to compare the 

parametric PET and DCE-MRI derived values across the three tumour growth groups (Static, 

growing and shrinking). For non-parametric data (e.g., tumour size, annual adjusted growth 
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rate) the Kruskall-Wallis test with adjustment for multiple comparisons was used. For 

comparison of parametric immunohistochemistry derived parameters between growing and 

static tumours a two-tailed t-test was used. The inter-tumour correlation between imaging 

and immunohistochemistry derived parameters are reported as Pearson’s product moment 

correlation coefficient (r) or Spearman’s Rho in the case of non-linear associations. For 

linear associations, the results of linear regression are reported as adjusted R2 estimates on 

included figures. 

 

4.6  Results 

4.6.1  Patient demographics 

Demographic details of the 19 patients who completed the PET and core MRI acquisition 

are detailed in Table 4.1. The mean age was 57.7 years (range 25.7-80.7 years), eleven 

patients were female. There was no significant difference in mean age across the three 

different groups (ANOVA, p>0.05, see supplementary table S1). All tumours were unilateral; 

12 were right-sided. Seven patients had co-morbidities including hypertension and type II 

diabetes and one patient was taking aspirin; no patients were taking steroids or 

benzodiazepines.  Eight patients underwent surgical resection, two were treated with SRS, 

nine patients had no treatment and are on long-term follow-up. Eight VSs were classified as 

static, seven as growing and four as shrinking.  Tumour size ranged from 0.26 to 5.71 cm3; 

the volume of growing lesions was significantly larger than static or shrinking tumours 

(p<0.05). Confirmatory volumetric measurements demonstrated that growing tumours 

displayed a significantly higher annual adjusted growth rate compared to the static (0.70 vs 

0.02cm3/year, p=0.008) and shrinking (0.70 vs -0.28cm3/year, p=0.006) groups (see 

supplementary table S1).  
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Table 4.1: Demographics, tumour features and clinical outcome of nineteen study 
participants  

BPH=Benign prostatic hypertrophy; HTN = Hypertension; NA = Not applicable; OA = Osteoarthritis 

SRS= Stereotactic radiosurgery T2DM = Type 2 diabetes 

 

4.6.2  PET data  

Maximum and mean 11C-(R)-PK11195 BPND tumour values for the three growth groups are 

shown in Fig.4.1A. Growing tumours displayed significantly higher BPmax (ANOVA, 

p<0.001) and BPmean (ANOVA, p=0.02) compared to static tumours. SUV values similarly 

demonstrated that growing tumours displayed significantly higher mean SUVT/GM (ANOVA, 

P<0.01) compared to static tumours (see supplementary Fig.S1). Correlation analysis 

demonstrated a positive association between derived 11C-(R)-PK11195 BPND values and 

both SUVT/WM (r=0.97, P<0.001) and SUVT/GM (r=0.99, P<0.001). Use of BPND values 

Patient 
Age 

(years) M:F 
Other medical 

conditions 

Size at 
time of 

PET 
(cm³) 

MDT 
classification 

Tumour 
Side 

Cystic/solid 
tumour 

Clinical 
Outcome 

Histology (if 
known) 

1 66.6 F 

HTN, T2DM, ocular 
melanoma (left eye), 

CKD stage 3  0.26 Shrinking R Solid  Follow-up NA 

2 32.3 M Nil 1.88 Growing L Solid  Surgery 
Schwannoma, 
WHO grade 1 

3 25.7 M Nil 3.82 Growing R 

Small 
posteromedial 

cyst Surgery 
Schwannoma, 
WHO grade 1 

4 58.8 F T2DM, HTN 0.92 Static R Solid  Follow-up NA 
5 60.8 F Nil 1.03 Static R Solid  Follow-up NA 

6 56.3 F Depression 0.30 Static R Solid  Surgery 
Schwannoma, 
WHO grade 1 

7 69.2 F OA, Anxiety 0.59 Shrinking L Solid  Follow-up NA 
8 26.8 M Nil 1.92 Shrinking L Small cysts  Follow-up NA  

9 61.1 F 

Hashimoto's, OA, 
Hypothyroidism, 
Raynaud's, pre-

diabetes 0.37 Static R Solid  Surgery  
Schwannoma, 
WHO grade 1 

10 76.1 F Nil 1.25 Static L 

Small 
anterolateral 

cyst Follow-up NA 
11 74.9 M T2DM 1.09 Growing R Solid  SRS NA 
12 64.6 F Nil 0.97 Growing R Solid  SRS NA 
13 73.9 F Hypothyroidism 0.80 Static R Solid  Follow-up NA 
14 80.7 M BPH 0.99 Shrinking R Solid  Follow-up NA 

15 63.0 M Asthma 0.38 Static L Solid  Surgery 
Schwannoma, 
WHO grade 1 

16 58.2 M HTN 0.73 Static R Solid  Follow-up NA 

17 54.3 M HTN 3.33 Growing L Solid  Surgery 
Schwannoma, 
WHO grade 1 

18 54.8 F T2DM 5.71 Growing L 
Small  multiple  

cysts  Surgery 
Schwannoma, 
WHO grade 1 

19 39.0 F Nil 2.61 Growing R 
Small multiple 

cysts Surgery 
Schwannoma, 
WHO grade 1 
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derived from the SRTMV model (see supplementary Fig.S1) similarly demonstrated that 

growing tumours had significantly higher maximum (ANOVA, p=0.011) and mean 

(ANOVA, p=0.033) specific binding (BPND-BV) compared to static tumours. Growing lesions 

also had higher BPmax and BPmean values than shrinking tumours but that difference was not 

statistically significant (ANOVA, p>0.05). 

Tumour size at the time of PET scanning was strongly correlated with 11C-(R)-PK11195 

mean BPND (Rho=0.82, p<0.001, Fig.4.1B). There was no significant association between 

patient age or weight adjusted injected dose and 11C-(R)-PK11195 BPND within the tumour.  

 

4.6.3  DCE-MRI data 
As shown in Fig.4.1C analysis of concomitantly acquired DCE-MRI data in 15/19 patients 

demonstrated that growing tumours also displayed significantly higher mean tumour Ktrans 

values than static tumours (ANOVA, p=0.004). Correlation analysis of derived PET and 

DCE-MRI parameters demonstrated that mean tumour Ktrans positively correlated with both 

mean BPND (Rho=0.85, p<0.001, Fig.4.1D) and tumour size (Rho=0.85, p<0.001, see 

supplementary table S2). There was a moderate positive correlation of tumour size with both 

mean vp (Rho=0.51, p=0.05) and mean ve (Rho=0.53, p=0.04). There was no significant 

difference in mean tumour ve between tumour growth groups (ANOVA, p>0.1, see 

supplementary table S1).  
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Fig.4.1  
11

C-(R)-PK11195 PET and DCE-MRI results  

A: Boxplot of maximum and mean tumour 
11

C-(R)-PK11195 BPND values categorised by MDT defined 

tumour growth classification.  B: Inter-tumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour [
11

C]-(R)-PK11195 
BPND against tumour size (cm³).  C: Boxplot of mean tumour K

trans
 against MDT defined tumour 

growth classification.  D: Inter-tumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour K
trans 

against mean 
11

C-
(R)-PK11195 BPND for each tumour ROI.   One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction * P≤0.05; ** 
P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001 
 

4.6.4  Tissue analysis 
Tumour tissue from the eight patients that had surgery showed typical features of 

Schwannoma with Antoni A and B areas (Fig.4.3). Growing tumours displayed significantly 

higher maximum (two-tailed t-test, p<0.001) and mean (two-tailed t-test, p=0.003) Iba1+ 

macrophage count compared to static VSs (Fig.4.2A). Macrophages predominated over 

tumour cells in growing VSs (mean Iba1+ ratio=0.6; range 0.5-0.7) (Fig.4.3). Correlation 

analysis (Fig.4.2B) demonstrated a strong positive association between Iba1+ cell ratio and 

mean tumour BPND (r=0.95, p<0.001), and between max Iba1+ cell count and max BPND 

(r=0.95, p<0.001). Mean TSPO OD positively correlated with mean BPND (Rho=0.79, 

p=0.02) (see supplementary table S4). Mean TSPO OD was higher in the growing group 

(p=0.100) but this result was not statistically significant due to the presence of one static 
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tumour with high TSPO OD. As shown in Fig.4.2C, mean microvessel area was significantly 

higher in growing than static tumours (two-tailed t-test, p=0.014) and positively correlated 

with DCE-MRI derived mean tumour vp (r=0.93, p<0.001, Fig.4.2D). Similarly, vessel 

permeability seen with fibrinogen immunostaining was significantly higher in growing than 

static VSs (two-tailed t-test, p=0.03, Fig.4.2E) and there was a strong positive relationship 

between derived mean tumour Ktrans and fibrinogen OD (Rho=0.88, p=0.003, Fig.4.2F). 

Finally, growing tumours demonstrated significantly lower cell density (two-tailed t-test, 

p<0.001, Fig.4.2G) compared to static tumours and cell density negatively correlated with 

mean ve (r=-0.97, p<0.001, Fig.4.2H).  

The close relationship between immunohistochemistry and both the 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET 

and DCE-MRI derived parameters is shown in Fig.4.3. Fig, 4.4 demonstrates representative 

imaging and immunohistochemistry from a patient with a fast growing tumour and high 11C-

(R)-PK11195 specific binding.  Fig.4.4B-D documents the spatial correspondence between 

Iba1 and TSPO expression within this tumour and double immunostaining (Fig.4.4E) 

demonstrated co-localization of TSPO expression within the cytoplasm of Iba1 positive 

macrophages. 

The mean Ki67 labeling index was higher within growing tumours relative to static tumours 

(2.94% vs 1.52%, p=0.001, see supplementary table S3). Growing tumours demonstrated a 

significantly higher percentage of inflammatory Ki67+/Iba1+ cells (p<0.001), which 

accounted for >50% of the proliferating cells within these lesions (Fig.4.5). The percentage 

of Iba+ cells expressing Ki67 was similar across static and growing VS (2.91 vs 2.63%, 

p=0.61, supplementary table S3) as was the percentage of non-inflammatory Ki67+/Iba1- 

positive cells (p=0.49, Fig.4.5D).  
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Fig.4.2  Immunohistochemistry results   

A: Boxplot of maximum and mean tumour Iba1+ cell count per x20 HPF within static and growing 
VS cohort. B: Inter-tumour scatterplot analysis of mean 11C-(R)-PK11195 BPND against Iba1+ cell 
ratio. C: Boxplot of mean % vascular area (SA) within static and growing tumour cohort. D: Inter-
tumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour vp against mean % vascular area (SA). E: Boxplot of 
mean optical density (OD) measurement for fibrinogen staining within static and growing tumour 
cohort. F: Inter-tumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour Ktrans against mean fibrinogen OD. G: 
Boxplot of mean cell density (cell nuclei count/ x20 HPF) within static and growing tumour cohort. 
H: Inter-tumour scatterplot analysis of mean cell density against mean tumour ve (extravascular-
extracellular space fraction).  Two tailed t-test * P≤0.05; ** P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001  
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Fig.4.3  Representative images and histology from a 32-year-old male patient 
(patient 2) with a left-sided growing sporadic VS (A); and a 74-year-old female 
(patient 9) with a static right-sided lesion (B) 

Upper row (from left to right): T1W post-Gd image, co-registered parametric map of 
11

C-(R)-
PK11195 BPND, co-registered pixelwise maps of Ktrans and vp 

Bottom row (from left to right): the HE-stained sections show the typical features of schwannoma 
(HE, x20); Iba1 immunostains documents the macrophagic infiltrates (red, immunoperoxidase – 
x20), TSPO immunostains document two cases with high and low expression (brown, 
immunoperoxidase – x20), CD31 highlights vascular supply (brown, immunoperoxidase – x10); 
perivascular deposits of fibrinogen are seen in a case of growing VS (top panel) while no leak is 
present in the a static VS (brown, immunoperoxidase – x10). 
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Fig.4.4  Spatial co-localisation between Iba1 and TSPO in a fast growing VS 

A: Representative axial image sections (left - T1W post-Gd image, right –co-registered parametric 

map of 
11

C-(R)-PK11195 BPND) from a 25-year-old male (patient 3) with a right-sided rapidly 
growing VS.  B: Immunostains (left- Iba1, right-TSPO) from the same tumour show the spatial 
correspondence between Iba1 and TSPO expression (Iba 1 red, immunoperoxidase – whole 
mount; TSPO brown, immunoperoxidase – whole mount).  C-D: Higher magnification (x20HPF) 
demonstrates spatial localisation of Iba1 (left) and TSPO (right) from the area framed in the whole 
mounts (immunoperoxidase – x20). E: Double immunostained (Iba1/TSPO) proves the co-
localisation of the two signals (immunoperoxidase – x40).  
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Fig.4.5  Evaluation of proliferative activity 

A-B: Co-localisation of Iba1 (red) and Ki67 (brown) in a rapidly growing VS (x40HPF) demonstrates 
that inflammatory cells account for the predominant proliferative population. C: Human tonsil is used 
as positive control for Ki67 immunostaining (immunoperoxidase – x20). D: Boxplot comparison of 
mean Ki67+/ Iba1- and Ki67+/Iba1+ labelling index across static and growing tumour cohort (*** = 
p<0.001). E: Scatterplot comparison of total Ki67+ (dark grey) and Ki67+/Iba1+ (grey) labelling index 
against mean Iba1+ cell count per x20 HPF. Correlation coefficient (Rho) for association between 
Ki67+/Iba1+ labelling index and mean Iba1+ cell count demonstrated.   

 

4.7  Discussion 
This is the largest PET study to our knowledge in sporadic VS and the first to document a 

positive association between tracer uptake and tumour growth. The study demonstrated that 

specific binding of 11C-(R)-PK11195, a PET marker of inflammation121, occurs within 

sporadic VS and that it is increased within growing tumours. Tissue analysis suggested that 

intratumoural macrophages were the major source of TSPO and therefore the PET signal, 

and that growing tumours were predominantly composed of inflammatory cells. Our 

findings suggest that inflammation may have a key role in VS growth and expand upon 

earlier studies which showed increased expression of macrophage surface markers within 

larger and fast growing tumours42,77. TSPO PET imaging enables the study in vivo of 

inflammatory burden and characterisation of those VSs that would not typically be surgically 

resected for the first time.  
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11C-(R)-PK11195 has been extensively characterised as a PET tracer for neuroinflammation 

and less so for peripheral macrophages. Its high lipophilicity ensures that delivery is not 

solely dependent on endothelial permeability152 and use of the simplified reference tissue 

model in this study differentiated specific binding or binding potential (BPND) from relative 

tracer uptake279. TSPO is expressed in the endothelial and smooth muscle cells of blood 

vessels163,378 but our tissue analysis suggested intratumoural inflammatory cells were the 

principal source of TSPO in growing tumours supporting the interpretation that increased 
11C-(R)-PK11195 reflected increased inflammatory burden. TSPO expression was 

quantified using OD as a surrogate value of protein density. This approach proved more 

accurate in correlating PET imaging data and TSPO expression in tissue than the 

measurement of TSPO positive cells as it reflects the levels of TSPO available in tissue to 

bind the imaging probe 11C-(R)-PK11195143.  

Recent studies have documented upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β, 

IL-6, and TNF-α,  and leukocyte adhesion molecules such as ICAM-1 in VS compared to 

normal vestibular nerve103. We therefore hypothesized that growing tumours express pro-

inflammatory cytokines and chemokines to a critical threshold, and it is the resulting 

recruitment of inflammatory cells, rather than Schwann cell proliferation, which in turns 

leads to their continued and sometimes rapid growth. Further larger studies are needed to 

fully characterize these pro-inflammatory molecules and understand their respective roles in 

both static and growing VSs. 

Analysis of concomitantly acquired DCE-MRI data in 15 patients demonstrated that growing 

tumours displayed higher Ktrans values, a measure of vascular permeability192,193, and a strong 

association between this metric and 11C-(R)-PK11195 binding. Several methods have been 

proposed to evaluate vessel permeability in tissue sections, including extra-vascular 

fibrinogen assessment. Fibrinogen is a large plasma glycoprotein (340 kDa) which is only 

detectable in areas that have significant endothelial disruption369,370.  Multiple previous 

studies have demonstrated fibrinogen as an accurate marker of  vessel permeability369–371 

that correlates with other permeability markers such as IgG370. Supporting 

immunohistochemistry demonstrated both increased vascular surface area and extravascular 

fibrinogen staining within growing VSs, suggesting a link between vascular permeability 

and recruitment of inflammatory cells379,380. 

Previous studies that have investigated PET tracers such as 18-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) 

or [11C]-Methionine in sporadic VS have been inconclusive due to limited tracer uptake 
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irrespective of tumour size or growth44,131,132. These results may be due in part to the 

inherently low proliferative and thereby low metabolic activity of these tumours42,43. Our 

data demonstrate consistent cellular proliferation rates in the neoplastic cell population 

irrespective of tumour behavior with the only variation being an increased population of 

proliferating inflammatory cells within growing tumours. Inflammatory and vascular 

biomarkers may therefore be more relevant in sporadic VS than cellular proliferation.  

Our study is the first to provide combined imaging and tissue demonstration of both 

increased inflammation and vascular permeability in growing sporadic VS. One patient in 

our study displayed disproportionately high TSPO expression through 

immunohistochemical analysis relative to the 11C-(R)-PK11195 specific binding and 

inflammatory cell number.  The correlation between the PET assessment and inflammatory 

cell density was preserved and so this did not detract from the potential of 11C-(R)-PK11195 

as a biomarker, but the reason for high immunohistochemical TSPO labeling in this case 

could not be clarified. Previous studies have shown that tumour size itself is a predictive 

marker of VS growth although this is not universally accepted381.  Separating the relative 

contributions of tumour size and growth rate to 11C-(R)-PK11195 specific binding from our 

data is difficult as the growing tumours were also statistically significantly larger. Larger 

studies with dedicated follow-up imaging should be undertaken to address the prognostic 

benefit of 11C-(R)-PK11195 uptake or DCE derived parameters in predicting VS growth.  

 

4.8  Conclusions 
This study presents evidence of the critical role that inflammatory cell migration plays in the 

growth of sporadic VS and is the first to provide an estimate of the inflammatory contribution 

to static tumours as well as the growing tumours that have previously been characterized ex 

vivo. We present a PET biomarker of inflammation alongside candidate DCE-MRI derived 

vascular biomarkers in the first combined study in this patient group. Our imaging and 

immunohistochemistry findings of both increased inflammation and vascular permeability 

within these tumours should prompt further research into the role these pathophysiological 

mechanisms play in VS growth and consideration of these processes as novel therapeutic 

targets.  
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4.9  Supplementary tables  
 

Supplementary Table S1:  Comparative demographics and imaging derived parameters 

between static, growing and shrinking tumours.  Numbers of patients included in DCE-MRI 

analysis shown in brackets  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. P value shown is for comparison between 

static and growing tumour cohort   

  Static Growing Shrinking  P value* 

N 8 (7) 7(5) 4 (1)   

Age (yrs.) 63.5 49.4 60.8 P>0.1 

Median VS size (cm3) 0.77 2.61 0.79 P=0.007 

Median annual adjusted growth rate 

cm3/year 0.02 0.70 -0.28 P=0.008 

[11C]-(R)-PK11195  BPND mean -0.07 0.47 0.07 P=0.02 

[11C]-(R)-PK11195 BPND max 0.57 1.67 0.92 P=0.001 

Tumour/GM SUV ratio (SUVT/GM) 0.93 1.46 1.08 P=0.008 

Tumour/ WM SUV ratio (SUVT/WM) 1.03 1.5 1.1 P>0.1 

Mean tumour vp (no units) 0.03 0.05 0.03 P=0.08 

Mean tumour Ktrans (min-1) 0.06 0.14 0.06 P=0.004 

Mean tumour ve (no units) 0.36 0.41 0.37 P>0.1 
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Supplementary Table S2:  Correlation analysis between tumour size, 11C-(R)-PK11195 

specific binding (BPND) and DCE MRI-derived parameters 

 

Parameter Tumour 

size 

Mean 

BPND** 
K

trans

 (min
-1

) vp ve 

Tumour size (cm
3
) 

 
Rho= 0.91 

P<0.001 

Rho= 

0.85 

P<0.001 

Rho=0.51 

P=0.05 

Rho=0.53 

P=0.04 

Mean tumour [
11

C]-(R)-PK11195 

BPND (no units) 

Rho= 0.91 

P<0.001 

 
Rho=0.83 

P<0.001 

Rho=0.48 

P=0.07 

Rho=0.41 

P=0.13 

Mean tumour 

K
trans

 (min
-1

) 

Rho= 0.85 

P<0.001 

Rho=0.83 

P<0.001 

 
Rho=0.76 

P=0.001 

Rho=0.39 

P=0.16 

Mean tumour 

 vp (no units) 

Rho=0.51 

P=0.05 

Rho=0.48 

P=0.07 

Rho=0.76 

P=0.001 

 
Rho=0.11 

P=0.69 

Mean tumour 

ve (no units) 

Rho=0.53 

P=0.04 

Rho=0.41 

P=0.13 

Rho=0.39 

P=0.16 

Rho=0.11 

P=0.69 

 

 

Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) reported or Spearman’s Rho in the 

case of non-linear association between variables  

**Correlation analysis value using data from 15 patients who underwent combined PET and 

DCE-MRI  
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Supplementary Table S3:  Comparative immunohistochemistry derived parameters 

between static and growing VSs      

 

  Static Growing P value* 

N 3 5   

Mean Iba1+ cell count / x20HPF 139 423 P=0.003 

Max Iba1+ cell count /x20HPF 153 549 P<0.001 

Mean Iba1+ cell ratio 0.09 0.60 P<0.001 

Mean TSPO OD 0.44  0.66  P=0.10 

Max TSPO OD  0.55 0.84  P>0.1 

Mean vascular area (%) 0.77 2.16 P=0.014 

Mean fibrinogen OD 0.22  0.35  P=0.03  

Mean cell density (H+E cell nuclei / x20HPF) 1509 641 P<0.001 

Mean Ki67+ (Iba1+, Iba1-) labelling index (%)  1.52 2.94 P<0.001 

Mean Ki67+/ Iba1- labelling index (%) 1.25 1.35 P=0.49 

Mean Ki67+/ Iba1+ labelling index (%) 0.27 1.58 P<0.001 

% of Iba1+ cells expressing Ki67 2.91 2.63 P=0.61 

 

*P value calculated using two tailed t-test 
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Supplementary Table S4:  Correlation analysis of immunohistochemistry derived 

parameters with tumour volume, 11C-(R)-PK11195 specific binding and dynamic contrast-

enhanced MRI-derived parameters 

Parameter Mean 

Iba1+ cell 

count / 

x20HPF 

Mean 

Iba1+ cell 

ratio 

Mean 

TSPO 

OD 

Mean 

percentage 

vascular 

surface 

area (%) 

Mean 

fibrinogen 

OD 

Mean cell 

density 

(HE cell 

nuclei / 

x20HPF) 

Mean 

Ki67+/ 

Iba1+ cell 

labelling 

index (%)  

VS size Rho=0.71 

P=0.05 

Rho=0.88 

P=0.004 

Rho=0.45 

P=0.26 

Rho=0.53 

P=0.18 

Rho=0.57 

P=0.14 

Rho= -

0.90 

P=0.002 

Rho=0.71 

P=0.05 

Mean 

tumour 

[
11

C]-(R)-

PK11195 

BPND  

r=0.84 

P=0.009 

r=0.95 

P<0.001 

Rho=0.79 

P=0.02 

Rho-=0.53 

P=0.18 

Rho=0.52 

P=0.18 

Rho= -

0.71 

P=0.05 

r=0.84 

P=0.009 

Mean 

tumour 

K
trans

 (min
-1

) 

r=0.81 

P=0.02 

r=0.80 

P=0.02 

Rho=0.69 

P=0.06 

Rho=0.81 

P=0.01 

Rho=0.88 

P=0.003 

Rho= -

0.71 

P=0.05 

r=0.93 

P<0.001 

Mean 

tumour vp 

(no units) 

Rho=0.74 

P=0.04 

Rho=0.53 

P =0.18 

Rho=0.40 

P=0.33 

r=0.93 

P<0.001 

Rho=0.79 

P=0.02 

Rho= -

0.47 

P=0.23 

Rho=0.71 

P=0.05 

Mean 

tumour 

ve (no units) 

Rho=0.59 

P=0.12 

r=0.91 

P=0.002 

Rho=0.48 

P=0.23 

Rho=0.60 

P=0.12 

Rho=0.74 

P=0.04 

r= -0.97 

P<0.001 

Rho=0.76 

P=0.03 

** Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) reported or Spearman’s Rho in 

the case of non-linear association between variables 
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4.10  Supplementary Figures 
 

 

Supplementary Fig.S1  SUV and SRTMV data 

A: Boxplot of calculated Tumour/ GM and Tumour/ WM SUV ratio categorised by MDT defined 
tumour growth classification. B: Boxplot of maximum and mean tumour BPND values derived using 
the SRTMV model (BPND-BV) categorised by MDT defined tumour growth classification. C:  Inter-
tumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour [11C]-(R)-PK11195 BPND against Tumour/ WM SUV ratio. 
D: Inter-tumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour 11C-(R)-PK11195 BPND against mean tumour 
BP-BV.  

One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction * P≤0.05; ** P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001 
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Supplementary Fig.S2  TSPO immunostaining 

A: Inter-tumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour TSPO (OD) against mean tumour 11C-
(R)-PK11195 BPND.  B: Inter-tumour scatterplot analysis of maximum tumour TSPO (OD) 
against maximum tumour 11C-(R)-PK11195 BPND. C:  Boxplot of mean optical density (OD) 
measurement for fibrinogen staining within static and growing tumour cohort. 
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5.1  Personal contribution to project  
This study was conceived by me with the help of both my supervisory team and Prof 

Federico Roncaroli. Imaging data from the 12 NF2 patients included in the study had been 

previously collected already as part of a previous study (Li et al, 2016). In addition to the 15 

patients with complete DCE-MRI datasets outlined in chapter 4 a further nine patients with 

sporadic VS were recruited by me and scanned under a pre-existing ethics protocol (REC 

reference 13/NW/0247). My personal contribution to the project also included: analysis of 

the diffusion MRI and DCE-MRI datasets for all 36 patients; quantitative tissue analysis on 

the 29 resected VS specimens; preparation of results; and preparation of both the original 

and revised manuscript for submission.  The VEGF/VEGFR-1 western blotting and VEGF/ 

Iba1 immunofluorescence results presented within this chapter were obtained with the help 

of Dr Carmine A Donofrio and Dr Claire O’Leary and CAD is listed as co first author on 

this manuscript in recognition of this contribution.  

 

5.2  Significance of the study 
This chapter builds upon the findings of chapter 4 and extends the study of the inflammatory 

microenvironment in VS to the related but clinically much more challenging group of 

neurofibromatosis type II related tumours. In this chapter an imaging-based approach to the 

study of the TME in both VS groups was therefore adopted, permitting for the first time 

comparison of tumours that are matched both in terms of size and growth. Through a 

combined DCE-MRI and neuropathology study it is demonstrated that both VS groups are 

markedly similar in their microvascular characteristics, that these microvascular 

characteristics are reflective of TAM infiltration in these tumours, and that in both sporadic 

and NF2-related VSs VEGF/VEGFR-1 expressing TAM are a potential targetable driver of 

this inflammatory tumour microenvironment. This is the first study to compare in vivo the 

microvascular characteristics in both VS groups and to demonstrate in tissue, the relationship 

between tumour vascularity and inflammatory cell infiltration. The results strongly implicate 

inflammation as a relevant therapeutic target in both VS groups and suggest that alongside 

their anti-angiogenic effects current VEGF targeting treatments such as Avastin © may also 

impact on TAM infiltration in these tumours.  The results further support the idea of targeting 

macrophages along with vascular supply and raise the possibility that clinically available 

immunomodulatory agents against candidate pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines could 

be re-purposed to help control both sporadic and NF2-related VS growth.   
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5.3  Abstract  
 

Background: Inflammation and angiogenesis may play a role in the growth of sporadic and 

neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2)–related vestibular schwannoma (VS). The similarities in 

microvascular and inflammatory microenvironment have not been investigated. The authors 

sought to compare the tumour microenvironment (TME) in sporadic and NF2-related VSs 

using a combined imaging and tissue analysis approach. 

Methods: Diffusion MRI and high temporal-resolution dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) 

MRI data sets were prospectively acquired in 20 NF2-related and 24 size-matched sporadic 

VSs. Diffusion metrics (mean diffusivity, fractional anisotropy) and DCE-MRI–derived 

microvascular biomarkers (Ktrans, vp, ve, R1N, tumoural blood flow) were compared across 

both VS groups, and regression analysis was used to evaluate the effect of tumour size, pre-

treatment tumour growth rate, and tumour NF2 status (sporadic vs NF2-related) on each 

imaging parameter. Tissue from 17 imaged sporadic VSs and a separate cohort of 12 NF2-

related VSs were examined with immunohistochemistry markers for vessels (CD31), vessel 

permeability (fibrinogen), and macrophage density (Iba1). Expression of vascular 

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and VEGF receptor 1 was evaluated using 

immunohistochemistry, Western blotting, and double immunofluorescence. 

Results: Imaging data demonstrated DCE-MRI–derived microvascular characteristics were 

similar in sporadic and NF2-related VSs. Ktrans (p < 0.001), ve (p < 0.004) and tumoural free 

water content (p < 0.003) increased with increasing tumour size and pre-treatment tumour 

growth rate. Regression analysis demonstrated that with the exception of mean diffusivity 

(p < 0.001), NF2 status had no statistically significant effect on each imaging parameter or 

the observed relationship between imaging parameter and tumour size (p > 0.05). Tissue 

analysis confirmed the imaging metrics among resected sporadic VSs and demonstrated that 

across all VSs studied, there was a close association between vascularity and Iba1+ 

macrophage density (r = 0.55, p = 0.002). VEGF was expressed by Iba1+ macrophages. 

Discussion: The authors present the first in vivo comparative study of microvascular and 

inflammatory characteristics in sporadic and NF2-related VSs. The imaging and tissue 

analysis results indicate that inflammation is a key contributor to TME and should be viewed 

as a therapeutic target in both VS groups. 
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Keywords: vestibular schwannoma; neurofibromatosis; NF2; inflammation; DCE-MRI; 

VEGF; oncology 

 

5.4  Introduction 
Approximately 95% of vestibular schwannoma (VS) occur as a unilateral, sporadic tumour. 

Bilateral VSs are conversely the hallmark of patients with the dominantly inherited tumour 

syndrome, neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2)382.  Sporadic and NF2-related VSs share biallelic 

inactivation of the NF2 gene8–10 but they present phenotypic differences11,12. NF2-related 

VS develop as multi-focal tumour along the VIII cranial nerve11,12 and are therefore difficult 

to remove. Sporadic VS are challenging due to their often large size at presentation and their 

unpredictable growth rate24.  

It is currently unknown if the tumour microenvironment (TME) differs in sporadic and NF2-

related VS. There is growing evidence that tumour associated macrophages (TAMs) may 

play a role in the growth and progression of sporadic VS42,55,77. Previous studies examined 

the inflammatory microenvironment in NF2-related tumours80,81 but TME data in both 

groups is limited as lesions are often resected at different time points in their growth 

trajectory9,18,24,25,83,84. Angiogenesis has also received increased attention as a potential 

therapeutic target in both sporadic and NF2-related tumours76,85,86,92.  Tumour 

microvasculature and tumour microstructure can be investigated and monitored with 

advanced MR imaging modalities such as dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI192. DCE-

MRI derived microvascular parameters correlate well with tissue markers of permeability, 

microvessel area and cell density55,374 .  

In the present study we used both DCE-MRI and diffusion MR to compare the microvascular 

and microstructural characteristics across a cohort of sporadic and NF2-related VS and 

establish if their TME is similar. By studying the tissue of resected tumour specimens, we 

sought to establish to what extent DCE-MRI derived imaging biomarkers reflect the 

inflammation and microvasculature in these tumours and understand the relationship 

between inflammation and angiogenesis in both VS groups.  
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5.5  Methods 

5.5.1  Study design and patient population (Imaging study) 
DCE-MRI datasets from two separate patient cohorts were used in this study. Between 

December 2015 and August 2018 24 patients with sporadic VS were recruited via the 

Manchester Skull Base Unit multidisciplinary team (MDT) meeting at Salford Royal 

Hospital, Salford, UK. Fifteen of these patients were recruited under a combined [11C]-(R) 

PK11195 PET and DCE-MRI study (REC reference 15/NW/0429). A further nine patients 

were recruited under a separate ethics protocol (REC reference 13/NW/0247) and underwent 

only the MRI acquisition. All patients underwent at least two MRI acquisitions to establish 

tumour growth; including the study scan in 6 patients. The study MRI scan and the results 

of previous MR imaging were reviewed collegially by the multidisciplinary team and 

tumours were classified as static/shrinking, growing, or sufficiently large to preclude 

monitoring of growth and mandate early surgical resection. This classification was based 

upon clinical decision, with growing VSs being recommended for either microsurgery or 

stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) and static or shrinking tumours being offered a period of 

observation.  The median length of follow-up from diagnosis was 29 months (IQR 23–49 

months) for the static/shrinking cohort, 12 months (IQR 8–25 months) for growing tumours 

and 3 months (IQR 2–6 months) for the large tumour cohort, reflecting the early decision to 

treat these patients. Volumetric measurements of tumour size were made for both the study 

MRI scan and the preceding clinical scan to confirm different growth behaviour between the 

tumour cohorts55. 

 

In addition pre-treatment DCE-MRI data from twelve patients with NF2 which had been 

recruited as part of a previous study (REC reference 13/NW/0247) at our institution was 

retrospectively analyzed193. These patients had been recruited through the NF2 clinic in 

Manchester; UK and following imaging all patients underwent treatment with the anti-

vascular endothelial growth factor antibody (VEGFi) bevacizumab. All patients had proven 

NF2 with at least one VS demonstrating a high growth rate, defined as an increase of 4 mm 

or greater in the maximal transverse diameter over a 12-month period193. Similar to the 

sporadic VS cohort volumetric measurements of tumour size were made for both the study 

MRI scan and the preceding clinical scan.  
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5.5.2  Imaging methods 
 

MRI acquisition 

For all patients MRI data was acquired on a 1.5 Tesla whole body scanner using a dedicated 

head coil (Philips Achieva, Philips Medical System, NL). High-resolution 3D T1W (T1W) 

gradient echo sequence with full brain coverage (TE 3.2ms, TR 8.6ms, slice thickness 

1.2mm) both before and after contrast was obtained for tumour delineation. Diffusion-tensor 

imaging (DTI) was obtained using 6 directions and three B values (0, 400, and 800 s/mm3) 

and DCE-MRI data were collected using a previously described dual-injection, dual 

temporal resolution technique299, details of which can be found in chapter 3.   

 

MRI data analysis 

Acquired DTI data for both the sporadic and NF2 patient cohort was processed using the 

FSL 4.1 Diffusion Toolbox (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) through a standard multistep 

procedure, which incorporated both eddy current correction and brain extraction303. Through 

this approach voxelwise maps of mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA) were 

generated. Voxelwise maps of microvascular kinetic parameters and absolute cerebral blood 

flow (CBFET) estimates were derived from the low-dose, high temporal (LDHT) DCE-MRI 

datasets using the extended Tofts model (ETM)192 and a previously developed T1W early 

time points method168 respectively. Individual tumours were manually delineated on the co-

registered T1W post-contrast image to create a tumour object mask. These object masks 

were then applied to the CBFET map, kinetic parameter maps and the diffusion parameter 

maps (MD, FA) to allow derivation of whole tumour blood flow (TBFET), mean kinetic 

parameter estimates (Ktrans, ve vp, R1N) and diffusion metrics (MD, FA). Individual tumour 

volumes were determined on post-contrast T1W imaging. Further details are provided in 

chapter 3. 

 

5.5.3  Tissue analysis 
Tissue from 17 sporadic tumours that had undergone DCE-MRI imaging and a separate 

cohort of 12 previously resected NF2-related VSs were analysed. Ethical approval was in 

place for all tissue analyses (REC reference 15/NW/0429 and 10/H1008/74). Frozen samples 

were collected for 10 patients (6 sporadic and 4 NF2-related VSs). Serial 5-µm sections were 
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cut from each paraffin block and used for haematoxylin and eosin (H&E), 

immunoperoxidase immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence. Tissue sections were 

assessed quantitatively for TAM density (Iba1), microvessel area (CD31), vascular 

permeability (fibrinogen), and cellular proliferation (anti–Ki67) using immunoperoxidase 

immunohistochemistry. Semi-quantitative evaluation of vascular endothelial growth factor 

(VEGF) and VEGF receptor 1 (VEGFR-1) was also performed. Western blot analysis on the 

ten frozen specimens was used to confirm VEGF and VEGFR-1 protein expression. Double 

immunofluorescence staining for Iba1 and VEGF was performed on 8 paraffin sections (4 

sporadic and 4 NF2-related VSs) to evaluate the VEGF expression in macrophages. Detailed 

protocols are described in chapter 3.  

For quantitative analysis, twenty representative images were taken at x20 magnification 

from the H&E stained sections and sections stained with Iba1, CD31, fibrinogen, VEGF, 

and VEGFR-1 of each case using a 3D-Histech Pannoramic-250 microscope slide-scanner 

(3D Histech Ltd., Budapest, Hungary). All images were analysed with the ImageJ software 

(https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). Quantification was performed by two independent observers 

(DL and CAD); inter-observer agreement was greater than 95% across all measurements and 

results were further validated by an experienced neuropathologist (FR) by reviewing and 

quantifying random images from each case. Negative controls were performed by 

substituting the primary antibody with PBS. Normal tonsil and appendix tissues served as 

positive controls for all primary antibodies tested (supplementary Fig.S1). Detailed tissue 

analysis protocols are shown in chapter 3. 

 

5.5.4  Statistical analysis 
Stata version 11 was used for all statistical analyses. Normality and homogeneity of variance 

for all individual data parameters were assessed using the Shapiro–Wilk and Levene tests 

respectively. For comparison of parametric diffusion and DCE-MRI derived values between 

sporadic and NF2-related VSs a 2-tailed t-test was used. For non-parametric data (patient 

age, tumour size, annual adjusted growth rate) the Mann-Whitney U test was used. The 

intertumour correlation between tumour size, imaging-derived parameters, and tissue-

derived parameters are reported as Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) or 

Spearman’s rho in the case of nonlinear associations. For linear associations, the results of 

linear regression are reported as adjusted R2 estimates on included figures.  

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
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A 2-tailed t-test was used for comparison of parametric tissue-derived parameters (CD31 

microvessel surface area, fibrinogen OD, Ki67 labelling index) between sporadic and NF2-

related VSs and between high and low intratumoural Iba1+ areas. For comparison between 

sporadic VS growth groups (static, growing, large) a one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni 

correction was used. Semi-quantitative (VEGF, VEGFR-1) and categorical variables were 

compared using either Pearson’s Chi-squared or Fisher’s exact test. To evaluate the effect of 

tumour size, annual adjusted growth rate and tumour NF2 status on imaging and tissue-

derived parameters simple univariate and multiple linear regression models, with tumour 

NF2 status as an interaction term, were used. Non-linear associations were addressed 

through use of the cube root transform of tumour size and tumour annual adjusted growth 

rate in the regression models. Residual normality was analysed using the Jarque-Bera test 

and by assessing the linearity of quantile-quantile plots. Heteroscedasticity was evaluated 

using White’s test and by producing scatterplots of residuals versus predicted 

values. Multicollinearity between predictor variables was assessed through post-regression 

testing and collinear variables were excluded.  

 

5.6  Results 

5.6.1  Patient population  
Details of the demographics of the 24 sporadic VS and 12 NF2 patients included in the 

imaging study are presented in Table 5.1. The median age across the sporadic VS cohort 

was 55.3yrs. (IQR 42.2-62.1 yrs.). Seventeen patients underwent surgical resection, 2 were 

treated with SRS, and 5 had no treatment and are on long-term follow-up. Eight tumours 

were classified as static or shrinking (1 tumour), 12 as growing and 4 tumours as sufficiently 

large to preclude monitoring of growth and mandate early surgical resection.  Confirmatory 

volumetric measurements demonstrated that the growing tumours were significantly larger 

(2.28cm3 vs 0.62cm3, p<0.001) and displayed a significantly higher annual adjusted growth 

rate compared with the static/shrinking group (0.77 vs 0.02 cm3/year, p<0.001). Median size 

amongst the four large sporadic tumours was 13.0cm3 (IQR 10.7- 16.6cm3) and whilst they 

were primarily treated due to large size at presentation, volumetric measurements confirmed 

growth in these tumours within the short follow-up period (median annual adjusted growth 

rate = 2.94 cm3/year, IQR = 1.70 – 5.25 cm3/year).  The NF2 patient cohort were younger 

compared to patients with sporadic tumours (p<0.001), median age was 24 yrs. (IQR 20.5 - 

29.0yrs.). Of the 12 NF2 patients, 4 had undergone previous surgical resection of a 
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contralateral VS. Median tumour size (2.51 vs 1.82 cm3) and median annual adjusted growth 

rate (0.75 vs 0.62cm3/yr.) was higher amongst NF2-related compared to sporadic VSs but 

the differences were not statistically significant (Table 5.1). 

Table 5.1  Comparative table of patient demographics, DCE-MRI derived microvascular 
parameters and diffusion metrics between sporadic and NF2-related VSs 

 

Sporadic 

VSs (n=24) 

NF2-related 

VSs (n=20) 

Mean difference 

(95% CI) P value 

Median Age, yrs.  (IQR) 

55.3 

 (42.2-62.1) 

24.0  

(20.5-29.0) 

-24.2 

(-32.6, -15.7) P<0.001 

Koos grade 

II 7 (29%) II 6 (30%) 

 *P=0.89 III 10 (42%) III 7 (35%) 

IV 7 (29%) IV 7 (35%) 

Median VS size  

( Range, cm
3
) 

1.82  

(0.34-18.67) 

2.51  

(0.20-17.87) 

0.20 

(-2.66, 3.06)  P=0.65 

Median annual adjusted growth rate cm
3
.yr.

-1
 (IQR) 

0.62 

(0.09-1.29) 

0.75 

(0.23-2.24) 

0.16 

(-0.78, 1.11) 
P=0.48 

Mean tumour K
trans

 , min
-1
 (± SD) 

0.12 

(0.05) 

0.11 

(0.04) 

-0.01 

(-0.04, 0.02) P=0.49 

Mean tumour v
p
  (± SD) 

0.05 

(0.02) 

0.05 

(0.02) 

-0.0006 

(-0.01, 0.01) P=0.91 

Mean tumour v
e 
  (± SD) 

0.37 

(0.12) 

0.35 

(0.08) 

-0.02 

(-0.09, 0.04) P=0.49 

Mean TBF, ml/100ml/min   (± SD) 

93.3 

(31.1) 

89.5 

(23.2) 

-3.78 

(-20.7, 13.2) P=0.65 

Mean tumour R1
N, s-1

  (± SD) 
0.68 

(0.12) 

0.76 

(0.17) 

0.07 

(-0.01, 0.16) P=0.08 

Mean diffusivity
 
mm

2
.s

-1 
x10

-3
  (± SD) 

0.67 

(0.09) 

0.80 

(0.12) 

0.14 

(0.07, 0.20) P<0.001 

Fractional anisotropy (± SD) 

0.39 

(0.06) 

0.36 

(0.05) 

-0.03 

(-0.07,-.000003) P=0.05 

P value calculated using 2-tailed t test or Mann-Whitney U test in the case of non-parametric data. Differences 

in tumour Koos grade (*) determined using Pearson’s Chi-squared test. 

Features of the 17 sporadic VS and 12 NF2 patients whose tissue was used for analysis are 

detailed in Table 5.2.   The NF2 patient cohort demonstrated significantly higher tumour 

volumes at time of resection (Median volume 8.43 vs 2.51cm3, 95% CI mean difference = 

0.53, 17.9 cm3) and a non-significantly longer median period of radiological follow-up prior 

to surgical resection (28 vs 13 months, 95% CI mean difference = -2, 37 months).  Amongst 

resected sporadic tumours, three tumours were classified as static, 10 as growing and 4 
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tumours as sufficiently large to preclude monitoring of growth and mandate early surgical 

resection. Across the resected NF2-related VS cohort there was a range of pre-treatment 

tumour growth rates and these rates were comparable with the resected sporadic VS cohort 

(Median annual adjusted growth rate 0.80 vs 0.77 cm3/year, 95% CI mean difference -1.17, 

1.65 cm3/year).  

Table 5.2  Comparative table of patient demographics, tumour laterality and tumour size 
for the patients included in the pathology study. 

P value calculated using Mann-Whitney U test or Pearson’s Chi- squared test in the case of tumour 

laterality, gender and tumour Koos grade.  

 

5.6.2  Imaging data 
Comparative DCE-MRI and diffusion MR derived imaging metrics between the sporadic 

and NF2-related VS cohorts are shown in Table 5.1. NF2-related VSs displayed 

significantly higher tumour mean diffusivity (MD) values (p<0.001) and lower fractional 

anisotropy values (p=0.05) than sporadic tumours. There was no significant difference in 

any of the DCE-MRI derived microvascular metrics between the two tumour groups 

(p>0.05).   

Mean tumour Ktrans increased with increasing tumour size in both sporadic (rho=0.83, 

p<0.001) and NF2-related VSs (rho=0.77, p<0.001, Fig.5.1A). There were size dependent 

Variable 

Sporadic VSs 

(17 patients) 

NF2-related 

VSs 

(12 patients) 

Mean 

difference 

(95% CI) 

P value 

Age at operation 
Median 

(IQR) 

49.4 (41.3-

55.8) 

32.8 (27.1-

42.8) 

-12.2 (-21.3, -

3.1) 
p=0.01 

Gender 
Male (%) 7 (41.2) 6 (50) 

 

p=0.64 
Female (%) 10 (58.8) 6 (50) 

Tumour laterality 
Left (%) 10 (58.8) 5 (41.7) 

p=0.36 
Right (%) 7 (41.2) 7 (58.3) 

Koos grade 

II 3 (18%) 3 (25%) 

p=0.39 III 7 (41%) 2 (17%) 

IV 7 (41%) 7 (58%) 

Tumour volume 
Median 

(IQR) 

2.51 (1.56-

5.91) 

8.43 (0.67-

28.28) 

9.23 (0.53, 

17.9) 
p=0.33 

Annual adjusted growth rate 

(cm
3
/yr.) 

Median 

(IQR) 

0.77 (0.54-

2.71) 

0.80 (0.46-

1.78) 

0.23 (-1.17, 

1.65) 
P=0.76 

Length of radiological follow-up 

(months) 

Median 

(IQR) 
13 (8-24) 28 (6-67) 18 ( -2, 37) P=0.35 
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increases in tumour ve in both tumour groups (p<0.001) but in sporadic tumours this increase 

stopped once tumour volume exceeded 10cm3 (Fig.5.1B). Both tumour groups displayed 

decreases in mean tumour R1N with increasing tumour size (Fig.5.1C), but this relationship 

was stronger in the NF2-related VS cohort (rho=-0.86, p<0.001).  As shown in Fig.5.1D 

both sporadic and NF2-related VSs also demonstrated increases in mean tumour diffusivity 

with increasing tumour size (p<0.001) and there was a significant inverse linear relationship 

between tumour mean diffusivity and fractional anisotropy across both tumour cohorts 

(p≤0.002, supplementary Fig.S3).  

Univariate regression analysis (supplementary table S1) demonstrated that the cube root 

transform of tumour size and annual adjusted tumour growth rate were significant 

independent predictors of mean tumour Ktrans (p<0.001), mean tumour ve (p≤0.02), mean 

tumour R1N (p<0.001), mean tumour diffusivity (p≤0.001) and mean tumour fractional 

anisotropy (p≤0.003). Univariate and multiple regression analysis (supplementary table S2) 

demonstrated that with the exception of mean diffusivity (p<0.001) tumour NF2 status had 

no statistically significant effect on either each imaging parameter or the observed 

relationship between derived imaging parameters and tumour size (p>0.05). Intertumour 

correlation analysis between different imaging metrics across each VS cohort are shown in 

supplementary table S3 and S4.   
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Fig.5.1  Comparison of DCE-MRI derived microvascular parameters and diffusion 
metrics between sporadic (●) and NF2-related (○) VSs 

A: Intertumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour Ktrans against VS size (cm3). B: Intertumour 
scatterplot analysis of mean tumour ve (EES) against VS size (cm3). C: Intertumour scatterplot 
analysis of mean tumour R1N against VS size (cm3). D: Intertumour scatterplot analysis of tumour 
mean diffusivity (MD, mm2.s-1 x10-3) against VS size (cm3). E and F: Parametric maps from a patient 
with a large sporadic tumour and a patient with a large NF2-related VS are shown in E and F, 
respectively. Mean parameter values for the VSs displayed in E and F are outlined in the scatterplot 
shown in panel A through the use of a blue and red box, respectively. Spearman’s rho reported for 
the intertumour correlation across all 44 VSs (A–D). EES = extravascular-extracellular space; 
T1W+C = T1W post-contrast.  

 

5.6.3  Imaging and pathology correlation analysis 
Correlation indices between imaging and tissue analysis in the 17 sporadic VSs are shown 

in supplementary table S5. Cell density correlated negatively with mean tumour ve (rho=-

0.61, p=0.02). Tumour mean diffusivity correlated positively with fibrinogen OD (rho=0.70, 

p=0.002) but there was no correlation observed between cell density and either diffusion 

metric. Tumour Ktrans correlated positively with both mean fibrinogen OD (r=0.62, p=0.008) 

and microvessel SA (r=0.74, p<0.001).  Derived vp estimates correlated strongly with 

microvessel SA (r=0.89, p<0.001, supplementary Fig.S4).   

The 10 rapidly growing VSs demonstrated higher TAM density compared to both the static 

(p<0.001) and large VSs (p=0.003, supplementary table S6) groups. There was a non-

significant increase in TAM infiltrates with increasing tumour Ktrans across all tumours 

(rho=0.23, p=0.38, Fig.5.2A). The 4 large VSs demonstrated marked heterogeneity in TAM 

density and after exclusion of these tumours the relationship between Iba1+ cell % and Ktrans 
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was statistically significant (rho=0.76, p=0.002). Compared to static tumours, growing VSs 

displayed significantly greater overall microvessel SA (p=0.011). Image sections from a 

growing VS with high Ktrans values are shown in Fig.5.2B alongside comparative 

immunostains demonstrating the high vascular permeability and dense TAM infiltrates seen 

within this tumour (Fig.5.2C). Across all VS tissue specimens there was a positive 

correlation between microvessel SA and Iba1+ TAM density (r=0.55, p=0.002, Fig.5.2D). 

Representative tissue sections from a slowly growing and rapidly growing NF2-related VS 

are shown in Fig.5.2E and 5.2F respectively and demonstrate the close correspondence 

between tumour vascularity and TAM infiltrates.  

  

5.6.4  Sporadic and NF2-related VS pathology comparison 

As shown in Table 5.3 NF2-related VSs demonstrated significantly lower fibrinogen OD 

values (p<0.001) compared to growing sporadic VSs; there was no significant difference in 

either TAM density (p=0.65) or microvessel SA (p=0.16).  Univariate linear regression 

analysis to evaluate the effect of tumour size, tumour growth rate and tumour NF2 status on 

tissue-derived parameters is shown in supplementary table S7.  Whereas both tumour size 

and tumour growth were significant independent predictors of mean Iba1+ cell % (p≤0.04) 

and mean CD31 % microvessel SA (p≤0.01), with the exception of mean tissue fibrinogen 

(p=0.001), tumour NF2 status had no statistically significant effect on any of the tissue 

parameters.  
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 Table 5.3:  Comparative tissue-derived parameters between sporadic and NF2-related VSs 
* P value calculated using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. 

  

 

Variable 

Mean (± SD) 

a b c c vs a c vs b 

Sporadic 

VSs, all 

(n=17) 

Sporadic 

VSs, 

Growing 

 (n=10) 

NF2-

related 

VSs 

(n=12) 

Mean 

difference 

(95% CI) 

P value Mean 

difference 

(95% CI) 

P value 

Mean Iba1+ 

cell % 

46.5  

(± 20.2) 

59.9 (± 

9.75) 

56.3 

 (± 23.2) 

9.73 
(-6.88, 
26.34) 

p = 0.24 

-3.62 

(-20.05, 

12.81) 

p = 

0.65 

Mean CD31 %  
microvessel SA 

2.63  

(± 1.26) 

2.81 (± 

0.96) 

2.20 

 (± 1.02) 

-0.43 
(-1.33, 
0.47) 

p = 0.33 

-0.62 

(-1.50, 

0.27) 

p = 0.16 

Cell density (HE 

cell nuclei per 

x20HPF) 

2823 

 (± 906) 

2401 (± 

865) 

2272 

 (± 621) 
-550 

(-1170, 70) 
p = 0.08 

-129 

(-790, 533) 
p = 0.68 

Mean fibrinogen 

OD (%) 

0.37  

(± 0.13) 

0.37 (± 

0.08) 

0.24 

 (± 0.03) 

-0.12 
(-0.20, 
-0.04) 

p = 0.004 

-0.12 

(-0.18, -

0.07) 

p <0.001 
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Fig.5.2  Relationship between tumour vascularity and intratumoural inflammation in 
sporadic and NF2-related VSs  

A: Intertumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour Ktrans against mean Iba1+ cell percentage in 17 
resected sporadic VSs. Differences in Iba1+ TAM density between the growing VSs (red), static VSs 
(blue), and large VSs that were primarily resected due to size (green) are shown. B: Representative 
image sections (left: T1W post-contrast; right: parametric Ktrans map) from a 55-year-old female 
patient with a rapidly growing sporadic VS. C: Immunostains from the same tumour demonstrating 
high Iba1+ TAM density and corresponding regions of perivascular leak as demonstrated by 
fibrinogen immunostaining (immunoperoxidase—whole section). D: Intertumour scatterplot 
comparison of mean CD31 percentage microvessel SA against mean Iba1+ cell percentage in 17 
sporadic and 12 NF2-related VSs. E: Immunostains (Iba1 = red, CD31 = brown) from a slow-growing 
NF2-related VS (see labelled data point in panel D) demonstrating low Iba1+ TAM density and 
vascularity. F: Immunostains from a rapidly growing NF2-related VS (see labelled data point in panel 
D) demonstrating high Iba1+ TAM density and corresponding regions of high vascularity. Pearson’s 
product-moment correlation coefficient (r) reported, or Spearman’s rho in the case of nonlinear 
association between variables. HPF = high-power field. 

 

5.6.5  Relationship between microvessel surface area, TAM density 
and cellular proliferation indices 
Fig.5.3 demonstrates the relationship between TAM density, microvessel SA and Ki67 

labelling index in the 4 large sporadic VSs. Both microvessel SA (p<0.001, Fig.5.3A) and 

fibrinogen OD (p<0.001) were significantly elevated in areas of high TAM density compared 

to low TAM density regions (supplementary table S8). Across all tumour areas TAM density 

correlated with fibrinogen OD (rho=0.71, p<0.001, Fig.5.3B) and microvessel SA (rho=0.52, 

p<0.001). The Ki67 labelling index was significantly greater in regions of high TAM density 
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compared to low density regions (p<0.001, Fig 5.3C). A whole mount section from a large 

sporadic VS with corresponding regions of both high and low TAM density, microvessel SA 

and vascular leak is shown in Fig 5.3D-F. 

 

5.6.6  Tumour VEGF and VEGFR-1 expression 
VEGF expression was present in all sporadic and NF2-related VSs (Fig.5.4A).  Western blot 

results confirmed the immunohistochemistry data. VEGF molecular weight was 

approximately 20KDa. VEGF expression varied across individual cases but there were no 

statistically significant differences between sporadic and NF2-related VSs (p=0.21, Fisher’s 

exact test). VEGFR-1 was expressed in all cases. Western blot analysis confirmed the 

expression (Fig.5.4B) and showed a molecular weight of approximately 65KDa in keeping 

with the soluble isoform of the VEGFR-1383–385.  Sporadic and NF2-related VSs showed 

spatial correspondence of areas of high TAM density and VEGFR-1 expression (Fig.5.4C). 

There was also spatial correspondence between areas of high TAM density and VEGF 

expression (Figs. 5.5A, 5.5B).  Double immunofluorescence demonstrated that VEGF was 

expressed mostly by TAMs (Fig.5.5C) although the intensity of VEGF staining varied from 

area to area. We were unable to confirm the expression of VEGFR-1 in TAMs due to low 

signal of VEGFR-1 in immunofluorescence.  
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Fig.5.3   Intratumoural relationship between microvessel surface area, TAM density 
and cellular proliferation indices 

A: Boxplot comparison of CD31 percentage microvessel SA and Iba1+ cell percentage per ×20 HPF 
within areas of low and high TAM density. Data shown for 4 sporadic VSs (2-tailed t-test, ***p < 
0.001). B: Scatterplot comparison of fibrinogen OD and Iba1+ cell percentage across 80 different 
tumour regions (20 regions per tumour). Spearman’s rho reported. C: Boxplot comparison of mean 
Ki67 labelling index across high and low Iba1+ TAM areas (2-tailed t-test, ***p ≤ 
0.001). D: Immunostains (Iba1 = red, CD31 = brown, fibrinogen = brown) from a large sporadic VS 
demonstrating colocalization between TAM infiltrates, regions of high vascularity, and perivascular 
leak, as demonstrated by fibrinogen immunostaining (immunoperoxidase—whole section). E and 
F: Higher-magnification images (×20 HPF) of the areas framed in the whole mounts 
(immunoperoxidase, ×20) demonstrating a region of low (E) and high (F) TAM density, respectively. 
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Fig.5.4  Expression of VEGF and VEGFR-1 in VS 

A: Western blot demonstrating VEGF protein expression in a cohort of sporadic and NF2-related 
VSs, with β actin as a control. B: Western blot demonstrating VEGFR-1 protein expression in a 
cohort of sporadic and NF2-related VSs with β actin as a control. C: Immunostains (VEGFR-1 
= brown, Iba1 = red) from a growing sporadic VS demonstrating spatial colocalization of VEGFR-1 
and Iba1 immunostaining (left = immunoperoxidase—whole section, right = immunoperoxidase, ×20 
HPF).  
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Fig.5. 5  Immunostains demonstrating Iba1 and VEGF co-expression 

A: Immunostains from a rapidly growing sporadic VS demonstrating macroscopic spatial 
colocalization between Iba1 and VEGF: upper left = Iba1 (red), immunoperoxidase—whole 
section; upper right = VEGF (brown), immunoperoxidase—whole section; lower = 
immunofluorescence demonstrating colocalization between Iba1 (red channel) and VEGF (green 
channel). B: Higher magnification (×20 HPF) of the area framed in the whole sections (A; 
immunoperoxidase, ×20) demonstrates a region of high Iba1+ TAM density (left) with corresponding 
immunopositivity for VEGF (right). C: Higher magnification (×20 HPF) immunofluorescence images 
of the area framed in the whole sections demonstrates areas of cellular colocalization between Iba1 
and VEGF (yellow): DAPI (blue), Iba1 (red), VEGF (green), and Iba1-VEGF (red-green; 
immunofluorescence, ×20).  

 

5.7  Discussion  
This study expanded on our previous observation showing that increase in inflammation and 

vascular permeability correlate with growth in sporadic VS55. The present findings 

demonstrated that sporadic and NF2-related VSs show similar microvasculature, a similar 

relationship between neovascularization and intratumoural inflammation and that VEGF-

expressing TAMs are instrumental to angiogenesis. Our results also suggested that 

inflammation and angiogenesis can represent potential therapeutic targets in both tumour 

groups. 

To our knowledge, this is the first study that compared DCE-MRI and diffusion MR-derived 

microvascular and microstructural metrics in sporadic and NF2-related VSs. Alongside 
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increases in tumour Ktrans192, both sporadic and NF2-related VSs demonstrated concomitant 

increases in the extravascular-extracellular space fraction (ve) and reductions in R1N, an 

inverse correlate of tumoural free water content193, with increasing tumour size. Derived 

diffusion metrics mirrored these changes and supported previous evidence194, that larger 

tumours display both higher mean diffusivity and lower fractional anisotropy, a DTI derived 

diffusion directionality measure sensitive to changes in tumour organization and 

microstructure300,301. Our imaging findings suggest that as both sporadic and NF2-related 

VS grow and enlarge there are not only increases in the capillary permeability surface area 

product but also concomitant increases in the extravascular-extracellular space, the degree 

of interstitial tumoural free water and a reduction in the overall density of the tissue 

microstructural architecture.  

Our results demonstrated a relationship between tumour vascularity and TAM infiltration 

and showed that DCE-MRI derived vascular biomarkers such as Ktrans can be used as indirect 

measures of inflammatory response, although a direct comparison between imaging data and 

tissue analysis was not feasible in the NF2 cohort. Nonetheless, analysis of a separate cohort 

of resected growing NF2-related VSs showed strong correlation between TAMs and 

microvessel surface area similar to what was observed in sporadic VSs. 

The four large sporadic VSs in our cohort demonstrated disproportionately high Ktrans values 

compared to the average TAM tissue density. The discrepancy between imaging and tissue 

data may result from limitations of our DCE-MRI technique when applied to highly vascular 

tumours but may also reflect the dramatic differences in spatial resolution between imaging 

and tissue-based techniques. Across these tumours there was considerable heterogeneity in 

TAM density, with regions of both high and low vascularity and TAM infiltration 

respectively and the spatial resolution of our DCE-MRI derived metrics may limit the ability 

to fully detect such heterogeneity in vivo. In a previous study it was demonstrated that within 

growing sporadic VS macrophages rather than Schwann cells accounted for the majority of 

proliferating cells55.  Our demonstration of elevated cellular proliferation rates within 

intratumoural regions of high TAM density further supports this and suggests that even 

within individual tumours growth occurs within regions of high vascularity and high TAM 

infiltration respectively.  

Previous studies have documented the pro-angiogenic cytokine VEGF and VEGFR-1 in VS 

tissue76,85,90 but the cellular origin of these proteins and their relationship to intratumoural 

inflammation was not investigated. We demonstrated that intratumoural macrophages 
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contribute significantly to VEGF production and we showed predominant expression of the 

soluble form of the VEGFR-1383,385,386. Alongside its roles in promoting vasodilatation, 

increasing vascular permeability, and inducing angiogenesis85,89, VEGF isoforms act as a 

chemoattractant for circulating VEGFR-1 expressing macrophages89,96–98. Combined 

imaging/pathology results presented here further support our previous results of increased 

inflammation and vascular permeability in growing sporadic VS10 but also suggest that 

VEGF/VEGFR-1 signalling drives chemoattraction of VEGFR-1 expressing macrophages 

into the TME96,97, in addition to driving angiogenesis. Further work is required to better 

evaluate the role that VEGFR-1 expressing macrophages play in VS angiogenesis and 

progression. 

Amongst NF2 patients the management of VS presents the biggest treatment challenge. 

Their bilateral and progressive nature causes considerable patient morbidity and makes 

treatment of these lesions through surgery or radiotherapy difficult12,18.To-date the anti-

VEGF antibody bevacizumab (Avastin ©) is the only targeted molecular therapy for these 

tumours86,92 but concerns have been raised about its widespread usage due to cardiovascular 

and renal complications and the duration of response39,93.  Our evidence of a spatial 

relationship between TAM and angiogenesis in sporadic and NF2-related VSs suggest that 

treatment targeting VEGF may lead to a concomitant reduction in TAM and therefore further 

impact on tumour growth. The fact that TAM rather than tumour cells proliferate in VS55 

further supports the idea of targeting macrophages along with vascular supply. Recent 

studies have documented upregulation of other pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines 

such as IL-1β, IL-6, TNFα, and M-CSF in sporadic VS103,136,387. A number of safe, effective 

and well tolerated immunomodulatory agents are already in clinical usage against these 

molecules and our findings raise the possibility these agents could be repurposed to help 

control tumour progression and growth in both VS groups.  

 

5.8  Conclusions 
Ours is the largest comparative study of MR derived microstructural and microvascular 

characteristics in both sporadic and NF2-related VSs and the first such study to compare, in 

tissue, the relationship between tumour vascularity and inflammatory cell infiltration in both 

these tumour groups. Our imaging and tissue findings have demonstrated that both sporadic 

and NF2-related VSs show marked similarities with regard to their microvascular metrics, 

and that in both tumour groups inflammation may be a relevant therapeutic target.  
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5.9  Supplementary tables  
 

Supplementary Table S1:  Univariate linear regression analysis to evaluate the effect of 

tumour size, pre-treatment tumour growth rate and tumour NF2 status on DCE-MRI and 

diffusion MR derived characteristics in VS   

 

* Cube-root transform of tumour size and pre-treatment tumour growth rate used. 
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Supplementary Table S2:  Multiple linear regression analysis to evaluate the effect of 

tumour NF2 status and tumour size on DCE-MRI and diffusion MR derived characteristics 

in VS    

Imaging 

parameter 

Tumour size 

(Main effect) 

Sporadic vs NF2-related VSs 

(Interaction effect) 
Adj 

R
2
 

β 95% CI 
T 

stat 
P value β  95% CI 

T 

stat 

P 

value 

Mean K
trans

  
0.07 

0.06,  

0.09 
8.53 P<0.001 -0.02 

-0.05,  

0.01 
-1.14 P=0.26 0.63 

Mean v
e 
 0.11 

0.06,  

0.15 
5.11 P<0.001 -0.01 

-0.10, 

 0.07 
-0.28 P=0.78 0.37 

Mean R1
N, 

 -0.14 
-0.19, 

 -0.08 
-5.14 P<0.001 -0.06 

-0.16, 

 0.05 
-1.06 P=0.29 0.39 

Mean diffusivity 

0.0001 
0.0001, 

0.0002 
6.81 P<0.001 0.00003 

-

0.00006, 

0.00011 

0.63 P=0.53 0.65 

Fractional 

anisotropy 
-0.05 

-0.07, 

 -0.02 
-3.57 P=0.001 0.02 

-0.03,  

0.07 
0.76 P=0.45 0.26 

Mean v
p
 0.008 

-0.002,  

0.02 
1.77 P=0.08 0.003 

-0.02, 

 0.02 
0.37 P=0.72 0.01 

Mean TBF  
12.9 

-2.35, 

 28.2 
1.71 P=0.10 -2.34 

-33.5,  

28.9 
0.15 P=0.88 0.03 

* Cube-root transform of tumour size used. 
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Supplementary Table S3:  Correlation analysis between tumour size and dynamic 

contrast-enhanced MRI-derived parameters in 24 sporadic VSs     

 
*Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) reported or Spearman’s rho in the 

case of non-parametric data/ non-linear association between variables. 
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Supplementary Table S4:  Correlation analysis between tumour size and dynamic 

contrast-enhanced MRI-derived parameters in 20 NF2-related VSs 

 

*Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) reported or Spearman’s rho in the 

case of non-parametric data/ non-linear association between variables.  
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Supplementary Table S5:  Correlation analysis of tissue-derived parameters with tumour 

volume and imaging derived metrics in 17 resected sporadic VSs 

Parameter Mean Iba1
+
 cell 

percentage (%)  

Mean CD31 % 

microvessel SA  

Mean 

fibrinogen OD 

Mean cell density (HE 

cell nuclei / x20HPF) 

Tumour size 

(cm
3
) 

Rho=0.14 

P=0.59 

Rho=0.39 

P=0.11 

Rho=0.50 

P=0.04 

Rho= -0.34 

P=0.22 

Mean Tumour 

ve (no units) 

Rho=0.23 

P=0.38 

Rho=0.16 

P=0.55 

Rho=0.38 

P=0.13 

Rho= -0.61 

P=0.02 

R1N (s
-1

) Rho=0.01 

P=0.95 

Rho=-0.16 

P=0.51 

Rho=0.15 

P=0.57 

Rho= -0.28 

P=0.31 

Mean diffusivity 

(mm
2
/ sec) 

Rho=0.12 

P=0.65 

Rho=0.44 

P=0.08 

Rho=0.70 

P=0.002 

Rho= -0.17 

P=0.54 

Fractional 

anisotropy 

Rho=-0.06 

P=0.80 

Rho=-0.52 

P=0.03 

Rho=-0.72 

P=0.001 

Rho= -0.13 

P=0.66 

Mean Tumour 

K
trans

 (min
-1

) 

Rho=0.23 

P=0.38 

r=0.74 

P<0.001 

R
2
=0.52 

r=0.62 

P=0.008 

R
2
=0.34 

Rho=-0.31 

P=0.25 

Mean Tumour 

 vp (no units) 

Rho=0.35 

P=0.17 

r=0.89 

P<0.001 

R
2
=0.79 

Rho=0.25 

P=0.33 

Rho=-0.05 

P=0.87 

TBF 

(ml/100mlmin) 

Rho=0.14 

P=0.63 

r=0.85 

P<0.001 

R
2
=0.71 

Rho=0.25 

P=0.33 

Rho=0.14 

P=0.63 

* Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) reported or Spearman’s rho in the 

case of non-parametric data/ non-linear association between variables.  
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Supplementary Table S6:  Comparative tissue-derived parameters between static, 

growing and large sporadic VSs 

Variable 

Mean (± SD) 

a b c  b vs a c vs a c vs b 

Static 

VSs 

(n=3) 

Growing 

VSs 

(n=10) 

Large 

VSs 

(n=4) 

Mean 

difference 

(95% CI) 

P 

value 

Mean 

difference 

(95% CI) 

P 

value 

Mean 

difference 

(95% CI) 

P 

value 

Mean Iba1+ 

cell % 

12.7 

 (± 

7.66) 

59.9 

 (± 9.75) 

38.5 

 (± 

23.2) 

47.20 

(32.20, 

62.18) 

 

<0.001 

25.9 

(8.46,43.25) 
0.005 

-21.3 

(-34.81, 

-7.86) 

0.003 

Mean CD31 % 

microvessel SA  

0.77 

 (± 

0.46) 

2.81  

(± 0.96) 

3.57 

 (± 

0.90) 

2.04 

(0.50, 3.58) 
0.01 

2.80 

(1.01, 4.58) 
0.003 

0.76 

(-0.62, 

2.14) 

0.52 

Cell density 

(HE cell nuclei 

per x20HPF) 

3785 

 (± 

743) 

2401  

(± 865) 

3155 

 (± 

314) 

-1384 

(-2697,-71) 
0.05 

-630 

(-2153,893) 
0.89 

753 

 (-426, 

1934) 

0.35 

Mean 

fibrinogen OD 

(%) 

0.22  

(± 

0.01) 

0.37 

 (± 0.08) 

0.48 

 (± 

0.18) 

0.15 

(-0.03, 

0.33) 

0.16 
0.27 

(0.05, 0.48) 
0.02 

0.12 

(-0.05, 

0.28) 

0.24 

* P value calculated using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. 
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Supplementary Table S7:  Univariate linear regression analysis to evaluate the effect of 

tumour size, pre-treatment tumour growth rate and tumour NF2 status on tissue-derived 

parameters in resected VSs 

* Cube-root transform of tumour size and pre-treatment tumour growth rate used. 
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Supplementary Table S8:  Comparative tissue-derived parameters between areas of high 

and low Iba1+ TAM density in 4 large sporadic VSs  

Parameter Low Iba1+ density 

areas 
High Iba1

+
 density 

areas  

Mean 

difference 

(95% CI) 

P 

value* 

Mean Iba1+ cell %  26.2 75.3 49.1 

(42.7, 55.5) 

P<0.001 

Mean cell density (HE cell nuclei / 

x20HPF) 

2273 1925 -347 

(-535, -159) 

P<0.001 

Mean CD31 %  microvessel SA  0.75 5.25 4.49 

(2.86, 6.13) 

P<0.001 

Mean Fibrinogen OD 0.17 0.42 0.25 

(0.19, 0.30) 

P<0.001 

Mean Ki67+ labelling index (%)  0.82 1.69 0.87 

(0.53, 1.22) 

P<0.001 

* P value calculated using 2-tailed t test or Mann-Whitney U test in the case of non-

parametric data. 
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5.10  Supplementary Figures 
 

 
Supplementary Fig.S1  Immunostains of VEGF/VEGFR-1 antibody controls 

Positive (+) and negative (-) control immunohistochemical stains for VEGF (1:250, x20HPF) and 
VEGFR-1 (1:200, x40HPF) on appendix muscle tunic.   
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Supplementary Fig.S2  Validation of Iba1 quantification techniques 

A: Scatterplot analysis of manual against semi-automated Iba1
+ 

cell counts across 48 images 

(x20HPF). B: Scatterplot analysis of manual Iba1
+ 
cell counts against semi-automated Iba1

+
 surface 

area (SA) % coverage across 48 images (x20HPF). C: Scatterplot analysis of mean semi-automated 

Iba1
+
 cell percentage (%) against mean Iba1

+
 surface area (SA) % coverage. Data points for 29 VSs 

shown. 
 
** Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) reported. Results of linear regression are 

reported as adjusted R
2
 estimates.  
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Supplementary Fig.S3  Scatterplot comparison of diffusion metrics and DCE-MRI 
derived microvascular parameters in sporadic (●) and NF2-related (○) VSs 

A: Intertumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour fractional anisotropy (FA) against tumour mean 

diffusivity (MD, mm2/sec). B: Intertumour scatterplot comparison of mean tumour ve against tumour 

mean diffusivity (MD, mm2/sec). 

** Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) reported. Results of linear regression are 

reported as adjusted R2 estimates.  
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Supplementary Fig.S4  Comparison between imaging and tissue derived vascularity 
metrics in sporadic VS 

A: Intertumour scatterplot analysis of mean vascular fraction (vp) against mean CD31 % microvessel 

surface area (SA). Data from 17 tumours shown**. B: Representative image sections from tumour 

outlined in panel A.  Left to right:  T1W post-Gd image, co-registered pixelwise map of tumour blood 

flow (TBF, ml/100ml/min) and vp. C: Immunostains (CD31-brown) from the same tumour 

demonstrating regions of high CD31+ microvessel density within the tumour (Left: immunoperoxidase 

–whole mount; Right - immunoperoxidase – x20 HPF). 

**Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) and calculated R2 values from linear 

regression analysis reported.  
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Chapter 6:  Changes in the tumour 

microenvironment of vestibular 

schwannoma following stereotactic 

radiosurgery (SRS): a multinuclear 

MRI study 
 

Daniel Lewis, Damien J McHugh, Ka-loh Li, Xiaoping Zhu, Andrea Wadeson, Helen Entwhistle, 

Scott A. Rutherford, Charlotte Hammerbeck-Ward,  Omar N. Pathmanaban, Alan Jackson, Andrew 

T. King, David J. Coope  

 

Manuscript under revision in Nature Scientific Reports, April 2021. 
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6.1  Personal contribution to project  

The study was conceived and designed by me with the help and guidance of my supervisory 

team. Ethical approval for the study was not in place at the time of my PhD enrolment and I 

was responsible for gaining full ethical approval from both the REC/HRA and local research 

committee to undertake this study. I was subsequently responsible for all aspects of the study 

including:  patient recruitment, MR image analysis, preparation of results and writing of the 

original manuscript.  The 23Na-MRI sequences used were subject to extensive internal 

method development using both phantom studies and cohorts of healthy volunteers prior to 

commencement of this study. This method development was undertaken by both me and 

Damien McHugh (MRI physicist based at the University of Manchester) and me.   

 

6.2  Significance of the study 
This chapter builds upon the work presented thus far regarding the VS tumour 

microenvironment (TME) and seeks to quantify through a pilot multinuclear MRI study 

changes in this TME after an established treatment, that of stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). 

At present there is no way to predict, either pre-treatment or immediately following SRS 

which tumours will respond and this creates challenges in both patient selection for treatment 

and early identification of SRS failures. Critical to these challenges is our incomplete 

understanding of how and why these tumours respond to radiotherapy in the way they do. 

The work in this chapter seeks to address this critical knowledge gap and through a multi-

timepoint, multinuclear MRI acquisition evaluate cellular, microstructural, and 

microvascular changes in the tumour microenvironment of VS undergoing SRS. The results 

presented within this chapter provide the first in vivo characterisation of changes in tumour 

sodium homeostasis and tumour microvascular metrics of VS undergoing SRS treatment and 

demonstrate through a human study that these changes can be quantified using advanced 

potentially clinically applicable MRI techniques such as 23Na-MRI and DCE-MRI. This 

work not only provides crucial preliminary data in support of larger studies investigating the 

clinical utility of these novel MRI biomarkers as early predictors of later SRS treatment 

response but also implicates in light of the findings in preceding chapters, that the observed 

growth attenuation seen in responsive tumours following SRS may in part be secondary to 

decreased tumoural vascularity and infiltration of pro-tumourigenic TAMs into the TME.   
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6.3  Abstract 
 

Background: Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is an established, effective treatment 

alternative to surgery in patients with growing sporadic vestibular schwannoma (VS). The 

timeline to tumour response, however, is unpredictable and differentiation between tumour 

swelling and tumour regrowth post SRS is challenging, complicating clinical decision 

making in these patients. Fundamental to these challenges is an incomplete understanding 

of the mechanisms of tumour radioresponse in VS and the aim of this pilot study was to 

evaluate early imaging changes in the irradiated VS tumour microenvironment through a 

multinuclear MRI approach.  

Methods:  Five patients with growing VSs were recruited and underwent longitudinal 

multimodal MRI at up to four pre- and post-treatment  timepoints (pre SRS, 2 weeks post-

treatment, 8 weeks post-treatment and 6 months post-treatment). Each patient was imaged 

at 3T using a comprehensive MRI protocol which included: spiral 23Na-MRI acquisition, 

diffusion tensor imaging and an established dual-injection, dual temporal resolution dynamic 

contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI acquisition. For each visit, estimates of tissue total sodium 

concentration (TSC) in grey matter (GM), white matter (WM), CSF and tumour were 

quantified from calibration phantoms placed in the field of view. Parametric maps of 

diffusion metrics (mean diffusivity, fractional anisotropy) and DCE-MRI derived 

microvascular biomarkers (Ktrans, vp, ve, R1N, tumoural blood flow) were similarly generated 

using an established analysis pipeline and the extended Tofts model respectively. Voxelwise 

and whole tumour ROI changes in tumour TSC, diffusion metrics and DCE-MRI derived 

microvascular biomarkers post-treatment were evaluated using repeated-measures ANOVA 

and mixed effects models.  

Results: Mean pre-treatment TSC estimates in GM and WM were 39.4±3.1mM and 

35.4±2.3mM respectively and intra-observer repeatability in normal appearing brain TSC 

estimates  across all timepoints was good (intraclass correlation coefficient > 0.65).  Mean 

pre-treatment tumour TSC was 50.1 ± 9.7 mM. Increases in tumour TSC were evident as 

early as 2 weeks post-treatment and preceded observable changes on visual inspection in 

both structural imaging and diffusion parameter (MD, FA) maps. Across all VS there were 

significant voxelwise increases in TSC (p<0.001) and mean diffusivity (p<0.001) at 6 

months post SRS with corresponding decreases in fractional anisotropy (p<0.001, repeated 

measures ANOVA). With the exception of one tumour, voxelwise TSC and MD estimates 
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were significantly correlated at each imaging timepoint (p≤0.05). Heterogenous changes in 

tumoural estimates of ve, Ktrans and vp were evident as early as 2 weeks post-treatment. At 6 

months post SRS there were significant voxelwise decreases in ve, Ktrans (p<0.001) and vp 

(p<0.001, repeated measures ANOVA).  

Discussion: This study presents the first in vivo evaluation of alterations in the VS tumour 

microenvironment following SRS, demonstrating that changes in tumour sodium 

homeostasis and microvascular metrics can be imaged as early as 2 weeks following 

treatment. The findings of this work should motivate future dedicated longitudinal studies to 

investigate the utility of these novel, clinically applicable MRI metrics as early biomarkers 

of later SRS response.  
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6.4  Introduction 
Sporadic vestibular schwannoma (VS) is a benign tumour arising from the Schwann cells 

lining the vestibulocochlear or eighth cranial nerve within the cerebellopontine angle 

(CPA)55,56,388. With an incidence of 15–20 per million per year, VS account for nearly 8% 

of all intracranial tumours and although histologically benign they can cause considerable 

morbidity due to both their anatomical location and unpredictable, sometimes rapid 

growth3,55,56.  Traditionally the mainstay of management for growing tumours has been 

microsurgical resection but high dose focal radiotherapy to VS in the form of stereotactic 

radiosurgery (SRS) has also emerged as an effective treatment alternative in selected 

patients4,389,390. Often administered as a single fraction in an outpatient setting, as a treatment 

modality SRS offers several distinct advantages over surgical resection not least of which is 

the shorter recovery post-treatment and the avoidance of operative risks such as facial nerve 

injury4,390. There are nonetheless well recognized challenges in the use of SRS as a therapy 

in these tumours.  Unlike surgery where complete macroscopic tumour resection is often 

achieved, SRS does not acutely reduce tumour volume but rather attenuates tumour growth 

over a variable period of many months to years203,204. The timeline to volume reduction in 

any given tumour is therefore unpredictable and following treatment there is a well 

recognized 10% of VS that demonstrate continued tumour growth203,204.  

At present, there is no way to predict, either pre-treatment or immediately following SRS 

which VS will respond. Assessing success or failure of treatment is further complicated by 

the fact that reactive swelling and radiological appearance of tumour enlargement is 

commonly seen for up to 3 years after irradiation, following which shrinkage will be 

seen203,204. There is currently no way of determining whether this continued growth is 

treatment failure or reactive swelling4,204. The inability to differentiate between these two 

radically different responses to treatment means that cases of treatment failure are not 

recognized until after 3 years of continued growth, with the consequent challenges of dealing 

with what will be a significantly larger tumour with potential scarring to adjacent cranial 

nerves203,207. Fundamental to these clinical challenges is our incomplete understanding of 

how and why these tumours respond to radiotherapy in the way they do391,392. Radiotherapy 

as a treatment preferentially targets rapidly dividing cells but studies to date have shown that 

schwannoma cell proliferation rates in VS are low and poorly associated with tumour 

growth42,43,209. Indeed recent research has demonstrated that within growing tumours, 

infiltrating macrophages rather than neoplastic Schwann cells account for the majority of 
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proliferating cells54–56. To better predict and monitor treatment responses in VS following 

SRS we, therefore, need a greater understanding of how the microenvironment in these 

tumours changes following treatment. 

In other tumours treated with SRS such as cerebral metastases, advanced diffusion and 

perfusion MR imaging techniques have demonstrated utility in monitoring treatment 

responses. In such studies early reductions in tumour cytoarchitecture and reductions in 

perfusion MR metrics such as the fractional plasma volume, vp, and the transfer constant, 

Ktrans  (a hybrid parameter reflecting tissue blood flow, vessel surface area, and vessel 

permeability), have been demonstrated following therapy192,393–397. There has been a paucity 

of such studies in VS, however. One advanced MR imaging technique which has received 

increased attention as a marker of treatment response in neuro-oncology in sodium (23Na) 

MRI210,231,398. Quantifying changes in total tissue sodium concentration (TSC) provides 

information on cellular physiology and tumour microstructure not obtainable with 

conventional 1H MRI and 23Na-MRI has been shown to be sensitive to therapy-induced 

changes in both systemic and central nervous system tumours210,231,259,398–400.  The goal of 

the present study was to therefore use both 23Na-MRI and a comprehensive 1H-MRI protocol 

including diffusion MRI and dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI to evaluate early 

cellular, microstructural and microvascular changes in VS following SRS. 

 

6.5  Methods 

6.5.1  Patient population and treatment  
Between February and June 2019 five patients with sporadic VS were recruited via the 

Manchester Skull Base Unit multidisciplinary team (MDT) meeting at Salford Royal 

Hospital, Salford, UK.  Ethical approval was in place for the study (REC reference: 

18/NW/0094).  All patients had undergone routine MR follow-up as part of their clinical 

care and all tumours were classified as growing by the multidisciplinary team meeting. 

Between March and June 2019 all five patients underwent single fraction stereotactic 

radiosurgery (SRS) as the primary treatment modality.  All patients were treated with 

frameless linear accelerator-based SRS using the Novalis TX and ExacTrac treatment 

systems (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) equipped with 6MV SRS mode, 

HD120 multi-leaf collimator (MLC). An aquaplast mask was used for non-invasive 

immobilization. For treatment planning patients underwent stereotactic MRI at 1.5T 

(General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) and MR images were then fused 
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to high-resolution CT obtained at the time of simulation to assist in treatment volume design. 

Dosimetric planning was performed using the Pinnacle planning system and all patients 

received 12 Gy in a single fraction. 

 

6.5.2  MRI acquisition  
 

1H protocol 

In addition to standard pre-treatment clinical MR sequences, patients underwent imaging 

with a comprehensive research MR protocol at the following timepoints: pre-treatment (4 

patients), 2 weeks post-treatment (5 patients), 8 weeks post-treatment (4 patients) and 6 

months post-treatment (4 patients). Two patients underwent imaging at  four timepoints (pre 

SRS, 2 weeks post-treatment, 8 weeks post-treatment and 6 months post-treatment) and three 

patients were imaged at three timepoints. For all patients MRI data were acquired on a 3 

Tesla whole body scanner (Philips Achieva, Philips Medical System, NL). High spatial 

resolution 3D T1W (T1W) gradient echo images with full brain coverage (TE 3.2ms, TR 

8.6ms, voxel size 1x1x1mm) both before and after contrast agent (gadoterate meglumine; 

Dotarem, Guerbet S.A.) administration was obtained for tumour delineation. A focused 

T2W-DRIVE acquisition through the cerebellopontine angle (CPA) was also obtained (TE 

237 ms, TR 2000 ms, voxel size 0.23x0.23x0.5mm). Diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) was 

performed using 15 directions and two b-values (0 and 800 s/mm2) and acquisition 

parameters were as follows: TE 74 ms, TR 6056 ms, voxel size 1.75x1.75x2mm. DCE-MRI 

data were collected at three timepoints (pre-treatment, 2 weeks and 6 months post-treatment) 

using a previously described dual-injection, dual temporal resolution technique, details of 

which can be found in chapter 3299.   

  

23Na- MR protocol 

Prior to the above 1H sequences a 23Na-MRI acquisition for TSC estimation was performed 

using a separate dual tuned 1H/23Na birdcage headcoil (RAPID Biomedical, Rimpar, 

Germany).  The fast decaying transverse component (T2F ≈ 0.5-5ms) of the sodium signal 

in vivo  means that ultra-short echo time (UTE) sequences with non-Cartesian k-space 

sampling are typically used232,235–237. For this study, a UTE spiral acquisition was performed, 

with the following parameters: TE=0.967ms; TR=100ms, no. of averages, NOA=7; nominal 
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isotropic voxel size= 4 mm; nominal field-of-view (FOV) of 240 × 240 mm2. The total 

acquisition time was approximately ~14mins. Saturation of the longitudinal component of 

the sodium signal was mitigated by using a long TR (100ms) value compared to the T1 of 

tissue sodium (T1~35–40ms)246. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is, however, not fully relaxed 

(T1~55ms) at this TR and so cannot be used as a reliable internal calibration without 

correction for saturation401.   

To allow for quantification of TSC in both tumour and normal appearing brain, two sodium 

calibration phantoms made from a stock of 60 mM and 120 mM sodium chloride (NaCl) in 

water with 4% agarose were used. Each of the phantoms were cylindrical tubes of 30 ml 

capacity (physical dimensions 2.45 × 8.9 cm; Dutscher, France), filled with the stock 

solution. These were placed beside the ear defenders/headphones worn by the subjects to 

include them in the imaging FOV210,237. T1 measurements in each phantom (measured 

through inversion recovery experiments) were in good agreement with reported literature 

values. Regular quality assurance scans using the phantoms and commercial 0.9% saline 

preparations (Baxter Healthcare Inc, Deerfield, IL, USA) as a calibrant demonstrated that 

the concentrations within both phantoms were stable over the course of the study, with mean 

concentrations of 56 ± 3mM and 123 ± 4mM respectively.  

 

6.5.3  MR image analysis 

 

23Na-MR analysis 

 The spiral 23Na-MRI images were reconstructed on the scanner and the TSC maps were 

subsequently calculated offline using MATLAB 2015a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, 

USA)363.  Noise and power correction of sodium images was undertaken using  the method 

described by Miller et al365,402. This correction involved squaring the signal derived from the 

image, measuring the squared mean pixel value from a region of interest (ROI) in the 

background (outside the patient) for each slice, subtracting this value from all pixels in the 

squared image and calculating the square root365,402. Prior to calculation of the TSC map the 

measured intensities from each phantom placed in the FOV were divided by a correction 

factor ( f =0.96) to take into account the fact that T1 relaxation in the phantom is incomplete 

due to the relatively short TR of the 23Na-MRI acquisition247,363,403.  
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1H MR analysis  

DTI data were processed using the FSL 4.1 Diffusion Toolbox 

(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) using a standard multistep procedure, which incorporated 

both eddy current correction and brain extraction303. Through this approach voxelwise maps 

of mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA) were generated.  

Voxelwise maps of microvascular kinetic parameter values (Ktrans, ve vp, ) were derived from 

the DCE-MRI datasets using the extended Tofts model (ETM)192. To permit high spatial 

resolution assessment of changes in tumour microvascular parameters following SRS 

treatment, a previously validated DCE-MRI analysis technique, termed LEGATOS (LEvel 

and rescale the Gadolinium contrast concentrations curves of high temporal TO high Spatial 

DCE-MRI) was utilised. In brief, following concatenation of the acquired high temporal (HT) 

and high spatial (HS) resolution DCE-MRI datasets, this new technique performs a pixelwise 

reconstruction of the HT first-pass concentration curves to a higher spatial resolution. 

Further details on this analysis technique can be found in Appendix A.     

 

Image co-registration and segmentation 

Longitudinal co-registration was performed for each participant for all scan visits. TSC maps, 

DCE-MRI microvascular kinetic parameter maps and diffusion parameter maps from each 

visit were co-registered to the pre-treatment dataset using SPM12404. Individual tumours 

were manually delineated on the co-registered T1W post-contrast image using Analyze 

version 11 (Biomedical Imaging Resource, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA) to create a 

tumour object mask. These object masks were then applied to the co-registered TSC maps, 

DCE-MRI microvascular kinetic parameter maps and the diffusion parameter maps (MD, 

FA) so that longitudinal temporal changes in each imaging metric could be assessed on a per 

voxel or voxelwise basis.  

To evaluate TSC values in normal appearing brain, tissue masks of white matter (WM), grey 

matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) were derived through automated segmentation 

of co-registered 3D T1W images (SPM12, UCL, London, UK). To reduce the effect of 

partial volume, only voxels with a tissue probability larger than 95% were included in the 

segmented GM, WM and CSF masks210. To corroborate the TSC values obtained through 

automated segmentation a hand‐drawn ROI analysis was performed using Analyze version 

11 by an observer with 8 years of experience with radiological imaging. ROIs were drawn 
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within the normal appearing white matter of the centrum semiovale (CS) and within the CSF 

of the lateral ventricles for each patient. The size of the ROIs was adjusted for each 

individual patient, so that partial volume effects from neighbouring voxels were minimised.  

 

Tumour volume estimation 

Individual tumour volumes at each timepoint were determined through semi-automatic 

segmentation using the BrainLab iPlan software (BrainLAB, Feldkirchen, Germany). In 

addition to the study MRI scans, volumetric measurements of tumour size were also made 

for the preceding clinical scan so that the pre-treatment volumetric growth rate for each 

individual VS could be calculated55. Post-contrast T1W imaging was used for all 

segmentations and where this was not available e.g., 8 weeks post-treatment, tumours were 

instead manually delineated on T2W-DRIVE sequences. The results of all segmentations 

were reviewed and where necessary, edited by an experienced neuroradiologist.   

 

6.5.4  Statistical analysis 

Stata version 11 and the SPSS statistical software package (version 25, IBM Corp.) were 

used for all statistical analyses. To assess the intra-subject repeatability of GM, WM and 

CSF TSC values across the four imaging timepoints the test–retest coefficient of variation 

(CoV) was calculated, where for each subject, i, the CoV is the SD, σi, for all measurements 

on that subject, divided by the mean, μi, for the subject. The global test–retest CoV for a 

group of N subjects was defined as �∑ (𝜎𝜎 𝜇𝜇)⁄ 2 𝑁𝑁⁄  345,346.  

As a supporting measure of intra-subject repeatability the average measures intraclass 

correlation coefficient of TSC values from each atlas (GM, WM, CSF) and ROI defined 

region (CS, CSF lateral ventricle) was calculated using an absolute-agreement, 2-way 

mixed-effects model347.  

Voxelwise temporal changes in TSC, diffusion metrics and DCE-MRI derived kinetic 

parameter values (Ktrans, ve vp) within each tumour voxel were evaluated using a repeated 

measures ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geisser correction for non-sphericity. To account for 

missing timepoint data in three patients temporal changes in voxelwise parameter values,  

mean whole tumour ROI values and tumour volume values across all patients studied were 
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analysed using a repeated measures mixed-effects model with imaging timepoint as a fixed-

effects variable405,406. In both approaches post hoc analysis of pairwise comparisons between 

different timepoints was performed using the Bonferroni method.  

The voxelwise relationship between TSC, mean diffusivity and the DCE-MRI derived metric 

ve at each timepoint was evaluated using scatterplot analysis and reported as Pearson’s 

product moment correlation coefficient (r) or Spearman’s rho in the case of non-linear 

associations.  To evaluate the relationship between longitudinal changes in these metrics and 

changes in different tumoural cellular compartments, the percentage of voxels at each post-

treatment timepoint demonstrating an increase in either the extracellular sodium population 

(defined as an increase in both TSC and MD or TSC and ve) or intracellular sodium 

population (defined as an increase in TSC with a decrease in MD or ve) was calculated and 

compared using Pearson’s Chi-squared test.  

 

6.6  Results 
 

Patient population  

Demographic details of the five study patients are presented in Table 6.1. Median age at 

time of treatment was 71.2yrs (range 69.9 - 79.1 yrs), four patients were female. In three 

patients the VS was right-sided. Median time interval between pre-treatment imaging and 

SRS was 4 days (range 1-6 days). The median time interval (range) to each post-treatment 

imaging timepoint was 14 days (13-16 days), 57 days (55-70 days) and 181 days (160-184 

days) respectively. Pre-treatment hearing status in the ipsilateral affected ear ranged from 

good (Gardner-Robertson grade I, patient 3) to poor (Gardner-Robertson grade IV, patient 

4) and one patient (patient 2) had mild, House-Brackmann grade II facial weakness pre-

treatment (patient 2, Table 6.1). All tumours were Koos grade III with a significant CPA 

component30.  Mean pre-treatment VS size was 1.19 ± 0.28 cm3 and mean pre-treatment 

growth rate was 0.64 ± 0.15 cm3/yr. (Table 6.2).  
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Table 6.1: Patient demographics including tumour laterality, Koos grade and pre-treatment 

hearing status 

Patient Age
a
 

(yrs) 
Gender  Tumour 

laterality 
Koos 
grade 

Gardner-
Robertson  (GR) 

hearing 
classification 

Pre-
treatment 

PTA 
thresholds 

(dB) 

Pre-treatment 
speech 

discrimination (% 
words) 

1 70.2 F Right  III II (Serviceable) 31-50 50-69 

2 71.2 F Left III IV (Poor) 90-100 1-4 

3 69.9 F Right III I (Good) 0-30 70-100 

4 73.7 M Right III III (Non-serviceable) 51-90 5-49 

5 79.1 F Left III II (Serviceable) 31-50 50-69 
a Calculated age at time of SRS treatment  

Mean tumour volume change at 2 weeks, 8 weeks and 6 months respectively was 0.03, -0.02 

and 0.13cm3 but these differences were not statistically significant (p>0.05, repeated 

measures mixed-effects model, Table 6.2). At time of clinical follow-up six weeks following 

SRS, hearing loss was reportedly worse in one patient (patient 1) and unchanged in 4 patients; 

one patient (patient 2) reported worsened left-sided facial weakness following treatment. 

Planned target volume (PTV) and delivered radiation dose to each VS is shown in 

supplementary table S1. 

Table 6.2: Temporal changes in VS volume post-treatment 

Patient Pre-treatment tumour growth rate  (cm3/yr.) 
Tumour volume, cm3 

Pre 2 weeks  8 weeks
a
 6 mon 

1 0.40 0.85 0.84 0.70  

2 0.64 1.30 1.30 1.28 1.36 

3 0.81 1.03 1.05  1.27 

4 0.65 1.59 1.68 1.58 1.93 

5 0.69 1.20 1.23 1.26 1.25 

Mean 
 ±SD 

0.64 
(0.15) 

1.19 
(0.28) 

1.22 
(0.31) 

1.21 
(0.37) 

1.45 
(0.32) 

Mean difference from baseline, cm3 
(95% CI) 

0.03 
(-0.11, 0.17) 

-0.02 
(-0.19, 
0.14) 

0.13 
(-0.28, 0.53) 

P valueb 0.99 0.99 0.99 
a Tumour delineated using T2W-DRIVE instead of T1W Post-Gd.  b Repeated measures mixed-effects model 

with post hoc pairwise comparison using the Bonferroni method    

 

Total sodium concentration (TSC) in normal appearing brain  
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Mean total sodium concentration (TSC) in atlas defined GM and WM at each timepoint is 

shown in supplementary table S2. Mean pre-treatment TSC in atlas defined GM, WM and 

CSF was 39.4±3.11mM, 35.4±2.27mM and 69.9±3.39mM respectively, in line with 

previously reported whole-brain literature values231,246. Use of a manual ROI based analysis 

displayed a comparable mean pre-treatment WM TSC of 35.8±4.03mM for centrum 

semiovale and a higher CSF TSC of 113±4.71mM within the lateral ventricle, reflecting the 

reduced partial volume effects on measured CSF TSC using this approach (supplementary 

table S3).  

With the exception of centrum semiovale WM there was no significant difference in normal 

brain region TSC values at any time point (P>0.05, supplementary table S2). Intra-subject 

variance of TSC values in normal appearing brain across each timepoint was low with global 

CoV values of 11.5%, 9.77% and 4.39% for atlas defined WM, GM and CSF respectively 

(Table 6.3). Intra-observer repeatability across all regions was good (ICC >0.65) with both 

atlas-defined and ROI-based CSF values demonstrating excellent repeatability (ICC 0.91- 

0.94). There was no correlation between serum Na+ concentration and TSC values in either 

normal appearing brain or tumour (Spearman’s rho, p>0.05).  

Table 6.3:  Repeatability of normal brain TSC (mM) estimates from atlas derived regions 

and ROI based analysis 

 Patient GM [all]  WM [all]  CSF [all]  CSF [lat vent]  WM [CS] 
1 8.26 10.4 3.97 2.48 11.7 
2 7.34 9.25 4.00 6.40 13.1 
3 6.29 3.66 6.26 6.57 11.0 
4 6.60 8.18 4.10 5.39 7.80 
5 16.5 19.7 2.91 3.83 16.8 

Mean CoV ±SD 9.00  
(4.26) 

10.2 
(5.87) 

4.25 
(1.22) 

4.93 
(1.75) 

12.1 
(3.27) 

Global CoV  9.77 11.5 4.39 5.18 12.4 

ICC
a
 0.81 0.65 0.91 0.94 0.71 

Individual patient level coefficient of variation (CoV) values reported alongside mean (+/- S.D) and global 
CoV.  

a 
Average measures ICC estimates are reported based on an absolute-agreement, 2-way mixed-effects 

model. Data from three timepoints used in calculation for each patient.  
 

Sodium bioscales demonstrate early post-SRS changes in VS 

Mean pre-treatment TSC across the four VSs with available imaging was 50.1 ± 26.6 mM 

(supplementary table S4) and was significantly higher than WM TSC values (p=0.02, 

ANOVA).  Changes in total sodium concentration were evident as early as 2 weeks post-

treatment and preceded changes in both structural imaging and diffusion parameter maps 
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(Fig.6.1, supplementary Fig.S1/S2). As shown in Table 6.4 across all four tumours with pre-

treatment imaging there was a significant voxelwise increase in TSC at 2 weeks (p<0.001) 

and 6 months (p<0.001) post SRS compared to pre-treatment values (repeated measures 

ANOVA). At 8 weeks there was heterogeneity in tumour response with two tumours 

demonstrating a significant voxelwise increase in TSC (Patient 1 and 4, p<0.001, Fig.6.1) 

and 1 tumour demonstrating a significant decrease in TSC compared to pre-treatment values 

(patient 5, supplementary Fig.S1). Across all tumour voxels combined, there were significant 

increases in voxelwise TSC at 2 weeks (p<0.001), 8 weeks (p<0.001) and 6 months post-

treatment (p<0.001, repeated measures mixed-effects model).  Whole tumour ROI analysis 

demonstrated that compared to pre-treatment values there were statistically significant 

increases in both absolute tumour TSC and the tumour-to-CSF TSC ratio at 6 months post-

treatment (p≤0.02, repeated measures mixed-effects model, supplementary table S4).  

 

Temporal trends in tumour diffusion metrics (MD, FA) at 8 weeks and 6 months post-

treatment mirror changes in tumour TSC 

In the four VSs studied there was a significant voxelwise reduction in fractional anisotropy 

(FA) at 8 weeks (p<0.001) and 6 months post-treatment (p<0.001, repeated measures mixed-

effects model, Table 6.4).  In contrast to early (2 week) post-treatment TSC changes there 

was considerable heterogeneity in MD and FA values with tumours displaying an increase 

(patient 1 and 4, p<0.001, Fig.6.1) or decrease in voxelwise MD values compared to pre-

treatment values (patient 3 and 5, p<0.001, supplementary Fig.S1-S2). In corroboration of 

the voxelwise changes, whole tumour ROI analysis (supplementary table S5) demonstrated 

that at 6 months post-treatment there were significant increases in tumour mean diffusivity 

(p<0.001) and decreases in mean tumour fractional anisotropy (p=0.003).  Whilst at 8 weeks 

post-treatment there were non-significant increases in MD and decreases in FA respectively 

(p>0.05), at 2 weeks post-treatment this was reversed with non-significant decreases and 

increases in MD and FA respectively (p>0.05, repeated measures mixed-effects model).  
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Table 6.4:  Voxelwise temporal changes in tumour total sodium concentration (TSC), 

mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA) 

 

Patient 

Voxelwise  Δ
 
TSC (mM) 

Mean difference (95% CI) 

Voxelwise  Δ MD (mm
2
.s

-1 
x10

-

6
) 

Mean difference (95% CI) 

Voxelwise  Δ FA 

Mean difference (95% CI) 

 Pre / 2 
weeks 

Pre / 8 
weeks 

Pre / 6 
months 

 Pre / 2 
weeks 

Pre / 8 
weeks 

Pre / 6 
months 

 Pre / 2 
weeks 

Pre / 8 
weeks 

Pre / 6 
months 

1 
3.62 

(2.92,4.32) 
*** 

1.53 
(1.13, 
1.92) 
*** 

 
76.6 

(53.5, 
99.8) 
*** 

52.9 
(22.0, 83.8) 

*** 
 

-0.05 
(-0.06, -

0.04) 
*** 

-0.03 
(-0.05, -

0.02) 
*** 

 

2
a
  

-0.84 
(-1.27 -
0.40) 
*** 

-5.07 
(-5.65,-
4.50) 
*** 

 
-25.8 

(-50.5,-
1.01) 

* 

118.31 
(85.5, 
151.1) 

*** 

 
-0.02 

(-0.03,-
0.005) 

** 

-0.11 
(-0.13, -

0.10) 
*** 

3 
12.3 

(11.6, 12.9) 
*** 

 
16.0 

(15.3, 16.6) 
*** 

-176 
(-206,-
144) 
*** 

 
171 

(137, 203) 
*** 

0.08 
(0.07,0.09) 

*** 
 

-0.03 
(-0.04, -

0.02) 
*** 

4 
12.7 

(12.4, 13.1) 
*** 

9.65 
(9.24, 
10.1) 
*** 

16.0 
(15.6, 16.4) 

*** 

32.3 
(17.2, 
47.3) 
*** 

-3.06 
(-14.5, 
8.40) 

233 
(216, 251) 

*** 

-0.001 
(-0.006, 
0.005) 

-0.028 
(-0.032, 
0.023) 

*** 

-0.056 
(-0.062, -

0.05) 
*** 

5 
0.94 

(0.46, 1.41) 
*** 

-9.03 
(-9.85, -

8.20) 
*** 

13.1 
(12.6, 13.7) 

*** 

-3.75 
(-19.6, 
12.1) 

90.8 
(76.8, 105) 

*** 

401 
(371, 430) 

*** 

0.002 
(-0.006, 

0.01) 

-0.03 
(-0.04, -

0.02) 
*** 

-0.09 
(-0.10, -0.08 

*** 

All 
8.30 

(7.91, 8.67) 
*** 

3.03 
(2.54, 
3.52) 
*** 

12.6 
(12.2, 13.0) 

*** 

0.16 
(-11.9, 
12.3) 

22.5 
(10.1,34.9) 

*** 

263 
(249, 276) 

*** 

0.014 
(0.009, 
0.02) 
*** 

-0.012 
(-0.018, -

0.007) 
*** 

-0.06 
(-0.07, -

0.05) 
*** 

P value calculated using repeated measures ANOVA or repeated measures mixed-effects model. Post hoc 
analysis of pairwise comparisons between different timepoints was performed using the Bonferroni method. 
*** ≤0.001; ** ≤0.01; * ≤0.05.  aDifference from 2 week post-treatment timepoint shown as no pre-treatment 
imaging dataset.  
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Fig.6.1  Post SRS changes in tumour total sodium concentration (TSC) and diffusion 
metrics (MD, FA) 

A: Line graphs demonstrating temporal trend in mean tumour TSC and diffusion metrics (MD, FA) 
for five imaged VSs.  Average trend (⸻) across all tumours also shown.  B: Representative TSC 
and diffusion metric maps of the right-sided growing VS shown in Panel A (patient, P4).   From left 
to right: co-registered voxelwise maps of TSC, MD, and FA. There is an observable increase in TSC 
at 2 weeks, 8 weeks and 6 months post SRS compared to pre-treatment values. Note the 
comparatively later visible increase in MD and reduction in tumoural FA at 6 months post SRS. C: 
Histogram of voxelwise TSC values within the tumour shown in panel A/B (patient P4). From left to 
right:  Pre-treatment, 2 weeks post-treatment, 8 weeks post-treatment and 6 months post-treatment. 
Note the rightward shift in voxelwise TSC values at 2 weeks, 8 weeks and 6 months post-treatment 
compared to pre-treatment values. *** p<0.001 for comparison with pre-treatment TSC values. 
Repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc (Bonferroni) analysis of pairwise comparison.  Arrows 
show movement in histogram relative to last imaging timepoint.  MD=Mean diffusivity; FA=Fractional 
anisotropy; TSC=Total sodium concentration   
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Temporal changes in VS microvascular metrics are visible as early as 2-week post SRS 

Voxelwise temporal changes in DCE-MRI derived microvascular metrics are shown in 

Table 6.5. Across the three VSs with complete imaging there were significant voxelwise 

decreases in ve (p<0.001), Ktrans (p<0.001) and vp (p<0.001) at 6 months post-treatment 

compared with pre-treatment values (repeated measures ANOVA). This decrease was 

clearly visualized on acquired parametric maps, occurred predominantly within the CPA 

portion of the tumour, and was associated with a reduction in central contrast enhancement 

on post-contrast T1W imaging (Figs.6.2, supplementary Fig.S3-S4).  Changes in tumour 

microvascular metrics at the early 2-week post-treatment were more heterogenous (Fig.6.2). 

Two patients demonstrated significant increases (p<0.001) in ve, Ktrans and vp at 2 weeks 

post-treatment (patient 1 and 3, Fig.6.2), one patient demonstrated increases in ve and vp 

only (patient 4, supplementary Fig.S3) and one patient demonstrated significant decreases 

in all three microvascular parameters (ve, Ktrans and vp) at 2 weeks (p<0.001, patient 5, 

supplementary Fig.S4).  

Table 6.5: Voxelwise temporal changes in DCE-MRI derived microvascular metrics 

Patient 

Voxelwise  Δve
  
(no units) 

Mean difference (95% CI) 

Voxelwise  Δ Ktrans
 
(min-1) 

Mean difference (95% CI) 

Voxelwise  Δ vp (no units) 

Mean difference (95% CI) 

 Pre / 2 
weeks 

Pre / 6 
months 

 Pre / 2 
weeks 

Pre / 6 
months 

 Pre / 2 
weeks 

Pre / 6 
months 

1 
0.11 

(0.09,0.13) 
*** 

 
0.04 

(0.03, 0.04) 
*** 

 
0.009 

(0.005,0.14) 
*** 

 

2
a
  -0.02 

(-0.04, 0.002) 
 

-0.06 
(-0.07,-0.06) 

*** 
 

-0.02 
(-0.02, -0.01) 

*** 

3 0.004 
(-0.008, 0.16) 

-0.20 
(-0.22, -0.18) 

*** 

0.04 
(0.03,0.05) 

*** 

-0.12 
(-0.13, -0.10) 

*** 

0.02 
(0.02, 0.03) 

*** 

-0.03 
(-0.04,-0.03) 

*** 

4 
0.01 

(0.008,0.02) 
*** 

-0.02 
(-0.03,-0.005) 

** 

-0.015 
(-0.02, -0.01) 

*** 

-0.083 
(-0.09,-0.08) 

*** 

0.004 
(0.003, 0.006) 

*** 

-0.034 
(-0.036, -0.032) 

*** 

5 
-0.07 

(-0.09, -0.06) 
*** 

-0.13 
(-0.16, -0.11) 

*** 

-0.001 
(-0.004, 0.003) 

-0.034 
(-0.03, -0.02) 

*** 

-0.007 
(-0.01, -0.005) 

*** 

-0.004 
(-0.007, 0.00) 

* 

All -0.004 
(-0.01, 0.004) 

-0.09 
(-0.10, -0.08) 

*** 

0.009 
(0.005, 0.01) 

*** 

-0.07 
(-0.074,-0.067) 

*** 

0.008 
(0.007, 0.01) 

*** 

-0.02 
(-0.022, -0.018) 

*** 

P value calculated using repeated measures ANOVA or repeated measures mixed-effects model. Post hoc 
analysis of pairwise comparisons between different timepoints was performed using the Bonferroni method. 
*** ≤0.001; ** ≤0.01; * ≤0.05.  aDifference between post-treatment timepoints shown as no pre-treatment 
imaging dataset.  
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Fig.6.2  Post SRS changes in tumour microvascular metrics 

A: Line graphs demonstrating temporal trend in mean tumoural DCE-MRI derived microvascular 
parameters (ve, Ktrans, vp) for five imaged VSs. Average trend  (⸻) across all tumours also shown. 
B: Representative parameter maps of the right-sided growing VS shown in Panel A (patient, P3).  
From left to right: T1W post-contrast, co-registered voxelwise maps of ve, Ktrans, and tumour vp derived 
from DCE-MRI. Note the early increase in tumour Ktrans, ve and vp at 2 weeks post-treatment (arrow) 
followed by marked reductions in ve, Ktrans and vp within the CPA portion of the tumour at 6 months 
post SRS (*). C: Histogram of voxelwise Ktrans values within the tumour pre-treatment (top), 2 weeks 
post-treatment (middle) and 6 months post-treatment (bottom). *** p<0.001 for comparison with pre-
treatment TSC values. Repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc (Bonferroni) analysis of pairwise 
comparison.  Arrows show movement in histogram relative to last imaging timepoint. 

 

Post-SRS increases in tumour TSC reflect increases in the EES 

With the exception of one tumour (patient 2) all VSs demonstrated a significant (p≤0.05) 

positive voxelwise correlation between TSC and mean diffusivity at each timepoint (Table 

6.6).  The correlation between TSC and mean diffusivity values across all tumour voxels 

was higher at 2 weeks (rho=0.52, p<0.001), 8 weeks (rho=0.44, p<0.001) and 6 months post-

treatment (rho=0.45, p<0.001) compared to pre-treatment values (rho=0.41, p<0.001). There 

was a weak negative correlation between pre-treatment voxelwise TSC and ve values (rho=-

0.06, p<0.001) and whilst the strength of this negative correlation increased at 2 weeks post-
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treatment (rho=-0.15, p<0.001) at 6 months no significant correlation was observed (rho=-

0.0001, p=0.97). Scattergraphs of voxelwise TSC and MD values are shown in 

supplementary Fig.S5 and demonstrate the temporal change in the voxelwise distribution of 

TSC and MD to higher values at 6 months post-treatment. 

Table 6.6:  Voxelwise correlation analysis between tumour TSC, mean diffusivity and 

extravascular-extracellular space fraction (ve) 

 
TSC: MD correlation TSC: ve  correlation MD: ve correlation 

 Pre 
2 

week
s 

8 
week

s 

6 
mon Pre 

2 
week

s 

8 
week

s 

6 
mon Pre 

2 
week

s 

8 
week

s 

6 
mon 

VS
1 

0.57 
P<0.001 

0.54 
P<0.001 

0.57 
P<0.001 

 0.05 
P=0.27 

-0.18 
P=0.002 

  -0.34 
P<0.001 

-0.48 
P<0.001 

  

VS
2 

 0.02 
P=0.58 

0.06 
P=0.12 

0.01 
P=0.78 

 0.11 
P=0.004 

 -0.009 
P=0.81 

 -0.43 
P<0.001 

 0.04 
P=0.29 

VS
3 

0.51 
P<0.001 

0.65 
P<0.001 

 0.73 
P<0.001 

-0.63 
P<0.001 

-0.58 
P<0.001 

 -0.53 
P<0.001 

-0.43 
P<0.001 

-0.43 
P<0.001 

 -0.44 
P<0.001 

VS
4 

0.55 
P<0.001 

0.62 
P<0.001 

0.65 
P<0.001 

0.56 
P<0.001 

-0.14 
P<0.001 

-0.25 
P<0.001 

 -0.14 
P<0.001 

-0.26 
P<0.001 

-0.34 
P<0.001 

 -0.13 
P<0.001 

VS
5 

0.46 
P<0.001 

0.50 
P<0.001 

0.39 
P=0.05 

0.48 
P<0.001 

-0.30 
P<0.001 

-0.06 
P=0.06 

 -0.11 
P=0.001 

-0.45 
P<0.001 

-0.36 
P<0.001 

 -0.26 
P<0.001 

All 
* 

0.41 
P<0.00

1 

0.52 
P<0.001 

0.44 
P<0.001 

0.45 
P<0.00

1 

-0.06 
P<0.00

1 

-0.15 
P<0.001 

 -0.0001 
P=0.97 

-0.38 
P<0.00

1 

-0.27 
P<0.001 

 
-0.45 

P<0.00
1 

All 
** 

0.50 
P<0.00

1 

0.62 
P<0.001 

0.52 
P<0.001 

0.51 
P<0.00

1 

-0.21 
P<0.00

1 

-0.21 
P<0.001 

 
-0.11 

P<0.00
1 

-0.52 
P<0.00

1 

-0.44 
P<0.001 

 
-0.19 

P<0.00
1 

Voxelwise correlation coefficient derived using either all patient datasets (*) or two patient datasets (**) with 
complete follow-up imaging (patient 4 and 5). Spearman’s rho shown.  

 

Fig 6.3 and supplementary table S7 shows the % of tumour voxels at each timepoint 

displaying increases in TSC, mean diffusivity and ve compared to pre-treatment. The % of 

all voxels displaying an increase in TSC at 2 weeks, 8 weeks and 6 months following 

treatment was 80.5, 50.4 and 98.5% respectively. At 2 weeks post-treatment 43.6% of all 

tumour voxels displayed an increase in the extracellular sodium population (defined as an 

increase in both TSC and MD within the same voxel). A significantly lower number of 

voxels (36.9 vs 43.6%, p=0.006, Chi-squared test) demonstrated an increase in the 

intracellular sodium population (defined as an increase in TSC and decrease in MD within 

the same voxel). Voxelwise ve values corroborated this with 47.9% and 32.6% of voxels 

demonstrating an increase in extracellular and intracellular sodium population respectively 

(p<0.001, Chi-squared test). At 8 weeks post-treatment, voxelwise increases in TSC were 
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lower with 27.5% and 22.5% of all voxels demonstrating increases in extracellular and 

intracellular sodium population respectively compared to pre-treatment values. At 6 months 

post-treatment 98.5% of all tumour voxels demonstrated increases in TSC with the large 

majority (85.2% vs 13.3%, p<0.001, Chi-squared test) demonstrating increases in 

extracellular (↑23Na: ↑MD) rather than intracellular sodium.  Due to the reduced ve values 

across all voxels at 6 months post-treatment there was disparity between the % of voxels 

displaying increases in TSC, MD and ve at this timepoint with only 20.5% of voxels 

demonstrating increases in both TSC and ve.   

 

Fig.6.3  Temporal changes in extracellular and intracellular total sodium population 

A: Barchart showing proportion of voxels demonstrating either an increase (↑TSC: ↑MD) or decrease 
in MD (↑TSC:↓MD) at 2 weeks, 8 weeks and 6 months post-treatment. B: Barchart showing 
proportion at voxels demonstrating either an increase (↑TSC: ↑ve) or decrease in ve (↑TSC:↓ve) at 2 
weeks and 6 months post-treatment. C: Voxelwise scatterplot comparison of tumour TSC values and 
mean diffusivity (MD) estimates shown for patient 5 at different timepoints. Note the increase in the 
proportion of voxels demonstrating high TSC and high MD values at 6 months post SRS. Vertical 
and horizontal red bar indicates the 50% percentile for the pre-treatment voxelwise MD and TSC 
estimates respectively.  P value shown is for comparison of all tumour voxels displaying an increase 
in either the extracellular (↑TSC: ↑MD or ↑ve) or intracellular (↑TSC: ↓MD or ↓ve) sodium population 
(Pearson’s Chi-squared test). ** P< 0.01 *** P<0.001.   
 

6.7  Discussion 
In this pilot imaging study we have demonstrated that advanced MRI techniques such as 
23Na-MRI and DCE-MRI permit the early interrogation of changes in the microstructure, 

microvasculature, and cellular physiology of VS undergoing SRS. In particular we 

demonstrate that increases in tumour TSC measured through 23Na-MRI, are detectable as 

early as 2 weeks following radiotherapy, preceding changes in macroscopic tumour structure 
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and tumour diffusion metrics. Through a concomitant DCE-MRI acquisition we furthermore 

show that early changes in the VS microvasculature can be detected following SRS and that 

following an early post-treatment rise in tumour vascularity indices such as Ktrans and vp in 

some VSs, there is a marked decrease in these metrics at 6 months following treatment.  

 

Total sodium concentration as an early biomarker of treatment response in VS 

TSC has been previously investigated as a biomarker of tumour response to fractionated 

chemo/radiotherapy but to date there have been no studies in histologically benign tumours 

such as VS210,213–215,259,398. Thulborn et al interrogated changes in TSC at the voxel level in 

a single patient with high grade glioma undergoing fractionated radiotherapy and 

demonstrated that voxelwise TSC values were responsive to radiation effects on a weekly 

time scale, with ‘responsive’ tumour regions displayed an early sharp increase in TSC 

following radiotherapy398. In a subsequent study the authors used tumour TSC to estimate 

changes in cell volume fraction (CVF) and tumour cell killing in twenty high grade gliomas 

during post-operative fractionated chemoradiation. They demonstrated considerable 

intratumoural heterogeneity with estimated CVF either increasing back towards normal as 

tumour cells infiltrating into brain parenchyma were killed, or decreasing as cancer cells 

continued to infiltrate brain and extend tumour margins231.  Changes in TSC following SRS 

have also been investigated and Huang et al in a 7T study of a cerebral hepatocellular 

carcinoma metastasis demonstrated a dramatic increase in the 23Na-MR signal intensity 

within the tumour at 48hrs post-treatment, an effect the authors postulated was due to 

radiotherapy-induced cellular apoptosis215,263. 

In the present study we demonstrated that following SRS, there is an early rise in VS 23Na 

content with approximately 80% of tumour voxels demonstrating an increase in TSC at 2 

weeks post-treatment. Whilst an increase in intracellular sodium secondary to radiation 

induced cellular apoptosis or disruption of cellular membrane ion transport may in part 

underlie this difference, the majority of voxels demonstrating increased TSC also displayed 

concomitant increases in MD219–226. As MD or mean diffusivity is thought to predominantly 

reflect extracellular diffusion our findings suggest that the TSC rise observed in the majority 

of tumour voxels at 2 weeks is likely reflective of increases in the extravascular-extracellular 

space, a finding corroborated by the comparable percentage of voxels demonstrating an 

increase in both ve and TSC at this timepoint. Necrosis of radiosensitive tumour cell 

populations could in part explain this early rise in TSC, but the demonstrated rise in the 
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DCE-MRI derived metric Ktrans in some tumours suggest that increases in tumoural vascular 

permeability and interstitial oedema may also be a possible mechanism through which this 

occurs.  

In a previous diffusion MR study of six VS patients undergoing SRS Lin et al demonstrated 

early reductions in tumour mean diffusivity 2 to 8 weeks following treatment followed by 

later increases in mean diffusivity and decreases in FA407  . This the authors hypothesised 

was due to early tumour cell swelling followed by later cellular necrosis, and our imaging 

data in part support this with both significant voxelwise increases in TSC and mean 

diffusivity and decreases in fractional anisotropy at 6 months post-treatment.  At 2 and 8 

weeks following treatment, however, there was considerable heterogeneity across the VS 

studied with different tumours displaying increases and decreases in TSC and MD 

respectively. Whilst this observed heterogeneity may reflect slight differences in the timing 

of imaging following SRS, differences across individual tumours and tumour regions in the 

extent and timing of varying pathophysiological mechanisms following radiotherapy may 

also be a factor. Membrane ion transporter failure, cellular apoptosis and swelling may act 

to increase intracellular sodium content and restrict water diffusion whilst simultaneously 

within the same tumour there is loss of barriers to water diffusion and increased extracellular 

sodium secondary to necrosis and interstitial tumoural oedema. To better clarify changes in 

water and sodium distribution following SRS further studies should be undertaken, which 

incorporate both multi-compartment diffusion MRI protocols such as VERDICT408, and 

dedicated 23Na-MRI acquisitions for direct estimation of the intracellular sodium population 

such as multiple quantum filtering and inversion recovery based techniques250,409–419. 

 

Microvascular changes in the post SRS VS microenvironment  

This study represents the first interrogation of microvascular changes in VS following SRS 

and in the present study we demonstrate that following an early post-treatment rise in 

tumoural vascularity indices (vp, Ktrans), there is a subsequent marked decrease in vp, Ktrans 

and the extravascular-extracellular leakage space, ve at 6 months. Whilst there is a paucity 

of comparable studies in other histologically benign tumours previous studies in cerebral 

metastases have demonstrated similar reductions in DCE-MRI derived microvascular 

metrics following SRS treatment393–395,418. Kapadia et al for example in a DCE-MRI study 

of 15 patients with intracranial metastases demonstrated significant reductions in vp and 

Ktrans 1 month following SRS393. Other authors have replicated these findings and in one 
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study reductions in Ktrans as early as 7 days post SRS could be detected in metastases that 

subsequently demonstrated volumetric response394.   

It has been proposed that the radiation sensitivity of tumours to dose fractions of 10Gy or 

more is governed by the sensitivity of tumour endothelial cells to apoptosis and several in 

vivo murine xenograft models have demonstrated that radiation results in endothelial cell 

apoptosis and reduction of microvessel density420–426. In the early post-irradiation period, 

endothelial damage and increased capillary membrane permeability has also been reported 

and such an effect may underlie the early increases in Ktrans, ve and indeed TSC seen in some 

of the studied VS421,424,427–429. Conversely early increases in capillary membrane 

permeability and plasma extravasation may result in a reduction in the measured ‘functional’ 

microvasculature, as erythrocyte concentration and elevation of interstitial fluid pressure 

above the intravascular blood pressure leads to vascular stasis and vascular collapse in the 

smaller vessels421. Such effects may not only explain the heterogeneity in VS microvascular 

metrics observed at 2 weeks post SRS but also contribute, alongside radiation induced 

endothelial damage to the significant reduction in functional vasculature observed at 6  

months post-treatment.  

 

Irradiation and the VS inflammatory microenvironment  

In malignant tumours, it has been suggested that tumour cell death and macroscopic 

radioresponse is dependent on both direct cellular DNA damage leading to cellular 

necrosis/apoptosis and indirect mechanisms such as vascular damage induced 

hypoxia421,423,430–433. Our demonstration that there are increases in TSC and MD and 

decreases in tumour vascularity at 6 months post SRS suggest that similar mechanisms also 

occur in histologically benign tumours such as VS. Radiotherapy preferentially targets 

proliferating tumour cell populations in the  M and G2 phase of the cell cycle 391,434, and 

tumour associated macrophages (TAM) rather than Schwann cells were previously found to 

account for the majority of Ki67+ proliferating cells within growing VS55,56. Alongside 

Schwann cell death, apoptosis and/ or necrosis of radiosensitive TAM populations may 

therefore also contribute to the observed changes in TSC and MD seen435.  In previous work 

an intimate link between tumour vascularity and infiltration of VEGF-expressing TAMs in 

VS has been demonstrated and our findings raise the interesting possibility that the observed 

growth attenuation seen in responsive tumours following SRS is also a manifestation of 
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reduced tumoural vascular supply and decreased infiltration of pro-tumourigenic TAMs into 

the tumour microenvironment54–56.   

Radiotherapy induced switching of TAM populations from a pro-tumourigeneic M2 subtype 

to a more anti-tumourigenic, pro-inflammatory M1 subtype has also been demonstrated in 

other tumours423,436. Whilst such a phenomenon has not been demonstrated in VS to date, 

reduction of pro-tumourigeneic, VEGF-expressing M2-like TAM and enhanced Schwann 

cell clearance by M1-like TAMs within the tumour microenvironment may also in part 

underlie the microvascular changes observed in post-irradiation VS56. Whilst the absence of  

resected tissue in SRS treated VS cohorts limits the ability to test these hypotheses directly 

future human imaging studies incorporating DCE-MRI and established TSPO PET tracers 

of inflammation such as 11C-(R)-PK11195 and 18F-DPA-714 could be undertaken alongside 

animal models of VS radiotherapy response so that post SRS changes in tumoural TAM 

density and TAM phenotype can be evaluated in vivo55,121,163,437.   

 

Limitations and future work  

The present study is the first demonstration that early changes in the cellular viability, 

microstructure and microvasculature of SRS treated VSs can be detected in vivo using 

clinically applicable MRI techniques. A key limitation of this pilot study, however, is that 

the number of study patients is low and only 2/5 patients had complete pre- and post-

treatment follow-up imaging. This limits the evaluation of heterogeneity in early treatment 

responses post SRS and the also the robustness of the observed imaging findings when 

applied to the larger VS population.  Larger studies with complete pre- and post-treatment 

imaging follow-up are therefore required in order to firstly better evaluate this potential 

heterogeneity in tumour imaging response; and secondly to establish the optimum timepoint 

for imaging these post-treatment tumour changes with a view to translating this research 

protocol into larger prospective studies.  

A further limitation of our study is that to date, radiological follow-up of included patients 

is limited to 6 months.  Studies have shown that up to 63% of SRS treated patients show 

transient tumour expansion or swelling after SRS and our volumetric tumour measurements 

support this, demonstrating a non-significant increase in VS volume at 6 months post-

treatment203,204,438. In the seminal study by Pollock et al, 57% of tumours with transient 
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swelling demonstrated eventual tumour regression and as such many authors recommend at 

least two years of radiological follow-up before declaring treatment a failure203,204.  

Future prospective studies incorporating long-term imaging follow-up at 18 months and 3 

years post-treatment should be undertaken to evaluate the ability of these early imaging 

biomarkers to differentiate responders with radiation-induced intratumoural oedema or so 

called ‘pseudoprogression’ from non-responders with continued tumour growth. The 

preliminary data obtained in this work can inform such studies. Indeed as an example, based 

on a conservative estimate of 14% of recruited patients who will show significant 

radiological enlargement following SRS203(with approximately 60% of those that do enlarge 

showing eventual tumour regression) a study of 100 patients with sporadic VS would have 

80% power to detect a 40% or greater post-treatment difference in 23Na concentration 

between true non-responders and VSs displaying reactive swelling or ‘pseudoprogression’ 

at 2 weeks post-treatment. At this same sample size and an alpha level (or type 1 error rate) 

of 0.05, the study would also have 80% power to detect a 60% or greater difference in mean 

tumour Ktrans values between true non-responders and VSs showing reactive swelling or 

pseudoprogression at 2 weeks post SRSxxi.  

 

6.8  Conclusions 
Through a pilot, multinuclear MRI study we present the first in vivo study of temporal 

changes in the microstructure, microvasculature and cellular physiology of VS undergoing 

SRS treatment. We demonstrate that changes in sodium homeostasis and the tumour 

microvasculature occur as early as 2 weeks post-treatment and that by 6 months post SRS 

there are demonstrable decreases in MRI markers of cellular density and the 

microvasculature in treated VSs. Our study provides new insights into the early post SRS 

VS microenvironment and motivates future longitudinal studies investigating these 

clinically relevant MRI metrics as early biomarkers of SRS response.  

 

 

 

 
xxi This power calculation is based on a mean tumour TSC at 2 weeks post SRS of 60±9mM (supplementary 
table S4) and a mean tumour Ktrans of 0.14±0.04min-1 (supplementary table S6). 
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6.9  Supplementary tables  
 

Supplementary Table S1:  Gross tumour volume (GTV) and planned target volume 

(PTV) detailed with calculated mean dose values (cGy) for GTV, PTV and adjacent 

brainstem 

Patient Prescription  dose 
(Gy) 

GTV 
(cm

3
) 

PTV 
(cm

3
) 

Mean Dose-GTV 
(cGy) 

Mean Dose-PTV 
(cGy) 

Brainstem dose 
(cGY) 

1 12 1.01 2.04 1467.7 1423.5 89.1 

2 12 1.39 2.55 1448.2  1400.5 145.2 

3 12  1.05 2.06 1471.1  1436.2 164.1 

4 12  1.80 3.06 1467.0  1434.9 94.3 

5 12 3.06 2.51 1434.9  1427.1 103.1 

 

 

Supplementary Table S2:  Total sodium concentration (TSC) in atlas defined normal 

appearing brain regions   

Patient 
GM [TSC, all]  

 

WM [TSC, all]  

Pre 2 
weeks  

8 
weeks 

6 
mon Pre 2 

weeks  
8 

weeks 
6 

mon 

1 39.3 41.9 35.5  32.3 36.1 29.3  

2  47.0 41.4 41.5  44.4 37.8 38.2 

3 36.0 37.2   32.9 35.5 37.5   35.1 

4 43.5 50.5 49.1 46.1 37.8 45.1 44.9 41.4 

5 38.6 33.1 28.4 41.5 35.8 29.8 25.1 39.6 

Mean 
(±SD) 

39.4 
(3.11) 

42.0 
(7.03) 

38.6 
(8.81) 

40.5 
(5.50) 

35.4 
(2.27) 

38.6 
(6.36) 

34.3 
(8.84) 

38.6 
(2.68) 

Mean TSC difference from baseline 
(95% CI) 

2.26 
(-6, 10) 

-3.57 
(-66, 59) 

0.75 
(-4, 5) 

 3.02 
(-3, 10) 

-1.90 
(-9, 5) 

2.57 
(-0.7,5) 

*P value 0.42 0.51 0.67  0.28 0.59 0.10 

 
*P value for differences in TSC calculated using repeated measures mixed-effects model. Post hoc analysis 
of pairwise comparisons between different timepoints was performed using the Bonferroni method.  
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Supplementary Table S3:   Total sodium concentration (TSC) in ROI defined normal 

appearing brain regions 

Patient 
WM [CS] 

 

CSF [lat vent]  

Pre 2 weeks  8 weeks 6 mon Pre 2 weeks  8 weeks 6 mon 

1 30.4 35.4 28.3   110.9 112.7 107.3   

2   49.2 40.8 38.5   95.3 94.4 84.7 

3 35.1 43.0   36.6 116.1 132.2   127.0 

4 39.2 45.8 46.2 41.7 119.3 133.6 122.1 130.8 

5 38.5 39.5 31.1 47.1 109.1 119.6 116.6 114.9 

All 35.8 
(4.03) 

42.6 
(5.34) 

36.6 
(8.36) 

41.0 
(4.58) 

113 
(4.71) 

119 
(15.7) 

110 
(12.1) 

114 
(20.8) 

Mean difference from baseline 
(95% CI) 

6.4 
(1, 12) 

0.09 
(-15.3) 

3.09 
(-6,12) 

 7.9 
(-0.7, 16) 

1.5 
(-4,7) 

2.43 
(-8,13) 

*P value 0.03 0.98 0.32  0.07 0.51 0.63 

 

 

Supplementary Table S4:  Temporal changes in whole tumour ROI total sodium TSC and 

relative TSC ratio  

Patient 
Mean tumour TSC (mM)  

 

Mean tumour-to-CSF TSC ratio 

Pre 2 weeks  8 weeks 6 mon Pre 2 weeks  8 weeks 6  
mon 

1 57.6 60.9 58.8   0.86 0.89 0.93  

2   65.1 64.3 60.3  1.01 1.03 1.01 

3 36.0 47.9   51.3 0.54 0.63  0.74 

4 55.2 68.0 64.9 71.1 0.75 0.84 0.86 0.93 

5 51.7 52.4 42.6 64.6 0.72 0.70 0.59 0.84 

Mean 
±SD 

50.1 
(26.6) 

58.9 
(8.88) 

57.7 
(3.36) 

61.8 
(9.91) 

0.72 
(0.14) 

0.81 
(0.15) 

0.85 
(0.19) 

0.88 
(0.12) 

Mean difference 
from baseline 

(95% CI) 

7.91 
(-1.52, 
17.3) 

1.96 
(-11.9, 
15.8) 

11.7 
(1.77,  
21.6) 

 0.06 
(-0.02, 0.13) 

0.006 
(-0.25,  
0.15) 

0.14 
(0.03, 
0.24) 

*P value 0.12 0.99 0.02  0.16 0.99 0.002 

 

*P value for differences in TSC calculated using repeated measures mixed-effects model. Post hoc analysis 
of pairwise comparisons between different timepoints was performed using the Bonferroni method.  
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Supplementary Table S5:  Temporal changes in whole tumour ROI diffusion metrics 

(MD, FA) 

 

Patient 

Mean diffusivity 
 
(mm

2
.s

-1 
x10

-6
) 

 

Mean fractional  
anisotropy 

Pre 2 
weeks  

8 
weeks 6 mon Pre 2 

weeks  8 weeks 6 mon 

1 1320.3 1396.91 1373.2  0.25 0.20 0.21  

2  1218.6 1193.3 1354.9  0.35 0.34 0.24 

3 1333.3 1134.0  1464.9 0.24 0.33  0.21 

4 1246.5 1287.4 1242.6 1485.2 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.21 

5 1075.6 1070.7 1175.0 1460.2 0.28 0.28 0.25 0.19 

Mean 
 ±SD 1221.0 1200.0 1215.6 1441.3 0.25 0.28 0.25 0.21 

Mean difference from baseline 
(95% CI) 

-8.15 
(-124, 109) 

8.84 
(-90, 107) 

241 
(135, 347) 

 0.02 
(-0.04,0.08) 

-0.005 
(-0.06, 0.05) 

-0.05 
(-0.08,-
0.03) 

*P value 0.88 0.86 <0.001  0.41 0.80 0.003 

 

 

Supplementary Table S6:  Temporal changes in whole tumour ROI DCE-MRI derived 

microvascular metrics 

Patient 

Mean tumour ve
  (no units) 

 

Mean tumour Ktrans,  
min-1 

 

Mean tumour vp  
(no units) 

Pre 2 
weeks  6 mon Pre 2 

weeks  6 mon Pre 2 
weeks  6 mon 

1 0.58 0.68  0.13 0.17  0.04 0.06  

2  0.38 0.36  0.13 0.07  0.08 0.06 

3 0.41 0.42 0.22 0.16 0.20 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.04 

4 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.13 0.12 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.02 

5 0.51 0.45 0.38 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 

Mean (±SD) 0.47 
(0.10) 

0.46 
(0.13) 

0.33 
(0.07) 

0.13 
(0.03) 

0.14 
(0.04) 

0.06 
(0.01) 

0.05 
(0.01) 

0.07 
(0.02) 

0.04 
(0.02) 

Mean difference from 
baseline 

(95% CI) 

0.002 
(-0.16 
0.16) 

-0.10 
(-0.25, 
0.06) 

 
0.01 

(-
0.08,0.10) 

-0.07 
(-0.11,-
0.04) 

 
0.01  

(-0.02, 
0.04) 

-0.02 
(-0.05, 
0.01) 

*P value 0.99 0.18  0.61 <0.001  0.91 0.31 

*P value for differences in diffusion metrics and DCE-MRI derived microvascular metrics calculated using 
repeated measures mixed-effects model. Post hoc analysis of pairwise comparisons between different 
timepoints was performed using the Bonferroni method.  
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Supplementary Table S7:  Temporal changes in extracellular and intracellular sodium 

population 

 

 Pre / 2 weeks  Pre / 8 weeks  Pre /  6 months 

↑ 
TS
C  

Extra- Intra- 
↑ 

TS
C  

Extra
- Intra- 

 ↑ 
TS
C 

Extra- Intra- 

↑TSC
:  

↑MD 

↑TSC
:  

↑ve 

↑TSC
:  

↓MD 

↑TSC
:  

↓ve 

↑TSC
:  

↑MD 

↑TSC
:  

↓MD 

↑TSC
:  

↑MD 

↑TSC
: 

 ↑ve 

↑TSC
:  

↓MD 

↑TSC
: 

 ↓ve 

1 72.9 53.8 68.7 19.0 4.16 69.4 44.2 25.2      

3 98.7 31.2 51.2 67.5 47.4    99.4 74.6 6.52 25.0 92.9 

4 100 60.5 66.6 39.5 33.4 98.2 49.5 48.7 99.7 87.8 37.8 11.9 61.9 

5 52.1 26.9 14.6 25.2 37.4 16.9 10.7 6.18 96.4 88.3 17.2 8.13 79.2 

All* 80.5 43.6 47.9 36.9 32.6 50.4 27.5 22.9 98.5 85.2 23.5 13.3 63.3 

Mea
n 

(S.D) 
** 

80.9 
(22.9) 

43.1 
(16.5) 

50.3 
(25.0) 

37.8 
(21.6) 

30.6 
(18.6) 

61.5 
41.2) 

34.8 
(21.0) 

26.7 
(21.3) 

98.5 
(1.82) 

83.5 
(7.77) 

20.5 
(15.9) 

15.0 
(8.85) 

78 
(15.5) 

P 
value 
***  

Extra- vs  intra-  
(TSC: MD) P=0.006 P<0.001 P<0.001 

Extra-vs  intra-  
(TSC: ve) P<0.001  P=0.06 

Percentage of voxels with increased TSC, mean diffusivity (MD) and ve at each timepoint within each VS 
shown.  

 Percentage of all voxels demonstrating increased TSC, MD and ve shown (*) alongside mean voxel % (± 
SD)  across the 4 tumours studied (**). 

*** P value shown is for comparison of all tumour voxels displayed an increase in either the extracellular or 
intracellular sodium population (Pearson’s Chi-squared test).  
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6.10  Supplementary Figures 

 

Supplementary Fig.S1   Post SRS changes in tumour TSC and diffusion metrics in 
patient 5 

A: Representative TSC and diffusion metric maps from a 79 yr. old patient with a left-sided growing 
VS (patient 5). From left to right: T2W-DRIVE, T1W post Gd, co-registered voxelwise maps of TSC, 
MD and FA. T2W-DRIVE acquisition demonstrates the VS within the left cerebellopontine angle and 
the absence of longitudinal macroscopic structural change at all timepoints. Voxelwise maps of TSC 
demonstrate the early increase in TSC at 2 weeks and subsequent decrease at 8 weeks post SRS. 
At 6 months post SRS there are demonstrable increases in TSC and MD and reductions in tumour 
FA. B: Histogram of voxelwise TSC values within the tumour. From top: pre-treatment, 2 weeks post-
treatment, 8 weeks post-treatment and 6 months post-treatment. Note the early increase and 
subsequent decrease in TSC at 2 weeks and 8 weeks post SRS respectively. C: Histogram of 
voxelwise MD values within the tumour. From top: pre-treatment, 2 weeks post-treatment, 8 weeks 
post-treatment and 6 months post-treatment. Note that significant voxelwise changes in MD are not 
present until 8 weeks post SRS.  *** p<0.001 for comparison with pre-treatment TSC and MD values. 
Repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc (Bonferroni) analysis of pairwise comparison.  Arrows 
show movement in histogram relative to last imaging timepoint. MD=Mean diffusivity; FA=Fractional 
anisotropy; TSC=Total sodium concentration   
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Supplementary Fig.S2  Post SRS changes in tumour total sodium concentration 
(TSC) and diffusion metrics in patient 3 

A: Representative TSC and diffusion metric maps from a 69 yr. old patient with a right-sided growing 
VS (patient 3).   From left to right: T2W-DRIVE, co-registered voxelwise maps of TSC, MD and FA.   
T2W-DRIVE acquisition demonstrates the VS within the left cerebellopontine angle and the absence 
of longitudinal macroscopic structural change within the tumour. Voxelwise maps of TSC 
demonstrate the early increase in TSC at 2 weeks and 6 months post SRS. Note the later increase 
in MD and reduction in tumour FA at 6 months post SRS. B: Histogram of voxelwise TSC values 
within the tumour. Pre-treatment (top), 2 weeks post-treatment (middle) and 6 months post-treatment 
(bottom). Note the upward shift in voxelwise TSC values at 2 weeks and 6 months post-treatment.  
C: Histogram of voxelwise MD values within the tumour.  From left to right: Pre-treatment , 2 weeks 
post-treatment  and 6 months post-treatment. Note the early decrease in voxelwise MD values at 2 
weeks and subsequent increase at 6 months post-treatment.  *** p<0.001 for comparison with pre-
treatment TSC values. Repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc (Bonferroni) analysis of pairwise 
comparison.  Arrows show movement in histogram relative to last imaging timepoint. MD=Mean 
diffusivity; FA=Fractional anisotropy; TSC=Total sodium concentration   
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Supplementary Fig.S3  Post SRS changes in tumour microvascular metrics in 
patient 4 

A: Representative parameter maps from a 73 yr. old patient with a right-sided growing VS undergoing 
SRS (patient 4). From left to right: T1W post-contrast, co-registered voxelwise maps of ve, Ktrans, and 
tumour vascular fraction (vp) derived from DCE-MRI. Note the  observable increases in vp at 2 weeks 
(arrow) and the subsequent marked decrease in  ve, Ktrans  and vp  within the  CPA portion of the 
tumour at 6 months post SRS (*). B: Histogram of voxelwise Ktrans values within the tumour pre-
treatment (top), 2 weeks post-treatment (middle) and 6 months post-treatment (bottom). Note the 
downward shift in voxelwise Ktrans values at 2 weeks and 6 months post-treatment.  C: Histogram of 
voxelwise vp values within the tumour. From left to right:  pre-treatment, 2 weeks post-treatment and 
6 months post-treatment. Note the upward shift in voxelwise vp values at 2 weeks and marked 
decrease at 6 months post-treatment.   *** p<0.001 for comparison with pre-treatment TSC values. 
Repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc (Bonferroni) analysis of pairwise comparison.  Arrows 
show movement in histogram relative to last imaging timepoint.  
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Supplementary Fig.S4  Post SRS changes in tumour microvascular metrics in 
patient 5 

A: Representative parameter maps from a 79 yr. old patient with a left-sided growing VS undergoing 
SRS (patient 5).  From left to right: T1W post Gd, co-registered voxelwise maps of ve, Ktrans, and 
tumour vascular fraction (vp) derived from DCE-MRI. Note the decreases in ve, Ktrans and vp at 2 
weeks (*) and 6 months post SRS.  B: Histogram of voxelwise Ktrans values within the tumour pre-
treatment (top), 2 weeks post-treatment (middle) and 6 months post-treatment (bottom). Note the 
downward shift in voxelwise Ktrans values at 2 weeks and 6 months post-treatment. C: Histogram of 
voxelwise vp values within the tumour. From left to right:  pre-treatment, 2 weeks post-treatment  and 
6 months post-treatment . Note the downward shift in voxelwise vp values at 2 weeks and 6 months 
post-treatment.   *** p<0.001 for comparison with pre-treatment TSC values. Repeated measures 
ANOVA with post hoc (Bonferroni) analysis of pairwise comparison.  Arrows show movement in 
histogram relative to last imaging timepoint.  
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Chapter 7: Summary and future 

work 
7.1  Overview and significance of research findings  
We began this work by demonstrating that within sporadic VS there is demonstrable specific 

binding (BPND) of the TSPO PET tracer 11C-(R)-PK11195, a putative PET marker of 

inflammation, and that this specific binding is greater within growing VSs compared to static 

tumours. Through an included analysis of concomitantly acquired DCE-MRI data we 

furthermore demonstrated that alongside increased 11C-(R)-PK11195 BPND, growing VS 

also displayed significantly higher mean Ktrans,  a composite parameter reflecting local blood 

flow and the vascular permeability surface area within each tumour (Fig.7.1)55,192. In a 

subsequent tissue analysis we corroborated the PET and MR imaging findings, 

demonstrating higher TSPO expression, higher microvessel density and higher vascular 

permeability within growing VSs compared to static tumours and demonstrating for the first 

time, that within growing VSs, macrophages rather than Schwann cells accounted for the 

majority of proliferating cells.  

Having established, for the first time in vivo, the association between intratumoural 

inflammation and growth in sporadic VS we sought to ask to what extent inflammation is 

also a feature of the tumour microenvironment in growing NF2-related VSs. Comparing the 

TME of both VS groups through tissue data alone, however, is challenging as sporadic and 

NF2-related tumours are resected at very different points in their natural history9,18,24 (see 

chapter 2). In chapter 5 we therefore adopted an imaging-based approach to the study of the 

TME in both VS groups, permitting cohorts of tumours that are matched both in terms of 

size and growth. Through a combined DCE-MRI study of 20 NF2-related and 24 size 

matched sporadic VSs we demonstrated that both VS groups are markedly similar in their 

microvascular characteristics. Indeed both groups demonstrated increases in the capillary 

permeability surface area product, the extravascular-extracellular space and the degree of 

interstitial tumoural free water with increasing tumour size and growth, and a reduction in 

the overall density of the tissue microstructural architecture. Through a matched imaging 

and pathology analysis in sporadic VSs we demonstrated that DCE-MRI derived 

microvascular metrics correlate well with both tissue markers of vascularity and 

intratumoural inflammation. Finally, through examination of twelve previously resected 
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NF2-related VS tissue samples we demonstrated that similar to sporadic VS that there is 

consistent Iba1+ TAM expression within growing NF2-related VSs and a strong relationship 

between inflammation and vascularity in these tumours. 

 

Fig.7.1  Imaging biomarkers of intratumoural inflammation and the microvasculature 
in VS 

Representative imaging and histology from a patient with a static VS (A); and a growing VS (B) is 

shown.  From left to right: Axial T1W Post-Gd; parametric map of 
11

C-(R)-PK11195 PET specific 

binding (BP
ND

); LEGATOS reconstructed DCE-MRI derived K
trans 

map; and immunostains 

demonstrating Iba1 (Iba1 red, immunoperoxidase) TAM density in each tumour.  Adapted from: 
“Hannan C*, Lewis D*, O’leary C, et al. Beyond Antoni: A Surgeon's guide to the Vestibular 
Schwannoma Microenvironment, J Neurol Surg B Skull Base, Sept 2020”.  

 

The inflammatory microenvironment in VS – beyond Antoni A and B 

The results presented in chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis suggest that far from representing a 

benign, slowly proliferating population of Schwann cells VS should instead be viewed as a 

complex immune microenvironment characterised by concurrent angiogenesis and immune 

cell infiltration. Our imaging and tissue results indicate that it is inflammation, in particular 

macrophage or TAM infiltration, rather than Schwann cell proliferation, which may be 

primarily responsible for growth in these tumours and that even within individual tumours 

growth occurs within regions of angiogenesis and high TAM infiltration respectively 

(chapter 5). A key question is what are the key cytokines and chemokines driving this 

infiltration and in chapter 5 we provide evidence that VEGF/VEGFR-1 signalling may have 
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a pivotal role in driving both angiogenesis and chemoattraction of VEGFR-1–expressing 

TAM into the VS TME96,97. Our results suggest that within growing VSs a self-perpetuating 

cycle may arise, whereby infiltrating monocytes/TAM drives VEGF production and 

angiogenesis, which in turn promotes further monocyte infiltration into the TME (Fig.7.2). 

Further mechanistic studies of VS growth in vivo are required, however, to better establish 

the relationship between angiogenesis and TAM infiltration in VS and elucidate the key 

cytokines and chemokines driving this immune infiltration in vivo (see Further tissue work 

below).   

  

Fig.7.2  Hypothesised development of the VS tumour microenvironment  

One hypothesised model of VS progression and growth shown. Genetic mutation within the NF2 
gene on chromosome 22 leads to loss of the tumour suppressor protein Merlin , loss of cell-cell 
contact and early Schwann cell proliferation1,8,9. VEGF mediated angiogenesis then occurs, 
perhaps in part driven by local tumour hypoxia49,439, and through the action of VEGF and other 
cytokines/chemokines there is recruitment of VEGF/VEGFR-1 expressing monocytes/ TAM into 
the tumour microenvironment85,89,90,96–99,440. VEGF expressing TAM in turn stimulate further 
angiogenesis and monocyte recruitment into the tumour driving VS growth.  

 

Early insights into post SRS changes in the VS microenvironment   

Having established the association between tumour growth, immune infiltration and 

microvascular characteristics of the TME in VS we next sought to establish to what extent 

the TME in these tumours changes following an established therapy, that of stereotactic 

radiosurgery (chapter 6).  To achieve this goal we utilised multimodal MR imaging 

including 23Na-MRI, diffusion tensor imaging and an advanced DCE-MRI technique for 

deriving accurate, high spatial resolution microvascular parameter maps (see Appendix A).   

We demonstrated that following SRS, changes in sodium distribution within the TME were 

evident as early as 2 weeks post-treatment, preceding observable changes in both 

macroscopic tumour structure and diffusion parameters. At 6 months post SRS, all VSs 

studied demonstrated significant increases in total sodium concentration and mean 

diffusivity, with corresponding decreases in overall tumour microstructure as measured 
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through fractional anisotropy. These results suggest that following SRS there may be 

concomitant cellular necrosis and increases in the extravascular-extracellular space.  

The work presented in chapter 6 extends the work of the previous two chapters by providing 

the first interrogation of how the VS microvascular microenvironment changes following 

SRS. It demonstrates that following an early post-treatment rise in the tumoural vascularity 

indices vp and Ktrans at 2 weeks, there is a subsequent marked decrease at 6 months. Further 

studies are needed to establish the pathophysiological mechanisms behind these 

microvascular changes, but it is likely that both early radiation induced endothelial damage 

and a reduction in measured ‘functional’ vascularity, secondary to attenuated capillary flow 

and interstitial tumour oedema, may in part explain the  observed reduction in tumoural 

vascularity indices seen421.  

As outlined in chapter 6 further larger studies incorporating assessment of VS volumetric 

response at 18 months and 3 years post-treatment are required to evaluate the ability of these 

early imaging biomarkers to predict later treatment response and differentiate 

pseudoprogression from true treatment failure following SRS. The above findings are 

nonetheless interesting, however, because they highlight that advanced MR imaging 

techniques such as DCE-MRI and 23Na-MRI are sensitive to therapy induced changes in 

these tumours193. Secondly, in light of the intimate link between tumoural vascularity and 

infiltration of VEGF-expressing TAMs in VS shown in preceding chapters, these findings 

raise the possibility that the observed growth attenuation seen in responsive tumours 

following SRS is perhaps not just Schwann cell growth arrest, but also a manifestation of 

reduced tumoural vascular supply and decreased infiltration of pro-tumourigenic TAMs into 

the TME54,55.    
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7.2  Study limitations 
 

7.2.1  Limitations of included tissue work 

A key strength of the work presented in this thesis is that through a combined imaging and 

tissue analysis approach, TAM infiltration in VSs with different sizes and growth patterns 

are assessed. Larger tissue studies are, however, required to firstly validate the observed 

findings and secondly characterise the extent and phenotype of immune cell infiltrates across 

the wider population of resected VSs.  

One question for further work in particular is the specific effect that increasing tumour 

volume and tumour growth have on tumour macrophage content. As shown in chapter 5 

both tumour volume (cm3) and tumour growth rate (cm3/yr.) were significant independent 

predictors of tumour macrophage content (p≤0.04) and vascularity (P≤0.01)54. Separating 

out the exact contributions of tumour size and tumour growth rate to our observed imaging 

and tissue parameters within a multiple regression model is, however, difficult as by their 

nature growing tumours within our study were also statistically significantly larger. Previous 

studies have shown that tumour size itself is a predictive marker of tumour growth381 and 

inclusion of both predictors in our multiple regression models resulted in significant 

multicollinearity as evidenced by a post regression variance inflation factor (VIF) of greater 

than 5.  

A recent large tissue analysis study of 189 VSs by Gonçalves et al441 has demonstrated that 

whereas tumour volume and volumetric tumour growth (cm3/yr.) correlated with higher 

expression of the macrophage markers CD68 and CD163, no such correlation was seen for 

percentage volumetric tumour change. It can be argued that the use of semi-quantitative 

measures for scoring tumour inflammation in this paper is less robust and more vulnerable 

to inter-observer variance than the quantitative approach adopted within this thesis. In 

addition, this study suffers from a number of other key limitations including potential 

inaccuracies in tumour volume estimation due to the use of CT and MRI data with a variable 

slice thickness and the use of 1 mm tissue microarrays, which may miss intratumoural 

heterogeneity in TAM abundance within larger VSs (see chapter 5, Fig.5.3). A further 

possible explanation, however, for the findings in the study by Goncalves et al is that small, 

intracanalicular VSs, irrespective of growth, need to reach a certain size before significant 

TAM infiltration occurs and that the growth dynamics and biology of the TME changes once 

these tumours start encroaching through the internal auditory meatus into the CPA. A 

limitation of the data presented in this thesis is that all included tumours were Koos grade II 
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or larger and that due to the challenges of imaging small VS with PET and MRI, purely 

intracanalicular VSs were excluded from acquired imaging datasets. The demonstration, in 

chapter 5, however, that there is a size and growth dependant increase in tumour vascularity 

metrics, suggests one possible mechanism by which this change in tumour behaviour occurs, 

with tumours potentially passing a critical angiogenic or cytokine/ chemokine threshold (see 

section 7.3.2 below) at which point further tumoural neovascularisation and macrophage 

infiltration arises. Indeed the recognised observation that intracanalicular VSs can display a 

different growth pattern to extracanalicular tumours and a propensity to stop growing before 

extracanalicular extension occurs (~ only 19 % of intracanalicular VSs grew beyond the 

internal auditory meatus into the CPA in some series) may additionally lend some further 

weight to this theory16,22,50,442. Further larger tissue studies incorporating intracanalicular 

VSs  will, however, be required to test the above hypothesis further (see section 7.4 below).  

A clear limitation of the work presented in chapter 4 and 5 is that the inflammatory cell 

abundance within imaged and resected VS is only assessed at a single timepoint, and the 

findings may be not be reflective of changes in the TME of these tumours at different points 

in their growth trajectory and natural history. Indeed, although the presented data lends some 

support to TAM as a driver of VS growth, with the demonstration that within growing 

sporadic VS macrophages account for the majority of proliferating cells, it is ultimately 

difficult to conclude with certainty from this data alone that this TAM infiltration is the cause 

behind this tumour growth and not just a reaction to it. A more detailed characterisation of 

infiltrating TAM populations (see section 7.4 below) will hopefully give new insight into 

whether these cell populations have a pro- or anti-tumorigenic phenotype but ultimately what 

may be required to address this ‘chicken or egg?’ question is in vivo animal models, which  

recapitulate the microenvironment these tumours arise from and allow assessment of 

temporal changes in tumoural vascularity and  TAM infiltration with tumour growth443.   

As discussed in chapter 2 the most common presenting symptom in VSs is sensorineural 

hearing loss (SNHL), occurring in up to 95% of affected patients33,34. Secreted pro-

inflammatory mediators such as TNF-α have been implicated as a cause of this SNHL in VS, 

their expression correlating with poorer hearing in affected patients (see section 7.3 

below)33,34. A limitation of the work in this thesis, however, is that due to limited availability 

of audiometric data in recruited patients we were unable to correlate our imaging and tissue 

findings against patient hearing outcomes. This limitation reflects in part the fact that 

patients referred through to the skull base multidisciplinary team meeting and Manchester 

NF2 clinic are from a wide geographical area, and in many cases audiometric data are 
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collected locally and were not available at the time of study data collection. Future studies 

on the VS TME  should therefore also incorporate inclusion of suitable audiometric data so 

that patient hearing outcomes can be compared with both tissue and imaging markers of 

intratumoural inflammation (see section 7.4 below).  

 

7.2.2  Limitations of 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET  

As an imaging biomarker of inflammation in VS, 11C-(R)-PK11195 has demonstrable value. 

Beyond simply displaying uptake in these tumours, it has allowed different VS groups to be 

differentiated on their growth history and has proven in subsequent tissue analysis to be a 

specific biomarker of TSPO expressing TAM density within these tumours. There are 

nonetheless well recognised limitations of the 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET methodology adopted 

in this thesis, which must be taken into consideration and impact on its future use as a clinical 

biomarker in VS.   

Within section 3.2.6 we discuss some of the potential sources of error in the processing and 

analysis of the PET data such as incorrect head positioning, patient motion, co-registration 

inaccuracies and errors in segmenting both the cerebellar reference and tumour region (see 

Fig.3.2). Whilst we also outline within this chapter some of the steps taken to mitigate these 

potential errors, it is likely that in some cases these errors still impacted on the accuracy of 

the final derived BPND maps. In particular correction of reconstructed PET data for partial 

volume effects (PVE) was not undertaken and it would be informative in a future study to 

investigate to what extent use of PVE corrected PET data changed derived tumour BPND 

estimates and the relationship with tissue TSPO expression126,444.  

Within chapter 3 the assumptions and limitations of the SRTM in the analysis of dynamic 
11C-(R)-PK11195 PET are also discussed, namely use of the cerebellum as ‘pseudoreference’ 

region and the assumption of constant vascular volume across different tumours. Within the 

presented work we have taken steps to address these assumptions and validated obtained 

results using standardized uptake values and the SRTMV model which takes into account 

the tracer activity in the vasculature291 (chapter 4, supplementary data). One factor, which 

was not accounted for in this study, however, was radiotracer metabolism. 11C-(R)-PK11195 

is metabolised into two major radioactive metabolites in vivo, 11C-methyl-sec-butylamine 

and 11C-formaldehyde295. In tumours outside the blood brain barrier such as VS, 

radiolabelled metabolites may leave the plasma and then enter the tumour influencing the 

acquired PET signal and complicating subsequent kinetic modelling295,445. Whilst previous 
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studies have suggested that the fraction of 11C-(R)-PK11195 that is metabolized during a 60 

minute PET scan may be as low as 23% and that the metabolism of  11C-(R)-PK11195 is 

relatively constant across subjects, substantial individual variation in the level of parent 

compound and radiolabelled metabolites has also been observed in some studies295,446–448. 

For this reason some authors advocate deriving a metabolite corrected plasma input function 

for accurate kinetic modelling through arterial cannulation and the measurement of 

metabolites in discrete blood samples277,295,448. In future VS PET studies, the results of the 

SRTM in this tumour group should therefore be validated by incorporating arterial 

metabolite analysis and a metabolite corrected plasma input function in a cohort of study 

patients.  

Perhaps the biggest limitation in the widespread clinical application of 11C-(R)-PK11195 as 

an imaging biomarker of inflammation in VS is the tracer’s short half-life (t½ =20.4 min)121. 

This short t½ mandates on-site operation of a cyclotron and expertise in radiochemical 

synthesis limiting the availability of 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET to a few specialist centres. 

Second generation 18F TSPO PET ligands such as 18F-DPA-714 offer longer, more clinically 

applicable half-lives than 11C-(R)-PK11195 (t½: 109.8 vs 20.4 min), but as described in 

chapter 2 their use is complicated by polymorphism in the TSPO gene and low affinity 

binders, which must be screened for121,163–165.  

 

7.2.3  Limitations of DCE-MRI approach  

As discussed in section 3.5.7 there are a number of key assumptions and limitations to the 

modelling of DCE-MRI data, which can impact on the accuracy of derived kinetic parameter 

estimates186. One such limitation is the assumption of uniform haematocrit across included 

patients186 and in future work a specific haematocrit term should be included for each patient 

to evaluate the effect this has on derived kinetic parameter estimatesxxii.  

As explained in chapter 3 for the DCE-MRI analysis in this thesis we have used voxels 

within the SSS as an indirect estimate of the VIF and a clear limitation of this approach is 

that the SSS is a global VIF and not a feeding artery. The use of the SSS as a VIF has 

nonetheless been adopted by other studies both within and outside our institution and 

addresses the partial volume effects that can occur when utilizing either tumour feeding 

 
xxii Note, however, that as discussed in section 3.5.7 even if haematocrit differences between patients are 
accounted for through blood measurement at time of imaging, differences in haematocrit between large vessels 
such as the ICA or SSS where the VIF measurement is performed and the microvasculature where GBCA 
exchange occurs may still exist186. 
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vessels or even large intracranial arteries such as the internal carotid artery (ICA) as an 

arterial input function (AIF) in high temporal, low spatial resolution datasets168,193,313,315,449. 

As part of further work we have recently begun comparing features of VIFs extracted from 

either the vertical segment of the ICA (VIFICA), horizontal segment of the middle cerebral 

artery (VIFMCA), or the SSS (VIFSSS) across the imaged VS cohort in this this thesis and 

provisional data thus far demonstrates that compared to large intracranial arteries the SSS is 

able to provide a global VIF with higher SNR (p<0.0001), higher peak (p<0.001) and a non-

significantly (p>0.05) narrower FWHM (suggesting that the degree of GBCA bolus 

dispersion occurring between the ICA and SSS is minimal). Further work is, however, 

required to ascertain to what extent use of the SSS rather than an arterial vessel influences 

derived kinetic parameter estimates in these tumours.  

In chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis we demonstrated that kinetic parameters derived from low-

dose, high temporal resolution (LDHT) DCE-MRI not only reflected inter-tumour 

differences in VS microvasculature and microstructure but also in the case of Ktrans correlated 

with differences in VS TAM content54,55. A key limitation of these LDHT datasets, however, 

is that the inherent low spatial resolution in derived parameter maps limited accurate 

assessment of intratumoural heterogeneity, especially within smaller VSs.  In appendix A, 

this limitation is addressed through the development and evaluation of a new high spatial 

resolution dual temporal resolution (DTR) DCE-MRI analysis approach, the LEGATOS 

method, and in chapter 6 we demonstrate that this novel approach can be used to provide 

high spatial characterisation of changes in the VS microvasculature following SRS.  Further 

work is nonetheless required to better characterise the VS microvascular microenvironment 

at both the imaging and tissue level and two areas in particular which could be addressed in 

future studies are: the use of alternative DCE-MRI modelling approaches for interrogating 

microvascular physiology in VS, and interrogation of the relationship between hypoxia and 

angiogenesis in these tumours (see section 7.5 below).  

 

7.3  Future tissue work: background 

7.3.1  Characterisation of the cellular VS inflammatory microenvironment  

Within the presented work we have focused on TAM as a hallmark cell population for 

studying inflammation within the VS microenvironment.  As described in chapter 2 there is 

evidence from previous studies that TAM with an M2-like phenotype, in particular, may 

contribute to the growth and angiogenesis seen in VS42,49,77.  The results of other studies, 
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however, challenge this view and further larger studies are needed to better understand the 

phenotype and functional characteristics of TAM in the VS microenvironment78. Alongside 

TAM there is also emerging evidence that other immune cell populations may also contribute 

to VS growth and should additionally serve as a cellular substrate for further research in this 

field and one such cell population is regulatory T cells or Treg. 

In other tumours Treg are thought to be essential in establishing an immunosuppressive 

phenotype within the TME, facilitating tumour cell immune evasion through induction of an 

immunosuppressive M2-like TAM phenotype and suppressing the proliferation and 

cytolytic activity of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. As a cell population they are characterized by 

expression of the transcription factor fork-head box P3 (Foxp3) and have been demonstrated 

in both solid malignant tumours such as non-small-cell lung cancer and histologically benign 

tumours such as neurofibroma450,451. It is only recently, however, that their role in VS has 

been investigated and Tamura et al in two recent studies demonstrated expression of Foxp3+ 

regulatory T cells (Treg) in resected VS specimens and an association between increased 

Foxp3+ Treg density and progressive linear tumour growth history (>2mm / year)49,452. 

Building on the results of the presented work, future studies should seek to not only 

interrogate the phenotype of TAM within the VS TME but also better establish the 

relationship between TAM, tumour cell immune evasion and VS growth (Hannan, Lewis et 

al 2020, under review).  

 

7.3.2  Characterisation of the VS microenvironment at the proteome level 

A further key question is what are the key pro-inflammatory mediators driving this immune 

cell infiltration in VS, and there has been a growing number of recent studies which seek to 

answer this question33,103,387. Taurone et al in a small immunohistochemical study 

demonstrated that compared with normal vestibular nerve there is upregulation of both 

leukocyte adhesion molecules and candidate pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6,TNF-

α) in sporadic VSs103.  The potential role of one candidate pro-inflammatory cytokine, TNF-

α, in VS associated sensorineural hearing loss has also been investigated and  Dilwali et al. 

demonstrated that TNF-α secretions from resected sporadic VS induced cellular loss in 

murine cochlear explants and correlated with poorer hearing amongst patient subjects33. 

More recently De Vries et al. semi-quantitatively demonstrated greater expression levels of 

the cytokine M-CSF (macrophage colony stimulating factor), a  known polarizer of  TAM 
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towards an pro-tumourigenic M2-like phenotype, in both cystic and fast growing sporadic 

VS compared to more slow growing tumours387,453,454.  

In chapter 5 we suggest that VEGF/VEGFR-1 signalling  may in part drive both 

angiogenesis and chemoattraction of VEGFR-1–expressing TAM into the TME96,97 

(Fig.7.3). There is growing evidence, however, that other pro-inflammatory cytokines and 

chemokines (subgroup of cytokines which regulate chemotaxis of immune cells into the 

TME), play an important role in forming the TME in VS56,103,387. In peripheral schwannomas, 

co-localisation between the macrophage marker CD68 and the C-C chemokine MIP-1α 

(Macrophage inflammatory protein 1α) has been demonstrated in Antoni type B tumour 

areas455. Tissue studies in VSs specifically have furthermore demonstrated, that compared 

to healthy vestibular nerves, there is greater expression levels of the C-X-C family 

chemokines CXCL16 and CXCL12 and their respective receptors56,136,456. Most recently 

Breun et al. demonstrated upregulated expression of the chemokine receptor CXCR4 at both 

the protein and mRNA transcript level in a study of sixty NF2-related and sporadic VSs and 

utilised these findings in a pilot PET/CT study of six VSs to demonstrate uptake of the 

CXCR4 PET ligand 68Ga-Pentixafor (see chapter 2)135,136. 

Larger, more comprehensive studies on the key molecular networks regulating and inciting 

the immune microenvironment in VS are needed and a key limitation in the current literature 

is that the cellular source of the candidate cytokines/chemokines identified to date has not 

been definitively established (see section 7.4 below)56. Spatial co-localisation between 

S100+ Schwann cells and cytokines has been observed in some studies, but the abundance 

of immune cells in growing VSs suggests that the immune cell population may be the origin 

of some of the observed mediators104,105,136,456,457.   
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Fig.7.3  TAM VEGF production as a potential driver of angiogenesis and inflammation 
VS  

Immunofluorescence images (x20 HPF) from a growing NF2-related VS demonstrating areas of 

cellular co-localisation between Iba1 and VEGF (yellow). From left to right: Iba1 (red), VEGF (green) 

and VEGF-Iba1 (red-green) (immunofluorescence, x20). Adapted from: “Hannan C*, Lewis D*, 
O’leary C, et al. Beyond Antoni: A Surgeon's guide to the Vestibular Schwannoma Microenvironment”.  

 

7.3.3  Characterisation of the VS microenvironment at the 

genome/transcriptome level  

A limitation of the work presented in this thesis is that due to time and cost considerations 

demonstration of TSPO protein expression and immune cell surface markers in growing VSs 

were not corroborated at the transcriptome level through techniques such as bulk RNA 

sequencing. Alongside detailed characterisation of the immune molecular pathways at the 

protein level therefore, future studies should also seek to identify the gene networks which 

influence cell-cell interactions and transcellular networks within the VS TME. Recent 

studies in another benign tumour, meningioma, have indicated that immune related gene 

networks impacts on the growth phenotype and location of these tumours, and recent studies 

have sought to identify similar such networks in VS56,458.  

One gene network, which has been investigated in VS is the nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-κB) 

pathway, which modulates the transcription of numerous inflammation related genes 

including cytokines, chemokines and cellular adhesion molecules56,459. Dilwali et al. 

demonstrated increased transcription of genes encoding for NF-κB subunits in both human 

VS derived cell lines and VS tissue compared to normal Schwann cells and heathy control 

nerves; and proposed NF-κB as the key gene in a growth promoting gene network in VS460.  

Inflammasomes such as NLRP3 have also received recent attention in VS34,56. 
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Inflammasomes are cytosolic multi-protein complexes that upon activation by pattern-

recognition receptors (PRRs) act as important upstream regulators of pro-inflammatory 

cytokine activation in immune cells 56,461,462. Similar to the aforementioned work on NF-κB, 

a recent study has demonstrated that compared to healthy greater auricular nerve specimens 

there is  upregulation of NLRP3 inflammasome associated genes in VS tissue and an 

association between higher NLRP3 inflammasome expression levels and worse hearing in 

affected patients34,56.  

Further studies are required, however, and a number of questions remain unanswered such 

as how Schwann cell proliferation is linked to these aberrant immune networks in vivo  and 

to what extent genetic variation within the tumour Schwann cell population at both the whole 

genome and RNA transcript level influences this inflammatory microenvironment40. The 

demonstration in chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis that the majority of cells (>50%) in growing 

VSs are in fact macrophages not tumour cells, shines new insights onto the results of 

previous bulk sequencing studies and suggests that at least some of the upregulated gene 

networks in resected VS specimens discovered through these approaches may be from the 

immune cell population, not neoplastic Schwann cells as previously thought.   Indeed these 

findings may go some way to explaining the unexpectedly lower rates of NF2 gene mutation 

detected in resected sporadic tumours compared to the NF2-related condition in which 

(notwithstanding mosaicism), a germline NF2 mutation is also present in the immune cell 

population1,8,9,463.    

 

7.4   Future tissue work: specific research plans 
 

7.4.1   Tissue and plasma characterisation of the VS inflammatory 

microenvironment 

To validate the observed findings in this thesis and better evaluate the extent of immune cell 

infiltrates across the wider population of resected VSs a proposed two-year project will be 

undertaken, which incorporates both a large retrospective tissue analysis study and a 

prospective pilot study of plasma biomarkers of inflammation. 

The primary objective of this proposed funded studyxxiii  is to establish, through a large 

immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis of previously resected tumour tissue, whether TAM 

 
xxiii Awarded £20,000 by the Dowager Countess Eleanor Peel Trust towards consumable costs for this study.  
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infiltration is a consistent feature within NF2-related and sporadic VS. In particular the study 

seeks to establish: the relationship between TAM infiltration and tumour behaviour (size, 

growth rate); the association between TAM infiltration and patient audiological outcomes; 

and the key mediators (cytokines, chemokines) driving this inflammation, with a view to 

identifying novel inflammation related therapeutic targets. Having established the role that 

inflammation plays in tumour growth; a second question is how the inflammatory burden 

within an individual tumour can be quantified. The ideal non-invasive test would be a blood-

based biomarker which allows assessment of intratumoural inflammation and helps identify 

the key systemic mediators driving this process 120,464. A second objective of the proposed 

study is to therefore also establish through a prospective pilot study if plasma cytokine 

expression levels can be used as a biomarker of both tumour growth and intratumoural 

inflammation within sporadic VS.  

 

Study plan: 

Retrospective study  

For the retrospective tissue analysis study, resected tissue specimens from 125 patients with 

sporadic VS and 25 patients with NF2-related VSs will be identified from our diagnostic 

archive and analysed using the immunohistochemistry (IHC) protocol outlined in chapter 3. 

The total sample number included in this study has been chosen as a reflection of the 

available, suitable tissue in our archive for analysis and across the studied tumour cohort it 

is expected there will be a range in terms of both tumour size (intracanalicular vs 

extracanalicular) and tumour growth pattern (indolent/static vs fast growing tumours). 

Sections from each tumour will be analysed for Iba1+ TAM density, candidate 

cytokines/chemokines (i.e., Il-1, IL-6, IL-10, TNFα, MCP-1, CSF-1 and VEGF), and 

leukocyte adhesion molecules (i.e., ICAM-1). Immunohistochemical markers of vascular 

permeability (fibrinogen), microvessel density (CD31) and cellular proliferation (Ki67) will 

also be assessed and quantitative analysis of immunohistochemical parameters such as Iba1+ 

TAM density will be done using established protocols within Image J54,55. In addition to 

tissue data patient audiometric data (pure tone average, word reading score), where available, 

will be collated along with tumour specific variables (tumour volume, pre-treatment tumour 

growth rate).   
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Prospective study  

For the prospective study, up to 80 patients with sporadic VS will be recruited via our supra-

regional skull base multi-disciplinary team (MDT) at Salford Royal NHS hospital. Two 

cohorts of up to 40 patients will be recruited: patients with growing VS planned for surgical 

resection and patients with static tumours undergoing radiological surveillance. Only 

patients with clearly defined tumour growth histories will be recruited and patients with 

significant medical co-morbidities / intercurrent illnesses thought to impact significantly on 

plasma cytokine levels will be excluded. As far as possible, participants in both growth 

groups will also be matched for both age and gender. Blood samples will be taken from 

recruited patients at their next clinic follow-up, or in the case of growing tumours, 

immediately prior to surgery in the pre-operative clinic. After centrifugation, plasma from 

these blood samples will be stored at -80ºC and later analysed using an established multiplex 

approach so that plasma levels of candidate inflammatory cytokines/chemokines (Il-1, IL-6, 

IL-10, TNFα, MCP-1, CSF-1 and VEGF) and leukocyte adhesion molecules (ICAM-1) can 

be quantified and compared across the two growth cohorts. In patients who undergo surgical 

resection, tumour tissue specimens will be analysed using the same immunohistochemistry 

protocol as outlined above so that the association between systemic and local tissue markers 

of inflammation can be established. 

 

Data analysis 

Tissue immunohistochemistry (IHC) parameters and plasma cytokine/chemokine levels will 

be compared between different tumour growth groups (rapidly growing vs indolent) and 

between sporadic and NF2 related VSs using a two-tailed t-test or a suitable non-parametric 

test. Associations between clinical features (tumour size, tumour growth rate), patient 

audiometric data (pure tone average, word reading score), tissue IHC parameters and plasma 

biomarkers will be assessed using suitable correlation measures and regression analysis 

where appropriate. The ability of plasma cytokine/chemokine levels to predict tumour 

growth status will be assessed using multinomial logistic regression and receiver operator 

characteristics (ROC) curve analysis with calculation of the area under the curve (AUC).  

 

Additional project work (dependant on obtainment of further funding): 
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Subject to the obtainment of further funding, an additional proposed part of this project is to 

establish to what extent genetic variation within the tumour Schwann cell population at both 

the whole genome and RNA transcript level influences the VS inflammatory 

microenvironment. Using immunofluorescence for S100 or another suitable Schwann cell 

marker a ‘pure’ neoplastic Schwann cell population will be isolated from both prospectively 

acquired and retrospective frozen tissue sections using laser capture microdissection (LCM) 

facilities within the University of Manchester. The isolated Schwann cell population will 

subsequently be used to undertake both a whole genome SNP (single nucleotide 

polymorphism) array and RNA sequencing with bioinformatics analysis. Whole genome 

analysis will be done in up to 50 tumour specimens using the UK biobank Axiom® 

Affymetrix array, which provides copy number data and genotyping of 820,967 SNPs 

including established variants within the Nf2 genetic locus itself; common cancer variants, 

variants associated with specific autoimmune/inflammatory disorders (e.g., Ulcerative 

colitis, Crohn's disease, Type 1 diabetes) and variants in the KIR (chromosome 19) region, 

which are known to be important in the immune response.   

RNA-sequencing will additionally be done in up to 40 frozen samples (20 NF2 VSs and 20 

sporadic VSsxxiv) and fully anonymised samples will be submitted to a private supplier BGI 

genomics Ltd who will perform library preparation, RNA-sequencing and bioinformatics 

analysis on the raw data output. Genome and RNA sequencing data will be analysed to 

establish if there are variations in candidate pro-inflammatory genes at the 

genome/transcriptome level across the NF2 and sporadic VS cohorts and their association 

with IHC derived parameters of inflammation, patient audiometric data (pure tone average, 

word reading score), tumour clinical features (tumour size, tumour growth rate) and in the 

case of prospective specimens measured plasma biomarker levels. For all analyses 

bioinformatics support will be obtained.   

 

7.4.2   Mapping the VS cellular immune landscape  

Although the double IHC and immunofluorescence techniques utilised in this thesis can 

serve as a valuable starting point in characterising the immune cell populations in VS, the 

spatial and spectral resolution of these methods will ultimately limit characterization of the 

 
xxiv Numbers of samples for whole genome SNP array (n=96) and for RNA sequencing (n=40) reflect a) 
maximum number of frozen VS tissue samples that could be reasonably prospectively obtained/ available 
within our diagnostic archive; and b) analysed for a study provisionally costed at £20,000 (inc. fixed costs such 
as biobank technician time and laser capture microdisscection related costs).   
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TME at the cellular and subcellular level465,466. Another planned future project is to therefore 

employ the Hyperion® imaging mass cytometry technology (Fluidigm Corp, South San 

Francisco, CA, USA) to spatially map the immune cell population in the VS TME. Imaging 

mass cytometry (IMC) is a new technology which through the use of metal ion conjugated 

antibodies allows the simultaneous measurement of many proteins (ability to study >40 

molecules concurrently) on a single-histology slide at subcellular resolution465,466. The 

application of IMC in systemic malignancies such as breast cancer tissues has revealed key 

spatial TME determinants that influence clinical outcome467 and within Manchester, IMC 

has been recently optimised for the study of another brain tumour, glioblastoma. The aim of 

this project is to therefore utilise this new technology to interrogate in detail the distribution 

and phenotype of immune cells within the VS microenvironment.  

 

Study plan: 

For this preliminary study, selected FFPE (formalin fixed paraffin embedded) tissue 

specimens from 12 resected sporadic VSs (6 static tumours, 6 growing tumours) will be 

identified from within our diagnostic archive. To date 2 VS samples (1 static, 1 growing 

tumour) have already been analysed and funding has been obtained to analyse the remaining 

10 samples. Within the remaining cohort we will seek to include tissue samples from the 

patients included in the PET and DCE-MRI imaging studies described in chapter 4 and 5.  

In order to spatially resolve the heterogeneity of the immune cell compartment within the 

TME of each VS we will analyse 5 regions of interest (ROIs) per case. These ROIs will be 

identified through histological assessment of sequential sections in collaboration with 

neuropathology colleagues.  

The tissue processing workflow for the Hyperion® system has been established in 

Manchester and our group has previously optimised panels to look at immune cell spatial 

heterogeneity within different brain tumours. Acquired raw data text files will be analysed 

for the distribution, intensity, and co-localization at a pixel of different labelled protein 

epitopes and multiparametric images will be analysed using an established analysis pipeline, 

which incorporates both proprietary Hyperion® software (MCD viewer, histoCAT) and 

third-party software such as CellProfiler466,468 . Through this approach we will be able to 

evaluate the phenotype and spatial distribution of immune cell populations within each 

tumour distinguishing macrophages, and ascertaining TAM phenotypes.   
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Through comparison of tissue samples from tumours with high and low 11C-(R)-PK11195 

specific binding (BPND) respectively we will be able to establish in detail the spatial 

distribution and phenotype of TSPO expressing cells; their relationship to other cell types 

within the VS TME and their relationship with tumour growth. In addition, in chapters 4 

and 5 a close relationship between tumour vascularity and inflammatory cell infiltration in 

VS was demonstrated.  Through the spatial information afforded through the use of the 

Hyperion®  IMC technology we will be able to evaluate in much greater detail this 

relationship, ascertaining specific perivascular immune cell phenotypes and relate these 

findings back to derived DCE-MRI microvascular metrics in these tumours.  

 

7.5  Future imaging work: beyond 11C-(R)-PK11195 
Given its more widespread availability and lower cost than PET, the ideal approach for 

imaging TAM populations in vivo would be a specific MRI derived biomarker.  In the 

preceding chapters we have demonstrated that microvascular metrics such as the transfer 

constant Ktrans derived  from DCE-MRI, correlated with tumour tissue markers of TAM 

density54–56.  In particular an association between increasing tumour Ktrans and increased 

Iba1+ TAM density within resected tumours was seen. A key limitation of these DCE-MRI 

derived microvascular metrics, however, is that they are best indirect markers of TAM 

infiltration and lack specificity as biomarkers of inflammation in these tumours.  There is 

therefore a need for other, more specific MRI biomarkers that can directly quantify the 

immune cell population in vivo and one MRI based contrast medium which has received 

increased attention for this purpose is ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles 

or USPIO469–472.  

 

7.5.1  Trial of USPIO as an imaging biomarker of TAM infiltration in VS 

USPIO are viral-sized nanoparticles (<50 nm) consisting of an iron oxide core surrounded 

by a carbohydrate or polymer coating473,474. They have growing usage as off-label MRI 

contrast agents in a wide spectrum of imaging applications due to their unique 

physiochemical properties and at present two USPIO preparations are commercially 

available for human use, ferumoxytol (Feraheme©, AMAG pharmaceuticals, US) and 

ferumoxtran-10 (Ferrotran©, SPL medical, NL)473,474.  
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These compounds are intravenously administered and due to their size and coating they have 

a long circulating blood half-life (t½,blood), circulating within the bloodstream for a period of 

up to 24 hours or more (ferumoxytol, t½,blood= 14–21 h; ferumoxtran-10, t½,blood= 24–30h). 

During this early blood pool phase, they can be used in the brain for MR angiography and 

high resolution vascular imaging, offering a number of advantages over traditional contrast 

and non-contrast based approaches473,475.  In areas of blood-brain barrier (BBB) disruption, 

such as within CNS tumours, these compounds slowly (~24-48hrs) extravasate into the tissue 

extravascular-extracellular space, wherein due to their size and coating they are thought to 

be rapidly phagocytosed by tissue resident macrophages469–472. On delayed (>24hr) MR 

imaging this engulfment and focal concentration of USPIO within TAM can then be detected 

as demonstrable signal intensity increases and decreases on T1-weighted and T2* weighted 

MRI acquisitions respectively and from these changes the degree of TAM infiltration within 

any given tumour quantified469,470,472,473,476–478 (Fig.7.3). 

 

The USPIO compound ferumoxytol, which will serve as the candidate USPIO agent in this 

study, is FDA approved in the US as an intravenous iron-replacement therapy479,480. The 

dextran-derived coating of ferumoxytol is designed to be less immunogenic with lower labile 

iron release but there was nonetheless earlier concern about potential acute severe 

hypersensitivity reactions following rapid bolus injection of undiluted ferumoxytol479,481.  

This concern was raised following 79 reported serious adverse events including 18 fatalities 

amongst an estimated an estimated 1.2 million injections, with all these cases occurring 

following the administration of the larger, therapeutic dose rather than the lower diagnostic 

dose (≤50% therapeutic dose)479,481.  As a result the FDA in 2015 updated therapeutic 

prescription recommendations advising compound dilution, infusion over 15 minutes (rather 

than the previous 17 seconds), and hemodynamic monitoring for up to 30 minutes after 

infusion479,481,482. Despite concerns about the bolus injection of therapeutic ferumoxytol, a 

number of single-centre reports highlighted that for diagnostic applications ferumoxytol was 

both safe and well tolerated by adult and paediatric patients alike483–487.  Indeed recent 

published results from a multicentre observational registry (https://ferasafe.ucla.edu) across 

nine sites in the United States and two sites in the United Kingdom has furthermore 

underlined the safety and tolerability of diagnostic ferumoxytol use479, and the available 

literature to date suggests that ferumoxytol, when given for diagnostic applications as a slow 

intravenous infusion is safe and well tolerated. 

https://ferasafe.ucla.edu/
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Recent studies in WHO grade IV glioma (glioblastoma, GBM) undergoing temozolomide 

based chemoradiotherapy have demonstrated that delayed (24hrs post injection) ferumoxytol 

enhanced MRI, in particular the ferumoxytol to gadolinium contrast mismatch ratio 

(FeSPD/GdSPD), is able to differentiate pseudoprogression (transiently increased volumes of 

contrast enhancement within the radiation field)  from true disease progression471. In IDH-1 

(isocitrate dehydrogenase 1) wild type tumours the development of pseudoprogression was 

associated with an elevated enhancement mismatch ratio (FeSPD/GdSPD) on imaging 

compared with disease recurrence, in keeping with a therapy induced inflammation within 

the tumour. By contrast in patients with IDH-1 mutation, there was a significant reduction 

in the FeSPD/GdSPD ratio at time of pseudoprogression compared with disease recurrence, an 

effect the authors speculated was due to both a decrease in hypoxia-related TAM infiltration 

and a functionally reduced ability for TAM phagocytosis within IDH-1 mutant glioblastoma 

undergoing pseudoprogression471.  

 Although a growing number of studies have investigated USPIO related enhancement and 

uptake in high grade glioma471,477,478  there has been a paucity of studies in non-astrocytic, 

extra-axial tumours such as VS471,472.  The aim of this future planned study is to therefore 

evaluate through a combined imaging and neuropathology study if delayed (24-48 hrs) 

tumour uptake of the candidate USPIO agent ferumoxytol can be used as a biomarker of 

TAM density within sporadic VS.  
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Fig.7.4  USPIO (e.g., ferumoxytol) as a biomarker of intratumoural inflammation  

Following injection iron containing USPIO (Fe) such as ferumoxytol initially circulate within the 

bloodstream for a period of up to 24 hours or more. During this ‘intravascular’ phase these 

superparamagnetic compounds can be used for MR angiography due to their shortening of T1 and 

T2* relaxation times in neighbouring blood water pools473,475. In areas of blood-brain barrier disruption, 

such as within CNS tumours, these compounds extravasate over 24-48hrs into the tissue 

extravascular-extracellular space, wherein they are thought to be rapidly phagocytosed by tissue 

resident macrophages (MΦ)469–472.  Extracellular USPIO and the engulfment and focal concentration 

of USPIO within the lysosomes of TAM leads to shortening of T1 and T2/T2* relaxation times in 

neighbouring tissue water pools. On delayed (>24hr) MR imaging these T1 and T2/T2* relaxivity 

effects can be detected as demonstrable signal intensity increases and decreases on T1-weighted 

and T2/T2* weighted MR acquisitions respectively469,470,472,473,476–478. Following extravasation USPIO 

are also taken up by tissue resident macrophages and cells of the mononuclear phagocyte system 

(MPS) in the liver (80–90%), spleen (5–8%) and bone marrow (1–2%)473,474. Following phagocytosis, 

the iron core is incorporated into the body’s iron stores and the dextran-derived coating is cleaved 

by and fully eliminated through faeces or excreted by the kidneys473,488.  

 

 

Study plan: 

For this prospective exploratory study 40 patients with sporadic VS will be recruited. 

Participants will be selected from the cohort of patients currently undergoing radiological 

surveillance at the Greater Manchester Neurosciences Centre (GMNC) Skull Base Unit and 

will include patients with both growing tumours (n=20) that are being considered for surgical 

resection, and non-growing/ static tumours (n=20) that are being considered for either further 

radiological surveillance or surgeryxxv.  

 
xxv Due to the absence of previous preliminary data on ferumoxytol uptake in VS an accurate formal power 
calculation on required study numbers is not possible. These study numbers instead reflect an estimate of how 
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Patients consenting to the study will be asked to attend our clinical trials unit based at Salford 

Royal NHS hospital for up to three consecutive visits. All imaging will be performed at 3T 

and an overview of the imaging protocol is provided below.  

On visit 1 participants will be asked initially to undergo a comprehensive MRI protocol, 

incorporating the following sequences: 

• Baseline T1-weighted (T1W) acquisition, 3D susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) 

and quantitative T2 (qT2) acquisition with a multi-echo variable refocusing flip angle 

turbo-spin echo (TSE).  

• Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)  

• Dual-injection, dual temporal resolution dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI 

acquisition. Patients will be administered a GBCA chelate (gadoterate meglumine; 

Dotarem, Guerbet S.A) up to a maximum dose of 0.2mmols/kg  

• Post-contrast T1W acquisition for tumour delineation 

Following the first MRI acquisition patients will be administered ferumoxytol (Feraheme©, 

AMAG pharmaceuticals, US) at a dose of 5mg/kg up to a maximum dose of 510mg.  All 

dose administrations will be performed in the dedicated clinical trials unit at Salford Royal 

Hospital and supervised by both trained research nursing staff and the clinical research 

fellow attached to the project.   

Ferumoxytol (Feraheme©) is distributed as a liquid preparation in 17ml vials, and for 

administration the required patient dose will be diluted in 250 ml of normal saline and 

administered as a slow infusion through an indwelling large bore intravenous cannula over 

30 minutes. Before the infusion, patient’s vital signs (i.e., pulse rate, blood pressure and 

respiratory rate) will be recorded at three-time intervals (within 15 minutes) before the 

ferumoxytol infusion.   During the infusion vitals will be monitored every 10 minutes and 

up to 30 min after the ferumoxytol administration. Following the Feraheme© infusion 

patients will be asked to return to the on-site MR scanner suite and will undergo a short 

protocol (estimated time ~ 15 mins) incorporating the T1W, SWI and quantitative T2 (qT2) 

acquisition outlined above so that ferumoxytol related changes in tumour T1, T2 and T2*W 

signal intensity at this ‘early timepoint’ (<1hr) can assessed.  

 
many patients it would be possible to recruit within the proposed 3-year study period and within the target 
funding stream (NIHR research for patient benefit, maximum amount available £250,000).     
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Visit 2 and 3 will be scheduled 24hrs and 48hrs after intravenous ferumoxytol administration.  

At each visit patients will undergo the short MRI protocol (estimated time ~ 15 mins) 

performed at the ‘early timepoint’ above so that delayed (>24hrs) ferumoxytol related 

changes in brain and tumour T1, T2 and T2*W signal intensity can be assessed.  

 

MR image analysis 

Post contrast-enhanced T1W images (GBCA and delayed 24-48hr ferumoxytol) will be used 

to define tumour volumes of interest using both manual and semi-automatic segmentation 

and differences in the enhancing tumour volume compared. Differences in the enhancement 

pattern between post GBCA T1W images and the delayed (24-48hr) ferumoxytol enhanced 

T1W images will be compared through visual inspection and use of the structural similarity 

index489.  

Acquired DTI and DCE-MRI data will be analysed using the pipelines described in chapter 

355,56. Through this approach voxelwise maps of relevant diffusion metrics and DCE-MRI 

derived microvascular kinetic parameters (Ktrans,vp,ve, absolute tumour blood flow) will be 

generated. Tumour object masks defined on both the GBCA and delayed 24-48hr 

ferumoxytol enhanced T1W images will then be used to extract mean parameters values 

from tumour volumes.  

Ferumoxytol enhanced images from both early (<1hr) and delayed (24,48hrs) timepoints 

will be analysed as follows. SWI magnitude images (pre-contrast, early timepoint, delayed 

24hr timepoint and delayed 48hr timepoint) will be co-registered to the non-contrast T1W 

volume. Voxelwise maps reflective of early and delayed ferumoxytol concentration will be 

created by taking the log of the signal intensity ratio of a pre-contrast voxel (SWIpre) to the 

same post-contrast voxel on either the early-timepoint (SWIearly) or delayed timepoint images 

(SWIlate)478. The voxel value at each point in these derived maps is proportional to the 

concentration of ferumoxytol contrast agent. Whereas the early timepoint map is 

hypothesised to solely represent ferumoxytol concentration within the intravascular blood 

pool, the delayed maps represent both persistent intravascular ferumoxytol and extravascular 

ferumoxytol concentration with TAM478. To better delineate specific extravascular uptake 

of ferumoxytol, high spatial resolution segregation and extravascular localization of 

ferumoxytol imaging (SELFI) maps will therefore also be generated using the method 

outlined by Barajas et al478. In brief, SELFI maps will be generated by taking the voxelwise 

difference of the delayed timepoint map from the early timepoint map 
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𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 = log �𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
SWI𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝

� − log � 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
SWI𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒

�  

where i is a voxel, SWIpre is the value of the voxel on the non-contrast SWI, SWIearly is the 

value of the voxel on the SWI immediately after ferumoxytol (<1hr), and SWIlate is the value 

of the voxel on the delayed SWI at either 24hrs or 48hrs post ferumoxytol administration. 

The proportion of SELFI + voxels (reflective of extravascular ferumoxytol concentration 

within TAM) will be derived and compared across tumours using appropriate statistical tests.  

In addition to the above analysis, acquired T2* and T2 mapping data will be used with in 

house processing pipelines to generate maps of quantitative relaxometry values (T2*, R2*, 

T2, R2) for both the tumour and normal appearing brain at each ferumoxytol imaging 

timepoint (pre-contrast; early, 24hrs and 48hrs post ferumoxytol injection)476. Changes in 

relaxometry values (T2*, R2*, T2, R2) values at each timepoint relative to baseline will then 

be compared using appropriate statistical tests and alongside derived SELFI maps compared 

with DTI and DCE-MRI derived parameter maps and available histology (see below) 476 .   

 

Tissue analysis 

FFPE and frozen tumour tissue samples from patients undergoing surgery will be collected 

and stored within our institutional biobank repository. Using previously established 

immunohistochemistry (IHC) protocols55,56,490, FFPE sections will be stained for Iba1+ TAM 

density, cellular proliferation indices (Ki67), vascularity metrics (CD31, fibrinogen) and 

CD56 for Schwann cells. For quantifying USPIO (ferumoxytol) concentration within 

resected tissues, Dx1 (dextran ferumoxytol coating), and Perls Prussian blue (iron) will be 

used and the cellular source of Ferumoxytol uptake investigated through double 

immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence471,476–478.   

To further evaluate the phenotype and spatial distribution of TAM in each tumour and their 

relationship to ferumoxytol uptake in vivo, selected FFPE tissue specimens from each 

tumour will be investigated using the Hyperion imaging mass cytometry system outlined in 

section 7.4.2 above. Through this approach we will be able to evaluate the phenotype and 

spatial distribution of ferumoxytol-phagocytosing cell populations within each tumour.   
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7.5.2  Future approaches in imaging the VS microvascular 

microenvironment–beyond the ETM  

Throughout this thesis acquired DCE-MRI data was quantitatively analysed using the 

extended Tofts model (ETM) but as discussed in chapter 3, there are a number of limitations 

and assumptions to the use of this model. One key limitation is the physiological uncertainty 

in the meaning of the parameter Ktrans with increases in Ktrans within an individual tumour 

reflecting both increases in capillary blood flow and the capillary permeability– surface area 

product186,192,323. Indeed this is reflected in the presented tissue data with Ktrans correlating 

with both CD31 microvessel surface area and fibrinogen, a tissue marker of vascular 

permeability (see chapter 4 and 5)369–371.   

In future studies additional modelling approaches, which allow separation of blood flow 

from permeability effects should therefore be adopted and one such option is to use the two-

compartment exchange model (2CXM, chapter 3). In the ETM, the capillary vascular pool 

CA concentration is viewed as being constant and independent of extraction into the tissue 

compartment. In the 2CXM, however, the vascular pool is treated as a well-mixed entirely 

separate compartment, which exchanges contrast with the tissue compartment and is 

replenished from the arterial circulation310,491. Through the 2CXM a separate capillary 

plasma flow term, Fp and a specific bidirectional exchange constant, which is thought to 

represent the permeability surface-area product, can be derived310,492 .  

A limitation of all compartmental models such as the ETM and 2CXM is that they assume 

uniform and instantaneous contrast agent distribution across all capillaries within the 

capillary bed310,491,493. Capillary plug flow models such as the Tissue homogeneity model 

and the adiabatic approximation to the Tissue Homogeneity Model (AAHTM) address this 

false assumption of zero capillary transit time by modelling the capillary as a cylinder with 

a finite contrast agent transit time130,494. The AAHTM assumes the adiabatic approximation 

i.e. that the rate of change in the tissue compartment is small relative to that of the capillary 

compartment and that the contrast agent capillary transit time is constant across all capillaries 

in each tissue voxel under study130,310,491. These assumptions may not, however, hold in the 

leaky, heterogenous vasculature seen in VS and other tumours, and more recently attempts 

have been made to model this heterogeneity in capillary transit times such as the gamma 

capillary transit time model (GCTTM)130,491. The GCTTM represents capillary transit times 

as a gamma distribution, allowing for each image voxel an additional parameter, α−1, the 

width of the distribution of the capillary transit times, to be derived491,495. Through the 
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parameter α−1  the heterogeneity of  capillary transit times and therefore capillary blood flow 

in any given tissue can be assessed and previous studies using the GCTTM in glioblastoma 

have demonstrated a wide distribution in α−1 values across the tumour volume, in keeping 

with the vascular heterogeneity seen within these tumours491,493.   

 

A pertinent question for future studies is how the use of second-generation models such as 

the 2CXM and GCTTM affects firstly, the interpretation of size and growth dependant 

vascular changes in VS; and secondly, the relationship between derived physiological 

parameters and tissue markers of vascular density, vascular permeability and immune cell 

infiltration. In addition, in chapter 6 it was demonstrated that in the irradiated post SRS VS 

there is a marked post-treatment decrease in the tumour vascularity metrics Ktrans and vp. 

Whilst this may reflect the radiation sensitivity of vascular endothelium, with selective 

pruning of the immature and abnormal portions of the vascular bed, other factors such as 

vascular stasis and interstitial tumour oedema may also play a role420–422. Application of 

these advanced DCE-MRI models alongside more comprehensive multi-compartment 

diffusion protocols such as VERDICT may allow differentiation of post-treatment changes 

in vessel permeability and flow, and establish to what extent changes in the capillary blood 

flow distribution heterogeneity suggestive of vascular normalization occurs following SRS 

treatment408,421.   

 

 

7.5.3  Hypoxia, angiogenesis and inflammation in VS   

We have demonstrated in VS that there is a strong relationship of intratumoural 

inflammation with both imaging and tissue markers of angiogenesis. A limitation of this 

work, however, is that the role of hypoxia in driving these two processes has not been 

comprehensively interrogated. In other tumours hypoxia and the hypoxia sensing 

transcription factor, HIF1α are known to be key drivers of angiogenesis and pro-angiogenic 

cytokine production, and  within VS tissue specimens expression of HIF1α has also been 

demonstarted49,439,496. Within our own cohort of resected VSs we have demonstrated HIF1α 

expression in both sporadic and NF2-related VS samples. (unpublished data). Further, larger 

studies are needed, however, to validate and further interrogate these findings.   

It can be hypothesised that within VS, VEGF expression within the tumour 

microenvironment, stimulated in part through either local hypoxia and/or constitutive HIF1α 

expression439, promotes angiogenesis and drives peripheral chemoattraction of VEGFR-1 
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expressing macrophages into the TME96,97,497.  There is evidence in other tumours that TAM 

localize within hypoxic regions, and that in addition to its pro-angiogenic role,  hypoxia and 

HIF1α may induce the recruitment of monocytes into the tumour through regulating  key 

chemokine (e.g. CXCL12/CXCR4) expression64,498. Previous studies in NF2-related VSs 

have demonstrated a relationship between higher tumour HIF1α expression and tumour 

recurrence49. There is furthermore evidence in the literature from other tumours that 

alongside monocyte recruitment hypoxia may also promote a pro-angiogenic, 

immunosuppressive phenotype amongst TAM and other immune cells within the 

TME49,64,101,102,499.  

Further studies evaluating the relationship between angiogenesis, inflammation and hypoxia 

in VS growth are needed. In particular the role that these processes play in driving VS growth 

post radiotherapy should be investigated. One question is to what extent do the observed 

microvascular changes in the post SRS VS TME, displayed in chapter 6, also translate to 

increased hypoxia in these tumours. As discussed in chapter 6,  in other tumours 

radiotherapy induced switching of TAM populations to a more anti-tumourigenic, pro-

inflammatory M1 subtype has been demonstrated but it is also possible that in a cohort of 

VS radiotherapy induced hypoxia may have the opposite effect, inducing a pro-tumourigenic 

immune cell response and subsequent tumour growth56,423,436.  Similar to inflammation and 

angiogenesis, what would be helpful is an imaging biomarker that allows hypoxia within a 

particular VS to be quantified in vivo. The advent of specific PET and MRI biomarkers such 

as 18F-Fluoromisonidazole PET and oxygen-enhanced MRI for measuring quantifying tissue 

oxygen concentration and hypoxia may provide just that500–502, and future studies 

incorporating these techniques alongside specific imaging markers of inflammation and 

angiogenesis in VS should seek to interrogate further the role of hypoxia in VS growth and 

SRS tumour response.   

 

7.6  From bench to bedside: clinical impact of the presented 
work  
Whilst sporadic VS is at face value a primarily surgical disease,  the eloquent anatomical 

location, variable size at presentation and unpredictable, sometimes rapid growth of these 

tumours makes their modern management through surgery alone challenging20,24. The risks 

of surgery, of which facial nerve injury is the most pertinent, are significant and very real 

for the patients concerned. Whilst radiotherapy is an option in some tumours, its use in 
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larger tumours is limited and there is a recognised cohort of patients who fail radiosurgery 

and warrant consideration of an alternative treatment strategy.  

 In NF2, where these tumours are bilateral, these challenges are especially acute. The risks 

of facial and other cranial nerve injury from surgery is higher and compared to sporadic 

tumours outcomes in NF2-related VSs are suboptimal12,18,39,503. Over the past decade the 

anti-angiogenic agent Bevacizumab has emerged as a therapeutic strategy against rapidly 

progressive NF2-related VSs but it is no ‘magic bullet’ and there are significant concerns 

about the duration of its clinical response and the cardiovascular complications  associated 

with long-term use39,86,92,93,503. Another therapeutic approach against these tumours is 

therefore greatly needed. The value of the work presented within this thesis is that it builds 

upon the tissue studies performed to date and provides in vivo evidence from human studies 

that inflammation may be a targetable pathophysiological process in VS.   

Our results implicate inflammation as a key driver of growth and progression in VS and 

highlight VEGF expressing TAM as a targetable cell population for halting or even reversing 

inflammation and angiogenesis in these tumours (Fig.7.4). The notion of immune targeted 

therapy in VS is still its infancy but is starting to gain traction internationally. The 

demonstration that there is upregulation of candidate cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-

α in VS is of relevance as many safe, effective and well tolerated immunomodulatory agents 

against these mediators are already in current clinical usage56. Larger studies to validate 

these findings are required, but this raises the possibility that established immune targeting 

agents against such cytokines could be re-purposed and fast tracked through to early phase 

clinical studies.   

An equally exciting prospect, is that alongside such agents, the archetypal anti-inflammatory 

drug aspirin, may also have its role in this emerging inflammation targeting armamentarium 

in VS.  Aspirin is a known inhibitor of both NF-κB activation and the pro-inflammatory 

enzyme cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX-2), an enzyme which is present in resected VS tissue, and 

positively associated with both VS size and tumour cell proliferation rates504–507.  Some 

retrospective series have demonstrated that after controlling for age and gender that VS 

growth rates are lower amongst patients with previous aspirin use508,509.  Whilst subsequent 

case series have perhaps challenged this view381,510, interest in aspirin as a therapy in VS 

continues to grow, and a phase II randomized study of aspirin vs placebo in VS will help 

further elucidate the role of this therapy in preventing VS growth511,512.   
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Fig.7.5  Inflammation as a driver of VS growth  

Representative serial MR imaging and Iba1 stained immunosections (red, immunoperoxidase, x10) 
from a patient with a static VS (A); and a rapidly growing sporadic VS (B). Adapted from: “Hannan 
C*, Lewis D*, O’leary C, Donofrio CA, Evans DG, Roncaroli F et al. The Inflammatory 
Microenvironment in Vestibular Schwannoma. Neuro-Oncology Adv 2020”  

 

It is important, however, that alongside the clinical evaluation of established anti-

inflammatory and immune modulating agents in VS other targetable molecular pathways 

driving the VS inflammatory microenvironment are characterised at both the cellular and 

subcellular level56. Future studies incorporating advanced genomic and proteomic 

techniques will be of considerable value in achieving this goal and with the recent advent 

of novel orthotopic animal models of VS that accurately recapitulate the microenvironment 

in which these tumours arise, we can also hopefully gain a greater understanding of how 

the immune microenvironment in VS is initiated and evolves over time56,443. There is 

considerable optimism that from this rich experimental substrate multiple novel agents 

targeted against inflammation related pathways in these tumours such as TAM infiltration, 

TAM phenotype switching, immune evasion, hypoxia and angiogenesis can be tested in 

vivo and carried forward into clinical trials56. Beyond helping achieve tumour control in 

rapidly progressive VS, such agents may also have utility in helping to decrease 

inflammation peri-operatively in large VS thereby improving facial nerve outcomes from 

surgery; or conversely induce growth arrest and permit hearing preservation in 

conservatively managed VS patients with recent hearing loss.  
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Ultimately translation of these findings into the clinic will require accurate, reproducible 

biomarkers for detecting, quantifying and monitoring inflammation within a particular VS 

in vivo and a strength of the presented work is that it provides early data on two such 

potential imaging biomarkers for detecting inflammation and quantifying the 

microvasculature in these tumours55,56,265. Imaging biomarkers that allow for the early 

identification of tumours, which are failing conventional therapies such as SRS, are also 

important in this regard, through helping to stratify patients who may benefit from targeted 

anti-inflammatory or anti-angiogenic therapies.  Further work is needed to establish the role 

of these imaging biomarkers in VS treatment protocols but it is conceivable that future 

patients with growing sporadic or rapidly progressive NF2-related VSs will be asked to 

undergo PET and/or MRI to quantify tumoural inflammatory and microvascular 

characteristics prior to inclusion in clinical trials of immune modulating agents.  Such a 

scenario would have profound treatment implications for the patients concerned and have a 

resonance in that perhaps where this story of the tumour microenvironment in VS began is 

also where it ends.   
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7.7  Epilogue: presented research in context    

Evidence before this study:  

Previous evidence based on tissue-only studies suggested that both angiogenesis and inflammation may 
be relevant to sporadic VS growth. The generalizability of these ex vivo findings, however, to non-growing 
VS that do not typically undergo surgery, and tumours that regress spontaneously was unclear. Amongst 
neurofibromatosis type II related VS, tissue studies have similarly demonstrated tumour associated 
macrophage (TAM) expression but the relationship to tumour size and growth had not been investigated. 
This incomplete understanding of the VS TME hinders the development of potential immune targeting 
therapies against these tumours and impairs our understanding of how any why these tumours respond to 
established therapies such as the anti-angiogenic agent, bevacizumab, and stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). 
Previous studies have shown that biomarkers of the tumour microvascular microenvironment measured 
through advanced MRI techniques such as dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI can be used to predict 
anti-angiogenic therapy response in VS but the utility of these same biomarkers in both characterising the 
VS TME and monitoring changes in the VS TME post radiotherapy had not previously been assessed. 

Added value of this study: 

This was the first study to provide an estimate of the inflammatory contribution to static sporadic VS as 
well as growing tumours and the first to provide evidence that TSPO PET tracers can be used to quantify 
intratumoural inflammation in VS. This study not only corroborated the findings of earlier ex vivo studies, 
demonstrating that within the TME of growing VS there is a predominant abundance of inflammatory cells 
but also showed, contrary to previous understanding, that TAM rather than tumour cells account for the 
majority of proliferating cells. Through an imaging-based approach this work was able to provide the first 
in vivo comparative study of microstructural and microvascular characteristics in sporadic and NF2-related 
VSs, demonstrating that in both VS groups there is a size and growth dependant increases in tumoural 
vascularity and the tumoural extravascular-extracellular space. Through a comparative tissue study, this 
work also demonstrated the relationship between in vivo markers of tumour vascularity and TAM 
infiltration in VS and is the first to establish  VEGF/VEGFR-1 expressing TAM as a key targetable driver 
of this relationship. Finally, this work provides the first characterisation of changes in the TME of VS 
undergoing SRS treatment. These findings not only provide crucial preliminary data in support of larger 
studies investigating these novel MRI biomarkers as early predictors of radiotherapy response but also 
indicate that the observed growth attenuation seen in responsive tumours following SRS may in part be 
secondary to decreased tumoural vascularity and infiltration of pro-tumourigenic TAMs into the TME.   

Implications of all the available evidence:  

VS can present a management challenge due to their variable size at presentation and unpredictable, 
sometimes rapid growth. In particular, bhe bilateral nature of NF2-related VSs makes management of these 
lesions especially challenging. Taken together with the results of earlier studies the value of the presented 
fiindings is that it provides evidence that inflammation, in particular TAM infiltration, is potentially 
relevant to VS growth and may be a targetable pathophysiological process in these tumours. Alongside the 
presented potential role of the VEGF/VEGFR1 axis in driving TAM infiltration in VS, recent studies have 
begun to interrogate other pathways potentially driving this inflammatory microenvironment. These 
findings raise the possibility that alongside newer agents, immunomodulatory drugs already in clinical 
usage against candidate cytokines/ chemokines could be repurposed to help control VS progression and 
growth. Translation of these findings into the clinic will ultimately require accurate, reproducible 
biomarkers for detecting, quantifying and monitoring inflammation within a particular VS in vivo and 
within this work early data on two such potential imaging biomarkers for detecting inflammation in these 
tumours has been provided. Imaging biomarkers that allow for the early identification of tumours, which 
are failing conventional therapies such as SRS and which may benefit from targeted anti-inflammatory or 
anti-angiogenic therapies is also important in this regard and future studies should seek to not only better 
establish the predictive role of these biomarkers but also look to identify other clinically applicable MRI 
biomarkers of inflammation in these tumours. 
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Abstract 
 

Background: Microvascular kinetic parameters derived from DCE-MRI have emerged as 

critical non-invasive biomarkers of brain tumour microenvironment and tumour response 

to anti-angiogenic therapy.  A key limitation of current DCE-MRI techniques, however, is 

the spatial resolution and accuracy of derived kinetic parameters, and there is growing 

concern about the repeated use of full-dose contrast agent in patient studies.  

Theory and methods: In this study we developed and evaluated a new dual temporal 

resolution (DTR) DCE-MRI based approach, the LEGATOS method, which was 

hypothesized to provide accurate, whole-brain high spatial resolution kinetic parameters 

using both a standard and low contrast agent dose. The accuracy of kinetic parameters 

(Ktrans, vp, ve) derived using the LEGATOS method was evaluated through both 

simulations and in vivo studies in 28 patients with vestibular schwannoma, incorporating 

either an established dual-injection, DTR DCE-MRI protocol or a novel, single-injection 

interleaved DTR protocol using a low-dose of contrast agent. Tissue from 25 tumours was 

examined with markers for microvessels (CD31) and cell density (H&E). 

Results:  LEGATOS derived parameter maps offered superior spatial resolution and 

improved parameter accuracy compared to the use of native high temporal resolution data 

alone, provided superior discrimination of perfusion and permeability effects compared to 

other high spatial resolution approaches, and correlated well with tissue markers of 

vascularity (p≤0.02) and cell density (p≤0.04).   

Conclusion: Our results demonstrate that the LEGATOS method can be used to generate 

accurate, high spatial resolution kinetic parameter estimates and demonstrates applicability 

with a newly developed acquisition protocol, which offers over 80% reductions in contrast 

agent dose.    

 

Keywords: Dual temporal resolution DCE-MRI; perfusion and permeability; low 

gadolinium dosage; spatial and temporal resolution; accurate kinetic parameter mapping. 
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Introduction 
Kinetic parameters derived from dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) are increasingly used in the study of tumours, both within and outside the 

brain, for assessment of tumour microenvironment and microvasculature. They have 

demonstrable value as predictive, prognostic and treatment response biomarkers, which are 

of increasing importance with the use of anti-angiogenic therapies55,193,324. Key limitations 

in current DCE-MRI techniques however, are the volume coverage, spatial resolution and 

accuracy of derived kinetic parameters, and the requirement during data acquisition for full-

dose contrast agent administration191. Whilst whole-brain coverage and high spatial 

resolution are essential where lesions are widespread, small or exhibit significant 

microvascular heterogeneity, high temporal resolution is required for accurate quantification 

of kinetic parameters such as cerebral blood flow, fractional plasma volume (vp), the transfer 

constant (Ktrans) and the fractional volume of extravascular-extracellular space (ve)308,513 .  

Traditional cartesian MRI has limitations in achieving simultaneous high spatial (HS) and 

high temporal (HT) resolution. A compromise between coverage volume, spatial and 

temporal resolution must therefore be made in the protocol design299. Dual temporal 

resolution (DTR) techniques incorporating a staged dual-bolus of gadolinium-based contrast 

agent have been developed to address this limitation. Li and colleagues measured plasma 

concentration curves from an initial low-dose high temporal (LDHT) resolution acquisition 

to reconstruct a high temporal resolution vascular input function (VIF), this accurate VIF 

was then used for subsequent kinetic analysis of a second full-dose high spatial resolution 

(FDHS) dataset299.  This approach termed the DICE (Dual-injection Contrast Enhanced) 

method generated high spatial resolution parametric maps but the low temporal resolution 

(frame duration ∆t = 10 s) of the contrast agent uptake curves in tissue resulted in covariate 

errors during kinetic fitting. Errors were observable as large vessel and vascular leakage 

contamination within the derived Ktrans and vp maps respectively299. DTR DCE-MRI methods 

that can provide accurate pharmacokinetic estimates with high spatiotemporal resolution are 

therefore needed.  

The objective of this study was to develop and validate a novel DTR DCE-MRI based 

methodology for derivation of accurate, high spatial resolution pharmacokinetic parameters. 

The approach uses data from either  an established dual-bolus DTR DCE-MRI protocol or a 

newly developed single injection DTR protocol with low contrast agent dose. Composite HT 

and HS resolution tissue gadolinium concentration curves were first constructed and the high 

temporal but low spatial resolution first-pass concentration curves were then reconstructed 
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pixel-by-pixel to a higher spatial resolution prior to subsequent kinetic analysis using a 

process we call “LEvel and rescale the GAdolinium contrast concentrations curves of high 

temporal TO high Spatial” (LEGATOS) DCE-MRI.  

We hypothesized that this novel kinetic mapping method would not only provide high spatial 

resolution pharmacokinetic estimates with parameter accuracy comparable to a high 

temporal resolution acquisition using the extended Tofts model (ETM) but also permit the 

use of a low contrast agent dose during data acquisition184,192. The hypothesis was tested 

using in vivo application to patients with sporadic and neurofibromatosis type-2 (NF2) 

related vestibular schwannoma (VS) as a disease model.   

 

Methods 
 

Patients  

This study analysed previously acquired and prospectively acquired DTR DCE-MRI 

datasets. For the retrospective study, dual-injection DTR DCE-MRI data in 17 patients 

with VS, including one patient with bilateral NF2-related VSs were investigated. For the 

prospective study, 11 patients including one patient with NF2-related, bilateral tumours 

were recruited and underwent a newly developed single injection low-dose DTR DCE-

MRI acquisition.  The extra-axial nature of VS makes them an ideal disease model for a 

preliminary imaging study such as this in that they are not influenced by brain 

microenvironment and its vasculature.  In addition they can be more accurately delineated 

on acquired imaging compared to intra-axial tumours and can be resected en-bloc 

permitting more robust comparisons between imaging and tissue data. The study obtained 

ethical approval (NHS Health Research Authority; NRES committee North West 

13/NW/0131 and 13/NW/0247) and all participants provided informed consent.  

 

MR imaging 

Imaging was performed on one of two Philips Achieva (Philips Medical Systems) whole 

body scanners with most patients scanned at 1.5 T (one sporadic VS was scanned at 3.0 T). 

For all studies a macrocyclic contrast agent (gadoterate meglumine; Dotarem, Guerbet S.A.) 

was administered by power injector as an intravenous bolus at a rate of 3 ml/s, followed by 
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a chaser of 20 ml of 0.9% saline administered at the same rate. High-resolution 3D T1W 

(T1W) gradient echo (GRE) sequence with full brain coverage (TE 3.2ms, TR 8.6ms, slice 

thickness 1.2mm) both before and after contrast were obtained for tumour delineation. 

 

Dual-injection, dual temporal resolution DCE-MRI acquisition 

For the retrospective study, data were acquired using a previously described DTR, dual-

injection dynamic contrast enhanced (DICE) technique299.  For the first part of this DTR 

technique, a high temporal resolution sequence with a low-dose of contrast agent (fixed 

volume of 3 ml) was performed to yield low-dose high temporal resolution data. The LDHT 

DCE series was acquired using a 3D GRE sequence with a flip angle of 20°, TR/TE of 2.5 

ms/0.696 ms, matrix size of 96 x 96 x 22, voxel size of 2.5 x 2.5 x 6.35 mm3, and frame 

duration (Δt) of 1.0 s (n = 300). This was followed by a full-dose high spatial resolution 

DCE acquisition (TR/TE/flip angle of 3.7 ms/0.93 ms/20°; voxel size of 1 x 1 x 2 mm3; 

matrix size of 240 x 240 x 70, Δt =10.7 s, n = 60). Variable flip-angle (α = 2°, 8°, 15° and 

20°) acquisitions were undertaken prior to both the LDHT and FDHS DCE series for native 

longitudinal relaxation rate (R1N) mapping. 

 

Single low-dose, dual temporal resolution DCE-MRI acquisition 

For the prospective arm of the study, all patients were imaged at 1.5T using a newly 

developed single injection low-dose DTR DCE-MRI acquisition. Using administration of a 

low-dose of contrast agent (3 ml), an interleaved HT (TR/TE/flip angle of 2.5 ms/0.696 

ms/16°; matrix size of 96 x 96 x 28, voxel size of 2.5 x 2.5 x 5 mm3, ∆t = 1.46 s) and HS 

(TR/TE/flip angle of 3.7 ms/0.925 ms/16°; a matrix size of 240 x 240 x 56, voxel size of 1 

x 1 x 2.5 mm3, ∆t = 6.04 s) resolution acquisition was performed.  Variable flip-angle (α = 

2°, 6°, 12° and 16°) acquisitions matched in image dimensions to the HT and HS frames of 

the interleaved protocol were undertaken for R1N mapping.  An overview of the interleaved 

DTR protocol and construction of the concentration–time course from the interleaved low-

dose, HT and HS segments are shown in Fig.1. 

A FDHS (dose = 0.2 mL/kg·weight - prebolus) acquisition was also performed following 

the single injection interleaved DTR series to allow for the comparison between kinetic 

parameters derived using this new sequence and the dual-injection protocol. This FDHS 
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series used the same parameters as the low-dose HS acquisition. All images from the 

LDHT and FDHS acquisitions were co-registered and resliced to a low-dose HS baseline 

image frame prior to kinetic analysis. 

 

The new DTR DCE-MRI processing method 

Our new DTR-based mapping technique relied on two key steps, which can be summarized 

as follows: 

Key step I: Combination of the high temporal and high spatial resolution series to construct 

a 4D concentration volume (HTHS-merged) with a HT arterial phase followed by a HS 

parenchymal tissue phase.  

A two-part 4D contrast agent concentration volume (HTHS-merged) was constructed from 

the HT (low spatial) and HS (low temporal) resolution dynamic series. The native 4D HT 

dynamic images were first co-registered and resliced to a HS baseline image frame using a 

4th degree B-Spline interpolation within SPM  to obtain a 4D HTaligned volume. The signal 

intensity-time curves from this 4D HTaligned and the 4D HS dynamic image volumes were 

then converted to contrast concentration curves using their respective baselines and R1N 

derived from the pre-injection variable flip-angle acquisitions.  

The constructed DTR 4D concentration volume (HTHS-merged) must retain a HT arterial 

phase to enable for accurate discrimination between perfusion and permeability effects. The 

initial 40 s of the HTaligned concentration-time course was therefore concatenated with later 

concentration-time points obtained from either the dedicated FDHS series or the low-dose 

HS resolution series segments in the case of the single low-dose DTR study.  The time point 

for this concatenation (tadj) was selected to be just after the recirculation phase to limit the 

effects of rapid systemic contrast agent leakage and fluctuations due to recirculation. 

Because of the differences in administered dose between the LDHT and FDHS DCE series 

in the dual-injection DTR acquisition, prior to concatenation the later phase of the HS 

concentration curves also needed to be cross-calibrated with the HT curves for both bolus 

arrival time (BAT) and dose. 

The major steps in the construction of the DTR 4D concentration volume from the single-

injection, low-dose interleaved protocol and the dual-injection DTR protocol are illustrated 

in Fig.1 and supplementary Fig.S1 respectively.   
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Fig.1  Single, low-dose interleaved HT-HS protocol 

A: Timeline for the interleaved low-dose HT-HS acquisition and FDHS-DCE protocol. For the HT 
segments, sense acceleration factor of 1.8, pixel bandwidth of 700 Hz, and the short TR gradient 
recalled echo-based pulse sequence was embedded with both gradient spoiler and phase cycling 
for the elimination of the net transverse magnetization. The gradient spoilers are applied along read 
(Gx) and slab selection (Gz) directions.   B: Contrast agent concentration-time course measured 
from a region-of-interest in the superior sagittal sinus. The arterial phase of the concentration-time 
course is sampled through the use of 50 dynamic HT frames at the start of the acquisition to allow 
for accurate discrimination between perfusion- and permeability-effects. Later concentration-time 
points are sampled using 12 pairs of interleaved LDHS & LDHT series segments. To allow 
comparison between kinetic parameters derived using this new sequence and dual-injection 
protocols, a full-dose high spatial (FDHS) acquisition is also performed following the single-injection 
DTR series. LD: low-dose; FD: full-dose; HT: high temporal resolution; HS: high spatial resolution; 
VFA: variable flip angle; BL: baseline 
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Key step II: Pixel-by-pixel rescaling concatenated HT arterial phase to resemble the 

supposed ‘true’ high spatial resolution arterial phase 

Despite the HT dataset being resampled/interpolated in image space to higher spatial 

resolution, the observed HTaligned data primarily reflects the arterial phase of the low spatial 

resolution pixel contrast concentration curve and must be replaced with a reconstructed HS 

arterial phase. Without this reconstruction step parameter maps (in particular vp) derived 

from kinetic fitting of the 4D HTHS-merged concentration volume generated in key step I 

would still closely resemble those obtained from the native low spatial resolution LDHT 

DCE dataset.   

In key step II, LEGATOS was therefore used to reconstruct pixel-by-pixel the concatenated 

low spatial resolution HT arterial phase of the HTHS-merged concentration volume to reflect 

the supposed ‘true’ HS resolution one. This pixel-wise reconstruction method was based on 

the fact that the contrast agent concentration value is not affected by the imaging parameters. 

Rather, the observed difference in the concentration level between the concatenated HTaligned 

and HS concentration curves (dose-adjusted for the dual-injection method) in each pixel of 

the HTHS-merged 4D concentration volume (Fig.2, left column) reflects the difference in 

the native spatial resolution during data acquisition (assuming there is no dominant noise 

process affecting estimated GBCA concentrations).This pixel-wise calibration method 

assumes that: 1) The initial part (i.e., t  ≤  tadj) of each HS or HTaligned pixel contrast agent 

concentration-time curve is in the arterial phase and that leakage effects can be ignored; 2) 

The arterial phase of each enhancing tissue pixel curve, Ct, has a similar shape to the initial 

part of the blood plasma contrast agent concentration curve, Cp(t), but scaled by vp. 

Therefore, 

Ct-HS(t)  / Ct-HT(t) = [Cp(t) · vp-HS] / [Cp(t) · vp-HT] = vp-HS / vp-HT, t  ≤  tadj,         [1]        

where Ct-HT(t) is the observed HTaligned arterial phase concentration-time curve, Ct-HS(t) is the 

supposed ‘true’ HS arterial phase concentration-time curve; vp-HT and vp-HS are the plasma 

volume fraction of the observed HTaligned and the supposed ‘true’ HS arterial phase 

respectively. 

Based on the above, the calibration ratio, ratiocalib, can be defined as: 

  ratiocalib = Ct-HS(tadj)  / Ct-HT(tadj) = vp-HS / vp-HT.            [2] 
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Combining equations [1] and [2], we have: 

Ct-HS(t) = Ct-HT(t) · ratiocalib, t  ≤  tadj.             [3] 

That is, we could obtain the true HS arterial phase by rescaling the HTaligned arterial phase 

with the ratio of Ct-HS(tadj) / Ct-HT(tadj). The calibration ratio was calculated from the 

concatenated HTHS-merged concentration-time course by taking the mean concentration of 

5 HS frames following the concatenation timepoint, tadj, over the mean concentration of 4 

final frames of the HTaligned arterial phase series before tadj (Fig.2). This calculated calibration 

ratio was then used to rescale the initial HTaligned arterial phase of each pixel concentration-

time curve to achieve a smooth concatenation with the later HS parenchymal phase prior to 

kinetic fitting.  

 

Fig.2 Pixel-by-pixel rescaling of the HT arterial-phase of the HTHS-merged 
concentration time course to resemble the supposed ‘true’ high spatial resolution 
one  

Panels A and B show two representative pixels from the tissue concentration-time course in a VS 
imaged at 3T. The left column represents the HTHS-merged concentration time course in each pixel 
and the right column shows the rescaling of the HT arterial-phase to smoothly concatenated with the 
HS later phase. Ratiocalib is used to rescale the initial Ct-HT(t) for each pixel, so that the Ct-HT(t) and Ct-

HS are smoothly concatenated whilst maintaining the shape of the first-pass Ct-HT(t) curve. Ct-HT(t) is 
the observed HTaligned arterial phase concentration-time curve; Ct-HS(t) is the parenchymal HS 
concentration-time curve.  
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Kinetic analysis  

The tissue concentration-time curves of the 4D HTHS-merged concentration volume from 

each patient were either directly fitted to the ETM following key step I (HTHS-merged 

method), or underwent fitting following both key steps I and II above (the LEGATOS 

method).   For the single-injection DTR acquisition two sets of LEGATOS reconstructed 

maps were generated depending on whether the HTaligned concentration-time course was 

concatenated with the low-dose HS series segments (LEGATOSLDHS) or the separate 

dedicated FDHS series segments (LEGATOSDICE).  Kinetic analysis was also performed 

using the LDHT or FDHS tissue concentration-time curves alone as a comparative measure. 

The dynamic MR signal measured from voxels in the vertical part of superior sagittal sinus 

was used as an indirect estimate of the VIF as described previously168,299,307. A map of scaled 

fitting error (SFE) was generated as an integral part of each fitting procedure to assess the 

discrepancy between the derived curve and the original data514.  

 

Tissue analysis 

Tissue from nine sporadic VSs and one NF2-related VS that had undergone the single-

injection low-dose acquisition and 15 sporadic VSs that had undergone the dual-injection 

acquisition were analysed. Ethical approval was obtained for tissue analyses (REC reference 

15/NW/0429 and 19/NS/0167). Serial 5-µm sections were cut from each paraffin block and 

stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and immunoperoxidase immunohistochemistry 

(IHC). Tissue sections were assessed quantitatively for cell density (H&E), microvessel 

surface area (CD31) and vascular permeability (fibrinogen) using immunoperoxidase IHC. 

Detailed protocols are described in chapter 3. 

 

Statistical analysis  

For the 11 patients who underwent the single-injection DTR acquisition, scatterplot with 

linear regression was used to compare estimates of mean tumour Ktrans, vp and ve derived 

using the single injection low-dose (LEGATOSLDHS) and dual-injection (LEGATOSDICE) 

methods respectively. Bland-Altman plots were also used to evaluate the mean of the 

difference in parameter estimates between the two datasets. Only voxels with vp > 0 and a 
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good fit to the model (SFE < 50%)  on the LEGATOSLDHS derived maps were chosen for the 

statistical analysis.  

The inter-tumour correlation between DCE-MRI derived parameter estimates (Ktrans, vp and 

ve) and tissue-derived metrics (H&E cell density, CD31 microvessel surface area, fibrinogen 

OD) are reported as Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) or Spearman’s rho 

in the case of nonlinear associations. For linear associations, the results of linear regression 

are reported as adjusted R2 estimates on included figures.  

 

Results 
 

In vivo evaluation  

Dual-injection DTR Study 

Comparative kinetic parameter maps from a NF2 patient imaged with the dual-injection 

DTR protocol are shown in Fig.3. Maps derived using the native LDHT tissue concentration-

time curves (LDHT), the native FDHS tissue concentration-time curves (DICE-FDHS), the 

HTHS-merged data and the LEGATOSDICE reconstructed data are shown. The 

LEGATOSDICE method offered superior visualization of small lesions and intratumoural 

heterogeneity in derived Ktrans and vp maps compared to the use of native LDHT datasets. 

The DICE-FDHS method also offered superior spatial resolution but due to undersampling 

of the first-pass bolus in each pixel-enhancing curve, derived Ktrans and vp maps suffered 

from large vessel contamination and lack of vessel contrast respectively. Neither of these 

features was seen in the LDHT or LEGATOSDICE derived maps. 

 

Single low-dose DTR Study 

Representative kinetic parameter maps from a large sporadic VS imaged using the low-dose 

HT and HS interleaved DCE-MRI acquisition protocol are shown in Fig.4 LEGATOSLDHS 

maps derived from the single low-dose HT and HS interleaved acquisition showed 

comparable quality to maps derived from combination of the low-dose HT segments and 

separate FDHS DCE data (LEGATOSDICE). Both reconstruction methods permitted better 

visualization of intratumoural heterogeneity in the vp, Ktrans and ve maps relative to use of the 

native LDHT datasets alone.   
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Scatterplot and linear regression analysis demonstrated a significant correlation between 

mean tumour kinetic parameter estimates derived using the LEGATOSLDHS and 

LEGATOSDICE reconstruction methods (Fig.5). The correlation between ve estimates was 

weaker (R
2
 = 0.48, p < 0.01) compared to the mean tumour vp (R

2
 = 0.80, p < 0.0001) and 

Ktrans estimates (R
2
 = 0.78, p < 0.0001).  Corresponding Bland-Altman plots (right column) 

showed the bias of each of the LEGATOSLDHS derived parameters with respect to 

LEGATOSDICE estimates (Ktrans: -0.016 min-1; vp: 0.011; ve: -0.025). 

 

Fig.3  Kinetic parameter maps from a neurofibromatosis type-2 patient imaged 
using a dual-injection, dual temporal resolution protocol 

K
trans

 and vp maps obtained from dual-injection DCE (DICE) MRI at 1.5 T are shown. Note the large 
right-sided VS and multiple supra- and infra-tentorial meningiomas in this patient. Maps derived using 
the native LDHT tissue concentration-time curves (LDHT), the native FDHS tissue concentration-
time curves (DICE-FDHS method), the HTHS-merged data and the LEGATOSDICE reconstructed data 

are shown. Whilst the LDHT derived K
trans

 map appears free of large vessel contamination, the small 
tuberculum sellae meningioma (long arrow) is difficult to visualise. The DICE-FDHS derived maps 
better demonstrate this meningioma and intratumoural heterogeneity within the VS but show 
considerable large vessel contamination (short arrow). The degree of large vessel contamination is 
reduced in the HTHS-merged data and almost absent in the LEGATOSDICE derived Ktrans map. 
Relative to the HTHS-merged data, the LEGATOS map displayed greater spatial detail in the derived 
vp map. 
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Fig.4  Kinetic parameter maps from a sporadic vestibular schwannoma patient 
imaged using a single, low-dose interleaved HT-HS DCE-MRI protocol 

Representative images from a patient with a large left-sided sporadic VS imaged using a novel low-
dose (LD) interleaved high temporal (HT) (frame duration of ∆t = 1.46 s) and high spatial resolution 
(∆t = 6.04 s) DCE-MRI acquisition on a 1.5 T Philips scanner. Kinetic maps derived using either the 
HT segments alone (LDHT, left column), the LEGATOSLDHS method or the LEGATOSDICE method 
are shown. Note the increased vascularity around the tumour capsule, visible on both the high spatial 
T2W-DRIVE acquisition (voxel size = 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5mm3) and LEGATOS derived vp parameter maps 
(*).  
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Fig.5  Comparison of tumour mean values of Ktrans, vp and ve obtained using the 
LEGATOSLDHS and LEGATOSDICE reconstruction methods 

A: Scatter plot and linear regression analysis. The correlation between LEGATOSLDHS and 
LEGATOSDICE derived estimates are shown. The results of linear regression are reported as adjusted 
R

2 
estimates. B: Bland-Altman plots (left column): Solid black lines in the Bland-Altman plots are the 

mean difference (bias) ± 1.96 · SD of the difference. 

 

Imaging and pathology analysis 

Microvessel SA correlated with both vp (r=0.76, p=0.02) and Ktrans (r=0.68, p=0.04) 

estimates derived using the LEGATOSLDHS approach. There was a non-significant 

correlation between cell density and LEGATOSLDHS derived mean tumour ve estimates 

(rho=-0.52, p=0.12). Correlation indices between imaging and tissue analysis in 11 resected 

VSs that underwent the single low-dose DTR study are shown in Fig.6 and supplementary 

Fig.S2. One VS demonstrated disproportionately low mean tumour vp compared to mean 

microvessel SA estimates. Tissue sections of this case demonstrated prominent microcystic 
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change and oedema, and regions of vascular thrombosis likely to attenuate the ‘functional’ 

vasculature in this tumour (supplementary Fig.S3).    

The intertumour correlation between LEGATOS derived kinetic parameter estimates and 

tissue metrics in the 15 sporadic VSs that underwent the dual-injection DTR protocol showed 

a significant inverse correlation between cell density and mean tumour ve (Rho= -0.69, 

p=0.006) and a significant positive correlation between CD31 percent microvessel SA with 

both mean tumour vp  (r=0.85, p=0.001) and mean tumour Ktrans (r=0.71, p=0.003) 

(supplementary Fig.S4).  The LEGATOS reconstruction method permitted better 

characterization of spatial heterogeneity in cell density and microvascular metrics across the 

tumour volume compared to use of the native LDHT datasets; representative imaging and 

tissue from a sporadic VS imaged using the dual-injection DTR protocol is shown in Fig.7. 
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Fig.6  Comparison of LEGATOSLDHS derived Ktrans and vp estimates from the in-vivo 
single low-dose DTR Study against tissue derived parameters 

A: Inter-tumour scatterplot comparison of LEGATOSLDHS derived mean tumour vp estimates against 
mean CD31 % microvessel surface area (SA). Data from 10 tumours shown. B:  Intertumour 
scatterplot analysis of LEGATOSLDHS derived mean tumour Ktrans (min-1) against mean CD31 % 
microvessel surface area (SA). C: Representative imaging and histology from a patient with a 
growing highly vascular VS (top row) and a comparatively less vascular static VS (bottom row) is 
shown. From left to right: T1W post-contrast; parametric Ktrans map; parametric vp map; and 
immunostains (CD31-brown) demonstrating the comparatively higher microvessel density within the 
larger growing VS (immunoperoxidase – x20 HPF). Mean parameter values for  the  VS  displayed  
in  the top and bottom row are outlined in the scatterplots shown in panel A and B through the use of 
a red and blue box respectively. ** Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) reported or 
Spearman’s Rho in the case of non-linear association between variables.  
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Fig.7 Evaluation of heterogeneity in tumour microvascular metrics using the 
LEGATOS technique 

A: T1W post-contrast demonstrating growing left-sided VS, note the heterogenous enhancement 
within the tumour. Scale bar =10mm. B:  Kinetic parameter maps (ve, Ktrans and vp) of the VS shown 
in panel A derived using dual, injection DTR DCE-MRI. Parameter maps derived from the native 
LDHT datasets (top row, LDHT) and the LEGATOS reconstructed datasets (bottom row, 
LEGATOSDICE) are shown. Note the spatial heterogeneity in LEGATOSDICE derived ve, Ktrans and vp 
values across the imaged tumour slice.  C: Haematoxylin and eosin stained section (Top, HE-whole 
mount) and immunostains (Middle - Fibrinogen, brown; Bottom – CD31, brown; immunoperoxidase 
– whole mount) from the tumour shown in Panel A/B demonstrate heterogeneity in cell density (H&E), 
perivascular leak (fibrinogen) and microvessel density (CD31) across the tumour section.  D-E: 
Higher magnification images of the areas framed in the whole mount demonstrating regions of high 
(panel D) and low (panel E) cell density (HE, x20HPF), perivascular leak (fibrinogen, 
immunoperoxidase x10HPF) and microvessel density (CD31, immunoperoxidase x10HPF).  

 

Discussion  
We have described LEGATOS: a novel DTR DCE-MRI processing approach for deriving 

accurate, high spatial resolution, whole-brain coverage kinetic parameter maps. Data from 

in vivo imaging demonstrated that kinetic parameters derived using LEGATOS provided 

superior discrimination of perfusion and permeability effects compared to other high spatial 

resolution approaches. Imaging results showed a linear correlation with tissue derived 
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markers of vascular density and the extravascular-extracellular space. Application of 

LEGATOS with a newly developed single low-dose DTR DCE-MRI protocol demonstrated 

that this new modality provided accurate, high spatial kinetic parameter maps following a 

single low-dose contrast agent injection employing 1.5 mmol to replace a full recommended 

dose of 7 mmol for a 70 kg man, representing an 80% or greater reduction in contrast dose 

depending on body weight.  

Previous attempts to derive high spatial kinetic parameters from DTR DCE-MRI such as the 

DICE-FDHS method showed significant covariate fitting errors in derived parameter maps 

due to the low temporal resolution of the sampled tissue uptake curves. Our strategy 

overcomes this limitation by first merging the separately acquired high temporal (low spatial) 

and high spatial (low-temporal) DCE-MRI datasets into a merged 4D concentration-time 

course and secondly rescaling the high temporal arterial phase of this HTHS merged time-

course to match the ‘true’ high spatial one, prior to subsequent kinetic analysis. We 

hypothesized that high temporal sampling of the initial part of the tissue uptake curves would 

address fitting errors induced by temporal jitter uncertainty (uncertainty in time alignment 

of the VIF and tissue uptake curves) and under-sampling at the bolus peak305.  Our acquired 

data supported this with the LEGATOS derived parameter maps demonstrating superior 

separation of perfusion- and permeability-based changes in the tissue concentration-time 

course. 

Previous in vivo studies in sporadic VSs have demonstrated that kinetic parameter estimates 

derived from low-spatial, HT resolution DCE-MRI accurately reflect inter-tumour 

differences in tissue vascularity metrics and correlate with differences in macrophage 

content and tumour growth rate54,55. However, the inherent low spatial resolution in derived 

parameter maps limited accurate assessment of intratumoural heterogeneity, especially 

within smaller lesions. In the present study we demonstrated that high spatial resolution 

LEGATOS derived microvascular parameters differentiated inter-tumour differences in 

vascularity and permitted better evaluation of intratumoural heterogeneity in vascular 

density and cell density estimates.  A limitation of DCE-MRI as well as any non-invasive 

imaging technique is that the true in vivo tissue perfusion parameters are unknown and can 

only be extrapolated from architectural features detectable on ex vivo tissue specimens such 

as microvessel density and microvessel surface area. Vessel thrombosis and interstitial 

oedema may attenuate perfusion within a tumour, leading to mismatch between the observed 

structural and ‘functional’ vasculature, and this may in part explain the discrepancy between 

imaging and tissue observed in one tumour in this study.  
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In vivo application of LEGATOS with a novel interleaved HT and HS protocol developed at 

our institution, demonstrated that this technique provides accurate, high spatial resolution 

kinetic parameter estimates following a single low-dose contrast agent injection, 

representing an 80% reduction in contrast dose. With the reported nephrotoxicity of 

gadolinium based contrast agent515 and the recent evidence of gadolinium deposition in the 

brain of patients who had repeated post-contrast imaging, the possibility to derive HS 

resolution kinetic parameter data following a low-dose injection has potential clinical 

relevance516.  In clinical trials where microvascular parameters are felt to be relevant 

outcome markers such as trials of anti-angiogenic treatment, the use of LEGATOS would 

allow significant reduction in contrast dose whilst supporting more accurate estimate of 

individual parameters and increased statistical sensitivity to therapy induce changes in 

individuals or groups. The use of LEGATOS would therefore be expected to produce a 

significant increase in statistical power in such studies. 

Previous authors have attempted to achieve high spatiotemporal resolution in DCE-MRI 

through the use of advanced time resolved or ‘keyhole’ imaging techniques  such as  Siemens 

TWIST517, Phillips 4D-TRAK518 and GE’s TRICKS519 and DISCO520. Such techniques 

improved temporal resolution during data acquisition through undersampling of peripheral 

k-space. There has also been growing interest in estimating kinetic parameters directly from 

under-sampled k,t-space data without prior data reconstruction521,522.  The LEGATOS 

method nonetheless offers advantages over the above techniques including greater temporal 

resolution (∆t < 1.5 s) in data acquisition and the demonstrated applicability with a low-dose 

protocol. 

Reconstruction of the initial HT contrast agent concentration curve assuming that at the 

concatenation time point, tadj, both the HTaligned and HS curves are still dominated by the 

intravascular contribution is a limitation of LEGATOS. If the HTaligned and HS concentration 

curves display significant differences in the amount of contrast agent leakage, calibration 

using a single concentration ratio is not suitable and more complex adjustment may be 

required.  

Conclusions  
We developed a novel DTR technique called LEGATOS to generate high spatial resolution 

kinetic parametric maps with an accuracy normally only obtained with high temporal (Δt < 

1.5 s), low spatial resolution DCE-MRI. This technique has been tested with an established 

dual-injection protocol and a novel single injection interleaved DCE-MRI protocol, using 
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only 20% of the conventional contrast agent dose.  The accuracy of kinetic parameters 

estimated using this new technique outperformed previous DTR methods for deriving high 

spatial resolution parameter maps and analysis of tissue from VSs investigated with 

LEGATOS validated our approach. Clinical application of this modality and its application 

with low-dose DCE-MRI protocols require further studies.   
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Supplementary Figures 
 

 

Fig.S1  Combination of the low-dose high temporal (LDHT) and full-dose high 
spatial (FDHS) data from dual-injection DTR MRI 

Concatenation of the low-dose high temporal and full-dose high spatial concentration curves from 

dual-injection dual temporal resolution DCE MRI data is shown. The LDHT data is first co-

registered and resliced to a HS baseline image to generate a 4D HTaligned DCE dataset (step 1). 

The vascular input function (VIF) bolus arrival time (BATVIF) is derived for LDHT and FDHS 

datasets respectively (step 2). The HTaligned and FDHS signal intensity (SI) time-course are 

subsequently converted to 4D gadolinium based contrast agent (GBCA) concentration ([Gd]) 

volumes (step 3) and the timepoint for the adjoining HTaligned and FDHS concentration curves (tadj) 

is calculated as 40 s following the BATVIF (step 4).  The FDHS concentration curves are then cross-

calibrated with the LDHT curves both for timing and contrast agent dose (step 5), prior to 

concatenating the HTaligned and FDHS concentration curves at tadj to generate a HTHS-merged 4D 

concentration volume (step 6). 
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Fig.S2   Imaging –tissue correlation of LEGATOSLDHS derived kinetic parameter 
estimates  

A: Intertumour scatterplot comparison of LEGATOSLDHS derived mean tumour ve estimates against 

H&E cell density (nuclei/ x20 HPF). Data from 10 tumours shown. ** Spearman’s rho reported.  B: 
Representative image sections of a VS with high ve estimates (left) and a VS with low ve estimates 

(right). From top: T1W post-contrast; parametric ve map and magnification image demonstrating 

voxelwise heterogeneity in ve estimates across the tumour.  C:  Representative haematoxylin and 

eosin (H&E, x20)–stained sections from the tumour with high ve (top row) and low ve (bottom row) 

respectively. Note the  low cellularity, increased extravascular- extracellular space and increased 

microcystic change in the VS with high ve (top) compared to the VS with low measured ve, (bottom) 

which  demonstrated a highly cellular Antoni type A histology pattern. Mean tumour ve values for  

the  VS  displayed  in  panel B and C are outlined in the scatterplot shown in panel A through the 

use of a red and blue box respectively.   
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Fig.S3   Imaging and tissue parameters in a patient with low vp and high 
microvessel density  
 
A: T1W post-contrast demonstrating large right-sided VS, note the heterogenous enhancement 

within the tumour. B:  LEGATOS derived parameter maps of ve, Ktrans (min-1) and vp derived from 

the single low-dose (top row, LEGATOSLDHS) and dual-injection DTR DCE-MRI datasets (bottom 

row, LEGATOSDICE). Note the high ve but low vp values within the tumour.  C:  Haematoxylin and 

eosin (H&E, x 10) and CD31 immunostains (CD31-brown, x10 immunoperoxidase) demonstrating 

a region of microcystic change/ interstitial tumoural oedema and low microvessel density within the 

tumour. D:  Haematoxylin and eosin (H&E, x 10) and CD31 immunostains (CD31-brown, x10 

immunoperoxidase) demonstrating regions of vascular thrombosis (*) within the tumour.  
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Fig.S4   Intertumour scatterplot comparison of LEGATOSDICE derived parameters 
from the dual-injection DTR DCE-MRI datasets against tissue derived parameters 
 
A: Intertumour scatterplot comparison of mean tumour ve estimates against H&E cell density 
(nuclei/ x20HPF). B: Intertumour scatterplot analysis of mean vascular fraction (vp) against mean 
CD31 % microvessel surface area (SA). C: Intertumour scatterplot analysis of mean tumour Ktrans 
(min-1) against mean CD31 % microvessel surface area (SA). Data from 15 tumours shown 
 
** Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) reported or Spearman’s rho in the case of 
non-linear association between variables 
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